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Abstract
Destination marketing systems are a prevalent technology in the tourism industry. A
particular feature of destination marketing systems is that they rely on tourism operators’
participation so that comprehensive product information can be delivered to potential
tourists. A review of literature revealed that stakeholder cooperation has been a major
issue in many destination marketing systems, and a lack of tourism operators’
participation in them has inhibited destination marketing system success. Research that
has addressed this issue has suggested technology adoption issues have inhibited tourism
operators’ participation. Some research has identified that inter-organisational
relationships may be influencing tourism operators’ participation, however there has been
little research addressing this topic. Given this gap in the literature, this thesis addresses
the research question:

How do inter-organisational relationships influence destination marketing system
participation by tourism operators?
To address this research question, five research issues were developed from the literature.
Information technology factors formed one research issue, while analysis of the interorganisational relationship literature suggested four research issues could be relevant in
influencing tourism operators’ participation in destination marketing systems. These were
dependency, the hidden characteristics problem from agency theory, the hidden action
problem from agency theory, and trust.
This research is informed by the critical realism paradigm. Research methods were
primarily qualitative, included expert interviews and multiple case studies. The data was
collected qualitatively, however analysed using qualitative and quantitative techniques. A
series of 13 interviews with experts from destination marketing organisations and
representatives from peak tourism bodies were carried out and analysed using a
convergent interviewing process. A multiple case study approach was used, conducting 15
case studies of tourism operators.
A total of 43 factors were identified that influence tourism operators’ participation in
destination marketing systems. Of these factors, 31 could be accounted for within the five
research issues of information technology factors (7 factors), dependency (9 factors),
hidden characteristics (5 factors), hidden action (8 factors), and trust (4 factors). This
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research identified that the overall relationship between the tourism operator and the
destination marketing organisation influences tourism operators’ participation in
destination marketing systems. The findings suggest that this overall relationship is
influenced by dependency and trust. A specific destination marketing system relationship
also exists between tourism operators’ and destination marketing organisations, which
influences tourism operators’ participation in destination marketing systems. This
destination marketing system specific relationship is influenced by dependency, the
hidden characteristics problem and the hidden action problem.
The contribution of this thesis is the development of a theoretical framework for
explaining

how

inter-organisational

relationships

influence

tourism

operators’

participation in destination marketing systems. In particular, this thesis identifies how key
factors associated with dependency, hidden characteristics, hidden action and trust affect
tourism operators’ participation in destination marketing systems. As such the theoretical
framework contributes new knowledge to the understanding of destination marketing
systems.
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Chapter 1:

Introduction

1.1 Introduction
The goal of this chapter is to give the reader an overview of the thesis and begin to
establish a common understanding of the research question and how and why it is
investigated. Firstly introduced is the purpose of this research, which is to investigate how
inter-organisational relationships influence destination marketing system participation by
tourism operators. Following this, a definition of destination marketing systems, tourism
operators, and participation is given, so that a common understanding of what is being
asked in the research question can be established.
This is followed by an overview of the literature review, highlighting the key issues that
have arisen in the extant literature concerning destination marketing systems, information
technology

adoption,

and

inter-organisational

relationships

and

justifying

this

investigation. This review identifies that tourism operator participation is an important
issue in destination marketing systems, however little is known about the influence of
inter-organisational relationships on participation. A review of the inter-organisational
relationship theory identifies that theories of dependency, agency and trust may offer
insights into this issue.
An overview of the methodology and research design is then given, with this research
carried out within the critical realism paradigm, using expert interviews and multiple case
studies. Data is collected qualitatively and analysing it using both qualitative and
quantitative techniques. Delimitations and key assumption of the research are then
discussed, highlighting the limitations in applicability of the findings and assumptions
made about the phenomenon being studied. Lastly, an outline of thesis is given to present
an overview of the content and flow of the thesis.

1.2 Research Purpose
Research into destination marketing systems has found that stakeholder cooperation is a
major issue of concern (Buhalis & Spada, 2000b; Frew & O'Connor, 1999a;
Laubenheimer, Carlsson, & Makinen, 1999; Martini, Jacucci, Cattani, & Claza, 2000;
Schucan, 1998; Tschanz & Klein, 1996, 1997). This research concentrates on tourism
operators’ participation rather than other stakeholders in the system, since participation of
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tourism operators in destination marketing systems has become a problem inhibiting the
success of destination marketing systems (Daniele, Mistilis, & Ward, 2000; Hornby, 2006;
Mutch, 1996; Sussmann & Baker, 1996; Tourism Training Victoria, 2002). Previous
research into the issue of tourism operator participation has concentrated on technology
related factors (Buhalis & Spada, 2000a, 2000b; Morrison, 2001; Morrison & King, 2002;
Tourism Training Victoria, 2002), where as little research has investigated the influence of
inter-organisational relationships between the tourism operators and the destination
marketing organisation on participation in destination marketing systems. Thus, the
research question addressed in this research is:
“How do inter-organisational relationships influence destination marketing system

participation by tourism operators?”
To guide this investigation, five research issues are developed from a review of literature.
The five research issues are (1) ‘Information Technology Factors’, (2) ‘Dependency’, (3)
‘Hidden Characteristics’, (4) ‘Hidden Action’ and (5) ‘Trust’.
‘Information Technology Factors’ reflects the previous research which established various
factors relevant to adopting information technology innovations, as well as general
technology factors found by previous research into destination marketing system
participation. ‘Dependency’ is concerned with the degree to which one organisation relies
on another, proposing that participation in the destination marketing system is influenced
by the degree of dependency a tourism operator has on the destination marketing
organisation and the destination marketing system.
The ‘Hidden Characteristics’ problem from agency theory addressed tourism operators’
need to verify the ability of the destination marketing organisations to perform the task of
internet marketing on their behalf. The ‘Hidden Action’ problem from agency theory
reflects tourism operators’ concerns about the actions of destination marketing
organisations when performing a task on their behalf. ‘Trust’ between the tourism
operator and destination marketing organisation is considered because this has an
influence on cooperation and counters the hidden characteristics and hidden actions
problems (research issues three and four).
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This study found that dependency and trust influence the overall tourism operatordestination marketing organisation relationship, which in turn influences tourism operator
participation in destination marketing systems. Within the overall tourism operatordestination marketing organisation relationship also exists a specific destination marketing
system relationship. In the destination marketing system specific relationship,
dependency, hidden characteristics and hidden action are major influences on tourism
operators’ participation. How the inter-organisational relationship influences participation
is presented visually in chapter six in a theoretical framework. This is summarised in
figure 1.1 below:
Overall Relationship

Dependence
(DMO)

Tourism Operator:
•
•

DMO:

DMS specific relationship

Characteristics
IT factors
Dependence
(DMS)

Hidden
Characteristics

•
Hidden Actions
•

General
Marketing
functions
DMS
functions

Trust

Key:
Red – negative influence

Blue – positive influence

Figure 1-1: Summary of Theoretical Framework

1.3 Definition of Terms
This section presents a definition of key terms used in the research question, so that a
common understanding can be established for understanding the research question and
in turn understanding the application of findings of the research. Key terms defined here
are destination marketing systems, tourism operators, and participation.
1.3.1

Destination Marketing Systems

For the purpose of this research, a destination marketing system is defined as a computer
based information system used primarily as a marketing tool for promoting a tourism
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destination and its products, of which the destination region may be a nation, region, town
or other recognisable geographical entity (Jung & Twigeri, 1999).
In comparison to other tourism technologies, a destination marketing system is based on
the geographical linkages that form a destination, rather than the ownership of bedspace
(Frew & O'Connor, 1998). Key features of a destination marketing system is that it is a
collection of computerised information, interactively accessible, about a destination
(Buhalis & Spada, 2000b; Buhalis, 1994; Pringle, 1994). Its role is to store and distribute
information about tourism suppliers, visitor attractions and events in a particular region
(Crichton & Edgar, 1995). In terms of functionality, a destination marketing system is
expected to provide a comprehensive selection of tourism supplier information from a
defined geographical area, ideally integrated with availability and booking services (Frew &
O'Connor, 1998).
A key characteristic in the definition of a destination marketing system is that information
is collated for a destination, and that there is representation of comprehensive
information. A tourism ‘destination’ is considered to be made up of a number of
commercial businesses in addition to public institutions and organisations (Tjostheim,
1997), and can be understood as a complex subsystem of tourism principals and
organisations, activities and attractions which form the foundation for travellers’
motivations to take a decision when planning a vacation (Laws, 1991).
1.3.2

Tourism Operators

In this study, a tourism operator is defined as a business that provides commodities for
use by travellers. Definitions of tourism commonly examine the tourism system (Cooper,
Fletcher, Gilbert, Wanhill, & Shepherd, 1998; Leiper, 1979, 1990; Mill & Morrison,
2002), however this research is primarily concerned with the supply-side. Thus, this
research adopts Smith’s (1988) supply-side definition of tourism as “the aggregate of all
businesses that directly provide goods or services to facilitate business, pleasure, and
leisure activities away from the home environment” (pp. 183).
In Smith’s (1988) definition, tourism businesses are considered to belong to either tier
one or tier two. Tier one businesses can not exist without travellers, while tier two
businesses can exist, though at a reduced level. As a consequence, this research has used
the term “tourism operator” rather than “tourism supplier”, since both tier one and two
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businesses are technically “tourism suppliers”, and not all suppliers of tourism product
are of interest for participation in destination marketing systems.
Use of the term “tourism operators” is preferred to “tourism suppliers” or “tourism
principal” since the term tourism supplier excludes tour operators, who are generally
considered as an intermediary due to their function of bringing together consumers and
suppliers (Buhalis, 2003; Cooper, Fletcher, Gilbert, Wanhill, & Shepherd, 1998).
However, the provision of tours within a destination is likely to add to travellers’
motivations, and thus would be considered as a tourism product that would add to the
comprehensiveness of information offered in a destination.
1.3.3

Participation

In this study, the terms “participation” and “non-participation” are used to describe the
interaction of tourism operators with destination marketing systems, as opposed to the
terms commonly used in the information systems literature of “adoption” versus “nonadopters” and “use” versus “non-use”. The term “adoption” has mainly be used by
studies based on Rogers’ (1995) theories on adoption of innovations (for example, see
Fichman & Kemerer, 1993; Thong, 1999, and Tornatzky & Klein, 1982). The term
“adoption” as applied in the literature constitutes a business or individual implementing
the technology within the business. This differs from destination marketing systems,
where the technology may not have any role within the boundaries of the actual business,
and is operated by the destination marketing organisation.
The term “use” has mainly been applied by those using psychological based models (for
example, Davis, 1989, Riemenscheider, Harrison, & Mykytyn Jr., 2003 and Venkatesh,
Morris, Davis, & Davis, 2003). However, this dichotomy is not well suited to describe the
utilisations of destination marketing systems by tourism operators, as the term “use”
implies ongoing interactions with the technology. Destination marketing systems may
require minimal interactions due to technology being operated by the destination
marketing organisation. This research therefore uses the term “participation”, defined as
the tourism operator partaking in the destination marketing system by cooperating with
the destination marketing organisation and distributing their information through it.
It should be noted that frequency of interaction with a destination marketing system may
vary because the way in which destination marketing systems operate may vary. For
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example, functionality can range from a listing of business name and contact details,
through to a full booking and payment system. However, it is not the “extent of use” that
this research investigates, but the decision to participate or not participate. Thus, the term
“participation” is operationalised as dichotomous states of “participation” or “nonparticipation”, similar to how “adoption” and “use” have been applied.

1.4 Overview of Literature Review and Justification of this Research
To contextualise this study, the literature review firstly examines the tourism industry,
destination marketing and destination marketing organisations, and the use of technology
within the tourism industry. Here Smith’s (1988) supply-side definition of the tourism
industry is adopted (as presented in section 1.3.2), and the dominance of small businesses
in the tourism industry (Commonwealth of Australia, 2003; Morrison, 2001; Seaton &
Bennett, 1996) is discussed. As destinations and destination marketing are important
parts of the tourism industry, Buhalis’s (2000) definition of a destination is adopted, and
discussion is given of the role of destination marketing organisations as marketing
alliances (Palmer & Bejou, 1995; Morgan, Pritchard, & Pride, 2004).
The use of technology in the tourism industry is also reviewed, to assist in framing the
context in which destination marketing systems technology evolved in. Although the
tourism industry is information intensive (Sheldon, 1997) and some sectors have readily
adopted technology (O'Connor, 1999), small businesses in the Australian tourism
industry have generally been slow adopters (Commonwealth of Australia, 2003;
Cooperative Research Centre for Sustainable Tourism, 1999).
1.4.1

Destination Marketing Systems Literature

Literature on destination marketing systems is reviewed, establishing a definition (Buhalis,
2003), core functions and discussion of names and terminology used (Deimezi & Buhalis,
2003; O'Connor, 1999). An important point raised here is that a key justification for
development of destination marketing systems has been to cater for small businesses
(O'Connor, 1999; Sussmann & Baker, 1996; Tunnard & Haines, 1995). This review
reveals that there has been limited success of destination marketing systems, with more
examples of destination marketing systems failures than successes (Buhalis & Spada,
2000b).
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Two major streams of destination marketing system research are found, the examination
of development approaches and the analysis of case studies. Both of these streams of
research highlight the importance of cooperation between different stakeholders to the
success of destination marketing systems. A crucial stakeholder is tourism operators, who
need to be engaged if destination marketing systems are to be successful (Morrison &
King, 2002). However, various studies have reported low tourism operator participation
rates (Daniele, Mistilis, & Ward, 2000; Hornby, 2006; Mutch, 1996; Sussmann & Baker,
1996; Tourism Training Victoria, 2002).
1.4.2

Justification for this Research

A detailed review of research into the issue of tourism operator participation is given,
finding an emerging theme is that while few studies have explicitly addressed this issue,
the research that has been carried out has suggested technology adoption related factors
are the cause of low participation rates (Buhalis & Spada, 2000a, 2000b; Morrison, 2001;
Morrison & King, 2002; Tourism Training Victoria, 2002).
General adoption of information technology literature revealed a number of well
established models that offer explanations for use and non-use of technology. These
theories range from patterns of adoption (e.g. Rogers, 1995 or Nolan, 1973) to a number
of critical factor theories (e.g. Rogers, 1995, Kwon & Zmud, 1987, Moore & Benbasat,
1991), while various psychology-based models such as the technology acceptance model
(Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw, 1989) and theory of planned behaviour (Ajzen, 1991) have
also been used. These theories indicate a number of factors that influence technology
adoption; however most have been applied only to intra-organisational technologies.
While the prior research on technology adoption is well established, and research has
applied technology adoption ideas to tourism operators’ participation in destination
marketing systems, some issues raised also suggest factors that may be linked to interorganisational relationships. For example, the issues of commissions (Archdale, 1993;
Palmer, 2004; Palmer & McCole, 2000; Sussmann & Baker, 1996), communications,
quality (Morrison, 2001; Morrison & King, 2002; Tourism Training Victoria, 2002), and
effectiveness (Blank & Sussman, 2000; Buhalis & Spada, 2000a, 2000b) have been found.
However, most of these studies have taken limited perspectives, or not investigated the
underlying mechanisms associated to these factors. Thus, this is the research gap
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addressed by this research, investigating how inter-organisational relationships influence
participation in destination marketing systems by tourism operators.
1.4.3

Justification of Research Issues

The review of literature on inter-organisational technologies highlights the influence of
inter-organisational relationships on technology adoption (Chau & Hui, 2001; Chwelos,
Benbasat, & Dexter, 2001; Iacovou, Benbasat, & Dexter, 1995; Kuan & Chau, 2001;
Premkumar, Ramamurthy, & Nilakanta, 1994).

However, this inter-organisational

technology research focuses only on transactional technologies, such as electronic data
interchange. Thus, while recognising that inter-organisational relationship factors may be
relevant, findings from the inter-organisational technology literature cannot be directly
applied.
The inter-organisational relationship theories may give further insight into the influence of
inter-organisational relationships on tourism operator participation in destination
marketing systems. Review of inter-organisational relationships theories concentrates on
theories that can be associated to issues found in the destination marketing systems
literature. Theories on dependence (Coughlan, Anderson, Stern, & El-Ansary, 2001), the
hidden characteristics and hidden action problems in agency relationships (Eisenhardt,
1989a), and trust (Das & Teng, 1998) are reviewed.
The literature spawns the five research issues that guide this investigation. Firstly, the
‘Information Technology Factors’ research issue accounts for the various information
technology adoption factors suggested in the literature. Other research issues of
‘Dependency’, ‘Hidden Characteristics’, ‘Hidden Action’, and ‘Trust’ constitute the other
four research issues, which focus the investigation on how inter-organisational
relationships influence tourism operator participation in destination marketing systems.
The five research issues are used to inform data collection, and then later the factors that
emerged from the data analysis are associated back to the research issues, thereby
providing support for the validation of the research issues in explaining how interorganisational relationship influence tourism operator participation in destination
marketing systems.
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1.5 Methodology and Research Design
This research is informed by the critical realism paradigm, and utilised a qualitative
methods research design. Expert interviews and multiple case studies were used to collect
data qualitatively, and analysed using qualitative and quantitative techniques.
Critical realism embraces a realist ontology, though considers that reality can never be
fully apprehended and only incompletely understood (Guba, 1990). Epistemologically,
the critical realism paradigm considers that subjects can mediate the data due to the
influence of the inquirer (Healy & Perry, 2000), however inquirers attempt to be as
neutral as possible (Guba, 1990). Axiologically, knowledge about reality is an end within
itself (Guba & Lincoln, 2005), though may entail criticism of social practices to realise the
emancipatory potential of research (Robson, 2002). Methodologically, critical realism
advocates use of prior theory to guide research (Danermark, Ekstrom, Jakobsen, &
Karlsson, 2003), while endorses the use of multiple sources of evidence, natural settings,
and incorporates qualitative methods and discovery (Guba & Lincoln, 2005) in order to
address imbalances from the positivist paradigm (Guba, 1990).
This research used two qualitative research methods: expert interviews and multiple case
study method. Both of these methods allow the conduct of research in natural settings,
introduction of discovery in the research process, and development of theory in local
contexts. Both research methods collected data in a qualitative form, while a mix of
qualitative and quantitative methods were used for data analysis. In the expert interviews,
data was collected and analysed using the convergent interviewing method (Dick, 1990),
though also incorporated latent content analysis and quantitizing of data by using
frequencies (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2003). In the multiple case study method multiple
sources of evidence were used (Benbasat, Goldstein, & Mead, 1987), with data collected
via documentation, observation and interviews. The Miles and Huberman (1994)
approach to data analysis was taken of data reduction, data display and
verification/conclusion drawing. To do this the analytic techniques of latent content
analysis (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998) and quantitizing of qualitative data were used
(Jennings, 2001; Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2003).
In considering the validity of this research, Creswell and Miller’s (2000) framework is
adopted, comprising of the three lenses of: lens of the researcher, lens of the study
participants, and lens of people external to the study. Using this framework, the
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recommended procedures for the critical realism paradigm of triangulation, member
checking and an audit trail are utilised (Creswell & Miller, 2000).

1.6 Delimitations of Scope and Key Assumptions
As with all research, this research has a number of delimitations of scope, and is based on
a number of key assumptions. These define and limit the applicability of the research
findings.
1.6.1

Delimitations of Scope

The critical realism paradigm acknowledges the importance of context (Robson, 2002),
and advocates the development of theory to fit local contexts (Guba, 1990). However, this
then limits the applicability of findings to other contexts. Thus, a delimitation of this
research is that it is carried out within the geographic and political area of Australia. The
Australian tourism context is considered different from the United States of America and
European contexts because it is characterised by large regional areas, and a large amount
of government involvement in tourism (Jenkins, 2001). Tourism distribution channels
vary according to country (Buhalis & Laws, 2001). The Australian context provides an
interesting context for the investigation of participation in destination marketing systems
since the large physical distances mean online technologies may offer many benefits (King
& Slavik, 2001), yet the Australian tourism industry has had a slow uptake of electronic
intermediaries (Daniele, Mistilis, & Ward, 2000).
Although the results of this research are embedded in the Australian tourism industry
context, this research investigates the inter-organisational relationship factors that are
underlying mechanisms involved in destination marketing systems. While the delimitation
of the context embeddedness should be noted, details of the research processes and the
context are documented so that readers may judge the applicability of the findings for
themselves, as well as allow replication of the study in other contexts (Lincoln & Guba,
1985).
1.6.1.1 Small Tourism Operators
It has been noted that fundamental differences exist between small businesses and large
businesses (Thong, 1999). It is not the purpose of this research to identify or examine
these differences, or how they apply to participation in destination marketing systems.
However, because these differences exist, it is necessary to concentrate on either large or
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small businesses, in order to isolate business size as a confounding factor. Since the
majority of businesses in the Australian tourism industry are small businesses
(Commonwealth of Australia, 2003; Morrison, 2001; Seaton & Bennett, 1996), this
research has concentrated on small businesses in order for the results to have the widest
applicability possible. This also stems to other contexts outside Australia, with estimates
that 98% of tourism enterprises world wide are small to medium enterprises (Sheldon,
1997).
1.6.1.2 Generalisability of Case Study Findings
It should be noted that the qualitative case study design used in this research has
particular generalisability delimitations. Rather than case study sampling aspiring to be
representative and generalisable to wider populations, analytical generalisability is sought
(Denzin & Lincoln, 2005; Yin, 2003). In case study research, this is done using literal and
theoretical replication (Eisenhardt, 1989b; Lee, 1989; Yin, 2003), and no claims are made
regarding the generalisability of case study findings to wider populations. In this research
case studies were instrumental to explain the world through underlying mechanisms
(Robson, 1993).
Thus rather than gather data from large representative samples, smaller samples are used,
with cases studied more in depth and selected for literal or theoretical replication (Yin,
2003). Previous researchers have made recommendations for case study sampling size
(Eisenhardt, 1989b; Hedges, 1985; Miles & Huberman, 1994; Perry, 2001), which are
followed in this research, which conducted 15 case studies. This provides data saturation
while ensuring the data is still manageable.
Another tactic used in case study designs is imposing limits to exclude extraneous
variables not of interest (Eisenhardt, 1989b; Yin, 2003). For this reason, the multiple case
studies were carried out in a single destination. This ensured all cases operated in similar
economic, social and geo-political environments, and were presented with similar
opportunities to participate in destination marketing systems, and limited factors such as
destination demand levels (Palmer & Bejou, 1995). This research used the tourism
operator as the unit of analysis (see section 3.2.3 for full justification), and therefore a
single destination still allowed literal and theoretical sampling (Yin, 2003). Hence it is
acknowledged that different destinations present different contexts for a tourism operator
to conduct business in. Following qualitative research conventions (Perry, 2001), the
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particular destination context is documented so that the reader may judge the applicability
of finding themselves (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
1.6.2

Key Assumptions

As well as the delimitation of scope, it is important to realise the underlying assumptions
that this research is based on because these underpin the research justification, research
question and research design.
A key assumption made in this thesis is that destination marketing systems are useful tools
for consumers, and to be useful, they require tourism operators’ participation. It is
assumed that destination marketing systems create an efficient electronic marketplace for
consumers, by presenting destination product information in the one place, thus reducing
or eliminating search costs (Bakos, 1991). From this basis it is assumed that destination
marketing systems must contain tourism operators’ information in order to be successful.
Also stemming from this key assumption is that consumers’ desire comprehensive
information (Frew & O'Connor, 1998), and therefore a successful destination marketing
system requires participation by many tourism operators.
Another important key assumption made is about the nature of decision making within
tourism operators. Although this research does not explicitly address the ‘process’ of
decision making in the fundamental sense, it investigates the factors that influence a
decision, that is, a decision made by a tourism operator to participate or not in a
destination marketing system. It is therefore important to affirm the decision making
model that is assumed, which is that of bounded rationality. Bounded rationality is
“rational choice that takes into account the cognitive limitations of the decision maker”
(Simon, 1987 pp. 266). Bounded rationality has been developed particularly for
construction of a theory of behaviour for individuals making decisions in an
organisational context (Simon, 1955).
The assumption of bounded rationality is adopted in this research for a number of
reasons. Firstly, an assumption of bounded rationality is congruent with the ontological
assumptions of critical realism adopted in this research, which assumes reality can only be
imperfectly apprehensible. To assume rationality is not bounded would be to assume
reality can be perfectly apprehensible. Secondly, implicit in bounded rationality is that
that information is distributed, and thus requires labour to attain it. This same assumption
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underpins theories of agency (Eisenhardt, 1989a) and trust (Das & Teng, 1998), where
only imperfect information is known about the cooperative partner, and effort is required
to attain information.

1.7 Outline of this Thesis
Chapter one has introduced the purpose of this research, focussing on the research
question of “How do inter-organisational relationships influence destination marketing

system participation by tourism operators?”, which has been guided by the five research
issues: ‘Information Technology Factors’, ‘Dependency’, ‘Hidden Characteristics’,
‘Hidden Action’ and ‘Trust’. Key terms in the research question have been defined, an
overview of the literature review provided, and justification for this research given. A
synopsis of the methodology and research design has also been provided, highlighting that
this research is situated in the critical realism paradigm, and utilises qualitative data
collection methods and a mix of qualitative and quantitative data analysis methods.
Following this, delimitations and key assumptions in the research have been detailed.
The next chapter, chapter two, reviews three different bodies of literature – literature on
destination marketing systems, literature on technology adoption, and literature on interorganisational relationships. This identifies the gap in the research, being the influence of
inter-organisational relationships on tourism operators’ participation in destination
marketing systems.
Chapter three formally presents the research question, and the five associated research
issues. The research design and methodology used to investigate the research question is
presented, detailing and justifying the adoption of the critical realism paradigm of inquiry.
Two research methods of expert interviews and case studies are used, collecting data
qualitatively, while mixed qualitative and quantitative data analysis methods were used.
Details of the implementation of the two selected methods are presented.
Chapter four details the results of the expert interviews. Firstly the expert sample is
introduced, and then the factors are presented in the groups of ‘Information technology
related factors’, ‘DMS related factors’, ‘DMO related factors’ and ‘Characteristics of
tourism operators’. Data reduction then highlights the prominent factors from the expert
interviews, and then emergent themes are discussed.
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Chapter five details the results of the multiple case studies. First, the destination context is
detailed, and then the individual case analysis presented. This is followed by the crosscase analysis, which derived four groupings: ‘Information technology use and factors’,
‘DMS specific factors’, ‘DMO factors’, and ‘Other factors’. Data reduction revealed the
major factors, and then emergent themes are discussed.
Chapter six discusses the results presented in chapters four and five. First an overall
discussion is given, comparing the results of the expert interviews and multiple case
studies. Following this, these factors are critiqued against the five research issues.
Discussion is also given to factors that were not associated with research issues, and finally
a theoretical framework for how inter-organisational relationships influence tourism
operators’ participation in destination marketing systems is presented.
Chapter seven concludes the thesis, highlighting the contribution of the research, and
presenting a summarised theoretical framework of how inter-organisational relationships
influence tourism operators’ participation in destination marketing systems. Also
discussed in the concluding chapter are implications for management, as well as
limitations and directions for future research.

1.8 Conclusion of Chapter One
This chapter has introduced the purpose of this thesis, to investigate how interorganisational relationships influence destination marketing system participation by
tourism operators. This investigation is guided by five research issues that emerged from
the literature: ‘Information Technology Factors’, ‘Dependency’, ‘Hidden Characteristics’,
‘Hidden Action’, and ‘Trust’. This research is informed by the critical realism paradigm,
and utilises a qualitative research design with some quantitative analysis, using expert
interviews and multiple case study methods. To summarise the finds of this research,
dependency and trust influence the overall tourism operator-destination marketing
system, which in turn influences destination marketing system participation. Dependency,
hidden characteristics and hidden action affect participation by directly influencing the
destination marketing system specific relationship.
This chapter has given an overview of the literature review and justification for the
research, which summarised that a gap in the literature existed in relation to the influence
of inter-organisational relationships on tourism operators’ participation in destination
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marketing systems. An overview was given of methodology and research design,
summarising the justification for adoption of the critical realism paradigm and research
design, which uses qualitative data collection and both qualitative and quantitative data
analysis.
As well as an introduction to the thesis content, this chapter has also defined the key
terms from the research question so that a full understanding of what is asked in the
research question can be developed. Delimitations and key assumptions have also been
introduced, which inform on the usefulness and application of the results of this research.
Finally, an outline of the thesis was given, presenting the flow of chapters, and a summary
of arguments and outcomes of each.
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Chapter 2:

Literature Review

2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a review of literature relevant to tourism operators’ participation in
destination marketing systems. It begins by examining the tourism industry context,
destination marketing, and the role of information technology in the tourism industry.
This is then followed by a detailed review of literature on destination marketing systems,
firstly defining and outlining key assumptions underlying destination marketing systems,
and then detailing a critical review of previous research on destination marketing systems.
The review of destination marketing system literature reveals that tourism operator
participation in destination marketing systems is a significant issue. However, a detailed
examination of extant literature on this issue reveals that research mostly focuses on
technology adoption issues. To further examine these issues, a review of the broader
information technology adoption literature is given, finding a number of well established
theories.
However, some of the factors found in research examining destination marketing system
participation suggests inter-organisational relationships may influence participation. Since
participation in destination marketing systems requires tourism operators to cooperate
with a destination marketing organisation, a review of inter-organisational relationship
theory is undertaken. This review reveals a number of inter-organisational relationship
theories that may give insight into tourism operators’ participation in destination
marketing systems.
This chapter reveals that while the technology factors influencing tourism operators’
participation in destination marketing systems has been established, little is known about
the influence of inter-organisational relationships on destination marketing system
participation. Hence the research question to address this gap in the literature is: “How

do inter-organisational relationships influence destination marketing system participation
by tourism operators?”.
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2.2 Background and Context
2.2.1

Definition and Characteristics of the Tourism Industry

Tourism is reputed to be the world’s largest industry (O'Connor, 1999), and in Australia,
is widely utilized as a mechanism for regional economic development and promotion
(Jenkins, 2001). While its economic importance is established, academics are yet to reach
agreement on a conceptual definition of tourism (Mill & Morrison, 2002). A number of
definitions of tourism have been offered by different authors, offering both demand-side
and supply-side definitions (Cooper, Fletcher, Gilbert, Wanhill, & Shepherd, 1998).
However, a common approach has been to examine the tourism system (Cooper,
Fletcher, Gilbert, Wanhill, & Shepherd, 1998; Leiper, 1979, 1990; Mill & Morrison,
2002), which incorporates traveller-generated region, the transit route region, and the
tourist destination region.
The third element in examination of the tourism system is the tourism industry. Leiper
(2004) has challenged the idea of defining tourism as an industry because components of
the tourism system do not function like the components of any other industry, however
supply-side definitions still offer the identification of various industrial sectors. Cooper et
al (1998, pp. 5) for example considered the tourism industry as “the range of businesses
and organisations involved in delivering the tourism product”; while early work by Smith
(1988) defined the tourism industry as “the aggregate of all businesses that directly
provide goods or services to facilitate business, pleasure, and leisure activities away from
the home environment” (pp. 183).
Go and Williams (1993) offered a more descriptive definition, considering the tourism
industry as made up of businesses engaged in transportation, accommodation, food,
beverages, attractions and events, as well as marketing and distribution network
organisations. Because this research is concerned with the marketing of tourism products,
these supply-side definitions offer an identification of which businesses are being referred
to as “tourism operators”. Note that in the Go & Williams (1993) definition, the “tourism
product” is considered to incorporate a range of both goods and services. A similar stance
is taken in this research, with the term “tourism product” used to describe both tourism
goods and services.
A key part of the tourism industry is the tourism destination. A tourism destination is
considered to be made up of a number of commercial businesses in addition to public
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institutions and organisations (Tjostheim, 1997). It can be understood as a complex
subsystem of tourism businesses, activities and attractions which form the foundation for
travellers’ motivations to take a decision when planning a vacation (Laws, 1991). Within a
tourism destination, the majority of businesses are small businesses (Commonwealth of
Australia, 2003; Morrison, 2001; Seaton & Bennett, 1996).
In Australia, the context for this research, the accommodation, cafes and restaurant
industry is similarly comprised predominantly of small business (88%), (small being less
than 20 employees) (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1999), and the hotel and guesthouse
sector remains characterised by a high proportion of suburban and regional small to
medium-sized (SME) family-owned and run businesses (Lee-Ross, 1998). It should be
noted that the Australian Bureau of Statistics does not consider a business as an
accommodation establishment unless they have over 15 beds – thus a large number of
small accommodation providers such as Bed & Breakfast operators would not be
included in these statistics, and thus the figure of 88% would be understated.
To be inclusive of the Bed & Breakfast industry, this research does not apply the 15 bed
limit to the definition of accommodation providers; instead considering a definition of an
accommodation provider as any business that offers accommodation services for hire an
accommodation provider. By this research adopting definition outside of that taken by
the Australian Bureau of Statistics allows knowledge to be developed of accommodation
providers not examined in Australian Bureau of Statistics research.
With the dominance of small businesses in tourism destinations, it is important to
recognise that these businesses have particular characteristics. Storey (1994) argues that
small firms have greater market uncertainty, more internal consistency in motivations and
actions than larger firms, and have an emphasis on control of their own business.
Dewhurst and Horobin (1998) found there was heterogeneity of motivations for
ownership, with a predominance of business owners driven by non-financial motivations
in small firms such as ‘lifestyle’ motivations. Lifestyle motivations are particularly
applicable in rural and regional locations (Morrison, 2001; Nodder, Mason, Ateljevic, &
Milne, 2003). Also, because small firms are self financed it means that many of them
operate on a very small scale, and usually have a low knowledge of business planning.
Moreover, low barriers to market entry has meant minimum professional or legislative
constraints are in place, leading to major companies locating in the city, and smaller firms
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operating outside city locations to satisfy the diverse supply and demand in rural and
coastal locations (Morrison, 1996). These characteristics are likely to influence decisions
made in the business, including marketing decisions such as destination marketing system
participation.
2.2.2

Destination Marketing and Destination Marketing Organisations

This study adopts Buhalis’s (2000) definition of a destination as “a defined geographical
region which is understood by its visitors as a unique entity, with a political and legislative
framework for tourism marketing and planning” (pp. 98). This definition considers
consumers’ perceptions of the destination, as well as considering the supply-side, defined
by the business in the geographical region. On the supply-side, a destination usually
consists of a number of commercial businesses in addition to the public institutions and
organisations (Tjostheim, 1997). These organisations make up a complex subsystem of
tourism principals and organisations, activities and attractions, which together form the
foundation for travellers’ motivations to visit the destination (Laws, 1991). A key point
here is that travellers’ motivations are influenced by the conglomeration of different
elements within a destination. Since this view is embedded in how consumers make
decisions, marketers have endeavoured to market destinations as a whole.
Destination marketing commonly occurs through marketing alliances. These marketing
alliances are widely known in the literature as destination marketing organisations, and
may be at positioned at the local, regional or national levels (Buhalis, 2000). Destination
marketing organisations commonly carry out functions of promotions, hotel bookings,
collection of market research information, information dissemination to local tourism
organisations, and operation of visitor centres (Palmer & Bejou, 1995). The private sector
is primarily motivated to participate in these alliances to achieve economies of scale by
pooling resources and taking advantage of interdependencies. However, due to the nature
of destination promotion, the benefits of destination promotion cannot exclude tourism
operators who are not part of the marketing alliance. As a result, the private sector has
been reluctant carry out destination promotion (Palmer & Bejou, 1995).
Governments have an interest in garnering the economic benefits of tourism, and hence
support the tourism industry through public funding of destination marketing
organisations, so that destination promotion still occurs (O'Connor, 1999). One of the
key justifications for the public funding of destination marketing organisations is to cater
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for small tourism operators (Benckendorff & Black, 2000; O'Connor, 1999), with small
businesses make up the majority of tourism operators in destinations (Palmer & Bejou,
1995). With marketing efforts by small tourism businesses considered to be
uncoordinated, inconsistent and ill-targeted, resulting in low effectiveness (O'Connor,
1999), governments across the world have considered it necessary to assist tourism
businesses to actively promote both themselves and their region because of the economic
and regional development importance of tourism.
The coverage, form, mode and motives of destination marketing organisations alliances
depend on social, economic and political environments (Palmer & Bejou, 1995).
Destination marketing organisations may be state tourism departments, national tourism
offices, city convention and visitor bureaux (Palmer & McCole, 2000), or earlier names
have included Tourism Development Actions Programs (in the United Kingdom), and
Visitor and Convention Bureaus (in the United States of America) (Palmer & Bejou,
1995). In Australia, the political structure is a federation, with a national government and
seven states and territories. A national tourism organisation exists for marketing and
managing the Australia internationally, while each of the seven state and territories has a
tourism commission (Daniele, Mistilis, & Ward, 2000). Within each of these states and
territories exists regional tourism organisations or regional tourism associations
(depending on legal structure).
The primary role of the regional destination marketing organisations is to develop and
market tourism for the economic benefit of the region (Cameron, 1998), supporting small
and medium tourism enterprises by compiling and providing information about products
(goods, services and facilities) and places to potential travellers (Benckendorff & Black,
2000). The regional destination marketing organisation then act as agents for the tourism
operators’, using both conventional channels and electronic channels to distribute this
information to consumers. Figure 2-1 illustrates how regional destination marketing
organisations interact with operators to compile and provide information to consumers.
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Demand

Visitors

Regional Destination Marketing
Organisation

Conventional Channels:
Broadcast Media
Print
Personal Selling
Telephone
Mail

Supply

Goods

Services
Media Influences

Agents

Electronic Channels:
CD-ROM
Video Disks
DVDs
Hard Disks
Electronic Kiosks
Airline CRSs
Destination reservations
systems
Commercial Networks
Internet: WWW
Interactive TV

Facilities

Destinations

Figure 2-1: Role of regional destination marketing organisations

Source: Adapted from Benckendorff (1999) and Pollock (1995)
A major role of destination marketing organisations is in coordinating promotional
resources (Morgan, Pritchard, & Pride, 2004). An important part of promotional activities
includes development and promotion of a destination brand. As intermediaries, their
activities involve utilising destination brands to position and promote the destination. This
is done to match producers of tourism products with consumers (Palmer, 2004). Cai
(2002) defines destination branding as “selecting a consistent element mix to identify and
distinguish it [the destination] through positive image building” (pp. 722). While often the
destination name dominates destination branding, branding also includes elements such
as terms, logo, sign, design, symbol, slogan package or combinations of these (Cai, 2002;
Hem & Iversen, 2004).
Typically, private sector and public sector goods and services are all branded together
under the name of the destination (Buhalis, 2000). This often means that destinations are
difficult entities to market and manage due to the complexity of stakeholder relationships
(Buhalis, 2000; Sautter & Leisen, 1999). With an array of stakeholders, destination
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branding becomes a highly complex and political activity, involving consideration of the
needs of stakeholders, consumers and competitors (Morgan, Pritchard, & Pride, 2004).
For consumers, destination brands establish trust (Palmer, 2004), celebrity value and
emotional appeal, and are used to “outsmart” competitors (Morgan, Pritchard, & Pride,
2004).
Stakeholders in a destination need careful consideration as different organisations and
groups have vested interests in promoting different identities, which can be in direct
conflict with each other (Buhalis, 2000). This conflict can be a critical issue, as a
destination can only match certain types of demand, and destinations need to be branded
for the “right” target markets. With most destinations being amalgams of businesses that
have their own marketing strategies, one challenge a destination marketing organisation
faces is getting individual stakeholders to cooperate. This may be especially difficult when
marketing strategies of individual tourism operators do not match that of the destination
(Buhalis, 2000). The complex stakeholder relationships may also influence the
implementation of destination marketing activities such as destination marketing systems
(Palmer, 2004).
While the importance of stakeholders is acknowledged in the literature, Morgan et al
(2004) recognise that there is little understanding of the effect of brand management on
small businesses. The lack of understanding of the effect of destination branding on small
business is a concern because small businesses make up the majority of stakeholders in a
destination (Palmer & Bejou, 1995), and the success of many destination marketing
initiatives, including destination marketing systems, is dependent upon effective
engagement of a significant proportion of small tourism businesses (Morrison & King,
2002).
2.2.3

Information Technology in the Tourism Industry

While this research is primarily focussed on destination marketing systems, it is important
to understand the development and impact of information technology in the tourism
industry within which destination marketing systems evolved. Information technology has
had a major effect on methods of operation in the tourism industry (O'Connor, 1999;
Pollock, 1995), due to it being an information intensive industry (Sheldon, 1997). A
major use of information technology in the tourism industry has been in electronic
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distribution. Airlines were early adopters, beginning with the early computerised
reservation systems in the late 1950’s (Sheldon, 1997).
After the growth of airline reservation systems, deregulation of the travel industry in the
United States of America saw airline reservations distributed by travel agents using these
reservation systems. The hotel sector also began developing reservations systems, and
then later began using the spare capacity in airline systems. However, data architectures
were not that suitable for the hotel product, which then spurred the development of
global distribution systems (GDS) that had more suitable data architectures, such as
SABRE, Galileo International, Worldspan and Amadeus/System One (O'Connor, 1999).
The commercialisation of the internet also had a major impact in tourism, especially in
the areas of communications, product promotion and distribution (see: Buhalis, 1998;
Carson, Sharma, & Waller, 2002; O'Connor, 1999; Werthner & Klein, 1999). As large
numbers of consumers began using the internet, travel and tourism products have been
extensively marketed using the medium, with suppliers such as hotels, airlines, rental car
companies and cruise lines marketing and distributing their products directly to
consumers

online.

Many

new

online

intermediaries

developed,

subsequently

disintermediation occurred in the travel sector with consumers going directly to suppliers
rather than through traditional intermediaries (Zhou, 2004).
While the impact of internet technologies in the tourism industry has been worldwide, the
benefits of online technologies have been considered particularly relevant to the Australia
tourism industry, given the physical distances from the world’s major tourism markets
(King & Slavik, 2001). In the Australian context, online technologies offered the
capabilities to improve information flows, transactions and efficiencies within the
distribution chain. Online technologies offered the ability to communicate with a rapidly
expanding potential online consumer, business, and public sector audience; the ability to
provide real time information; opportunities to develop new alliances to improve product
distribution; sophisticated, real time inventory management; and greater and potentially
less costly control over information distribution (Cooperative Research Centre for
Sustainable Tourism, 1999).
Generally there has been a lack of research into technology in the tourism industry in
Australia (Frew, 2000), while the problems faced in the Australian tourism industry have
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been highlighted in a Federal Government white paper. The white paper stated that it is
important to have effective online linkages and relationships between tourism operators
and tourist organisations to ensure information is easily accessible and comprehensive
(Commonwealth of Australia, 2003). This paper also highlighted that while the larger
tourism businesses had made effective use of technology, small tourism businesses were
not ready adopters (Commonwealth of Australia, 2003; Cooperative Research Centre for
Sustainable Tourism, 1999). This has also been found in the European context, with
small-to-medium enterprises being the most resistant adopters of new technology (Pringle,
1995).
Research into the low rate of technology adoption by small tourism businesses suggest
factors such as experiences of resource poverty, both financial and human (Storey, 1994),
in addition to having low levels of competence, strategic direction, minimal understanding
of the potential advantages of new technologies, or internationalisation through an
internet presence (Applebee, Ritchie, Demoor, & Cressy, 2000; Lituchy & Rail, 2000).
Also, because of dominant lifestyle motivations evident in small tourism businesses,
“owner-managers may be unresponsive to traditional persuasions, such as rational
economic arguments or the need for professional development and management
competencies” (Morrison, 2001, pp. 1). With the inherent technology nature of
destination marketing systems and the dominance of small tourism business in
destinations, these factors may assist in explaining low rates of tourism operator
participation.

2.3 Destination Marketing Systems
2.3.1

Definition and Key Assumptions of Destination Marketing Systems

A destination marketing system can be understood as an interactively accessible collection
of computerised information about a destination (Buhalis, 2003) which used as a
marketing tool for promoting tourism products in a particular destination (Mistilis &
Daniele, 2004; Sussmann & Baker, 1996). At the core of a destination marketing system’s
functionality is a computer based information system, which is founded upon the
geographical linkages that form a destination, rather than on the ownership of products,
for example bedspace (Frew & O'Connor, 1998). It is important to note that Frew &
O’Connor’s (1998) definition distinguishes destination marketing systems from
centralized reservation systems (CRSs) that are used in the hotel industry to solely
distribute bedspace.
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While the above definitions have been established, different countries continue to have
different ideas of what destination marketing system functions should be, and different
names (Deimezi & Buhalis, 2003; O'Connor, 1999). Other names used for similar
technologies to destination marketing systems include destination databases (Archdale,
1994; Vlitos-Rowe, 1993), destination information systems (Sheldon, 1993), visitor
servicing systems (O'Connor, 1999), and destination management systems (for example
Baker, Hayzelden, & Sussman, 1996; Blank & Sussman, 2000; Buhalis & Spada, 2000b;
Sussmann, 1992; Sussmann & Baker, 1996).
This study uses the term “destination marketing systems” as opposed to “destination

management systems” to distinguish between the functionality offered in the systems, as
“destination management systems” offer services beyond the functions of marketing
(Buhalis, 2003). Destination marketing systems carry out functions of information
distribution, and sometimes availability and reservations. Depending on the level of
development, this information may be distributed via the call-centres, CD-ROMs, visitor
information terminals, the world wide web, or through GDS networks; to parties such as
consumers, travel agents and tour operators (O'Connor, 1999; Tunnard & Haines, 1995).

Destination management systems on the other hand incorporate a vaster range of
functions. These include the management of destination marketing organisations, coordination of local suppliers, control operational functions (Cooper, Fletcher, Gilbert,
Wanhill, & Shepherd, 1998), client databases (Sussmann & Baker, 1996), stakeholder
communications (O'Connor, 1999), information and research needs (Ritchie & Ritchie,
2002), financial management, image libraries, performance evaluation, and economic
impact analysis (Buhalis, 2003).
The core functions of a destination marketing system are that it stores and distributes
information about tourism operators, visitor attractions and events in a particular region
(Crichton & Edgar, 1995). Typically they include information on attractions and facilities
(Buhalis, 2003), and attempt to market the entire range of public and private sector goods
and services available within a destination (Buhalis, 2000). It is primarily a marketing tool
for promoting tourism products in a particular destination (Jung & Twigeri, 1999), and as
such a destination marketing system is expected to provide a comprehensive selection of
tourism operator information from a defined geographical area, ideally integrated with an
availability and booking service (Frew & O'Connor, 1998). A key feature is the
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representation of comprehensive information, with information from the entire range of
products, services and public goods. By providing comprehensive information,
destination marketing systems are based on the assumption that consumer searching costs
are reduced and thus an efficient electronic marketplace is created (Bakos, 1991).
A key point raised in the above discussion is that availability and booking services are not
mandatory functions in a destination marketing system. This has been an issue of debate
because the majority of destination marketing systems are managed and operated by
government organisations (Buhalis, 2003; Buhalis & Spada, 2000b; Collins & Buhalis,
2003), with arguments over the role of public tourist organisations (O'Connor, 1999).
Arguments against public sector organisations offering availability and booking services
posit that private sector organisation can provide these services, and therefore subsidising
a public sector organisation to provide such services results in unfair competition
(O'Connor, 1999). It is also argued that the structure of public sector organisations is not
suitable for carrying out distribution functions (French, 1994). However, arguments for
public sector organisations offering availability and booking services posit that public
sector organisations need to be involved to ensure the comprehensiveness of the system,
because there may be little incentive for the private sector to incorporate small and
medium sized tourism operators (Hurst, 1992; O'Connor, 1999).
Although organisations of different sizes engage with destination marketing organisations
(Beldona, Morrison, Anderson, 2003), the inclusion of small and medium sized tourism
operators is an important point since the major justification for the development of
destination marketing systems has been the need to cater for smaller suppliers
(O'Connor, 1999; Sussmann & Baker, 1996; Tunnard & Haines, 1995). As discussed in
section 2.2.2, destination marketing organisations are often publicly funded to assist small
businesses who make up the majority of stakeholders in a destination, part of which is
marketing through a destination marketing system. Other electronic distribution systems
such as centralised reservation systems (CRS) and global distribution systems (GDS) tend
not to be suitable for small businesses to participate in. Small tourism operators being less
branded and more differentiated, while focus on the leisure market, while CRSs and
GDSs cater more for the business travel market, with a limited information distribution
that suits homogeneous branded products (O'Connor, 1999). Small tourism operators
also could not participate in GDSs due to high costs (Sheldon, 1997).
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Destination marketing systems, albeit under different names, were utilised as early as
1968 (Archdale, Jones, & Stanton, 1992; Buhalis, 2003). Early use catered for the
information needs of counter staff at tourism information centres, and also tour operators
and travel agents (O'Connor, 1999). As new technologies developed, information from
destination marketing systems has been made available to the travelling public, through
information kiosks (Sheldon, 1997), CD-ROMS, teletext, and the world wide web
(O'Connor, 1999). As the internet became an important tool for travellers (Zhou, 2004),
destination websites became the prominent means of destination marketing and
promotion (Carter & Smith, 2002; Stepchenkova & Morrison, 2006), and proliferated in
the 1990s (Buhalis, 2003).
2.3.2

Destination Marketing System Research

As prevalent technologies in the tourism industry, destination marketing systems have
attracted attention in research from a number of perspectives. The majority of this
research has focussed on best practices in destination marketing system development
approaches, and case studies on destination marketing systems problems. Analysis of
these streams of research identifies the importance of inter-organisational relationships in
destination marketing systems, and hence frames the focus of this research on tourism
operators’ participation in destination marketing systems.
Though not of particular relevance to tourism operators’ participation in destination
marketing systems, it should be mentioned that research has also addressed consumer
issues, for example: destination image and content analysis (Govers & Go, 2004;
Hellemans & Govers, 2005), consumer behaviour (Han & Mills, 2005; Xiang &
Fesenmaier, 2005), consumer satisfaction (Kao, Louvieris, Powell-Perry, & Buhalis,
2005), and general destination website evaluation (Aaberge, Grotte, Haugen, Skogseid, &
Olnes, 2004).
2.3.2.1 Destination Marketing System Development Approaches
Destination marketing system research has addressed how to develop successful
destination marketing systems. This approach suggests best practices to achieve or
implement the essential components of successful destination marketing systems. The
investigation into development approaches is a familiar approach in the information
systems discipline, with research addressing the “methodology” of analysis and design of
computer-based information systems (Avison & Wood-Harper, 1991; McKay & Marshall,
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2001). The underlying approach has been the development of best practice methods to
analyse problems and develop information systems to solve these problems (for example,
Soft Systems Methodology (Checkland, 1981) or Multiview (Avison & Wood-Harper,
1991)).
Development approaches for destination marketing systems have mainly been based on
the findings of action research, as has been done in the past with information systems
development approaches (e.g. Avison & Wood-Harper, 1991; Checkland, 1981; McKay
& Marshall, 2001). Some of the development approaches documented include: virtual
organisations (Martini, Jacucci, Cattani, & Claza, 2000), information concept and
destination management (Schucan, 1998), integrated strategy approach (Klein & Tschanz,
1996; Tschanz & Klein, 1996, 1997), Intelligent Destination Management System
(Pollock, 1998), and Tele-cooperation and Virtual Enterprises (Laubenheimer, Carlsson,
& Makinen, 1999). Table 2-1 summarises this below:
Approach
Virtual organisations

Authors
(Martini,
Jacucci,
Cattani, & Claza,
2000)

Information concept
and
destination
management

(Schucan, 1998)

Integrated
approach

(Klein & Tschanz,
1996; Tschanz &
Klein, 1996, 1997)
(Pollock, 1998)

strategy

Intelligent
Destination
Management System
©
Framework
of
regional
tourism
network knowledge
(FRANK)
Tele-cooperation
and
Virtual
Enterprises

(Carson, Sharma, &
Waller, 2002)

(Laubenheimer,
Carlsson, & Makinen,
1999)

Concepts
Development
of
social
consensus by cooperative
attitudes with shared goals,
then development of the
technology
Development of information
needs, as well as the grand
view of the destination
General strategy development,
then fostering cooperation
though analysis of strategic fit
Consideration of three main
elements:
content,
connections, and tools in a
destination marketing system
Pragmatic
approach
to
examining specifically regional
tourism organisations
Present a destination as one
organisation
–
facilitate
cooperation through time,
trust and training

Lessons
Success of destination
marketing systems are
deeply influenced by
relationships
among
actors
Value of destination
marketing systems could
only be realised through
cooperation
between
stakeholders
Web enables new forms
of
cooperation
in
destinations
Focus on the consumer
as
the
primary
stakeholder
Integration
of
promotional
activities
with business objectives
and processes
Virtualisation is more a
social issue than a
technical one

Table 2-1: Overview of action research into DMS development approaches
The importance of cooperation and underlying relationships in a destination marketing
systems is a recurrent theme in the research into destination marketing system
development approaches (Martini, Jacucci, Cattani, & Claza, 2000; Tschanz & Klein,
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1996, 1997). For instance, Doolin’s study (2005) examined destination website
development across a number of regions and suggested that inter-organisational
relationships between the various organisations and stakeholders in the destination
marketing system have a major impact on development. Likewise Martini et al. (2000),
found destination marketing system development was deeply influenced by relationships
between stakeholders. Although Tschanz & Klein (Klein & Tschanz, 1996; Tschanz &
Klein, 1996, 1997) proposed that technology could enable new forms of cooperation,
Martini et al. (2000) suggested that the creation of a destination marketing system does
not modify the structure of relationships, and rather than stimulate co-operation, it
strengthens competition.
It is not clear if a destination marketing system enables cooperation, or enhances
competition. What should be noted is that an emergent theme from the research into
development approaches is the importance of the stakeholder relationships behind the
technology; however it is not clear how the inter-organisational relationships engaged
within a destination marketing system influence stakeholder participation. On reflection
from the development approaches, various factors that can develop cooperation have
been suggested. For example, Laubenheimer et al (1999) suggested that allowing
relationships to build over time has an influence, as did the development of trust, and the
provision of training. Martini et al (2000) suggested developing cooperative attitudes with
shared goals.
2.3.2.2 Destination Marketing System Case Studies
Another focus of destination marketing systems research has been the documentation of
destination marketing system case studies. These have mostly sought to share lessons of
destination marketing system failure, with more examples of destination marketing system
failures than successes. Failure has occurred at various stages, from the planning stage to
the operational, with problems associated with, for example, the relationship between the
public and private sector, and conflicts between sales to consumers and the travel industry
(Tunnard & Haines, 1995). Destination marketing systems have generally been criticised
as being implemented at only the local level and operating on a limited basis, or have low
levels of longevity with many collapsing few years after their initial development
(Archdale, Jones, & Stanton, 1992; Buhalis, 2003; Buhalis & Spada, 2000b; Pringle,
1994).
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The failure and successes of destination marketing systems has been a topic of interest in
the academic community. Table 2-2 demonstrates a plethora of case study reports, with
many of the reported systems failing. This table also reports on the problems the
destination marketing system faced, however not all cases had problems documented.
Attempts have been made to developed frameworks to assist comparisons and identify
criteria for success (for example Buhalis & Spada, 2000a; Frew & O'Connor, 1998,
1999a), with the idea to increase the learning value of the case study reports by
establishing a common framework for assessing the case studies on, and thereby give a
common structure for analysis of case studies.
Research by Frew & O’Connor (1998) developed criteria to analyse the failure and
success of destination marketing systems. A number of destination marketing systems
were analysed using these criteria, with results demonstrating that there was no
consistency across destination marketing system cases in attributes such as technical
issues, requirements definition or communications that caused failure. However, a
common challenge faced by all cases was stakeholder issues in a destination marketing
system.
Frew & O’Connor’s (1998) research was based on the implementation of various
characteristics that were identified from existing theory and experts, grouped into four
areas of database issues, distributions issues, management issues, and operational issues.
By their own critique, this approach is flawed in that it does not account for the mission
or intentions of the destination marketing system (Frew & O'Connor, 1999b). Such an
approach is also limited in that it makes assumptions about the functionality of a
destination marketing system, and as discussed in section 2.3.1, the range of functions
provided and the role of destination marketing systems is still a matter of debate (Buhalis,
2003). For example, operational issues included characteristics such as the provision of a
central reservations function, property management system interfacing, and links to global
distribution systems.
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System
BRAVO

Destination
United Kingdom

ETNA

England

HiLine

Scotland

Operationally success, but failed due
to public sector finance withdrawn

Gulliver

Ireland

Technical problems, but joint
marketing campaign was working

TURESPANA

Spain

Co-ordination approach used as the
collaborative model

Swissline

Switzerland

Fail at planning stage, when Swiss
government withdraw financial
commitment

TRIP (travel in
perfection)
Visit Germany
Norwegian
Tourism Guide

Switzerland

TIM/MNET
SAM
ATDW

Norway

and

Germany
Norway

Australia

Reservations
Quebec

Quebec

Folgaria

Folgaria (Italy)

Tesino /PICO

Trentino (Italy)

Tyrolean
Information
System/ TIScover
KNTO
Check In

Tyrol, Austria
Korea
Nova Scotia

Lake Constance

International

Issues
Management of relations with public
and private sector, lack of
cooperation from accommodation
suppliers
Development halted in 1993 due to
inter-organisational factors

Efficiency of keeping content up to
date

Issues in management/policy area,
comprehensiveness of product
database
Commenced operation, but forced
to close due to objections from the
travel agent community
Impact of existing relationships, and
impact
of
ICT
on
these
relationships
Co-operation required more than
ICT training
Not use bookings

Focus on cooperation

From
(Archdale,
Jones,
&
Stanton, 1992; Frew &
O'Connor, 1998, 1999a;
Tunnard & Haines, 1995)
(Frew & O'Connor, 1998,
1999a; Mutch, 1996;
Tunnard & Haines, 1995)
(Frew & O'Connor, 1998)
(Pringle, 1994; Sussmann
& Baker, 1996; Tunnard
& Haines, 1995)
(Blank & Sussman, 2000;
Frew & O'Connor, 1998,
1999a)
(Castelltort,
Mora,
Navarro,
Pernas,
&
Zapata, 2000)
(Pringle, 1994; Sussmann
& Baker, 1996; Tunnard
& Haines, 1995)
(Gerdes, 1998)
(Gerdes, 1998)
(Borge, 2000; Tjostheim,
Bergan, & Lous, 1999;
Tjostheim,
1997;
Tjostheim & Aanonsen,
1997),
(Frew & O'Connor, 1998)
(Daniele,
Mistilis,
Ward, 2000)
(Tunnard
1995)

&

&

Haines,

(Martini, Jacucci, Cattani,
& Claza, 2000)
(La Micela, Roberti, &
Jacucci, 2002)
(Frew & O'Connor, 1998,
1999a)
(Jung & Twigeri, 1999)
(Tunnard & Haines,
1995)
(Klein & Tschanz, 1996;
Tschanz & Klein, 1996;
Tschanz & Klein, 1997)

Table 2-2: Documented cases and problems encountered
Though not used to analyse case studies, Buhalis & Spada (2000b) also developed criteria
for success for destination marketing systems. Rather than examine various characteristics
like Frew & O’Connor (1998), Buhalis & Spada (2000b) examined the requirements and
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goals of different key stakeholder groups. This was based around the need of tourists for a
wide variety of information on areas, facilities, attractions and activities – and the need for
partnerships between public and private sectors to ensure a destination marketing system
could succeed in delivering this (Buhalis & Spada, 2000a). Stakeholder groups considered
were: consumers, tourism suppliers, public sector, investors, tour operators, and travel
agents. Findings were that dissimilar objectives and interest of stakeholders represented
obstacles to destination marketing system development and implementation, while the
cooperation and co-ordination among these stakeholders is needed to ensure long term
sustainability.
What has been established from the research into criteria for success of destination
marketing systems is that destination marketing systems are adversely affected by
opposing interests among the participants (Buhalis & Spada, 2000b). Frew and O’Connor
(1998) had various criteria giving importance to stakeholders and collaboration, while
embedded in Buhalis and Spada’s (2000a) work was the need to cater for the needs of
different stakeholders in order to achieve cooperation. Although the approaches used by
Frew & O’Connor (1998) and Buhalis & Spada (2000a) establish a point of reference with
which to analyse destination marketing systems, they are limited to post-development
evaluation. Furthermore, with the exception of Daniele et al (2000) (who utilised Frew
and O’Connor’s framework), there has been little further research to validate or refine the
frameworks.
2.3.3

Destination Marketing System Participation by Tourism Operators

Both the examination of development approaches and the analysis of case studies
highlighted the importance of cooperation between different stakeholders in a destination
marketing system. This has been a major problem in many destination marketing systems,
with tourism operators using technology in uncooperative ways (Williams & Palmer,
1999). While all stakeholders are important to the success of a destination marketing
system, a lack of participation by tourism operators’ results in a lack of product
representation

in

the

destination

marketing

system.

This

undermines

the

comprehensiveness of information available to consumers, and thus removes the main
benefit to consumers of reducing searching costs.
The criteria developed by Frew and O’Connor (1998; 1999a) was used to evaluate the
Australian Tourism Data Warehouse (Daniele, Mistilis, & Ward, 2000). As with Frew
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and O’Connor’s (1999a) findings, a major problem identified was a potential lack of
comprehensiveness of the database. This problem was projected based on the low
participation by tourism operators in existing destination marketing systems in the
Australian tourism industry. In systems where operators had to pay for membership, only
very low percentages of operators actually participated. Example used were the Western
Australian destination marketing system, which had only approximately 5% of tourism
operators; and Tourism New South Wales which had only 2% (Daniele, Mistilis, &
Ward, 2000).
This problem has been the cause of failure in other destination marketing systems.
Internationally, this was the cause of failure for BRAVO (Sussmann & Baker, 1996),
while ENTA was abandoned after uptake by only 17% of the target population (Mutch,
1996). In Australia, other systems have reported major issues with low participation by
tourism operators, such as participation rates of 18.5% (Hornby, 2006) and 13%
(Morrison & King, 2002; Tourism Training Victoria, 2002). In the case of the Victorian
state destination marketing system (Morrison & King, 2002; Tourism Training Victoria,
2002), it was found that accommodation suppliers were the most prominent participants
in destination marketing systems, while other sectors, such as attractions, events,
restaurants, and services had irregular participation patterns. While the difference in
participation rates has been noted, there has been little investigation into why they differ.
Even though tourism operators’ participation has been a significant problem for
destination marketing systems, there has been limited research to find out the reasons
behind the low participation. Studies that have explicitly addressed the problem of
tourism operator participation include the Victoria destination marketing system
(Morrison, 2001; Morrison and King, 2002; Tourism Training Victoria, 2002) and Blank
and Sussmann’s study (2000), which examined the attitudes of owners and managers of
small accommodation providers towards the Gulliver system in Ireland. Buhalis and
Spada (2000b) also addressed the issue by including the needs of tourism operators as
one of six different stakeholders in a destination marketing system. Also, Pollock (1998)
considered the needs of tourism operators in the development of the “Intelligent
Destinations” concept. As well as these, studies by Sussman and Baker (1996), and
Palmer and McCole (2000) had results addressing the issue of tourism operators’
participation; while both Archdale (1993) and Palmer (2004) have made speculation
about tourism operators’ participation issues in destination marketing systems.
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The Victorian state destination marketing system study (Morrison, 2001; Morrison &
King, 2002; Tourism Training Victoria 2002) examined e-commerce needs within the
tourism and hospitality industry, of which tourism operators’ participation was a
significant focus. Major findings of the study were that operators often lacked technology
skills, which when coupled with difficulties in the sign-up process and performance of the
technology created a lack of confidence and trust in the destination marketing system.
Although their study was inductive and utilised little prior theory, a model similar to that
of Rogers (1995) model of patterns of adoption (innovators, early adopters, early majority,
late majority and laggards), was developed to explain participation and non-participation.
Four groups were identified, labelled wilderness, wait-and-sees, early adopters, techno
whizzes (Morrison, 2001; Morrison & King, 2002; Tourism Training Victoria, 2002). It
was considered that each group had different characteristics of technology adoption, and
therefore needed different approaches for them to engage in a destination marketing
system. For example, on the issue of communications, the ‘wilderness group’ needed
face-to-face workshops, while the ‘techno whizzes’ group were receptive to electronic
newsletters.
The majority of results of the Victorian destination marketing system study (Morrison,
2001; Morrison & King, 2002; Tourism Training Victoria, 2002) were associated with
issues in adopting technology, some issues were not technology related. These included
concerns of operators about the utility, quality and performance of the destination
marketing system, especially in relation to the value of participating in relation to the cost.
Also mentioned were problems with communications between the destination marketing
organisation and tourism operators inhibited participation. While these issues were not
directly technology related, analysis stopped short of associating these issues to theory
outside of the patterns of adoption framework.
The Blank and Sussmann (2000) study surveyed small serviced accommodation
providers in south west Ireland about benefits from participating in the Gulliver
destination marketing system. Key findings of the study were that members considered
that participation in Gulliver did not reduce the need for other promotional expenditure
or participation in other cooperative marketing ventures; while many disagreed that
Gulliver was a cost effective means of promoting their business. Blank and Sussmann
(2000) also statistically tested a number of hypothesis, however many of these related to
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the Gulliver specific context, for example, the effect of ‘method of allocation’ on attitudes
towards benefits. One more widely relevant finding from the hypothesis testing was that
the ‘Townhouses’ owners had more positive attitudes towards the destination marketing
system than ‘Country Home’ owners. However, while this difference was statistically
significant, the limitation of the survey method employed meant that the authors could
only speculate on the reasons for this difference, being that urban or rural location of
‘Townhouses’ and ‘Country Home’ somehow influenced the amount of benefit the
establishments could get from Gulliver.
The Blank and Sussmann (2000) study is one of the few studies that directly addressed
the issue of tourism operators’ participation, however the study had various limitations.
Firstly, it focussed only on accommodation providers, and surveyed only existing
members of Gulliver. This reported on members’ perceptions of benefits from
participating, yet more insight would have perhaps been given if they also surveyed nonmembers to find out reasons for non-participation. Secondly, destination marketing
systems require representation of an entire range of public and private sector goods and
services available within a destination (Buhalis, 2000), while the Blank and Sussmann
(2000) study was limited to accommodation providers. Non-accommodation tourism
operators may have had differing opinions from accommodation providers, since
different sectors have different histories of technology adoption (O'Connor, 1999), and
may have differing suitability to reservations technology implemented in the Gulliver
system.
Although not focussing on tourism operators’ participation, Buhalis and Spada (2000a;
2000b) identified destination marketing system criteria for success for six different
stakeholder groups. Note that Buhalis and Spada’s (2000a; 2000b) considered tourism
suppliers and tour operators as separately stakeholder groups, whereas this research
considers them in one group of ‘tourism operators’. Buhalis and Spada’s (2000a; 2000b)
study used expert opinion to form these criteria, coming up with weighting of different
criteria. For the tourism suppliers and tour operators, most of these centred on the
performance of the destination marketing system in marketing and distribution, and also
reducing costs of destination marketing system membership. These findings were similar
to those in other studies (Blank & Sussman, 2000; Morrison, 2001; Morrison & King,
2002; Tourism Training Victoria, 2002), however also found that system reliability and
user-friendliness were important criteria. This mirrors the problems with the sign-up
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process found in the Victorian destination marketing system case study (Morrison, 2001;
Morrison & King, 2002; Tourism Training Victoria, 2002).
In the development of the intelligent destinations concept, Pollock (1998) considered the
destination marketing system needs of tourism operators. These were to reduce
distribution costs, extend marketing reach, satisfy customers, and a need for information
to make choices about which marketing channels to use. These requirements centre on
the tourism operators’ desire for effective marketing – reducing costs of distribution,
extending market reach, and satisfying customers. One new requirement was that
operators needed information about the marketing channels so that they could make
effective decisions about which to use. This added to the understanding of tourism
operators requirements, Pollock’s (1998) paper is descriptive in nature, and neglects to
report how these requirements were determined, and if data was collected from tourism
operators in forming these requirements.
Some studies have explicitly addressed the issue of tourism operators’ participation in
destination marketing systems (Blank & Sussman, 2000; Buhalis & Spada, 2000a, 2000b;
Morrison, 2001; Morrison & King, 2002; Pollock, 1998; Tourism Training Victoria,
2002), the issue has also been addressed indirectly. Sussmann and Baker (1996)
examined a number of destination marketing system case studies, finding that operators
reluctance to pay commissions and provide room allocations has inhibited tourism
operator participation, though mainly for reservation based systems, while a lack technical
skills inhibit small businesses from participating. Archdale (1993) also commented on
operators reluctance to pay commissions, though was also focussed only on reservation
based systems and did not present any empirical evidence or research method to
substantiate his claims. What neither Sussmann and Baker (1996) or Archdale (1993) did
was associate the operators concerns about commission to any underlying mechanisms, or
investigate in any depth the cause of the problem – that is, no examination was given to
why operators were reluctant to pay commissions.
Another author who has commented on tourism operators’ participation in destination
marketing systems is Palmer (2004), who speculated based on findings from Palmer &
McCole’s (2000) study, which analysed website linking in Northern Ireland. Like
Sussmann and Baker (1996) and Archdale (1993), Palmer (2004) also suggested the
charging of commissions inhibited participation in destination marketing systems. Palmer
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(2004) also suggested that this was because the commission percentages were too high,
and that operators were suspicious of the transaction auditing. Also discussed was the idea
that the existence of internet portals could decrease tourism operators’ dependency on
the destination marketing organisation, which would decrease destination marketing
system participation. While Palmer’s (2004) commentary does look deeper into the
commission issues in tourism operators’ participation, no empirical evidence was given to
support these ideas.
The existing research into destination marketing system participation by tourism
operators has suggested a number of factors influencing tourism operators’ participation
in destination marketing systems; however the problem still remains under researched.
The Victorian destination marketing system case study (Morrison, 2001; Morrison &
King, 2002; Tourism Training Victoria, 2002) reported the influence of technology issues
on destination marketing system participation, while Blank and Sussmann’s (2000) results
highlighted tourism operator’s concern for the effectiveness of destination marketing
systems. Buhalis and Spada (2000a; 2000b) also reported on tourism operator’s concern
for the effectiveness of destination marketing systems, but also the need for destination
marketing system technology to be reliable and user-friendly. This forms a basis of
knowledge about tourism operators’ participation in destination marketing systems, being
a number of technology issues and concern for effectiveness.
Although a basis of knowledge may be formed, some research has revealed issues that do
not readily fit as technology or effectiveness issues. Pollock (1998) suggested that tourism
operators need information about marketing channels to make informed decisions about
participation. The Victorian destination marketing system case study (Morrison, 2001;
Morrison & King, 2002; Tourism Training Victoria, 2002) also reported issues with the
quality of the destination marketing system, and communications from the destination
marketing organisation. Some author’s (Archdale, 1993; Palmer, 2004; Palmer &
McCole, 2000) have also give attention to the impact of commissions on destination
marketing system participation. These issues suggest that there are more than just
technology and effectiveness issues, with tourism operators’ inter-organisational
relationships with destination marketing organisations influencing destination marketing
system participation. However, there is no research explicitly addressing the influence of
inter-organisational relationships on tourism operators’ participation in destination
marketing systems.
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2.4 Theories on Information Technology Adoption
Although some research has addressed the technology adoption issues in destination
marketing systems, a broader range of research has developed theories about technology
use and adoption which is less specific to industry and the type of technology. A review of
innovation and information systems adoption research may provide insights into
destination marketing system participation, since depending on design, functions and
policies, a destination marketing system involves some level of adoption of information
systems by tourism operators. This review begins with the adoption of innovations
literature, and then delves into the specific information systems adoption literature.
Innovation can be defined as an idea, practice or object that is perceived as new by an
individual or other unit of adoption (Rogers, 1983). Thus, this definition denotes an
innovation as a form of renewal and as a means of technology, or a renewal of thought
and action (Poutsma, Van Uxem, & Walravens, 1987). Technological innovation theories
have been used as a reference discipline for empirical studies of information systems
adoption (Thong, 1999), because there are many functional parallels between information
technology adoption and innovation adoption (Keen & Scott-Morton, 1978; Kwon &
Zmud, 1987; McFarlan & McKenney, 1982).
Two streams of information technology adoption literature have arisen: examination of
the rates and patterns of adoption, and investigation into factors that discriminate between
adopters and non-adopters, though the majority has been the latter (Mirchandani &
Motwani, 2001). Two major theoretical models used in examining patterns of adoption is
Rogers’ (1995) model of aggregate adoption, and Nolan’s stages’ of growth model (1973).
In the investigation into factors that discriminate between adopters and non-adopters,
much of the research has been based on Rogers’ diffusion of innovation theory (Rogers,
1995), or further adaptations of (for example, Moore and Benbasat’s research (1991)).
Other research into discriminatory factors has utilised psychological decision making
models, such as the technology acceptance model (Davis, 1989) and the theory of
planned behaviour (Ajzen, 1991), based on the theory of reasoned action (Fishbein &
Ajzen, 1975).
2.4.1

Patterns of Adoption

The examination of patterns of adoption has primarily been based on the theoretical
models of Rogers’ (1995) model of aggregate adoption, and Nolan’s stages’ of growth
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model (1973). Rogers (1983; 1986; 1995; 1981) developed a theory examining patterns
of adoption and, explaining the diffusion process by which an innovation is
communicated over a period of time among members of a social system. Five categories
of adopters were identified: innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority and
laggards. Based on these categories similar concepts have been applied in the tourism
industry to explain destination marketing system participation, with four groups labelled
wilderness, wait-and-sees, early adopters, techno whizzes (Morrison, 2001; Tourism
Training Victoria, 2002, as discussed in section 2.3.3).
Some researchers have questioned the possibility of developing a unified theory of
innovation and adoption that can apply to all types of innovations (Downs & Mohr, 1976;
Fichman & Kemerer, 1993; Kimberly & Evanisko, 1981). It is argued that a unifying
theory would be inappropriate in view of fundamental differences between innovations
and the adoption contexts in which they are applied (Fichman & Kemerer, 1993). This
argument has generally been accepted in the research community, with a body of research
focussing on the adoption of information technology innovations. Likewise, destination
marketing systems have attracted their own body of research, with researchers focussing
on destination marketing systems as a unique technology.
Nolan’s stages’ of growth (Nolan, 1973) was also an early and influential model examining
patterns in adoption in information technology, focussing on how computers are used and
adopted within organisations. The model depicts the adoption of technological
innovations within different stages, though there have been variations to the number of
stages. Originally with four stages and expanded to six (Huff, Munro, & Martin, 1988),
continuous research has resulted in a refinement to three stages of initiation, adoption
and implementation (Thong, 1999). The initiation stage is concerned with gathering and
evaluating information about the technological innovation (which this research addresses).
This is followed by the adoption stage in which a decision is made about adopting
innovation. The innovation is then implemented in the business in the implementation
stage.
2.4.2

Critical Factors Theories

A key idea in adoption of innovations research has been that characteristics of an
innovation significantly influences adoption (Poutsma, Van Uxem, & Walravens, 1987;
Rogers, 1995). However, different researchers have had different ideas about how these
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differences are deconstructed and categorised. Poutsma (1987) for example considered
innovation characteristics to be different based on four dimensions: product or process,
radical or incremental, technology-push or market-pull, and planned or incidental.
Rogers’ (1983; 1986; 1995; 1981) theory however proposed five innovation characteristics
as being important influences of adoption or

non-adoption: relative advantage,

compatibility, complexity, trialability, and observability.
The majority of research into factors that discriminate between adopters and nonadopters has been based on Rogers’ diffusion of innovation theory (Rogers, 1995). For
example, Kimberly and Evanisko (1981) identified organisational leaders, characteristics
of organisations, and characteristics of environmental context as clusters of innovation
factors. Tornatzky and Klein’s (1982) on the other hand found compatibility, relative
advantage and complexity had the most significant relationship with innovation adoption.
Given the importance of innovation characteristics, information technology and
information systems researchers have looked to apply innovation models to the specific
technology innovations. Kwon and Zmud (1987) attempted to unify the various
fragmented models developed for information technology adoption, and proposed five
categories of factors, being innovation factors, task factors, organisational factors,
individual factors, and environmental factors. Other researchers such as Eveland,
Hetzner, and Tornatzky (1983) focused on only organisational variables; whereas Thong
(1999) suggested four groups of factors that may affect information technology adoption:
(1) characteristics of organisational decision makers; (2) characteristics of the
technological innovation; (3) characteristics of the organisation; and (4) characteristics of
the environment in which the organisation operates.
A seminal study was Moore and Benbasat’s research (1991) which developed and
validated eight key constructs that influenced technology adoption decisions, based on
Rogers’ (1995) diffusion of innovation theory. To adapt the innovation adoption theory to
be specific to information systems, they incorporated the constructs of relative advantage,
compatibility and trialability from Rogers’ theory, while renaming the construct of
complexity to ‘ease-of-use’. Four additional constructs were included: visibility, image,
result demonstrability, and voluntariness. The instrument was validated and all the scales
were found to have acceptable levels of reliability (Mirchandani & Motwani, 2001).
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2.4.2.1 Small Business Adoption of Technology
Based on the assumption that the context of innovation adoption is important, a body of
research has examined specific factors affecting small business adoption of technology.
Small businesses have generally been slower in adopting information systems innovations
than their larger counterparts (Mirchandani & Motwani, 2001; Yap, 1990). This has been
the case in Australia, with early statistics showing a much lower rate of website adoption
for small businesses (Commonwealth of Australia, 2003). Given that the majority of
business in the tourism industry are small businesses (Commonwealth of Australia, 2003;
Morrison, 2001; Seaton & Bennett, 1996), and destination marketing systems were
originally conceived to benefit small businesses (O'Connor, 1999), small business
adoption of technology is especially relevant to this research.
It should be noted that the definition of small business differs between countries, and this
is reflected in research. For example, the definition of small business used by
Mirchandani and Motwani (2001) was less than 200 employees. This definition is out of
sync with the standard definition of a small business in Australia, where a small business
has less than 20 employees (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1999). Thus, this limits the
direct applicability of research to the Australian context, and visa versa.
There are fundamental differences between large and small businesses, and consequently
the many studies on information systems adoption that examine large business are not
necessarily generalisable to small business (Blau, Heydebrand, & Stauffer, 1966; Cohn &
Lindberg, 1972; Dandridge, 1979; Thong, 1999; Welsh & White, 1981). For example,
small businesses tend to have highly centralised structures, with CEOs making most of the
critical decisions (Cragg & King, 1993; Mintzberg, 1979). Small businesses also face
unique human resource challenges (Blili & Raymond, 1993; Gable, 1991), which result in
a low level of awareness and lack of knowledge of information systems (DeLone, 1988;
Lees, 1987; Neidleman, 1979). This lack of awareness and knowledge then creates a
barrier to information systems adoption (Attwell, 1992).
Small businesses also tend to lack financial resources, resulting in a lack of funds for
investing in information systems (Thong, Yap, & Raman, 1996), and a reduced ability to
absorb shocks of unsuccessful investments in information systems (Thong, 1999). They
also have a tendency to adopt a short-term management perspective, resulting in
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underestimating the time and effort required to adopt information systems, resulting in
increased risk of failure (Gable, 1991).
A number of researchers have sought to develop models to understand adoption of
information systems by small business (for example, Cragg & King, 1993; Fillis,
Johannson, & Wagner, 2004; Igbaria, Zinatelli, Cragg, & Cavaye, 1997; Mirchandani &
Motwani, 2001; Moore & Benbasat, 1991; Thong, 1999). Studies have found a number of
different factors that influence adoption or non-adoption. One recurrent theme has been
the advantages that technology holds for the business (Cragg & King, 1993; Mirchandani
& Motwani, 2001; Thong, 1999), and also the business implications of non-adoption
(Fillis, Johannson, & Wagner, 2004). Also, the attitudes of managers and CEOs are
important, with attitudes influencing the perception of benefits (Fillis, Johannson, &
Wagner, 2004), enthusiasm (Cragg & King, 1993; Mirchandani & Motwani, 2001),
innovativeness (Thong, 1999), and knowledge of information systems (Mirchandani &
Motwani, 2001; Thong, 1999).
Various other factors have also been identified in this research as affecting information
technology adoption. Factors include: time available to implement the technology,
training and knowledge of computers in the organisation (Cragg & King, 1993;
Mirchandani & Motwani, 2001; Thong, 1999), complexity and compatibility of the
technology (Mirchandani & Motwani, 2001; Thong, 1999) and cost of implementation
(Mirchandani & Motwani, 2001). Others have also found that the external economic
environment has an impact on technology adoption (Cragg & King, 1993; Mirchandani &
Motwani, 2001), however other research has refuted this (Thong, 1999).
The findings of research into the adoption of technology by small businesses are not
unlike the technology focussed factors found in investigation of destination marketing
system participation. Concerns about effectiveness (Blank & Sussman, 2000; Morrison,
2001; Morrison & King, 2002; Pollock, 1998; Tourism Training Victoria, 2002), are
mirrored in factors such as benefits (Fillis, Johannson, & Wagner, 2004), and advantages
that technology holds for the business (Cragg & King, 1993; Mirchandani & Motwani,
2001; Thong, 1999). Also present in the research about destination marketing system
participation were issues of information technology training and skills (Morrison, 2001;
Morrison & King, 2002; Tourism Training Victoria, 2002), which have been found for
small business adoption of technology in general (Cragg & King, 1993; Mirchandani &
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Motwani, 2001; Thong, 1999). It is logical that factors that influence adoption of
technology by small businesses in general will influence participation in destination
marketing systems, as a destination marketing system is inherently a technology. The
overlap in the literature reaffirms this, and adds to the understanding of the technology
factors that influence destination marketing system participation by tourism operators.
2.4.2.2 Small Business Adoption in the Tourism Industry
Some studies of information technology adoption have been specific to the tourism and
hospitality industries, embracing Hjalager’s (1994) proposition that innovation theories
need modifications before they could be applied in the tourism context. For example,
Buhalis and co-authors have examined adoption by small and medium hospitality and
tourism enterprises in different parts of Europe (Buhalis, 1999; Buhalis, Keeling, Lacorte,
& Reynolds, 1997; Buhalis & Main, 1998). These studies assert that the majority of small
and medium tourism enterprises are non-computerised, not well organised, have less
trained personnel, and are frequently managed on irrational criteria. The failure of these
organisations to adopt distribution technologies such as the internet apparently stems
from internal constraints, attitudes and misconceptions.
While Buhalis et al’s (Buhalis, 1999; Buhalis, Keeling, Lacorte, & Reynolds, 1997;
Buhalis & Main, 1998) research has established an understanding of small tourism
businesses in particular, the findings are similar to that for small businesses in general.
Reasons why small tourism businesses are non-computerised and have less trained
personal were discussed previously, with small businesses have difficulty in adopting
information systems due to challenges in human resources (Blili & Raymond, 1993;
Gable, 1991), finance (Thong, Yap, & Raman, 1996), time shortages, and short-term
management perspectives (Gable, 1991). However, Buhalis et al’s (Buhalis, 1999;
Buhalis, Keeling, Lacorte, & Reynolds, 1997; Buhalis & Main, 1998) research does
suggest that irrational criteria and misconceptions are prevalent in small tourism
businesses. Though the authors were unclear what management by “irrational criteria”
meant, it could be supposed that this was the effect of lifestyle motivations (Morrison,
2001; Nodder, Mason, Ateljevic, & Milne, 2003) on business decision making. In
consideration of how this influences destination marketing system participation, it would
suggest that any investigation into this problem needs to be open in consideration of
relevant factors.
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In the Australian context, research by Chambers (1999) and Chambers and Parker (2000)
applied Kwon and Zmud’s (1987) factors to adoption of web commerce in the small
tourism businesses. The research confirmed innovation factors of perceived relative
advantage, security features of the innovation, and complexity of developing the web
presence were significant influences, as were environmental factors such as the bargaining
power of consumers, and the existence of support mechanisms for businesses. Individual
characteristics also had a role, specifically the level of education, experience with the web
and time constraints. These findings (Chambers, 1999; Chambers & Parker, 2000) are
similar to those found in the literature on small business adoption of technology, with a
focus on the effectiveness of the technology, as did the skill and training of the personnel
(Cragg & King, 1993; Mirchandani & Motwani, 2001; Thong, 1999). Complexity of
developing the web presence can be linked to Buhalis and Spada’s (2000a; , 2000b) userfriendliness factor for tourism operators’ participation in destination marketing systems.
While Chambers’ (1999; Chambers & Parker, 2000) study focussed only on web
commerce, it supported findings that a lack of time in small business also inhibits
technology adoption (Gable, 1991).
2.4.3

Psychological Based Models of Technology Adoption

Rather than creating adaptations of Rogers (1995) diffusion of innovation theory, other
research that has examined the adoption of technology has been based on the
psychological based model, the theory of reasoned action (TRA) (Fishbein & Ajzen,
1975). The theory of reasoned action stipulates that external stimuli influence a person’s
attitude toward behaviour indirectly by influencing his or her salient beliefs about the
consequences of performing the behaviour (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). The two major
theories that have been developed from TRA for the purposes of examining technology
adoption are the technology acceptance model (TAM) (Davis, 1989) and the theory of
planned behaviour (TPB) (Ajzen, 1991).
Both TAM and TPB are general models capable of explaining user behaviour across a
broad range of end-user computing technologies and user populations (Davis, Bagozzi, &
Warshaw, 1989), and generally give more theoretical structure than critical factor theories.
Since small businesses tend to be highly centralised structures with CEOs making most of
the critical decisions (Cragg & King, 1993; Mintzberg, 1979), the models have also been
used to explain small business adoption of technology. However, there has been ongoing
debate between the use of TAM and the use of TPB. While both models have received
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considerable attention in the literature, some research has also attempted to combine
these and other models to develop unified models of technology adoption (for example
Riemenscheider, Harrison, & Mykytyn Jr., 2003; Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis,
2003).
Research by Harrison, Mykytyn and Reimenschneider (1997) applied the TPB to
confirm that attitude, subjective norms and perceived control were the antecedents of
intentions to adopt information systems in small business. Igbaria, et al (1997) on the
other hand applied the TAM to find perceived ease of use influenced perceived
usefulness, which in turn influenced systems usage. Riemenscheider et al (2003) applied
both models to small businesses, and integrated TAM and TPB to explain technology
adoption. As noted earlier, in Australia a small business has less than 20 employees
(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1999). Thus the application of small business research to
the Australian context is limited due to the definition of small business in the United
States of America being 20- 500 employees, and excludes those with less than 20
employees.
2.4.3.1 Technology Acceptance Model
The technology acceptance model (TAM) provides an explanation of the determinants of
computer acceptance, thus attempting to explain why users sometimes accept and
sometimes reject information systems (Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw, 1989). This model
has become a widely accepted model for explaining technology use (Burton-Jones &
Hubona, 2005), and has been supported since by much empirical evidence (Al-Gahtani,
2001; Szajna, 1996). TAM postulates that two particular beliefs, perceived usefulness and
perceived ease of use are of primary relevance for computer acceptance behaviours (AlGahtani, 2001), figure 2-2 represents this visually:
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Figure 2-2: Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)

Source: (Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw, 1989)
Although Davis et al (1989) proposed revisions to the original model, the original TAM
has been widely supported and found to be useful (Szajna, 1996). Essentially, TAM
ascertains that in order for a technology to be adopted and used, it needs to offer some
advantage or benefit for the potential user, and the user needs to be able to comprehend
or learn to use the technology. TAM has many strengths, including its specific focus on
information systems use, its theoretical underpinning within social psychology, the validity
and reliability of its instruments, and its parsimony (Mathieson & Peacock, 2001).
According to TAM, acceptance is determined by a person’s attitude toward using the
system and perceived usefulness (Davis, 1989). Attitude toward using the system is jointly
determined by perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. Attitude is defined as a
predisposition to respond favourably or unfavourably to a computer system, application,
system staff member, or a process related to the use of that system or application
(Melone, 1990). Davis’ (1989) definition of ‘perceived usefulness’ is the degree to which
a person believes that using a particular system would enhance his or her job
performance.
The major criticisms of TAM challenge the completeness of the model, in that TAM
assumes that there are no other barriers that would prevent an individual from using an
information system (Mathieson & Peacock, 2001), and that the variables of perceived ease
of use and perceived usefulness mediate all the influence of all other variables (BurtonJones & Hubona, 2005). Other criticisms include that of Plouffe et al (2001) who
criticised TAM’s predictive power after comparisons with the more comprehensive
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Moore and Benbasat (1991) model. Legris et al (2003) suggested that results of empirical
research on TAM are not totally consistent and clear. Moreover, they also questioned the
development of TAM because it was based on student samples, office automation
software and self-report measurements (Legris, Ingham, & Collerette, 2003). Thus, the
context of application of TAM was very limited.
These criticisms have therefore prompted further research to investigate the inclusion of
extra constructs, comparison to other models, and a second version of TAM (TAM2).
For example, Mathieson et al (2001) examined how the role of an individual’s access to
resources affects system usage, developing an extension to the TAM that included
perceived resources being related to usage intention and perceived ease of use. BurtonJones and Hubona (2005) included individual differences, while Wixom and Todd
(2005) included user satisfaction. Venkatesh and Davis (2000) proposed TAM2 which
incorporated additional variables to include social influence processes and cognitive
instrumental processes. In Wixom and Todd’s (2005) analysis of research into TAM
revisions, three popular extensions were identified and incorporated: expansion of
external variable, additional belief factors, and factors from related models. Figure 2-3
presents the revised model:

Perceived
Usefulness
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e.g.
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system
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personality traits

Attitude
towards
usage

Intention to
Use

Usage

Perceived
Ease of Use
Additional
Belief Factors
(e.g.
trialability,
compatibility)

Factors from
related models
(e.g. subjective
norm,
perceived
behavioural
control)

Figure 2-3: TAM with three popular extensions

Source: (Wixom & Todd, 2005)
In application to the problem of destination marketing system participation by tourism
operators, TAM and the extended TAM focus on two major factors – perceived
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usefulness, and perceived ease of use. This mirrors and support findings of previous
research into adoption of technology by small business and participation in destination
marketing systems, which indicated concern for the effectiveness of the technology and
ability of users to operate the technology (Blank & Sussman, 2000; Cragg & King, 1993;
Fillis, Johannson, & Wagner, 2004; Mirchandani & Motwani, 2001; Morrison, 2001;
Morrison & King, 2002; Pollock, 1998; Thong, 1999; Tourism Training Victoria, 2002).
The ability of users to operate the technology is reflected in the destination marketing
systems literature with technology skills and training being influences on destination
marketing system participation (Buhalis & Spada, 2000a, 2000b; Morrison, 2001;
Morrison & King, 2002; Tourism Training Victoria, 2002). While the TAM and
extended TAM further support the influence of technology factors on destination
marketing system participation by tourism operators, the models also identify that
external factors also influence adoption of technology.
2.4.3.2 Theory of Planned Behaviour
Also based on the theory of reasoned action (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975) is the theory of
planned behaviour (TPB) (Ajzen, 1991), which has also been used to explain and predict
decisions to adopt information technology. The previously discussed technology
acceptance model has been criticised for omitting variables that may be important
predictors of usage. While attitude is a central component in the technology acceptance
model, the theory of planned behaviour has been the preferred theory for some
information systems researchers because it includes elements of subjective norms and
perceived control (Mathieson & Peacock, 2001; Plouffe, Hulland, & Vandenbosch,
2001).
The theory of planned behaviour uses constructs of attitude, subjective norms, and
perceived control in the decision processes. Subjective norm is a person’s perception of
other people’s opinions of the behaviour, while perceived control refers to people’s
perception of the ease or difficulty performing the behaviour of interest (Ajzen, 1991).
The model, shown in Figure 2-4, shows how TPB relates these constructs:
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Figure 2-4: Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB)

Source: (Ajzen, 1991)
While the added constructs of subjective norms and perceived control ensure more
factors are accounted for, TPB has been criticised as being less parsimonious, because it
uses significantly more constructs but fails to increase predictive power by the same
proportions (Mathieson, 1991). Also, TPB has been criticised as not being specific to
information systems use and requiring unique operationalisations for the situations in
which it is used (Taylor & Todd, 1995). Taylor and Todd (1995) adapted behavioural,
normative and control beliefs in TPB to information systems specific constructs, and was
able to increase the explanation of variance in technology use from 34 to 36 percent.
Although this was an increase in predictive power, it came at a high cost of complexity in
the model (Taylor & Todd, 1995).
2.4.3.3 Other Theories in Technology Adoption
While the critical factor theories, TAM and TPB are the more popular and accepted
theories for technology adoption, various other developments in theory have been made.
Although the psychological based models have been criticised on the basis that they
operate on the assumptions of rational and well considered cost-benefit analysis (R. B.
Cooper & Bhattacherjee, 2001), further research has continued. In particular, researchers
have sought to combine TAM and TPB. Riemenscheider et al (2003) integrated the
TAM and TPB to produce a model they claimed to provide a ‘better fit’ than either stand
alone model. Likewise, Taylor and Todd (1995a) combined constructs of TAM and TPB
to explain 43% of variance in behavioural intention. Also based on psychological models,
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though not the TRA, is research by Thompson, Higgins and Howell (1991), who
proposed a model of PC utilisation. This model was based on Triandis’ (1977) theory of
behaviour, and incorporated users feelings or affect toward PCs, social norms, individuals
expected consequences of using a PC, and facilitating conditions in the environment.
Social cognitive theory has also been utilised to examine the use of technology (Compeau
& Higgins, 1995a, 1995b, 1999), and found that self-efficacy moderated organisational
influences on individual’s decision to use technology (Compeau & Higgins, 1995a). The
model proposed constructs of self-efficacy and outcome expectations in conjunction with
the emotional constructs of affect and anxiety having a significant influence on technology
use. These constructs are considered to have a continuous reciprocal interaction between
the environment, which differs from the unidirectional relationship view of TAM and
TPB (Compeau & Higgins, 1999). Outcome expectations were also considered in two
parts, separately dealing with personal consequences and performance-related
consequences (Compeau & Higgins, 1995a).
With various models being used to explain information technology adoption, Venkatesh,
Morris, Davis and Davis (2003) develop a unified theory. This was developed from eight
existing theories on technology acceptance, incorporating constructs from TRA, TAM,
TPB, the motivational model, the PC utilisation model, innovation diffusions theory, and
social cognitive theory, and claimed to explain 70% of variance. The model continued to
assumed rational decisions, and utilised constructs of performance expectancy, effort
expectancy, social influence, and facilitating conditions as directly play a role in user
acceptance and usage behaviour; while these were moderated by variables of gender, age,
experience, and voluntariness of use.
The development of theories beyond the critical factor theories and the TAM and TPB
models add the emotional constructs such as self-efficacy, affect and anxiety (Compeau &
Higgins, 1999), and social influence (Venkatesh, Morris, Davis & Davis, 2003). While
these build the understanding of personal computer adoption, there is little indication that
they have relevance to tourism operators’ participation in destination marketing systems.
The only tenuous link that may be made is that they perhaps explain Buhalis et al’s
(Buhalis, 1999; Buhalis, Keeling, Lacorte, & Reynolds, 1997; Buhalis & Main, 1998)
findings that small businesses were managed based on irrational criteria.
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2.4.4

Inter-Organisational System Adoption

While numerous studies have utilised Rogers (1995) innovation adoption theory in
examining the adoption of technology, a review by Prescott and Conger (1995) found that
these studies were mostly applicable to innovations with an intra-organisational locus of
impact, and are not applicable to inter-organisational technologies. Likewise, TAM has
been criticised as primarily being tested on office automation software (Legris, Ingham, &
Collerette, 2003). Thus, with the advent of inter-organisational technologies further
research looked to establish new models for technology adoption.
Typical inter-organisational technologies include electronic data interchange (EDI) and
Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) (Hughes, Golden, & Powell, 2003; Pease & Rowe,
2005), which conduct the computer based exchanges of information between
organisations (Hart & Saunders, 1997; Hughes, Golden, & Powell, 2003). Factors that
influence adoption of inter-organisational technologies can be categorised into
technological characteristics, organisational variables, and external influences. While
technological characteristics and organisational variables have generally been found to be
similar to those for intra-organisational technologies, the external influences incorporated
elements from inter-organisational relationships.
The main technology characteristic is the organisations’ perception of benefits and relative
advantage of adopting the technology. This factor had been found repeatedly in many
different studies, including those on adoption by small and medium sized businesses
(Chau & Hui, 2001; Chwelos, Benbasat, & Dexter, 2001; Iacovou, Benbasat, & Dexter,
1995; Kuan & Chau, 2001; Premkumar, Ramamurthy, & Nilakanta, 1994). Adoption has
also depended on the sophistication of the technology (Chwelos, Benbasat, & Dexter,
2001), and the vendor support for the technology (Chau & Hui, 2001), with the use of
proprietary technologies being detrimental to the widespread acceptance of the
technology (Barua & Lee, 1997).
Significant organisational variables for inter-organisational technology adoption are similar
to those found in intra-organisational technologies, with a major indicator the size of the
organisation, with small businesses being less likely to adopt (Banerjee & Golhar, 1994;
Premkumar, Ramamurthy, & Crum, 1997). Support for the technology by management
also played an important role (Iacovou, Benbasat, & Dexter, 1995; Premkumar &
Ramamurthy, 1995; Premkumar, Ramamurthy, & Crum, 1997), as did the internal need
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for the technology (Premkumar & Ramamurthy, 1995). Perceived cost of implementing
the technology was especially significant in small and medium sized businesses, as was the
knowledge, experience and technical abilities within the business (Chau & Hui, 2001;
Chwelos, Benbasat, & Dexter, 2001; Iacovou, Benbasat, & Dexter, 1995; Kuan & Chau,
2001).
Where the adoption of inter-organisational technologies differs from the adoption of
intra-organisational technologies is in the consideration of factors concerning influences
outside the organisation. Research has found that the power exerted by trading partners
can influence adoption (Chwelos, Benbasat, & Dexter, 2001; Premkumar &
Ramamurthy, 1995), however this tended to undermine trust between the organisations,
which was also an important factor (Hart & Saunders, 1997). The dependency of small
and medium sized businesses on external organisations has also been thought to influence
adoption (Iacovou, Benbasat, & Dexter, 1995), however this has been refuted by others
(Chwelos, Benbasat, & Dexter, 2001). External factors have also included competitive
pressures (Chwelos, Benbasat, & Dexter, 2001; Premkumar & Ramamurthy, 1995)
(Premkumar, Ramamurthy, & Crum, 1997), pressures from customers (Banerjee &
Golhar, 1994; Premkumar, Ramamurthy, & Crum, 1997), and pressure from government
(Kuan & Chau, 2001).
Recent research has looked at conducting EDI using internet technology (Soliman & Janz,
2004). Since the use of proprietary technologies hampered the spread of traditional EDI
(Barua & Lee, 1997), it has been thought that internet based inter-organisational systems
may be more accessible by small businesses (Hughes, Golden, & Powell, 2003; Pease &
Rowe, 2005). However, findings of research have not confirmed this. For example,
Soliman and Janz’s research (2004) found that similar to other technologies, support from
top management, implementation costs, complexity and scalability were significant
influences. Like traditional EDI, business size, pressure from trading partners,
competitors, and trust between trading partners were remained significant determinants,
while data security and network reliability were also issues due to use of internet
technology. As information systems knowledge is well established as a critical factor for
adoption of intra-organisation information systems (Mirchandani & Motwani, 2001;
Thong, 1999), other research has suggest that small businesses lack the knowledge to
appreciate the dynamics of the internet (Tetteh & Burn, 2001).
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While these studies extend the consideration of adoption factors to inter-organisational
relationship factors, they are generally based on transactional technologies. As an interorganisational information system, destination marketing systems do not engage in interorganisational transactions, unless they incorporate bookings and payment systems. Such
services are still a matter of debate, depending on the destination marketing organisation
role (as discussed in section 2.3.1). Also, as discussed in section 2.3.3, few leisure
focussed operators engage in online booking systems, instead prefer to engage in
electronic distribution by disseminating information only. Thus, the application of
theories on inter-organisational technologies which are based on transaction technologies
may be limited. However, what is recognised is that in particular contexts, interorganisational relationship factors such as power, dependency and trust do play a role in
technology adoption. What is not established is how these inter-organisational
relationship factors may influence a non-transaction inter-organisational technology such
as destination marketing systems.

2.5 Theories on Inter-Organisational Relationships
While a destination marketing system can be viewed as an information systems
innovation, its nature is as an information distribution channel, operating to achieve
marketing goals of a destination marketing organisation. Within this schema, the task of
internet marketing to distribute information is carried out by the destination marketing
organisation rather than the tourism operator. Thus as inter-organisational relationship
exists between tourism operators and the destination marketing organisation, with the
destination marketing organisation performing the task of marketing and/or distribution
on behalf of the tourism operator.
The literature addressing destination marketing systems participation by tourism
operators primarily focussed on technology issues; however some results also suggested
that tourism operators’ inter-organisational relationships with destination marketing
organisations had an influence on destination marketing system participation.

This

section therefore reviews theories on inter-organisational relationships due to the
marketing channel nature of destination marketing systems which may give further
insights into how inter-organisational relationships influence tourism operators’
participation in destination marketing systems.
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Relationships are especially important in tourism because of the fragmented nature of
tourism products (goods and services) and the mutual interdependencies with the industry
(Buhalis & Spada, 2000a; Castelltort, Mora, Navarro, Pernas, & Zapata, 2000). Three
main parties are involved: tourism operators, intermediaries, and customers (Palmer,
2004). However, distribution of tourism and travel products is distinctly different from
other industries, as it usually involves information being communicated to the consumers,
then before consumption people being transported to the product (Bennett, 1996).
However, like other industries, distribution involves inter-organisational exchange
relationships being formed.
Research on inter-organisational exchange relationships has taken various perspectives
(Rutashobya & Jaensson, 2001). In economic theory, exchanges are considered as
‘discrete’, where individual transactions are assumed to be independent of past and future
relations between the organisations, and constitute the transfer of ownership of a product
or service (Goldberg, 1976). This however was a limited view, and thus research has also
taken perspective from the areas of organisation theory (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978),
institutional economics (Williamson, 1985), and contract law (Macneil, 1980). These
perspectives generally extend the view of the exchange to incorporate the historical and
social context in which transactions take place.
Within the discipline of marketing, research has focussed on the two main streams of
microeconomic and behavioural paradigms (Stern & Reve, 1980). Microeconomic
theories such as transaction cost economics have been criticized for failing to account for
the relationships between members of distribution channels (Heide, 1994); while
behavioural theories, such as the theory of employing power, have been criticised for
focusing on behavioural phenomena in isolation from their antecedent conditions and
outcomes (Gattorna, 1978; Robicheaux & El-Ansary, 1975/76). These arguments hinge
on the concept of social embeddedness, which argues that economic activity cannot be
analysed without consideration of the social context in which it occurs (Granovetter,
1985), with organisations understood to be affected by social structure, social relations
and social ties (BarNir & Smith, 2002).
Early work on inter-organisational relationships (Macaulay, 1963; Macneil, 1978, 1980)
developed a typology of ‘discrete’ and ‘relational’ exchanges. This acknowledged that
‘relational’ exchanges occur, which contest the assumptions of ‘discrete’ exchanges made
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by traditional economics approaches. In discrete exchanges, firms are assumed to pursue
their own interests vigorously and rely on legal and economic sanctions to enforce
contractual obligations (Heide, 1994). In relational exchanges, the past and future
relations between the contracting parties are accounted for, with enforcement coming
from the obligations stemming from mutuality of interest that exist between the parties
(Dwyer, Schurr, & Oh, 1987; Kaufmann & Stern, 1988).
2.5.1

Theories on Inter-Organisational Relationships

With ‘relational’ rather than ‘discrete’ exchanges, a multitude of theories have been
developed to describe and understand relational elements between organisations.
Theories on inter-organisational relationships include transaction cost economics,
dependency theory, agency theory, and trust, which focus on different elements of
relationships. Transaction cost economics considers how relationships can be structured
to minimise costs on transactions, while dependency theory considers the need of
organisations to engage other organisations so that they can access resources (Rutashobya
& Jaensson, 2001). Agency theory considers implications of a task being carried out by
one organisation, on behalf of another, when both are trying to maximise their own
benefits (Spake, D'Souza, Crutchfield, & Morgan, 1999). While the hidden characteristic
and hidden action problems of agency theory are concerned with mechanisms for
controlling the risk inherent in a task being undertaken by another organisation, trust is
also considered as it works to reduce the risk involved, in the absence of control (Das &
Teng, 1998).
Even though transaction cost economics is one of the most quoted theories in research on
exchange relationships (Rutashobya & Jaensson, 2001), it is not of particular relevance to
the investigation of tourism operators’ participation in destination marketing systems.
Characterised by Williamson (Williamson, 1975, 1985; 1991a, 1991b), the transaction
cost framework considers the efficiency implication for adopting alternative governance
mechanisms (Heide, 1994). Emphasises is on ex post transactions such as mal-adaptation
costs, haggling costs of realignment, set-up and running costs of governance structures,
and bonding costs (Bergen, Dutta, & Walker Jr, 1992). The major foci of attention is how
transactions differ, and how these differences impact on the exchange governance
structures, aiming to minimise transaction costs (Rutashobya & Jaensson, 2001).
However, a destination marketing system does not necessarily have many ex post
transactions. A primary function of destination marketing systems is the presentation of
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information about the tourism operators. If a booking system was in place, this could only
apply to a limited number of tourism operators such as accommodation and tour
operators, and not apply to a comprehensive range of tourism operators.
For the purpose of this research, the focus is on theories that may add to the
understanding of how inter-organisational relationships between destination marketing
organisations and tourism operators’ influences participation in destination marketing
systems. As mentioned previously, Palmer (2004) raised the issue of dependency, while
dependency (Iacovou, Benbasat, & Dexter, 1995), power (Chwelos, Benbasat, & Dexter,
2001; Premkumar & Ramamurthy, 1995), trust (Hart & Saunders, 1997) were all
highlighted in the inter-organisational system literature. Issues to do with quality of the
destination marketing system (Morrison, 2001; Morrison & King, 2002; Tourism
Training Victoria, 2002) and commissions (Archdale, 1993; Palmer & McCole, 2000;
Palmer, 2004) also instigate agency theory.
2.5.2

Dependency

Dependency theory focuses on the resources needs of the individual firm and the way it
handles individual relationships to gain access to these resources (Rutashobya & Jaensson,
2001), and is one of the most studied aspects of exchange relationships (Anderson &
Narus, 1990; Frazier, 1983; Heide & John, 1988). An organisation is assumed to attempt
to reduce uncertainty and manage dependence by purposely structuring their exchange
relationships by establishing formal or semiformal links with other firms (Pennings &
Woiceshyn, 1987; Ulrich & Barney, 1984). Organisations are considered to not be
internally self-sufficient, which then requires reliance on other parties, and introduces
uncertainty into the firms decision making (Heide, 1994). This corresponds with Palmer
and Bejou’s (1995) propositions that organisations in tourism destinations form alliances
to take advantage of interdependencies.
If one firm is dependent on another, then they must engage in a relationship with them in
order to survive. Dependency is a product of utility and alternative (Coughlan, Anderson,
Stern, & El-Ansary, 2001; Emerson, 1962; Hart & Saunders, 1997). Utility considers how
useful an organisation is to another, that is, the resources available that are desired by the
dependent organisation. Alternative considers the number of organisations or
mechanisms for accessing the desired resources. Thus, in a tourism operator to
destination marketing organisation relationship, a tourism operator may have dependency
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on the destination marketing organisations resources of expertise in marketing, or
financial resources to carry out the marketing.
Another way to consider dependency is in terms of power. Power is the ability of one
party to influence the actions of another party that they would not usually take (Coughlan,
Anderson, Stern, & El-Ansary, 2001), or defined in terms of a marketing channel, a firm’s
ability to control another channel member’s behaviour (Wilkinson, 1979). This definition
of power is similar to that presented by Dahl (1957). Although this view of power is ‘onedimensional’ and ignores bias and control, Lukes (1974) considers that this view focuses
on behaviour in making decisions over which there is a conflict of interests. Hence, at the
basis of power in relationships is each party’s interests. This is inline with agency theory
assumptions, which considers that the behaviours of each party is directed by self-interest
(Eisenhardt, 1989a).
Dependence can be considered a source of power, as if organisation A is dependent on
organisation B, organisation B has power to influence organisation A. Power can be
derived from formal sources, which is made up of legitimate, reward, coercive and
information sources, or informal sources, made up of expert, referent and charismatic
sources (George & Jones, 1999). Table 2-3: Classifications of power bases summarises the
classification of power bases.

Type of
Power

Name of
Power

Formal

Legitimate

Description

‘the legal authority to control and use organizational
resources’
Reward
‘the power to give pay rises, praise and other
rewards’
Coercive
‘the power to give or withhold punishment’
Information
‘power stemming from access and control over
information’
Informal
Expert
‘some individuals have skills or talents that allow
them to perform at a higher level than others’
Referent
‘those who gain power and influence in a group
because they are liked, admired and respected’
Charismatic
‘intense form of referent power stemming from an
individual’s personality or physical or other abilities’
Table 2-3: Classifications of power bases

Source: derived from George & Jones (1999), cited from Mole (2002)
Within a tourism destination, a destination marketing organisation may have various
formal and informal bases of power. A legitimacy power base would be established
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through the political and legislative power given to publicly funded destination marketing
organisations, while an information power base would be established through the market
research information, information dissemination tasks and operation of visitor centres
(Palmer & Bejou, 1995). An informal base of power could be established through the
provision of expertise and advisory services by destination marketing organisation to
tourism operators to help them promoting themselves (O'Connor, 1999). Referent and
charismatic bases of power may also occur depending on the characteristics of personal
within the destination marketing organisation.
Dependency or power in an inter-organisational relationship is a relevant concept to
consider in destination marketing system participation, as it is likely to impact tourism
operators’ need to engage with a destination marketing organisation, and the type of
contract used to govern participation. This is because the more powerful party may
influence the dependent party to accept contract terms which they would otherwise not
accept (Lusch & Brown, 1996). An important implication of dependency and power is if
no dependency exists, there is no need for a tourism operator to engage in a relationship,
and thus tourism operators have no need to participate in a destination marketing system.
A lack of dependency between tourism operators and destination marketing organisation
could be the situation in Palmer and Bejou’s (1995) consideration of “honeypot”
destinations, where stakeholders have no need to participate in marketing alliances due to
having no need to attract additional visitors (Palmer & Bejou, 1995). Destination may also
be plentiful with visitors due to being in boom cycles in the destination life cycle (Butler,
1980). Conversely, if tourism operators had a high degree of dependency on a destination
marketing system, then the tourism operator will have few choices but to engage the
destination marketing organisation and the destination marketing system. This
participation will be despite preferences or disinclination for the destination marketing
system participation contracts. That is, if the destination marketing organisation is the
more powerful party, they might demand an explicit contract that gives the safeguards and
concessions they want (Heide & John, 1992; Lusch & Brown, 1996).
Dependency theory is also linked with agency theory, because some level of dependency
is required for the principal to need to engage with the agent. In agency theory the
principal has a lack of information about the agent, which causes the hidden
characteristics and hidden action problems. Agency theory assumes that the principal
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knows the effort and expertise required to achieve the desired outcomes (Spake, D'Souza,
Crutchfield, & Morgan, 1999), while dependency theory assumes they recognise that the
agent has these resources or qualities. Thus the knowledge of the principal (tourism
operator) about the task (internet marketing) may have a role in determining the
importance of dependency theory or agency theory. It is also implied that some level of
expert power is present in agency relationships.
2.5.3

Agency Theory

Agency theory has been used in the study of organisational behaviour from 1970’s, and
since has spawned a large amount of research in fields such as economics, finance,
accounting, organisational behaviour, political science, and sociology (Bergen, Dutta, &
Walker Jr, 1992). In marketing it has been applied widely because the agency relationship
is a significant component of almost all exchange transactions (Arrow, 1985), and most
goods and services are distributed through intermediaries who act as agents (Bergen,
Dutta, & Walker Jr, 1992). Agency theory centres around two parties, a principal and an
agent, who collaborate to achieve certain outcomes (Spake, D'Souza, Crutchfield, &
Morgan, 1999).
An agency relationship can be defined where one party, the principal, contracts another
party, the agent, to perform a task involving delegation of decision making in exchange for
compensation (Eisenhardt, 1989a). A characteristic of agency relationships is that the
agent makes decisions or undertakes actions on behalf of the principal (Spake, D'Souza,
Crutchfield, & Morgan, 1999). Destination marketing systems fit this definition, as
tourism operators engage the destination marketing organisation to carry out the task of
internet marketing on their behalf. Agency theory explains the structuring of economic
exchange relationships between the agent and principal (Eisenhardt, 1989a; Jensen &
Meckerling, 1976) as both parties attempt to structure the relationship to protect their
own interests by maximising utility and minimising risk (Whitener, Brodt, Korsgaard, &
Werner, 1998). Thus, in a destination marketing system, agency theory may indicate
issues of concern for tourism operators when making decisions about participation in a
destination marketing system.
Both the principal and the agent are assumed to be motivated by self-interest, are risk
adverse, and make decisions under bounded rationality (Eisenhardt, 1989a). With both
parties motivated by self-interest, this leads to each party preferring different courses of
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action (Spake, D'Souza, Crutchfield, & Morgan, 1999). While the principal strives for
maximum profits, the agent seeks maximum compensation for minimum effort
(Coughlan & Sen, 1989; Farley, 1964; Spake, D'Souza, Crutchfield, & Morgan, 1999).
Each party is assumed to act opportunistically (Wright, Mukherji, & Kroll, 2001). Such
self-interest is typical of stakeholders in a tourism destination, with each stakeholder
aiming to maximise benefits for themselves (Buhalis, 2000). A major issue in agency
relationships is ensuring the agent acts in the interests of the principal (Eisenhardt,
1989a).
In consideration of agency theory, the problems of hidden characteristics (Bergen, Dutta,
& Walker Jr, 1992; Spake, D'Souza, Crutchfield, & Morgan, 1999) and hidden actions
(Eisenhardt, 1989a; Mole, 2002) are addressed, as these may impact on tourism
operators’ initial decision to participate in a destination marketing system. Although an
agency relationship seems to be embedded in the problem of tourism operators’
participation in destination marketing systems, and commentators have even discussed
issues to do with commissions (Archdale, 1993; Palmer, 2004; Palmer & McCole, 2000),
there has been no investigation into the relevance and application agency problems of
hidden characteristics and hidden actions.
Note that the third agency problem, the ‘hold-up’ problem (Mole, 2002; Shane, 1998) is
not addressed here, because this is concerned with the re-negotiation of contracts. It is
reasoned that any such problems would occur after the tourism operator has been
participating in the destination marketing system, and therefore is not relevant to the
initial participation decision made by tourism operators.
2.5.3.1 Hidden Characteristics Problem
The hidden characteristic problem1 (Spake, D'Souza, Crutchfield, & Morgan, 1999),
otherwise known as the adverse selection problem (Dahlstrom & Ingram, 2003;
Eisenhardt, 1989a), involves whether or not the agent has the characteristics that the
principal requires, and the means available for discovering these characteristics (Spake,
D'Souza, Crutchfield, & Morgan, 1999). The basis of the problem is information
asymmetries occurring before the principal enters into a contract with a given agent
1

Also referred to as hidden information model by (Bergen, Dutta, & Walker Jr, 1992), and adverse

selection by others. Since hidden information is at the base of both hidden characteristics and hidden action
models, the term hidden characteristic is used, as per Spake, D'Souza, Crutchfield, & Morgan (1999).
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(Bergen, Dutta, & Walker Jr, 1992), creating pre-contractual uncertainties (Dahlstrom &
Ingram, 2003). The initial assumption is that the principal knows the nature of the tasks
the agent must perform, and the characteristics needed to perform those tasks
successfully. However, a problem emerges because the principal cannot determine if the
agent exhibits the required characteristics. Bergen et al. (1992) suggest three ways
principals can overcome this problem: screening, examining signals from potential agents,
or providing opportunities for self-selection.
Screening involves a principal choosing an information gathering strategy to determine the
agent’s true characteristics. This may involve collecting additional information than that
provided by the agent (Bergen, Dutta, & Walker Jr, 1992). This approach depends on the
ease of obtaining information on the agent’s characteristics, and that the measures used
have proven to be valid predictors and obtained with minimal expense. A signalling
strategy involves the agent carrying out deliberate actions in order to indicate to the
principal that they have the required characteristics. A principal may also provide
opportunities for self-selection, by making clear the characteristics required of the agent,
and using this to eliminate the agents that do not meet the required characteristics. Social
networks may also be utilised by the principal to reduce costs of gather information to
evaluate the agent (Dahlstrom & Ingram, 2003).
2.5.3.2 Hidden Action Problem
The hidden action problem (Spake, D'Souza, Crutchfield, & Morgan, 1999), or moral
hazard (Eisenhardt, 1989a), occurs because of the principal’s imperfect information on
the actions of the agent, which they wish to monitor due to the agent preferring different
courses of action as a result of self-interest motivations (Gurhaxani & Kemerer, 1989,
1990). The primary concern is how the principal should evaluate and reward the agent’s
performance, and what information strategy should be employed to make such
evaluations (Bergen, Dutta, & Walker Jr, 1992).
Eisenhardt’s (1989a) review of agency theory focussed the preferences or conditions
under which the principal or agent would favour outcome or behaviour based contracts.
Outcome-based contracts compensate the agent for its actions based on the outcomes
achieved, while behaviour-based contracts compensate the agent for its actions based on
performing specified behaviour. Principals are likely to favour behaviour based contracts
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when they have effective information systems2 reporting on the agent’s behaviour or can
trust an agent’s behaviour due to learning from a long relationship, or the delegated task is
highly programmable. Conversely, principals will favour outcome-based contracts as they
become more risk adverse, have higher goal conflict, and as the outcome becomes more
measurable.
2.5.4

Trust

Trust can be defined as one’s belief and expectation about the likelihood of having a
desirable action performed by the trustee (Deutsch, 1973), when taking a risk and leaving
oneself vulnerable to the actions of the trusted other (Boon & Holmes, 1991). Trust
differs from control mechanisms because it involves positive attitudes about others’
motivations rather than influencing their behaviour, but believing they will perform
whatever serves the trustor’s best interest, even in the absence of control (Das & Teng,
1998). Thus in a relationship where an agent performs a task on behalf of the principal,
trust subsumes the assumption that the agent will act in their own self-interest, and thus
there is no need to monitor their behaviour or arrange contractual preferences so that
interests are aligned.
Trust is a key factor in the relationship marketing paradigm, where meaningful
relationships based on “mutual exchanges and fulfilment of promises” are instigated
(Durkin & McGowan, 2001). As opposed to transactional marketing, relationship
marketing pursues the cultivation of relationships that enable co-operative problem
solving rather than attempting to bring a product and consumer together (Varey, 2002).
This approach involves the development of long-term relationships, which are more likely
to trust (Anderson & Weitz, 1989; Ganesan, 1994), share similar norms and values, and
are more cooperative (Morgan & Hunt, 1994).
A lack of trust has been identified as a social concern inhibiting cooperation (Braun,
2002), with small-to-medium-enterprises having a fear of opportunistic behaviour from
competitors (Fukuyama, 1995; Gulati, 1995). In tourism destinations, mistrust has
traditionally resulted in a reluctance of stakeholders to participate in marketing alliances
2

Note that Eisenhardt’s (1989a) use of the term “information system” is not referring to the computerised

information systems as the term was used earlier, but instead refers to a systematic method of gathering
information on the agents behaviour, which may or may not include the use of computerised information
systems.
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(Palmer & Bejou, 1995). While most research has only considered trust between
organisations in the private sector, Palmer and Bejou (1995) also found that trust applies
to relationships between private sector stakeholders and public sector organisations,
finding tourism operators in the United States of America having less trust of
governments than operators in the United Kingdom.
Communication has also been linked to trust (Mohr & Spekman, 1996), though research
has not always converged on the direction of the relationship (Anderson & Narus, 1990).
Dwyer, Schurr and Oh (1987) hypothesized that trust cause’s communication, whereas
Anderson, Lodish and Weitz (1987) hypothesized that communication leads to trust.
Over a period of time, communication may lead to trust, which then enhances
communication (Anderson & Narus, 1990). An important element of this is the increased
communication reducing risks (Whitener, Brodt, Korsgaard, & Werner, 1998), while
addressing problems of establishing credibility and trustworthiness of the partners (Das &
Teng, 1998). Nonetheless, communication is linked to building trust, and proactive
information exchanges develop trust (Macneil, 1980; Thomas & Trevino, 1993).
Related to communication and trust, social exchange theory and social network theories
have been used to explain information flows within inter-organisational networks. Social
exchange theory depicts the influence of social exchanges in reducing uncertainty and
opportunism in inter-organisational relationships, and thus building trust (Rutashobya &
Jaensson, 2001). On the postulation that interactions involve both economic and social
outcomes, Lambe, Wittman and Spekman (2001) state “positive economic and social
outcomes over time increase the partners’ trust of each other and commitment to
maintaining the exchange relationship” pp. 6.
Social network theory on the other hand explains the mechanism used for disseminating
information through ties that link people in separate social clusters (Ellis & Johnson,
1993). Social networks can influence the small firm learning (Shaw & Conway, 2000) and
innovation adoption (Deroian, 2001), with the relationships linking or connecting small
businesses to the environments in which they exist and conduct their business. While
theory originally has been based on ties between individuals, there has been growing use
of social network theory applied to organisational (e.g. Hansen, 1999; Krackhardt, 1992)
and inter-organisational settings (e.g. McEvily & Zaheer, 1999; Uzzi, 1999).
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Some research (Lusch & Brown, 1996) has challenged the idea that length of a
relationship has any influence on contracting and relational behaviour. Kumar (1996)
offered more insight into this by comparing facets of trust relationships to contract based
relationships. In trust relationships, parties pursue “what is fair”, rather than self-interest;
communications are bi-lateral rather than unilateral; and contracts are long-term rather
than short term.
In spite of the research advocating trust in inter-organisational relationships, Darwinian
models of evolution point toward relationships based on selfishness and opportunism
(Palmer, 2000), rather than trust and mutual benefits. An exploratory study by Young and
Wilkinson (1989) found that co-operation did not always involve trust, but co-operated to
achieve their individual and common goals, sometimes due to inter-organisational
dependencies. In a distribution channel, trust relationships are based on a belief that each
party is interested in the others welfare (Kumar, 1996). This gives an interesting
juxtaposition to the assumptions in agency theory, where each party is assumed to be
opportunistic (Spake, D'Souza, Crutchfield, & Morgan, 1999). While agency theory
addresses monitoring costs due to opportunism (Gurhaxani & Kemerer, 1989, 1990;
Wright, Mukherji, & Kroll, 2001), when a relationship embodies trust, a party typically
does not feel the need to monitor its counterparts costs (Kumar, 1996).

2.6 Conclusion of Chapter Two
This chapter has presented the literature review, outlining the tourism industry context
and the role and impact of information technology in the tourism industry, and the role of
destination marketing and destination marketing organisations. Following this, the
functions, assumptions and role of destination marketing systems have been explored,
and a review of previous research and prominent issues in destination marketing systems
given. This review found that stakeholder cooperation has been a major issue for the
success of destination marketing systems around the world. The cooperation of tourism
operators is critical, as a lack of product representation in the destination marketing
system undermines the comprehensiveness of information and the main benefit to
consumers.
Five major issues were highlighted in this chapter with regard to tourism operators’
participation in destination marketing systems of: information technology factors,
dependency, the agency problems of hidden characteristics and hidden action, and trust.
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Previous research that has addressed the problem of factors that influence destination
marketing system participation by tourism operators has generally pointed towards
information technology adoption issues, based around effectiveness of the technology,
and the abilities of tourism operators to use and implement the technology. A review of
information technology adoption literature revealed a number of well developed and
supported models and theories for explaining technology adoption, which had various
overlaps with the research conducted on tourism operators participation in destination
marketing systems.
However, some factors found in previous research implied that inter-organisational
relationships may also influence tourism operators’ participation in destination marketing
systems, although there has been no research addressing this issue explicitly. A review of
inter-organisational relationship literature revealed that theories about dependency,
agency, and trust may be able to give insights into how inter-organisational relationships
influence destination marketing system participation by tourism operators. Thus, this
research aims to address this gap in the literature by examining how inter-organisational
relationships influence tourism operators’ participation in destination marketing systems.
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Chapter 3:

Research Question & Methodology

3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the research question and associated research issues, and then
presents the methodology that is used to address the research question and related
research issues. Formerly these were introduced in chapter one, the introduction chapter.
Chapter two then presented a review of literature, identifying a gap in the literature
regarding how inter-organisational relationships influence tourism operators’ participation
in destination marketing systems.
This chapter presents a justification of research paradigm and methodology. The research
is situated in a critical realist paradigm, and uses two research methods of expert
interviews and multiple case studies. In implementing these methods, data is collected in
a qualitative form, and then analysed using a mix of qualitative and quantitative methods.
This chapter details the implementation of the two selected research methods, and
discusses how issues in assessing validity are addressed in the research design.

3.2 Research Question and Research Issues
A research question identifies the topic being addressed, and provides insights and ideas
of interest to academics and practitioners (Brown, 2006). It also identifies central
constructs and frames key relationships examined in the research (Heppner & Heppner,
2004), and often indicates the unit of analysis (Benbasat, Goldstein, & Mead, 1987).
Research issues are specific topics that the researcher gathers data about in order to
address the research question (Emory & Cooper, 1991; Perry, 1998b).
3.2.1

Research Question

Destination marketing systems offer benefits for both consumers and tourism operators,
by effectively distributing information for leisure-oriented tourism operators (O'Connor,
1999), and presenting comprehensive information to consumers (Frew & O'Connor,
1998). This creates efficient electronic market places (Bakos, 1991). However, research
into destination marketing systems has found that stakeholder cooperation is a major
issue of concern (Buhalis & Spada, 2000b; Frew & O'Connor, 1999a; Laubenheimer,
Carlsson, & Makinen, 1999; Martini, Jacucci, Cattani, & Claza, 2000; Schucan, 1998;
Tschanz & Klein, 1996, 1997).
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A major stakeholder are the tourism operators, for without their participation a
destination marketing system lacks comprehensiveness, which impedes value to
consumers, and undermines the creation of efficient marketplaces. Tourism operators’
participation in destination marketing systems has become a major problem for the
tourism industry, and has already played a major part in the failure of various destination
marketing systems (for example, see Daniele, Mistilis, & Ward, 2000; Hornby, 2006;
Mutch, 1996; Sussmann & Baker, 1996; Tourism Training Victoria, 2002). While the
influence of technology issues on tourism operators’ participation in destination
marketing systems has been established in the literature, there has been little research into
the influence of inter-organisational relationships. Thus the focus of this thesis is on:

How do inter-organisational relationships influence destination marketing system
participation by tourism operators?
This identifies destination marketing systems as the topic of interest for this research,
examining the inter-organisational relationship between destination marketing systems,
the destination marketing organisations that operate them, and tourism operators. Thus
the constructs and key relationships in the research are identified (Heppner & Heppner,
2004).
3.2.2

Research Issues

Five research issues were developed to address the primary research question, in order to
focus the researcher’s data collection (Emory & Cooper, 1991; Perry, 1998b). The five
research issues were: information technology factors, dependency, hidden characteristics,
hidden action, and trust. Both the hidden characteristics and hidden action research
issues stem from agency theory.
Research issue one addresses a broad category of ‘Information Technology Factors’,
acknowledging the previous research that has applied information technology adoption
model to destination marketing systems (Morrison, 2001; Tourism Training Victoria,
2002), and various theories that explain information technology adoption (for example,
Cragg & King, 1993; Fillis, Johannson, & Wagner, 2004; Igbaria, Zinatelli, Cragg, &
Cavaye, 1997; Mirchandani & Motwani, 2001; Moore & Benbasat, 1991; Thong, 1999).
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The gap in the literature that this thesis addresses is how inter-organisational relationships
influence destination marketing system participation by tourism operators. Although no
research has addressed this topic directly, the destination marketing systems literature
implied that relationship facets of dependency (Palmer, 2004), the hidden characteristics
and hidden action problems from agency theory (Archdale, 1993; Morrison, 2001;
Morrison & King, 2002; Palmer, 2004; Palmer & McCole, 2000; Tourism Training
Victoria, 2002), and trust (Morrison, 2001; Morrison & King, 2002; Tourism Training
Victoria, 2002) may be relevant to a tourism operators’ – destination marketing
organisation relationship, and this relationship may influence tourism operators’
participation in destination marketing systems.
Accordingly, inter-organisational relationship theories of dependency, agency and trust
may offer “fresh insights and ideas of interest” (Brown, 2006 pp. 49) to the problem of
tourism operators’ participation in destination marketing systems. Investigation of the
relevance and application of these theories is based on the supposition that when a
tourism operator participates in a destination marketing system, the destination marketing
organisation is performing an activity on their behalf, of marketing their business through
operation of the destination marketing system.
3.2.2.1 Research Issue One: Information Technology Factors
Depending on design, functions and policies, a destination marketing system involves
some level of adoption of an information system by tourism operators, as participation
involves adoption of an idea or practice that is perceived as new (Rogers, 1995). Hence
this factor is concerned with how information technology adoption factors influences
destination marketing system participation by tourism operators.
While not the major focus of this investigation, it is important to incorporate information
technology factors into the investigation as they may interact and influence the interorganisational relationship factors that are of interest to this study. For example, various
adoption of information technology studies have found that advantages that the
technology holds for the business is an important factor (Cragg & King, 1993;
Mirchandani & Motwani, 2001; Thong, 1999).
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3.2.2.2 Research Issue Two: Dependency
Research issue two is concerned with the concept of dependency, specifically dependency
or lack of dependency by tourism operators on a destination marketing system or the
destination marketing organisation. Dependency focuses on resource needs of an
individual firm and the way it handles individual relationships to gain access to these
resources (Rutashobya & Jaensson, 2001). Dependency is a product of utility and

alternative (Coughlan, Anderson, Stern, & El-Ansary, 2001; Emerson, 1962; Hart &
Saunders, 1997). Utility considers how useful an organisation is to another, and
alternative considers the number of organisations or mechanisms available for accessing
these desired resources.
Subsequently, this research issue considers the influence of dependency on tourism
operators’ participation in a destination marketing system. As discussed in the literature
review, although Palmer (2004) raised the issue of dependency in relation to destination
marketing system participation, there has been no research to investigate if or how
dependency may influence tourism operators’ participation. Also embedded in the
consideration of dependency is the concept of power, where a destination marketing
organisation having power over tourism operators may influence participation in
relational contracts (Lusch & Brown, 1996), and the way in which tourism operators
interact with a destination marketing organisation.
3.2.2.3 Research Issue Three: Hidden Characteristics
Research issue three is concerned with the ‘hidden characteristics’ problem from agency
theory. This problem addresses the principals’ concerns about the agent having the
characteristics that they require for the task, and the means they have available for
discovering these characteristics (Spake, D'Souza, Crutchfield, & Morgan, 1999).
This research issue considers how the existence of the hidden characteristics problem
influences tourism operators’ participation in destination marketing systems. The
Victorian destination marketing system case study (Morrison, 2001; Morrison & King,
2002; Tourism Training Victoria, 2002) suggested that communications and tourism
operators concerns about the quality of the destination marketing systems influenced
destination marketing system participation. The hidden characteristics problem may give
insights into these issues, because as a principal in an agency relationship, tourism
operators may be concerned about the destination marketing organisation having the
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characteristics that they require for the task of operating a destination marketing system.
Communications may be one of the means available for discovering these characteristics.
3.2.2.4 Research Issue Four: Hidden Action
Research issue four is concerned with the ‘hidden action’ problem from agency theory,
which reflects the principal’s concerns about the actions of agent when performing a task
on their behalf. This problem occurs because of the principal’s imperfect information on
the actions of the agent, which the principal wishes to monitor due to the agent preferring
different courses of action as a result of self-interest motivations (Gurhaxani & Kemerer,
1989, 1990). Mechanisms for reporting on the agents outcomes and behaviour then
influence the contract preferences of the principal, whether they prefer to compensate the
agent for their carrying out actions on their behalf based on outcomes or on behaviour
(Bergen, Dutta, & Walker Jr, 1992; Eisenhardt, 1989a).
This research issue considers how the existence of the hidden action problem influences
tourism operators’ participation in destination marketing systems. Various researchers
(Archdale, 1993; Palmer, 2004; Palmer & McCole, 2000) have raised the issue of
commissions influencing destination marketing system participation, however no studies
have explicitly addressed this issue. A primary concern in the hidden action problem is
the principals’ preference for commission (outcome-based) or subscription (behaviourbased) contracts when in an agency relationship. As a consequence, an investigation into
the influence of the hidden action problem may offer new insights into this issue.
3.2.2.5 Research Issue Five: Trust
Research issue five is concerned with trust between the tourism operator and the
destination marketing organisation. This issue addresses tourism operators’ beliefs and
expectations about the likelihood of having a desirable action performed by the trustee
(Deutsch, 1973), when taking a risk and leaving oneself vulnerable to the actions of the
trusted other (Boon & Holmes, 1991).
This research issue considers how trust between the tourism operator and destination
marketing organisation influences destination marketing system participation. If a tourism
operator trusts the destination marketing organisation, the operator believes that the
destination marketing organisation will perform whatever serves their best interest, even in
the absence of control (Das & Teng, 1998). Also involved in this issue is communication
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between the parties, which influences trust (Whitener, Brodt, Korsgaard, & Werner,
1998). Trust is relevant to agency relationships as it may overcome the hidden action
problem (research issue four). While some destination marketing system research has
raised the issue of trust in relation to destination marketing system participation
(Laubenheimer, Carlsson, & Makinen, 1999; Morrison, 2001; Morrison & King, 2002;
Tourism Training Victoria, 2002), how trust influences destination marketing system
participation has not been explicitly addressed.
3.2.3

Unit of Analysis

The unit of analysis determines to whom the results of the research apply, and may be
individuals, groups, an organisation, or a specific project or decision (Benbasat, Goldstein,
& Mead, 1987). For this research, the tourism operator is selected as the unit of analysis.
The research question indicates the central area of interest as destination marketing
systems; however the focus is tourism operators’ participation in the destination marketing
system. Although the inter-organisational relationship between tourism operators and
destination marketing organisations is referred to, it is the influence of this relationship on
tourism operators’ decisions that is the focus of the research.
As presented in the literature review, it is tourism operators’ participation which is an
issue for destination marketing systems, and therefore the focus of this research is on
factors that influence their participation decisions. An alternative approach would have
been to focus on the policies and operations of destination marketing systems, however
that would result in an in-depth understanding of destination marketing systems rather
than the tourism operators, such as the research Buhalis & Spada (2000b) and Frew &
O’Connor (1998). Instead this research adopts the perspective that tourism operators
exist within a business context, in which they make decisions about engagement with
different destination marketing organisations and participation or non-participation in
destination marketing systems. The policies and operations of destination marketing
systems are considered to be part of the context in which the decision is made.
While a central part of this research is about inter-organisational relationships, the focus is
on the influence of these relationships on participation decisions made by tourism
operators. Prior research has utilised the relationship as the unit of analysis, rather than
focussing on any particular organisation or party in the relationship, for example,
Eisenhardt’s (1989a) treatment of agency theory. However, in this research the key area of
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interest is how relationships, and the qualities and characteristics of these relationships,
influence participation decisions by tourism operators. Theories on inter-organisational
relationships are used to inform the research of these qualities and characteristics, and
how they might influence tourism operator decisions to participate in a destination
marketing system.
It has been questioned whether relationships can exist between organisations, since social
relationships generally exist between people. However, relationships between
organisations have been observed to exist despite the loss of any organisational personnel
involved (Egan, 2001), while there is also the influence of organisational reputations
(Rousseau, Sitkin, Burt, & Camerer, 1998). Thus researchers have considered that
relationships do indeed exist between organisations, and research has considered
organisations to be affected by social structure, social relations and social ties (BarNir &
Smith, 2002). This has resulted in applications of theory examining relationships at the
organisational level, for example, in relationship marketing (Gummerson, 2004) or in
relational exchange theories such as agency theory (for example, Celly & Frazier, 1996;
Cooper & Bhattacherjee, 2001; Mole, 2002; Spake, D'Souza, Crutchfield, & Morgan,
1999). Given this body of research, this research adopts the point of view that
relationships do exist between organisations.
For this research, the unit of analysis in this research is the tourism operator. While the
business relationships are an important part of the research, the primary concern is how
the relationship influences the decision of tourism operators to participation in
destination marketing systems. Relationships are examined at the business level, between
the tourism operators and the destination marketing organisation. The focus is on the

influence of relationships on the decision, rather than the relationship itself. Destination
marketing systems are the subject which tourism operators make a participation decision
about, and exist within the business environment context.

3.3 Justification of the Research Paradigm
This research is informed by critical realism. It is one of a range of paradigms that may
inform research design. These scientific paradigms are a set of linked assumptions about
the world that is shared by a community of scientists (Deshpande, 1983), and provide
rationalisations and philosophical underpinnings for utilising particular methodologies
and strategies of inquiry (Heppner & Heppner, 2004). The five main paradigms are
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positivism, post-positivism, critical theory, constructivism, and participatory (Guba &
Lincoln, 1994; Guba & Lincoln, 2005; Healy & Perry, 2000).
Paradigms have traditionally been characterised on the basis of ontology, epistemology
and methodology (Guba, 1990), and more recently axiology (Guba & Lincoln, 2005;
Heron & Reason, 1997). Ontology refers to the nature of reality; epistemology depicts the
relationship between that reality and the researcher; while methodology is the technique
or set of techniques used by the researcher to investigate that reality (Guba, 1990; Healy
& Perry, 2000). Axiology considers what knowledge is considered intrinsically valuable
(Heron & Reason, 1997). Table 3-1 gives a summary of the positions of five main
paradigms along these four dimensions. Based on Guba and Lincoln’s (2005) recent
discourse, this table gives a summary of positions held within various paradigm’s, though
by Guba and Lincoln’s (2005) discourse some of these positions are considered fluid.
A critical realist paradigm of inquiry was adopted for this research. Founded largely by the
works of Rom Harré and Roy Bhaskar (Danermark, Ekstrom, Jakobsen, & Karlsson,
2003; Sayer, 2000), critical realism has been considered an ‘anti-positivist’ movement, in
which the critical refers to “transcendental realism that rejects methodological
individualism and universal claims to truth” pp. (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005). Maintaining
the tenet that a world exists independent of our knowledge of it, critical realism also
avoids both scientism and radical rejections of science (Sayer, 2000). A major aim of
social research in the critical realism paradigm is explanation based on causal
mechanisms, which can be used to inform discussion about the potential consequences of
mechanisms working in different settings. However, critical realism acknowledges that the
openness of the social world prohibits theory from being able to make predictions
(Danermark, Ekstrom, Jakobsen, & Karlsson, 2003).
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Element
Ontology

Positivism
Naïve Realist; reality is
driven by immutable laws
and mechanisms, ‘real’
reality is apprehensible

Post-positivism
Critical Realist:
Reality is external, but only
imperfectly and
probabilistically
apprehensible

Critical Theory
Critical Realist:
Reality is external, but
shaped by values crystallised
over time

Constructivism
Relativist:
Multiple local and specific
“constructed” realities

Participatory
Participative reality:
subjective-objective reality,
co-created by mind and
given cosmos

Epistemology

Dualist/Objectivist; findings
are true

Modified dualist/objectivist;
Interaction occurs between
inquirer and world, strive to
be as neutral as possible

Transactional/Subjectivist;
Value mediated findings

Transactional/Subjectivist;
Co-created findings

Critical subjectivity in
participatory transaction
with cosmos; extended
epistemology of
experiential, propositional,
and practical knowing; cocreated findings

Methodology

Experiments/
manipulative/Surveys;
hypotheses testing, chiefly
quantitative methods

Dialogic/dialectical:
Seek to eliminate false
consciousness
Researcher aims to change
the participants social world

Hermeneutical/dialectical:
Individual constructions are
refined hermeneutically and
compared dialectally, with the
aim of consensus

Political participation in
collaborative action inquiry;
primacy of the practical; use
of language grounded in
shared experiential context

Axiology

Critical multiplism:
Findings based on multiple
sources of evidence, natural
settings, incorporation of
qualitative methods,
incorporate discovery
Propositional knowing about the world is an end in itself, is
intrinsically valuable.
Critical realists (within post-positivism) also value social
emancipatory potential of research

Propositional, transactional knowing is instrumentally
valuable as a means to social emancipation, which is an end
in itself, is intrinsically valuable

Practical knowing how to
flourish with a balance of
autonomy, co-operation and
hierarchy in a culture is an
end in itself, in intrinsically
valuable

Table 3-1: Five main paradigms and associated assumptions
Source: Based on (Guba, 1990; Guba & Lincoln, 1994; Guba & Lincoln, 2005; Heron & Reason, 1997), integrated concepts from (Healy,
2000; Perry, Alizadeh, & Riege, 1997; Robson, 2002)

This critical realism paradigm is considered most suitable for the nature of the
phenomenon being studied in this research. Ontologically, a ‘real’ external reality is
assumed, but considered only imperfectly and probabilistically apprehensible.
Epistemologically, interaction between the reality being studied and the researcher is
acknowledged, though the research seeks to be as neutral as possible. Axiologically, the
knowledge about the reality being studied is considered valuable, and the goal of the
research is the development of knowledge. However, social practises are criticised with
views to enhance the emancipatory potential of the research. Methodologically, research
methods are selected to utilise evidence from different sources, develop rich findings
within natural settings, and incorporate discovery. The following sections elaborate on the
justification of using the critical realist paradigm, including the implications of the
paradigm for this research.
3.3.1

Ontology

Ontology examines the nature of reality that researchers investigate (Guba, 1990). The
paradigms of positivism, post-positivism and critical theory all take realist ontology,
believing that an external reality exists that can be investigated. However, both postpositivism and critical theory take a critical perspective, with post-positivism considering
that reality is only imperfectly apprehensible, and critical theory considering that reality is
shaped by values. An alternative to the realist ontology is the relativist ontology taken in
constructivism, which considers reality as a social construction (Guba & Lincoln, 2005),
and a participative ontology taken in the participatory paradigm, which considers an
external cosmos with which the mind engages (Heron & Reason, 1997).
Business researchers have readily adopted a realist ontology, considering that boundaries
between the researcher and a business can be well defined (Hunt, 1991). While the
relativist or participatory ontologies are well suited to social research, they are not as well
suited to business research since they exclude concerns about the “real” economic and
technological dimensions of business (Hunt, 1991). Furthermore, a critical realist
ontology is well suited to business research, since while an external reality is maintained, it
acknowledges that the actors involve act within a social reality, and thus acknowledges that
this reality but can never be fully apprehended and only incompletely understood (Guba,
1990). With this research addressing decision making in a business context, it would be
naïve to assume that immutable laws and mechanisms that are completely apprehensible,
and a critical realist ontology is adopted.
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3.3.1.1 Implications for Theory Development
The critical realist ontology has implications for the development of theory, as since
ontology identifies the researchers’ view of reality, it influences how theories depicting that
reality are formed. Rather than the widely generalisable reductionistic theories sought
after in the positivist paradigm, the critical realist ontology advocates the development of
theory to fit local circumstances or contexts (Guba, 1990). The goal of science is
considered to be the development of theories to explain the real world in terms of its
underlying mechanisms, however critical realism acknowledges the importance of context
(Robson, 2002). In the words of Harré, “scientific explanation is not just an account of the
conditions under which phenomenon occur, but must include an account of the means
by which , in those conditions, the effects are bought about” (1972, pp. 33).
The development of theory within critical realist ontology can be understood by
considering the efficiency of theory. Dubin (1978) considers the ‘efficiency’ of relations
between constructs in a theory, ranging from the presence-absence of a relationship, to
establishing directionality of the relationship, then the co-variation, and at the highest
level, the rate of change in a relationship. The critical realist ontological assumptions pose
that reality can only be imperfectly and probabilistically apprehensible, hence
development of theory that posit covariance and rate of change are always likely to be
imperfect, as precise knowledge of reality remains uncertain (Healy, 2000). As the social
world is considered as open system, this makes prediction impossible (Danermark,
Ekstrom, Jakobsen, & Karlsson, 2003). Instead, theory is developed to the presenceabsence of a relationship, and perhaps also the directionality.
3.3.2

Epistemology

Epistemology examines the nature of the relationship between the ‘knower’ and the
‘known’ (Guba, 1990; Guba & Lincoln, 2005). The positivist paradigm takes an objectivist
epistemology, with the inquirer having no impact on the world being inquired about.
Critical realism however takes a modified objectivist view, considering that interaction
between the inquirer and the world do take place, wherein inquirers aim to be ‘reasonably
close’ to objectivity by striving to be as neutral as possible (Guba, 1990). The paradigms of
critical theory, constructivism, and participatory all take subjectivist views, where the
inquirer values and constructions play significant roles in inquiry.
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For this research, a modified objectivist epistemology is adopted. Essentially this research
investigates decisions made in businesses, and as businesses have defined boundaries, the
inquirer can be considered as external to the phenomenon being investigated. A pure
objectivist view is not assumed, since decisions are social phenomena, and research
subjects can readily mediate the data due to the influence of the inquirer. Thus, it would
be naïve to take an objectivist epistemology. Furthermore, positivism epistemology is not
suitable for social phenomenon that involves humans and their real-life experiences
(Healy & Perry, 2000).
3.3.3

Axiology

Axiology refers to assumptions about what is intrinsically worthwhile (Heron & Reason,
1997). The positivism and post-positivism paradigms consider that knowledge about the
world is an end in itself, and thus the goal of research is the development of knowledge.
The critical theory and constructivism paradigms on the other hand consider that
knowledge is only valuable as a means of social emancipation, thus social emancipation is
the goal of research in these paradigms (Guba & Lincoln, 2005; Heron & Reason, 1997).
The participatory paradigm on the other hand is more specific, considering valuable
practical knowledge that enables reflective actions to change the world, with the goal of
human flourishing (Heron & Reason, 1997).
This research, however, adopts the view within the critical realism paradigm that
knowledge about the world is an end in itself, and thus the goal of research is the
development of knowledge. However, the ‘critical’ element of this paradigm entails
criticism of social practices, and therefore does value the emancipatory potential of social
research (Robson, 2002). The goal of business research is to develop theories to
understand a phenomenon, while this understanding may inform practise. Unlike the
axiology of the participatory paradigm though, this research seeks to develop knowledge
as an end in itself, rather than its ability to enable reflective actions to change the world.
3.3.4

Methodology

The overarching paradigm of inquiry has implications for the “how the inquirer goes
about finding out knowledge” (Guba, 1990, pp. 18). While not deterministic, different
methodologies are often more suited to particular paradigms (Guba & Lincoln, 1994).
For example, the positivist paradigm tends to use quantitative research methods with
controls such as experiments surveys, and aim to test hypothesis; while critical theorists
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use interventionist methodologies, taking a dialogic approach. Constructivists commonly
use hermeneutics and dialectics to depict individual constructions, and then compare and
contrast them to other constructions (Guba, 1990). The participatory paradigm on the
other hand advocates co-operative inquiry, with epistemic and political participation
(Heron & Reason, 1997).
Methodologically, critical realism rejects methodological individualism (Denzin &
Lincoln, 2005), and seeks to use multiple methods of inquiry. It essays to conduct
research in more natural settings, utilise more qualitative methods than would be the case
in positivistically informed research, and incorporate more discovery into the research
process (Guba, 1990; Perry & Jensen, 2001). These characteristics of methodology are
responses to the ontological and epistemological assumptions, and also to address
imbalances that have emerged from the positivist paradigm (Guba, 1990). The paradigm
endorses use of theory to guide research, and acknowledges the need to engage in a mix
of research methods, as long as the ontological and epistemological dimensions are taken
into account (Danermark, Ekstrom, Jakobsen, & Karlsson, 2003).
Firstly, in conforming to the ontology of critical realism and epistemology of modified
objectivist, methodology seeks to use multiple methods of inquiry, also termed critical
multiplism or triangulation (Guba, 1990). Reality is viewed as external from the
researcher, however since the researcher does interact with the reality being studied,
multiple sources of evidence makes it less likely that distorted interpretations are made
(Guba, 1990).
Secondly, within the post-positivist doctrine, critical realist research attempts to conduct
research in its natural settings. Doing research in natural settings is preferred rather than
context-stripping phenomenon by implementing controls, and thus restricting
generalisability in preference to increasing internal validity; while development of theory
has the aim of working in local contexts, rather than have wide generalisability. This is
done to address imbalances between rigour and relevance, where positivist research
targeted rigour by what has been considered excessive context stripping controls (Guba,
1990). Note that this should not to be confused with naturalistic inquiry, which implies
another paradigm – rather it infers the conduct of research “in context”.
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Thirdly, critical realism research looks to address the precision and richness imbalance
existent in positivist research by incorporating some qualitative research methods (Guba,
1990). The positivist paradigm is criticised for an over emphasis on quantitative methods
to develop mathematical and statistical precision in theory. Instead post-positivism
endorses the use of more qualitative methods to enhance the richness of findings. While
real objects are examined, it is acknowledged that these objects are subject to value laden
observation (Bhaskar, 1991; Dobson, 2002).
The critical realism paradigm also prompts the engagement of theory building in research
(Healy & Perry, 2000; Perry, 1998a). To address the imbalance between discovery and
verification, discovery is valued and continuums between discovery and verification
strategies of inquiry are taken (Guba, 1990). However, prior theory is not ignored as
researcher may benefit from existing theory (Perry, 1998a). Thus some level of induction
is incorporated to introduce discovery into the research process, rather than purely
deductive strategies that aim for theory verification. While inductive analysis is commonly
considered in the realm of qualitative paradigm research, both inductive and deductive
approaches can be taken at different stages of a study (Neuman, 2000; Schwandt, 2001).

3.4 Research Design
In synopsis, this research utilises two research methods of expert interviews and multiple
case study method. Both methods allowed the conduct of research in natural settings (in
context), allow discovery in the research process, the development of theory in local
contexts, and the development of a rich understanding. Both methods collect data in a
qualitative form, while a mix of qualitative and quantitative methods of data analysis are
used.
As discussed in section 3.2.3, the unit of analysis for this research is the tourism operator.
In considering sources of evidence to answer the research question, tourism operators
were the best and most immediate source. Thus a multiple case study method was
adopted to gather data from tourism operators. However, to incorporate method level
triangulation, another source of evidence was industry experts. Thus, this research used
two different research methods, one to gather data directly from tourism operators, and
another to gather data from experts on tourism operators’ attitudes and use of destination
marketing systems.
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The research issues identified from the literature, as presented in section 3.2.2, represent
the prior theory that guides this investigation. The five research issues initially guided the
study by assisting in the identification of issues during the convergent interview process
used for the expert interviews, and then again to develop the interview protocol for the
case study interviews. However, to include a process of discovery in the study, responses
of interviewees were not restricted to the factors raised by the five research issues. Data
analysis is conducted independently of the five research issues, with factors emerging
independently and grouped based association to other factors.
A similar process of data analysis is applied to both studies. Data analysis was conducted
independent of the five research issues, thus allowing space for factors to emerge
independent of prior theory. Latent content analysis was used to identify factors from the
data (Robson, 2002), after which factors were grouped according to logical fit, while each
factor is analysed for weighting and frequency. In additional to this, consideration was
given to overall themes that emerge from each study. The discussion chapter of this thesis
reintroduced the research issues, associating factors that emerged from the data to the
relevant research issues. This linked the results of this research to prior theory, which also
served to highlight the contribution of this research.
Figure 3-1 presents the overall research design diagrammatically, showing the
incorporation of prior theory for the expert interview and multiple case study research
methods, and then again for interpretation of results. Also shown is the use of two sources
of data, experts from industry, and tourism operators. The outcome of the research
design is an in-depth understanding of the phenomenon. Following this, section 3.5
introduces and justifies the selection of convergent interviewing methods for the collection
of expert opinion, and then details the data collection and analysis procedures. Section
3.6 then introduces and justifies the selection of the case study method for the collection
data from tourism operators, and then details the case study design, data collection and
analysis procedures.
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Figure 3-1: Overall research design

Source: Developed from concept by O'Donnell & Cummins (1999)

3.5 Expert Interviews
Expert opinion utilises the experiences and knowledge of industry experts who are of
interest as knowledgeable person on the subject, and are informed by experience in the
industry and by industry research conducted with their organisation and others (Flick,
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2002). Using experts allows their knowledge to be utilised to quickly develop an
understanding of an area of research, since the experts are up-to-date with the current
issues, and have experienced historical trends. Hence it allows the development of rich
understanding, which is applicable to the local context.
Expert opinion has been used by other researchers in the critical realism paradigm (for
example, Rao & Perry, 2002; Stokes, 2003), to add to the weight of evidence in support of
a proposed theory. Expert opinion has also been utilised before in considering
relationships in the technology and tourism context (for examples see Buhalis & Spada,
2000b; Frew & O'Connor, 1999a; O'Connor & Frew, 2001).
Convergent interviewing method was selected as an efficient way to collect data from
experts on tourism operators’ attitudes and use of destination marketing systems, while
incorporated the various paradigmatic considerations of critical realism. Similar to the
Delphi technique (Moeller & Shafer, 1994) or nominal group technique (Ritchie, 1994),
the convergent interviewing method allows the researcher to combine expert knowledge
and opinion about a particular topic.
3.5.1

Justification of Convergent Interviewing Method

Convergent interview method prescribes a method for collecting, analysing and
interpreting qualitative information using a small number of interviews (Carson, Gilmore,
Gronhaug, & Perry, 2001; Dick, 1990; Nair & Riege, 1995). The technique uses openended questions with probe questions, and then refines the questions and scope of the
interview questions in subsequent interviews depending on the issues raised by the
interviewees. This process is followed until stability of understanding from convergence is
found, or divergence could be explained. While generally an inductive method, it also
allows prior theory to be incorporated into the data analysis after each interview (Perry &
Jensen, 2001).
The use of one research method over others needs to be justified, as a number of
different methods are available for collecting expert opinion, each with their own
advantages and disadvantages. These include focus groups, in-depth interviewing, Delphi
technique, and nominal group technique.
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Focus groups have an advantage over other methods of group interaction and synergies
arising from the group interaction (Morgan, 1996). While this can be beneficial, it can
also result in participants tending towards conformity, and others towards polarization
(Sussman, Burton, Dent, Stacy, & Flay, 1991). While conformity and polarization of
opinion is similar to convergent interviewing method convergence or explanation of
divergence, convergent interviewing technique does this through analytic processes rather
than as a product of group behaviour tendencies. Thus, this maintains more integrity of
individual experts’ opinions. Also, for focus groups there is often an operational difficulty
of needing the experts in the same place at the same time (Blackburn & Stokes, 2000).
Gathering experts in the same place at the same time would have been especially
problematic in this research, with experts sought from organisations all over Australia.
While teleconference technology may overcome the issues of place, focus groups still face
issues of time, exacerbated in the Australian context which has multiple time zones.
The Delphi method on the other hand allows group interaction while maintaining
anonymity, overcoming some of the disclosure problems. It can also be used without the
need to bring the experts together physically (Hasson, Keeney, & McKenna, 2000). The
technique requires a questionnaire to be completed by the panel of experts to indicate
their opinion, which is then collated and circulated to the panel of experts for further
comment. This process is re-iterated a number of times (Veal, 2006). However, use of the
Delphi method requires a developed understanding of the nature of the problem and
inherent logistical considerations within the topic (Hasson, Keeney, & McKenna, 2000).
Also, since a questionnaire is used, the technique has little flexibility (Gordon, 1994), and
thus interviews are more suited when there is little known about the problem domain.
The nominal group technique has also been used in tourism research to gather
information from industry experts (Ritchie, 1994). Like Delphi technique and convergent
interviewing method, nominal group technique involves the collection of data from a
number of experts. This is then followed by discussion of the factors raised, ranking of
factors, discussion of ranking, voting on relevance of factors, and then discussion of votes.
The voting and discussion of votes is repeated until a clear choice emerges (Bartunek &
Murninghan, 1984). While similar in process to the Delphi technique, it has been
considered less cumbersome and time consuming, however, like a focus group, nominal
group technique requires experts to be in the same place at the same time (Ritchie, 1994).
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Another alternative to convergent interviews is the use of in-depth interviewing, using
structured or unstructured processes and content (Carson, Gilmore, Gronhaug, & Perry,
2001). Unstructured interviewing has various problems, such as the experts trying to
involve the interviewer in ongoing conflicts in the field, and talks about internal matters
and intrigues in his or her work field instead of talking about the topic of the interview.
Semi-structured interviews on the other hand provide more direction away from
unproductive topics (Flick, 2002). However, the convergent interviewing method has
advantages over either type of in-depth interview as it has a more structured process for
the analysis of data (Dick, 1990; Rao & Perry, 2002).
3.5.2

Convergent Interviewing Design

Convergent interviewing technique uses a series of interviews to converge on important
research issues. In particular, it prescribes a method for collecting, analysing and
interpreting qualitative information gathered about a person’s knowledge, opinions,
experiences, attitudes and beliefs (Carson, Gilmore, Gronhaug, & Perry, 2001; Dick,
1990; Nair & Riege, 1995). This method uses a structured process with unstructured
research topics to develop an understanding of the research topic by achieving
convergence or divergence on the topic by interviewees (Carson, Gilmore, Gronhaug, &
Perry, 2001).
The first step in conducting the convergent interviewing is defining the information
required and the problem being investigated (Dick, 1990; Rao & Perry, 2003). For this
research, the problem being investigated was the research question of “How do inter-

organisational relationships influence destination marketing system participation by
tourism operators?”. However, to incorporate discovery into the research process, a
broader question of “What factors influence destination marketing system participation

by tourism operators?” so that prior theory did not direct the responses given. This then
indicated the information required and formed the basis of the interviews with
information gathered from experts about this topic.
3.5.2.1 Sample Selection
Definition of the information required and the problem being investigated then allows the
target population to be defined and selected, to identify likely sources of the information
sought (Dick, 1990). An ‘expert’ can be defined as an individual who has knowledge of
the topic being investigated (Hasson, Keeney, & McKenna, 2000), with expert knowledge
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considered knowledge upon which professional authority can be founded and recognised
by a third party (Brockhoff, 1975). As previously mentioned, for this research an expert is
considered to have expert knowledge about tourism operators’ inclinations, attitudes and
behaviours to participate in a destination marketing systems.
With the target sample defined, the identification and selection of experts could be
specified. For this research, experts were selected from destination marketing
organisations at the local, regional, state and national level, as well industry representatives
within peak industry bodies. Employees of destination marketing organisations and
industry representative organisations were considered to have an expert knowledge of
tourism operators’ attitudes and use of destination marketing systems through frequent
interactions and exposure to issues faced by tourism operators. The expert knowledge of
these participants was recognised by a third party, with an institution or membership base
considering them to have knowledge to be responsible for e-marketing and tourism
operator memberships within destination marketing organisations, or representation in
industry coordination and lobbying activities.
In selecting an expert sample for convergent interviewing method, heterogeneity is
desired so that more diverse opinions can be gathered (Dick, 1990). Purposeful rather
than random sampling is used to establish variation (Patton, 1990; Rao & Perry, 2003).
To ensure variation in this research, two different strategies were used. Firstly, different
levels of destination marketing organisations were used. Different levels of destination
marketing organisation were thought to deal with tourism operators with different levels of
interaction – for example, a manager in a regional tourism organisation operates
embedded within a destination community, and so would have different interactions with
operators than would the state or national destination marketing organisation which have
more management layers and have head offices in the major cities.
Secondly, interviews were sought with representatives from industry representative
groups. These are organisations that collectively represent tourism operators as lobby
groups to the government, and are funded by the tourism operators rather than on
government funding. They represented experts, as they regularly have contact and
interaction with tourism operators, on all issues, including the operators marketing, and
interaction with destination marketing organisations. These experts could possibly give an
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alternative opinion to the destination marketing organisations, as they were independent
of the destination marketing organisation-tourism operator relationship.
For the issue of sample size, convergent interviewing method dictates that the sample size
is driven by the data. Thus, the interview process is repeated with new interviewees until
no new information is obtained (McDowell, Hine, & Bakker, 1996), agreement emerges
between interviewees, or differences are explained (Dick, 1990). However, past research
may be indicative of a general number of interviewees. While Dick (1990) advocates
using a minimum of 12 interviewees, use of convergent interviewing in organisational
research has found convergence after only five or six interviews (Rao & Perry, 2003). In
this research, convergence was found after 13 interviews.
For the interviewee selection, the larger organisations had “E-managers”, while in the
smaller organisations the task was delegated to a person in charge of membership, or in
even the general manager. These experts regularly dealt with tourism operators, including
issues around the participation of operators in the destination marketing system. Thus it
was from these interactions that they developed informed opinions and knowledge of
tourism operators’ inclinations, attitudes and behaviours to participating in destination
marketing systems.
3.5.3

Procedures for Data Collection

In most research designs, methods for collecting data and methods for analysis are
separated. However, in convergent interviewing, these two processes are intertwined, with
the analysis of each interview informing the interview protocol for the subsequent
interviews. That is, the interview protocol for convergent interviewing develops and is
refined as the interview process goes through iterations (Dick, 1990).
For the initial interview, a question is asked that is specific enough to define the topic of
the interview, yet is also general enough to need follow up questions (Dick, 1990). Ideally,
the beginning question is as content free as possible (McDowell, Hine, & Bakker, 1996).
After defining the scope and purpose the research, the opening question was “What

factors influence destination marketing system participation by tourism operators?”. This
was then followed with probe questions, which were developed in response to interviewee
comments, fashioned from the research issues, or a combination of both.
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While it was preferred by the researcher to hold the interview at the interviewees’ place of
business, the geographically distributed nature of destination marketing organisations
meant this was resources intensive. It was found that as the interview protocol became
more structured, alternative interview formats became suitable, and a number of
telephone interviews were conducted. For these interviews, the interview protocol was
emailed to the participant ahead of the telephone interview, so that they could have time
to reflect.
3.5.4

Procedures for Data Analysis

In convergent interviewing, each interview is analysed before the next interview takes
place, so that significant issues raised in the interview can be used as the basis of probe
questions in following interviews. Then as the number of interviews progresses, the
interview process becomes more structured (Dick, 1990). Also, during the analysis of
each interview, prior theory was incorporated (Perry & Jensen, 2001), by considering how
a particular issue would be related to existing theory from the literature, and thus what
probe questions could develop further explanation of this issue. This assisted with
forming probe questions, while unlike Delphi technique understanding of the problem
and logistical considerations within the topic was not needed before the interviews were
carried out. As analysis continued, patterns of agreement and disagreement between
interviewees was sought (Nair & Riege, 1995).
In conducting analysis to identify factors and find patterns of agreement and disagreement
(Nair & Riege, 1995), open coding, axial coding and selective coding as discussed by
Neuman (2006) were used. Open coding involves condensing data into categories or
codes; axial coding organises and links the codes while discovering key analytic categories.
Open coding occurred after each interview, and similar to latent content analysis (Robson,
2002), the researcher interprets the words used by interviewees. A manual process was
used for this, with each interview transcribed and read, with text representing a factor
influencing destination marketing system participation highlighted. A de-identified
example of this can be found in appendix F. A list of factors identified from this process
can then be found in appendix G. As the interview became more structured, email was
used to gather data from some experts. An example of this protocol is in appendix C,
while appendix I gives an example of responses.
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The next phase in data analysis was using axial coding, in which the researcher focuses on
the codes identified in the open coding, reviews and examines them, and also identifies
new codes (Neuman, 2006). This was an iterative process, with earlier interviews
examined when new interviews uncovered new factors. This process also helped identify
any factors that had been discarded from early interviews, but became apparent when
later interviewees made them more explicit. For example, from interviews A to H, the
factor ‘High turnover of tourism operators’ was not identified, although raised in interview
I. The axial coding process then identified that interviewee F had also commented on this
issue. Similar experiences have occurred in other applications of convergent interviewing
(Riege, 2004). The final list of factors and agreement/disagreement is presented in chapter
four. This can be compared to appendix H, which shows the factor identification and
agreement/disagreement in mid-process, from interviews A to H. After the completion of
13 interviews, convergence was found with no new factors emerging.
To assist with conclusion drawing and verification, Miles and Huberman’s (1994)
approach was used to further analyse the qualitative data by performing data display and
conclusion drawing/verification. Data reduction had already taken place from the open,
axial as detailed above. The Miles and Huberman (1994) approach, although criticised as
being heavily structured, is well entrenched in the realism paradigm (Robson, 2002).
Clustering or grouping of factors was carried out, moving to higher levels of abstraction by
iteratively sorting the various factors identified (Miles & Huberman, 1994).
Conceptualisation took place to identify similarity and differences between factors. Four
groupings of factors emerged: (1) ‘Information Technology Factors’, (2) ‘Destination
Marketing System (DMS) Related Factors’; (3) ‘Destination Marketing Organisation
(DMO) Relationship Factors’; and (4) ‘Characteristics of Tourism Operators Factors’. In
chapter four, results are presented in these four groupings; while the association of factors
to these groups is shown in table 4-2.
Selective coding was then used to determine appropriate quotes and explanations of the
relevance of factors, as well as further analyse patterns of agreement and disagreement
between interviewees. Selective coding selects data to support the conceptual coding
categories that have been developed (Neuman, 2006). Quotes supporting the factors
identified are included in chapter four, throughout section 4.3 in explanation of factors.
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To further assist in conclusion drawing and verification, the frequency of agreement by
experts was analysed (Miles & Huberman, 1994). The use of frequency is used in mixed
method studies as a quantitizing technique that converts qualitative data to quantitative
data (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998, 2003), and is commonly used in quantitatively
informed content analysis (Jennings, 2001). In chapter four, data display is in tables 4-4, 45, 4-6 and 4-7 with counts of agreement and disagreement for each factor.
As a pattern matching technique for further data reduction and conclusion drawing (Miles
& Huberman, 1994), the counts of agreement and disagreement were then used to
highlight the most prominent factors. This is presented in chapter four, section 4.4, with
data display in table 4-8. Section 4.5 then moves to further abstraction by analysing
emerging themes from the prominent factors, by identifying common threads across
prominent factors, regardless of grouping.

3.6 Multiple Case Study Method
Yin (1994) defined a case study as:
“an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its
real-life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and
context are not clearly evident… A case study is used to cover contextual
conditions because they might be highly pertinent to the phenomenon of the
study.” pp. 13
The case study method has been employed for a variety of purposes such as description,
exploration, prescription, theory building or theory testing (Benbasat, Goldstein, & Mead,
1987). In the critical realist paradigm application of the case study method commonly has
clear objectives and research questions prior to conducting the study, and utilises multiple
sources of evidence, such as archives, interviews, questionnaires and observations
(Benbasat, Goldstein, & Mead, 1987).
While the convergent interview method was used to collect expert opinion about tourism
operators, the second source of data in this research was tourism operators. Section 3.6.1
outlines the justification for the use of the case research method as the most appropriate
research method to gather data from tourism operators within the methodological
considerations of the critical realism paradigm. Section 3.6.2 then details the case study
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design, adopting a multiple case study method, with data recorded on cases from
interviews and online observation, and documentation from the destination context.
3.6.1

Justifying Case Study Research

To complement the expert opinion, this research adopted a case study method to gain
further insights into how inter-organisational relationships influence destination marketing
system participation by tourism operators. However, the use of one research method over
others needs to be justified, as different methods are available for collecting data from any
particular unit of analysis, for example, experimental, survey, historical analysis, action
research, ethnography or participant observation.
As already stated, a critical realism paradigm adopts a modified objectivist epistemology,
and thus researchers strive to be as neutral as possible (Guba, 1990). This meant that
research methods such as ethnography, participant observation, or action research that
involve a high degree of researcher involvement and participation were not preferred.
Also, since the phenomenon under investigation is contemporary, historical analysis was
not suitable.
There is a growing acknowledgement that organisations should be viewed in their social
and cultural context (Bangens, 1998; Rutashobya & Jaensson, 2001), especially for the
relationship and social contexts in the small business sector (O'Donnell & Cummins,
1999). The case study method is considered an appropriate research method where a
contemporary phenomenon is to be studied in its natural context (Benbasat, Goldstein, &
Mead, 1987). It is particularly suitable when the boundaries between the phenomenon
and the context are under investigation are unclear (Bonoma, 1985; Chetty, 1996; Perry,
2001; Stake, 1994; Yin, 1994).
For this research, little is known about destination marketing systems in the Australian
context, or how inter-organisational relationship theories may apply in the tourism
industry that has unique distribution methods. The case study method using qualitative
data collection methods is appropriate where there is little existing knowledge about how
the variables of interest will be measured (Gable, 1994). While the research issues have
identified the major areas of interest for this research, there has not been enough
application of the relevant theories in this context to effectively use a survey method.
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The use of qualitative data collection methods in case study research was preferred for its
capacity for include discovery in the research process. This allowed the development of
theory in the local context, with applicability of the theory being preferred rather than
elegance of the theory (Guba, 1990). While the case study method can be used for
inductive theory building (Eisenhardt, 1989b; Perry, 1998a), the method can also still
utilise prior theory. For example, Yin (2003) advocates the development of hypothesis or
propositions, with cases used to validate or confirm the theory.
3.6.2

Case Study Design

As mentioned previously, the case study method can be used for a variety of purposes
(Benbasat, Goldstein, & Mead, 1987), and therefore it is important to clarify the case
study design. Case study design involves decisions about single or multiple case designs,
site selection, number of cases, and procedures for data collection and data analysis
procedures (Benbasat, Goldstein, & Mead, 1987; Perry, 1998a). In summary, this
research adopts a multiple case design, and selects cases from within one regional
destination area, though varying in their participation in destination marketing systems.
Recommendations of a maximum of 15 cases are followed (Miles & Huberman, 1994;
Perry, 2001), while data collection is carried out by use of interviews, documentation, and
observation (Yin, 2003). A mix of qualitative and quantitative data analysis methods are
used, carrying out latent content analysis (Robson, 2002), using Neuman’s (2000) open,
axial and selective coding methods. A process of data reduction is then used (Miles &
Huberman, 1994), including quantification of the qualitative data (Tashakkori & Teddlie,
2003) to assist with conclusion drawing and verification.
3.6.2.1 Multiple Case Design
The unit of analysis defines what constitutes a case, which for this research is the tourism
operator. This research adopts a multiple case design, as single case research is only
appropriate where it represents a critical case, meets all the criteria for testing a theory, or
it is an extreme or unique case, or where it is a revelatory case (Yin, 2003). Stake (2005)
makes an important distinction between intrinsic and instrumental case research. Intrinsic
cases focus on the case itself, whereas in instrumental case research the case is used to
understand something else. The instrumental approach is taken in this research, being
more suited to critical realist ontology, which attempts to develop theories to explain the
world through underlying mechanisms (Robson, 1993).
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The instrumental approach to case study research uses evidence gathered from cases to
pursue external interest, which in this research is the answer to the research question of
“How do inter-organisational relationships influence destination marketing system

participation by tourism operators?”. Cases are still investigated in-depth and in context,
but for the purposes of answering the research question, rather than their own intrinsic
interest. The five research issues presented in section 3.2.2 provides the basis or
‘blueprint’ for the case studies, and directs the collection of data (Yin, 2003). Thus, the
five research issues form the basis of the interview protocols in data collection. While
analysis of data is conducted independently of the five research issues, the factors that
emerge from the data are related back to the literature in the discussion chapter.
In instrumental case study research, cases are selected that can aid in the pursuit of the
external interest. Theoretical sampling is used to choose cases that are likely to replicate
or extend theory (Eisenhardt, 1989b). Cases are selected where similar results are
predicted, for “literal replication”; and cases where contradictory results are predicted, for
“theoretical replication” (Yin, 2003). The idea behind literal replication is to ensure any
single case is not a chance occurrence, so that any theoretical understanding that arises
from the study is more abstract rather than only applicable to one particular case.
Theoretical replication on the other hand is used to examine different cases that are
different for theoretically predictable reasons (Yin, 2003).
Note that sampling in case study research is purposeful, and not intended to be
representative of wider populations. Instead the use of literal and theoretical replication
provides for the analytical generalisability of case study findings (Eisenhardt, 1989b; Lee,
1989; Yin, 2003). This type of sampling is reliant on well developed prior theory, which
means that the application of literal and theoretical replication sampling can be difficult to
administer, since it requires a well developed knowledge of the case and a theoretical
model developed to the level where predictions are possible before the research is carried
out. For this reason, this research instead used externally observable criteria and the
knowledge developed from the expert interviews to select cases that are likely to differ.
3.6.2.2 Selecting Case Replications
Ideally, cases would be selected on the basis of destination marketing system
participation. However, in the Australian context there is a variety of different destination
marketing systems, from local, regional, state and national; as well as commercial and
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public sector operated destination marketing systems. Online observation was used to
document destination marketing system participation, and thus select cases with an array
of different participation in destination marketing systems.
As well as this, two other criteria were used to vary the cases on. Firstly, industry sector
was used, selecting cases from a variety of different sectors. Destination marketing systems
are intended to have a variety of information about geographical regions, facilities,
attractions, and activities at destinations (Buhalis & Spada, 2000b). However, different
sectors have had different rates of technology uptake (Daniele, Mistilis, & Ward, 2000;
Sheldon, 1997). It was considered for this research that different industry sectors may
have differences in attitudes towards destination marketing participation. Secondly, the
physical locality of cases was used to vary cases on. It was considered that physical locality
of tourism operators would influence their marketing strategies, which could lead to
different attitudes towards destination marketing brand, and subsequently destination
marketing system participation. Findings by Blank and Sussmann (2000) also suggested
that urban and rural tourism operators may perceive the benefits from destination
marketing systems differently. Both of these variables were externally observable, making
this variation possible.
3.6.2.3 Number of Cases
With a multiple case design selected, this then posed the question of how many cases to
carry out. Ultimately in qualitative research, adequacy is based around the amount of data
collected, rather than the number of subjects it is collected from (Neuman, 2000), with
adequacy attained when enough data has been collected for saturation or redundancy
(Eisenhardt, 1989b; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Morse, 1994). Thus, though there are no
hard rules as to the number of cases that need to be conducted, other researchers have
made recommendations from what has worked well in the past.
Previous researchers have recommended 4 as the minimum number of cases, and 10 to
15 as the maximum (Perry, 2001). For the minimum number, Eisenhardt (1989b)
recommended four, while Hedges (1985) advocated four to six. For the maximum limit,
Eisenhardt (1989b) recommends 10, Hedges (1985) 12, while Miles and Huberman
(1994) recommend 15. Maximum limits are generally proposed due for pragmatic
reasons, so that the amount of data collected does not become unmanageable. For this
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research, the aim was to follow recommendations and conduct 15 cases. This number of
cases ensured that data saturation was maximised, while not becoming unmanageable.
3.6.2.4 Applying Limits to the Case Selection
While selection of cases aims for theoretical and literal replication, limits can also be
applied in case study research with the aim to control extraneous variation (Eisenhardt,
1989b). Following experimental logic (Yin, 2003), applying limits to the case study
selection allowed variables that were not of interest to this research to be isolated. Factors
used to limit the case studies selected included (a) tourism destination (b) type of tourism
operator, and (c) business size. Note that the application of these limits should be taken
into account when applying the findings of this research.
The first limit applied was in regard to the destination in which the tourism operators
were situated. Results of the expert interviews indicated that characteristics of the tourism
destination region influenced attitudes and behaviour of operators. This was also
confirmed in the literature (Palmer & Bejou, 1995). Different destinations may have
different levels of competition between local tourism organisations or between tourism
operators, different political climates, and different demand levels. By limiting the case
study selections to a single destination, this ensured all cases operated in a similar
economic, social and geo-political environment, including the range of destination
marketing system and electronic marketing in which the operators had the opportunity to
participate.
Restricting case study selection to within a single destination impacts on the applicability
of the case study findings to other destinations which may have different economic, social
and geo-political environments. It is important to note however that the case study
method does warrant population generalisability; instead analytical generalisability is
sought by theoretical sampling and saturation. It is acknowledged that different
destinations present different contexts for a tourism operator to conduct business in; and
for this reason the particular destination context is documented so that the reader may
judge the applicability of finding themselves (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Thus the findings
are an account of the conditions under which a phenomenon occurs, and also an account
of the means by which the effects are bought about (Harré, 1972).
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A second limitation applied was with regard to the type of tourism operator. Experts
commented that businesses with tourism as a secondary source of income were not likely
to participate in a destination marketing system, while some comments also suggested that
a destination marketing organisation would not want some of these businesses to
participate in their destination marketing system. In the literature, these are referred to as
tier one and tier two businesses respectively (Cooper, Fletcher, Gilbert, Wanhill, &
Shepherd, 1998). Comments made by experts indicated that getting tier two businesses to
participate was not of interest to destination marketing organisations, as they were not of
interest to consumers3. Also, including tier two businesses would involve selecting cases
from such a broad range of industry sectors that there would be more sectors than cases,
which would inhibit comparison within sectors.
A third limit applied was in regard to business size. Previous research has suggested that
small businesses differ in various ways from large businesses (Blau, Heydebrand, &
Stauffer, 1966; Cohn & Lindberg, 1972; Dandridge, 1979; Storey, 1994; Welsh & White,
1981), thus indicating that small and large businesses could not be treated as a
homogenous group. It was decided to limit the case study selection to small businesses,
because firstly, as already noted, small businesses are a statistically significant proportion
of the tourism industry in Australia (Commonwealth of Australia, 2003; Morrison, 2001;
Seaton & Bennett, 1996), and around the world (Sheldon, 1997). Secondly, providing
assistance to small and medium sized business has been used as a major justification for
publicly funding destination marketing organisations and their activities (O'Connor,
1999). While there is no universal accepted definition of a small firm (Storey, 1994), this
research adopted the definition used by the Australian peak statistical collection body, the
Australian Bureau of Statistics (2001), which defined a small business as employing less
than 20 people.
3.6.3

Procedures for Data Collection

The goal of data collection in case research is to obtain an in-depth set of data
surrounding the specific research subject, as well as capturing the contextual complexity
(Benbasat, Goldstein, & Mead, 1987). The critical realism paradigm relies on multiple
perceptions about a single reality, as to mitigate value influences on research (Healy &
Perry, 2000). Therefore, multiple sources of evidence are used to form multiple

3

Note that results of the expert interviews are discussed in full in the next chapter, chapter 4.
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perceptions about that reality. In post-positivist paradigms this is commonly referred to as
triangulation (Yin, 2003).
Using multiple data collection methods provides stronger substantiation of constructs
(Eisenhardt, 1989b), with a combination of data types can be synergistic and ideally
converging to support the research findings (Benbasat, Goldstein, & Mead, 1987). Yin
(2003) identifies several sources of evidence that work well in case research: document
analysis, archival records, interviews, direct observation and physical artefacts. In this
research, the case study method employed document analysis, observation, and interviews
to gather evidence from tourism operator organisations.
Small business case studies present a challenge in triangulation of data, as small
businesses have only a few employees and therefore there was only one suitable key
informant for each case study. This limited the depth of information compared to other
case studies such as that discussed by Yin (2003), where interviews were conducted with
various people within the same organisation. A tactic of documenting the website
marketing participation and document analysis was used allowing the verification of the
operator’s claims of which websites they participated in, as well as giving an overall sense
of the website participation by the operator.
While the tourism operator organisations were the major source of data, information was
also collected about the destination context. Perry (2001) recommends gathering data
about the context of interest such as this to develop a better understanding. Thus, with the
importance of context to understanding inter-organisational relationships, this research
used the methods of documentation, observation and interviews to gather information
about the destination context. The aim of this is to document the various destination
marketing systems and destination marketing organisations that interact with tourism
operators within the destination context.
3.6.3.1 Document Analysis
Document analysis involves analysing and interpreting data from the examination of
documents and records (Schwandt, 1997), with documents ranging from memoranda,
newspaper clippings to formal reports (Yin, 1994). In this research, document analysis
was used to provide information about the research context. Reports compiled by the
Australian Bureau of Statistics, the national, state, and regional tourism organisations were
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used to develop knowledge of the destination context. These documents were able to
offer a variety of information about the destination context, from the political and
geographic structure of destination, to the destination popularity and visitation. It was also
envisioned that marketing plans from the case study organisations could be analysed to
examine marketing decisions made within the business, however when asked about
marketing plans, many of the case study participants did not have marketing plans, while
others were unwilling to disclose them.
Online document analysis was also used to document the context. To gather find
potential web marketing options available to tourism operators in the destination context,
a popular search engine, Google.com (Sullivan, 2004, 2006) was utilised. A web search
was carried out which focussed on names of the geographic destinations, together with the
word “tourism”. Firstly, the national destination marketing systems were investigated,
followed by state, regional, and finally local.
With the data collection restricted to a single destination region, content analysis of
documentation revealed 37 different towns within the destination region, some with
numerous destination marketing systems. A search was conducted using the town name
and the word “tourism”, and up to the fourth page of results investigated for relevant
destination marketing websites (with 10 results per page). Where it was found that a
similar town name existed in another country, results were restricted to Australian
websites only.
To analyse this data, data reduction was used to create a diagrammatic representation of
the various destination marketing systems available to tourism operators in the region.
This can be found in section in chapter five, in section 5.2.2, as figure 5-1. A template
detailing this document analysis procedure can be found in appendix D. Names of
websites have been removed to protect the anonymity of the destination marketing
organisations.
3.6.3.2 Observation
For contemporary phenomena, observation of relevant behaviour and environmental
conditions is often available (Yin, 2003). This involves absorbing and noting details,
actions or subtleties of the field environment (Benbasat, Goldstein, & Mead, 1987). For
this research, online observation was used to collect data about the case study
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organisations behaviour and also to develop an understanding of the environmental
conditions. Since the use of websites in this research focussed on the marketing behaviour
of case study organisations, rather than the communications made using the websites, this
was considered observation rather than documentary analysis of online text. Of central
interest to this research was organisations behaviour in participating in online marketing.
Documentary analysis on the other hand would have focussed on the content of the
website communications, and involved content analysis to interpret the data (Finn, ElliotWhite, & Walton, 2000).
Since the majority of destination marketing systems present their information on the
world wide web, a popular search engine, Google.com (Sullivan, 2004, 2006) was used to
record each case study’s participation in destination marketing systems and other web
marketing, such as their own website, or participation in travel websites or community
portals. This was done by searching for the case study organisation’s name, then selecting
options in the search engine results that were likely to be that business (as opposed to
another in a different region or country by the same name). It was then recorded whether
they were participating in a local, regional, state or national destination marketing system,
whether the system was operated by a publicly funded organisation or the private sector.
Also recorded was the use of other web marketing, such as having their own website,
representation on franchise website, travel websites, market-oriented websites, productoriented websites, other website portals, or linking with other tourism operators. The
record of this observation can be found in appendix E.
3.6.3.3 Interviews
Interviews allow access to participants’ views and interpretations of actions and events
(Walsham, 1995). Interview data consists of direct quotations from people about their
experiences, opinions, feelings, and knowledge (Patton, 1990), and are an essential source
of information for case study research (Yin, 2003). Interviews are used in this research as
a major data source; collecting data directly from the case study organisations as well as
from destination marketing organisations in the destination region.
Research interviews may be either unstructured, semi-structured or structured (Benbasat,
Goldstein, & Mead, 1987; Finn, Elliot-White, & Walton, 2000; Jennings, 2001; Yin,
2003). While the conversational nature of unstructured interviews allow the development
of rapport with the interviewee (Jennings, 2001), they are faced with the problems of
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becoming unproductive if the interviewee moves away from the topic of interest (Flick,
2002). While in the constructivist paradigms the interviewee may determine the topic of
interest (Jennings, 2001), this research adopts a critical realist paradigm, with a specific
topic of interest. After conducting a trial interview with a small tourism operator in the
accommodation sector, it was found that this produced excess data that was not relevant
to the research question, and therefore a semi-structured approach was taken. This still
used open-ended formation of questions; however the interviews followed a set of
questions from an interview protocol (Merton, Fiske, & Kendall, 1990).
3.6.3.4 Interview Protocol
Interview protocols contain procedures for how the interview is to be carried out (Yin,
2003). In the recruitment of case study participants, the technique for approaching and
securing participation in the research had to be refined throughout the course of the
research. The initial tactic of telephoning the potential participants was very unfruitful in
getting participants, possibly due to defensiveness to this approach due to over surveying
by private research firms and telemarketing. The next approach tried was to personally
visit the tourism operators. This technique was fruitful, however was very time and
resource intensive, and thus not sustainable. This approach did result in the first six case
studies. For these initial case studies, the protocol for field procedures and question guide
can be found in appendix A.
It was found that the most productive technique was emailing and then later telephoning
the tourism operator. The email contained the institution affiliation of the researcher,
information about the confidentiality and anonymity of answers provided, and the
interview protocol. Within two days of the email being sent, the operator was then
telephoned and asked if they wished to participate, and a time set up for an interview. A
very high participation rate was found this way, with most operators happy to have an
interview over the telephone. This was very much aligned with the responses given by
participants that indicated a preference for personal communications in approaches for
destination marketing system participation, and an unlikeliness of tourism operators to
respond to requests such as a survey may entail. The protocol for these interviews can be
found in appendix B, including content of the initial email, and guide for interview
questions.
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As prescribed by Darke (1998), and as expected for institutional ethics protocols, a brief
covering letter describing the nature and context of the research project and its objectives
was presented to all potential case participants. This outlined the proposed nature of the
case participants’ involvement in the research, expected research risks and benefits. For
the ethical conduct of the research, participants were assured in writing of their anonymity
in the reporting of the research, and told they could withdraw their participation whenever
they wished. Depending on the participant’s preference, interviews were either conducted
at the business site, or over the telephone. For interviews conducted onsite, participants’
were asked to sign a written consent form agreeing to participate, or a verbal response
recorded if done via the telephone. With the permission of interviewees, each interview
was recorded and transcribed to assist with the accuracy of reporting (Carson, Gilmore,
Gronhaug, & Perry, 2001; Dick, 1990).
Interview questions and areas of inquiry are also indicated in an interview protocol, which
assists the interviewer in covering the same material in different interviews (Patton, 1990).
In the case study method, research questions and issues identified from the literature
direct attention to the relevant evidence that needs to be collected (Yin, 1994). For this
research, the research question and research issues formed the basis of the interview
protocol, indicating general questions to be asked during the interview. Within each issue,
a number of possible probe questions were also developed so assist the researcher with
probe questions during interviewing. The interview question guide was also developed
further during the course of the interviews.
Care was also taken to develop rapport with the participants (Fontana & Frey, 2005).
Interviews began with demographic questions about the business, and use of technology
within the business. Following this, questions were asked about internet marketing carried
out by the business, participation with destination marketing organisations and destination
marketing systems, with questions relating to dependency, hidden characteristics, hidden
action and trust. As interviews progressed, further understanding the tourism operator
perspectives allowed refinements to be made to the interview question guides. The initial
question guides can be found in appendix A; while the refined question guide can be
found in appendix B.
With the process of data analysis and data collection overlapping in qualitative research,
this allowed additional adjustments to the interview protocol as the research was being
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carried out (Eisenhardt, 1989b). It was generally found that case study participants were
not familiar with the terminology of “destination marketing systems”, while often different
interviewees even had different terminology for discussing technology. Also, destination
marketing systems were considered as part of a spectrum of internet marketing, and thus
the flexibility of the interview approach was useful here, being able to frame the
discussions in this manner. This also reflected a gap between the literature and the
experience of operators, for which the qualitative data collection methods were the most
appropriate method for collecting data.
Interviews were also carried out with representatives from destination marketing
organisations in the destination region, so that a more in-depth understanding of the
destination context could be developed. These interviews followed a similar protocol to
the interviews with tourism operator organisations, however instead of being asked about
their participation in destination marketing systems, they were asked about their
perceptions of tourism operators’ participation and attitudes towards participation. They
were also asked about operation of their destination marketing system, what policies and
practises they implemented, and what they had found effective in getting tourism
operators to participate. Tourism operators’ were then asked about their perception of
the policies and practices implemented by the destination marketing organisations.
3.6.4

Procedures for Data Analysis

Analysis of case study data involved analysis of the destination context, individual case
analysis, cross-case analysis, analysis of major factors, and development of emergent
themes. As with the expert interviews, analysis utilised the Miles and Huberman (1994)
approach of data reduction, data display and conclusion drawing/verification. As
mentioned previously, this approach has been criticised as being heavily structured
though is well suited to critical realism research (Robson, 2002).
For the analysis of the destination context, reports from the national and state tourism
organisations were used to develop an overall picture of the regions profile, including
tourist visitation, demographics, target markets and official destination marketing
organisations in the region. Interviews were also conducted with managers from two
destination marketing organisations in the region. This was analysed using latent content
analysis to interpret the underlying meaning (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998). As detailed in
section 3.6.3.1, document analysis was also used to document destination marketing
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system availability. To analyse this data, data reduction was used to create a diagrammatic
representation of the various destination marketing systems, which is presented in chapter
five, in section 5.2.2, as figure 5-1. A template detailing the document analysis procedures
can be found in appendix D.
For the individual case study analysis, latent content analysis was used to interpret the
underlying meaning of the narrative (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998), focussing on deriving
meaning from inferences drawn from the data in context (Finn, Elliot-White, & Walton,
2000). This was a form of qualitative content analysis, which was used to identify factors
by analysing the content of communications for meaning (Jennings, 2001). As a data
reduction technique (Miles & Huberman, 1994), notes were developed from interviews,
identifying key information relevant to the issue of factors influencing participation in
destination marketing systems. While this was carried out, selective coding also took place
for later use of quotes to illustrate themes (Neuman, 2006). An example of this (from case
L) can be found in appendix J.
From this data, individual case descriptions were developed, including relevant
quotations. This is done by using the analytic technique of explanation building (Yin,
2003) for each case, and is intended to give the reader a view of how the factors or
different combination of factors worked in combination in each case. The data display of
this (Miles & Huberman, 1994) is presented in chapter five, section 5.3.
Cross-case analysis then involved determining similarities and differences between cases,
so that analysis went beyond initial impressions to adds more depth and structure to the
analysis (Chetty, 1996). Cross-case analysis was based on the individual case descriptions
(Perry, 2001), and utilised the ‘method of agreement’, scrutinizing the cases for
regularities or patterns between them (Neuman, 2000). Firstly, the factors identified in the
case studies were also clustered into groupings, by conceptualising similarity and
differences between factors (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Further details on this grouping
are given in chapter five, section 5.4. Groups identified were ‘Information Technology
Use and Factors’; ‘Destination Marketing System Specific Factors’; ‘Destination
Marketing Organisation Factors’; and ‘Other Factors’.
In the cross-case analysis, quantitative content analysis was then used to assist with
conclusion drawing/verification. This involves the quantification of qualitative data
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(Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2003), which can involve analysis of frequency, direction,
intensity, or space (Jennings, 2001). While numbers are often considered
incommensurable with the paradigmatic perspectives taken by some qualitative
researchers, others considered numbers a powerful way to generate meaning from
qualitative data (Sandelowski, 2003), while quantitizing qualitative data can prevent
researchers from overweighting or underweighting particular themes (Onwuegbuzie &
Teddlie, 2003).
Within each of the groups identified, the qualitative data was quantitized using a number
of different forms of analysis. Frequency counts of the identified factors were used
(Jennings, 2001; Robson, 1993), while the importance of each factor in influencing
destination marketing systems was also assessed as either major or minor, identifying the
strength of influence (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998). Direction of influence was also
analysed (Jennings, 2001), indicating whether the factor was a positive influence or
negative influence on destination marketing system participation. Further detail of how
this quantification was carried out is detailed throughout section 5.4, while the data
display of this conclusion drawing/verification technique (Miles & Huberman, 1994) is
through tables presented in chapter five (tables 5-2, 5-3, 5-4 and 5-5).
Further data reduction was carried out, with table 5-6 displaying only factors that were
considered major influences on destination marketing system participation. This allowed
further conclusion drawing. Further abstraction was then carried out by analysing the
major factors to develop emerging themes from the case studies. For this the major
factors were analysed conceptually for common threads between them. Data display of
these themes is through discussion in section 5.6 of chapter 5.

3.7 Assessing the Validity of this Research
Validity is concerned with whether or not the findings of an inquiry are true and certain;
that is, whether or not the findings are an accurate representation of the phenomenon, as
backed by evidence and with no good grounds for doubting the findings (Schwandt,
1997). There have been numerous sets of criteria proposed for judging validity of
qualitative research, for example, Lincoln and Guba (1985) proposed credibility,
neutrality or confirmability, consistency or dependability, and applicability or
transferability. Miles and Huberman (1994) suggested a more extensive list of criteria,
though

with

no

definite

terminology:
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objectivity/confirmability,

reliability/dependability/auditability,

internal

validity/credibility/authenticity,

external

validity/transferability/fittingness, and utilisation/application/action orientation.
While the judgement of the validity of qualitative research by criteria has been common
practise, there has been little conformity on what these criteria are. The use of criteria to
judge validity has also come under question (Guba & Lincoln, 2005), and it has been
realised that the validity of qualitative research is strongly linked to the paradigm of
inquiry adopted. Guba and Lincoln (1989) developed criteria specific for naturalistic and
constructivist inquiry; while Richardson (1997) proposed the extended use of the crystal
metaphor for postmodernist inquiry. Both Yin (1994) and Perry proposed (2001)
construct validity, internal validity, external validity, and reliability as the appropriate
criteria for case study research in the critical realism paradigm; while Rao and Perry
(2003) proposed the same criteria for evaluation of convergent interview research.
With such fluctuation of what criteria to judge qualitative research by, an encapsulating
approach for considering validity is Creswell and Miller’s (2000) framework of viewing
validity procedures via three lenses: lens of the researcher, lens of the study participants,
and lens of people external to the study. In this framework, different paradigms of inquiry
have different procedures that are appropriate for establishing validity. In post-positivist
research, triangulation addresses address the lens of the researcher, member checking the
lens of the study participants, and use of an audit trail addresses the lens of people
external to the study. Table 3-2 summarise Creswell and Miller’s (2000) classification of
nine common validity procedures over three common paradigms of inquiry adopted in
qualitative research.
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Paradigm
assumption/Lens
Lens
of
researcher

Post-positivist
Paradigm

Constructivist
Paradigm

Critical Paradigm

the Triangulation

Disconfirming
Evidence

Researchers
reflexivity

Lens of the study Member checking
participants

Prolonged
Collaboration
engagement in the
field

Lens of People Audit trail
External to the
Study

Thick,
description

rich Peer debriefing

Table 3-2: Validity procedures within qualitative lens and paradigm assumptions
Source: Creswell & Miller (2000)
For this research, Creswell and Miller’s (2000) recommendations for the post-positivist
paradigm are taken, since critical realism paradigm world views are closely related to
those of post-positivism. Thus the validity procedures adopted are triangulation, member
checking and recording an audit trail. Triangulation is a means of checking the integrity of
inferences through use of multiple data sources, multiple investigators, multiple
theoretical perspectives, or multiple methods (Schwandt, 1997). Member checking, also
known as respondent validation, is soliciting feedback about data and inferences from the
data from the participants of the study (Maxwell, 2005). Audit trails present
documentation of research decisions and activities (Creswell & Miller, 2000). Table 3-3
presents a summary of how these validity procedures were applied.
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Lens
Lens
of
researcher

Recommended
validity procedure
the Triangulation

How applied in this research
. use of two research methods
. use of interviews, observation and
documentation in the case studies

Lens of the study Member checking
participants

. participants offered copies of interview
transcripts
. participants sent final report, with
invitation to respond

Lens of People Audit trail
External to the
Study

. justification of research question,
paradigm adoption, research method
selection
. detailed account of data collection and
analysis procedures
. report on demographics of participants
. interview protocols presented in
appendices

Table 3-3: Summary of validity procedures applied in this research
3.7.1.1 Triangulation
Triangulation is addressed in this study by use of multiple methods, and use of multiple
data sources in the case study method. The goal of triangulation is to show that inferences
made from one study or method are in agreement, or at least not contradicted by another
(Miles & Huberman, 1994). This research uses convergent interview method and case
study method to embed triangulation at the method level. The results of these studies are
analysed separately, though in the discussion chapter these are contrasted in the process
of relating them to the research issues.
While convergent interview method relies solely on the interview as the source of data,
application of the case study method allows the use of multiple sources of evidence. As
outlined in section 3.6.3, data is collected through interviews, documentation, and
observation. Thus, during the data analysis, the different sources of data are combined to
give a broader understanding of the phenomenon, while reducing the risk of inferences
having systematic biases from the specific mode of data collection (Maxwell, 2005).
3.7.1.2 Member checking
Member checking was employed in this research, with participants given the opportunity
to review findings from their input for both the convergent interview method and case
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studies. Member checking has the goal of ruling out misinterpretations of data collected
from participants (Maxwell, 2005), and has been considered a crucial technique for
establishing credibility (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
To carry out member checking, firstly a copy of the interview transcript was offered to all
participants. For the convergent interviewing participants, the final table of expert
agreement and disagreement was sent to participants, together with a report detailing the
findings. Each participant was informed of which alphanumeric character their opinions
were represented under. A similar procedure was employed in the case study method,
with each interview participant offered a copy of the interview transcript. After analysis
was complete, participants were then sent a copy of their individual case report.
Responses were invited for any misunderstandings or misinterpretations in the reports.
3.7.1.3 Audit Trail
An audit trails presents a trail of research decisions and activities (Creswell & Miller,
2000). This is similar to the chain of evidence tactic recommended by Yin (2003), where
the aim is to allow an external observer to follow the derivation of evidence, from the
determination of the research question to the final conclusions. This allows a third-party
to evaluate the dependability of procedures and generation of findings (Schwandt, 1997).
The audit trail is presented in this chapter, from the justification of the research question
(section 3.2), justification of paradigm adoption (section 3.3), and decisions made about
the research method (section 3.4). Details of implementation have been given, with data
collection and data analysis procedures for both convergent interview method and case
study method detailed (sections 3.5 and 3.6). In the presentation of results (chapters four
and five), the demographics of each participant or case study organisation is presented so
that an external observer can judge the appropriateness of participants; while reference is
also made to the data collection materials and procedures presented in the appendices.
For the expert interviews, appendix C presents a finalised list of factors, appendix F
presents an example of open coding, and appendix G presents a summary of factors
identified for this example. Appendix H presents the development of factors in midprocess; and appendix I presents an example of response to the email protocol for the
expert interviews.
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For the case studies, appendix A presents the interview protocol for the initial case
studies, and appendix B presents the interview protocol for the email approach case
studies. Appendix D presents the template for observation of destination marketing
systems available in the region, appendix E presents a record of web marketing use by the
case studies; and appendix J presents an example of notes and quotations from a case
study interview.

3.8 Conclusion of Chapter Three
This chapter has presented the research question and research issues, and then presented
the methodology that is used to answer to the research question and address the research
issues. Following this, adoption of the critical realism paradigm of inquiry was justified,
and the implications of this for theory development and methodology selection discussed.
The research design was then presented, justifying the use of expert interviews and
multiple case study method. The selection of these two methods has also been justified,
comparing the two selected methods to other available methods.
Furthermore, details of the design and implementation of the expert interviews and the
multiple case study method have been presented. This included details of how qualitative
data was collected and how qualitative and quantitative procedures for data analysis were
used. Issues in assessing the validity of research have also been discussed, and the
procedures to address the lens of the researcher, the lens of the study participants and the
lens of people external to the study presented. Following this chapter, chapter four
presents the results of the expert interviews, and chapter five presents the results of the
case studies. Chapter six then presents the discussion, relating the results presented in
chapters four and five back to the research issues and prior theory. Chapter seven then
concludes the thesis.
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Chapter 4:

Expert Interview Results

4.1 Introduction
This chapter details the results of the convergent interviewing method used to gather
expert opinion, which was analysed using both qualitative and quantitative methods. This
chapter begins with an introduction to the expert sample. Following this, results are
presented according to four groupings of: (1) Information Technology factors; (2)
Destination Marketing System (DMS) related factors; (3) Destination Marketing
Organisation (DMO) relationship factors; and (4) Characteristics of Tourism Operator
factors.
These groups were determined according to characteristics of the various factors raised in
the interviews, used as a conclusions drawing method in data analysis (Miles &
Huberman, 1994). Data reduction was carried out using the frequency method, reducing
the number of factors from 31 to 14. Themes of effectiveness of the destination
marketing system, barriers to participation, and tourism operator-destination marketing
organisation relationships that emerged from the data are then discussed.

4.2 Introduction to the Expert Interviewees
The initial interview was with the e-manager from the national destination marketing
organisation, and had an unstructured format. The interview began with an open
question, with probe questions fashioned during the interview. As detailed in chapter
three, (section 3.5.4) this interview was analysed using Neuman’s (2006) open coding
method to identify factors. A de-identified example transcript of an interview can be
found in appendix F; and the consequent factors identified can then be found in
appendix G. As the interview process progressed, email was used to gather data from
some experts. An example of this protocol is in appendix C, while appendix I shows an
example of responses to the email protocol.
With the convergent interview process, factors identified were used as the basis for probe
questions in subsequent interviews. To utilise prior theory, probe questions were also
based on the research issues where appropriate. This process continued with subsequent
interviews, with each interview yielding more factors and expressing agreement or
disagreement on already emerged issues. An example of the factor list after interview H
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can be found in appendix H. The convergent interviewing process was ended when no
new factors were found to emerge after 13 interviews.
Due to the geographically distributed nature of destination marketing organisations,
carrying out the interviews at the interviewees’ place of business became resource
intensive, and it was more efficient to conduct some using the telephone. After a number
of interviews the probe questions became well formulated, so this allowed the questions
to be emailed to the experts ahead of the interview time. This improved communication
and also allowed the interviewee to have more time to reflect on the questions.
Table 4-1 displays a summary of the interviewees’ organisation type and level, as well as
the format of the interview. This table gives an indication of variety and type of
interviewees, although limited information is given so to assure anonymity of the
interviewees. Although there were differences in interview format, (in-person, telephone,
email), examination of responses from experts revealed no substantial differences in
responses due to format. However, Experts H and M were unable to participate in an inperson or telephone interview, though both responded with written answers to the set of
questions initially sent. While this reduced the induction capacity of the convergent
interviewing method, it did have the advantage of ensuring no factors being missed due to
interview dynamics. Note that interviews D and J had two interviewees4, however the
nature or level of responses did not appear too different significantly from the single
person interviews, despite the different interview dynamics.

4

Even though both of these interviews engaged two people, they will be referred to in the singular for the

sake of grammatical ease during this chapter.
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Interview

Organisation
Level
Interview Format
Additional
Type
Notes
A
DMO
National
In Person
B
DMO
State
In Person
C
Industry body
State
In Person
D
Industry body
State
In Person
2 interviewees
E
DMO
State
In Person
F
DMO
State
Telephone
G
DMO
Territory
Telephone
H
DMO
State
Email
I
DMO
Regional
Telephone
J
DMO
Regional
In Person
2 interviewees
K
DMO
Regional
Telephone
L
DMO
Regional
Telephone
M
DMO
Regional
Email
Table 4-1: Demographic information about the experts interviewed
As can be seen in table 4.1, five of the experts were from regional level destination
marketing organisations. Others were from state, territory or national destination
marketing organisations or industry bodies. As discussed back in section 3.5.2.1, an
‘expert’ was defined as an individual who has knowledge of the topic being investigated
(Hasson, Keeney, & McKenna, 2000). While all experts were able to give informed
comment when asked about tourism operator participation in destination marketing
systems, how this knowledge was developed did differ between the experts from regional
destination marketing organisations and the others. The regional experts commonly had
‘front-line’ interaction with a variety of operators, and developed their knowledge from
this. Experts from the industry bodies also had similar interactions.
Experts in state, territory and national destination marketing organisations on the other
hand developed their knowledge more from information fed up by regional destination
marketing organisations, and commissioned reports and policy development on the issue.
For example, one of the state destination marketing organisation experts was able to
provide an internal report on the issue; another state level expert commented on a
particular strategy they had developed to address low levels of participation.

4.3 Analysis of the Expert Interviews
As discussed in chapter three (section 3.5.4), factors were clustered into groupings to
assists with conclusion drawing, as a way of moving to higher levels of abstraction (Miles &
Huberman, 1994). This method involved iteratively sorting the various factors identified,
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conceptually identifying similarity and differences between factors. The conceptualisation
evolved from understanding developed from the literature, and by applying
exclusion/inclusion criteria for the groups. The association of factors, literature and
criteria applied can be found in table 4-2. Four main grouping of factors emerged: (1)
‘Information Technology Factors’, (2) ‘Destination Marketing System (DMS) Related
Factors’; (3) ‘Destination Marketing Organisation (DMO) Relationship Factors’; and (4)
‘Characteristics of Tourism Operators Factors’.
The first group, under the heading of ‘Information Technology Factors’, consisted of
seven individual factors predominantly associated with the tourism operators’ inclinations,
attitudes and behaviours towards the use of information technology. The second grouped
under the heading ‘Destination Marketing System Related Factors’, consisted of nine
individual factors associated with tourism operators’ inclinations, attitudes and behaviours
towards destination marketing systems or interactions with a destination marketing
system. The third group, under the heading of ‘Destination Marketing Organisation
Relationship Factors’ consisted of seven individual factors with reference to the
relationship between the tourism operators and the destination marketing organisation.
The fourth group, under the heading of ‘Characteristics of Tourism Operators’ consisted
of nine individual factors concerned with general behaviour and attributes of tourism
operators that in some way affected participation in destination marketing systems. See
table 4-2 for details.
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Grouping
Information
Factors

Technology

Destination
Marketing
System Related Factors
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Destination
Marketing
Organisation Relationship
Factors

Characteristics of Tourism
Operators Factors

Factors
• Skill in using IT
• Understanding of Internet Marketing
• Culture of IT Use
• Individual Preference for IT Use
• Effectiveness of Internet Marketing
• Trust in the Technology
• Availability of Technology Infrastructure

Relevant Literature
2.4 Theories on Information
Technology
Adoption,
particularly:
2.4.2.1 Small Business Adoption
of Technology
2.4.2.2 Small Business Adoption
in the Tourism Industry

Buhalis (Buhalis, 1999; Buhalis,
Keeling, Lacorte, & Reynolds, 1997;
Buhalis & Main, 1998)
Chambers & Parker (2000)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Price of DMS Membership
Effectiveness of the DMS
Ability to Monitor the Effectiveness of the DMS
Quality of the DMS Website
Competing Marketing Channels
Dependence on the DMS Marketing
Awareness of the DMS
Sign-up Forms are Long and Complicated

2.3.3 Destination Marketing
System Participation by Tourism
Operators

Morrison, 2001; Morrison & King,
2002; Tourism Training Victoria, 2002;
Palmer & McCole, 2000.

2.5.2 Dependency

•
•
•
•
•

2.2.2 Destination
Organisations

•
•

Operators having Trust in the DMO
Communication between Operators and the DMO
Operators Dependence on the DMOs Marketing
Credibility of the DMO
Operators Not Understanding the Roles of the DMO in the
Destination
Operators having an Existing Relationship with DMO
Target Market Fit

Rutashobya
&
Jaensson,
2001;
Coughlan, Anderson, Stern & ElAnsary, 2001
Bergen, Dutta & Walker Jr, (1992)
Eissenhardt, 1989a; Spake, D’Souza,
Crutchfield, Morgan, 1999.
Buhalis, 2000; Palmer & Bejou, 1995;
Palmer & McCole, 2000.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tourism sector
Regional operators less likely participants
Operators using word-of-mouth to evaluate
Business size
Short-term mindset of operators
Shortage of time
Operators not identifying themselves as tourism business
Operators having lifestyle motivations
High turnover of tourism operators

2.2.1
Definition
and
Characteristics of the Tourism
Industry

2.5.3 Agency Theory
Marketing

2.5.2 Dependency
2.5.3 Agency Theory
2.5.4 Trust

Key References

Cragg & King, 1993; Thong, 1999;
Mirchandani & Motwani, 2001

Rutashobya
&
Jaensson,
2001;
Coughlan, Anderson, Stern & ElAnsary, 2001
Bergen, Dutta & Walker Jr, 1992;
Eissenhardt, 1989a; Spake, D’Souza,
Crutchfield, Morgan, 1999
Das & Teng,1998; Morgan & Hunt,
1994
Storey, 1994; Dewhurst & Horobin,
1998; Morrison, 1996, 2001

Table 4-2: Summary of Factor Groupings, association to literature and references, and criteria used for grouping

Criteria Applied
Factor technology related; but
could apply to use or
participation in technologies
other than a destination
marketing system

Factor related to operation or
engagement with destination
marketing system; but applies
only to destination marketing
system, not overall relationship
with destination marketing
organisation

Factor related to overall
relationship with destination
marketing organisation; but not
specific
to
destination
marketing system

Factor describe nature of the
organisation, but is not related
to attitude or opinion. Also, not
directly associated to the
destination marketing system or
overall
relationship
with
destination
marketing
organisation

Although the five research issues identified in the literature did inform the probe
questions used in the expert interviews, this analysis was conducted independent of the
five research issues. However, as a preliminary association of findings to the literature, the
‘Information Technology Factors’ can readily be associated to the ‘Information
Technology Factors’ research issue. The ‘Destination Marketing System Related Factors’
grouping may relate to the research issues of ‘Dependency’, ‘Hidden Characteristics’ and
‘Hidden Action’; while the ‘Destination Marketing Organisation Relationship Factors’
may relate to the research issues of ‘Dependency’ and ‘Trust’. The factors in the grouping
of ‘Characteristics of Tourism Operators’ may be associated to any of the research issues.
These associations are fully discussed in chapter six, where the results are specifically
linked to the research issues and discussed in relation to prior theory. Table 4-3 gives an
overview of this:
Factor Grouping
(Data based)

Information
Technology
Factors’

Destination
Marketing System
Related Factors

Destination
Marketing
Organisation
Relationship
Factors

Characteristics
Tourism
Operators

of

Research
Issue
(Literature based)

• Information
Technology
Factors

• Dependency
• Hidden
Characteristics
• Hidden Action

• Dependency
• Trust

• Information
Technology
Factors
• Dependency
• Hidden
Characteristics
• Hidden Action
• Trust

Table 4-3: Overview of grouping relation to research issues
4.3.1

Information Technology Factors

Results generally confirmed that ‘Information Technology Factors’ acted as barriers to
destination marketing system participation. The specific information technology factors
raised were ‘Understanding of Internet marketing’; ‘Culture of IT use’; ‘Skill in using IT’;
‘Individual Preference for IT Use’; ‘Effectiveness of Internet Marketing’; ‘Trust in
Technology’; and ‘Availability of Technological Infrastructure’. Table 4-4 presents the
interviewee agreement and disagreement on the relevance of each factor.
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Information Technology Factors

Skill in using IT

Interviewees
A

B

Y

Y

Understanding of Internet Marketing

C

Y

Individual Preference for IT Use

Y

Y
Y
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E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

Yes’s

No’s

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

12

0

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

10

0

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

10

1

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

9

0

N

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

6

3

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

5

3

3

0

Y

Y

Effectiveness of Internet Marketing
Trust in the Technology

D

Y

Culture of IT Use

Y
N

Table 4-4: Agreement and disagreement on information technology factors

Y – Yes, agreement
N – No, disagreement

Y

N

Y

Availability of Technology Infrastructure

Key:

Synopsis

Y

Y

Y

The most prominent technology factor that arose was ‘Understanding of Internet
Marketing’, with ten experts agreeing that this was a factor and none disagreeing. Another
factor that no experts disagreed with was ‘Individual Preference for IT Use’. Depending
on destination marketing system implementations, the destination marketing system did
not necessarily require any information technology activities from participants – however,
regardless of this, participants needed to have knowledge about how internet marketing
worked, which was associated with their use of information technology. This influenced
their appreciation of the benefits of the destination marketing system; which impacted on
their participation.
4.3.1.1 Skill in Using Information Technology
‘Skill in Using IT’ was thought an important factor influencing participation in destination
marketing system, with 12 of the 13 experts agreeing it was a factor. The factor of ‘Skill in
Using IT’ is concerned with the technical proficiency and competence of tourism
operators, or personnel within the tourism operator organisations to operate computers
and information technology. In order to participate in a destination marketing system,
operator information has to be entered into the destination marketing system. Therefore
operators need to have skill in using information technology, unless the destination
marketing organisation carried out all information entry on their behalf.
Expert opinion indicated a variation of ‘Skill in Using IT’ by tourism operators, however
tourism operators with low levels of skill in using information technology needed to be
considered in order to get more tourism operators participating. Various experts
commented on the way in which this was done, while experts E, H and L implemented
policies for their destination marketing organisation to carry out all data/information entry
so that operators would not have to have IT skills. Expert B ensured customer service was
provided to deal with technical issues, expert E advocated ensuring the destination
marketing system was simple and user-friendly, while expert K held information
technology training workshops for tourism operators. Expert D considered skill in using
information technology to be an issue, though opportunities were present for operators to
attain skill in using information technology if they wanted the skills.
Experts A, J and K considered small businesses to have lower levels of skill in using
information technology, and often utilised manual rather than electronic systems within
their business. If the operators were not already using information technology, then it was
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a bigger step for them to participate in a destination marketing system. Expert K also
commented that small businesses had a general shortage of time, which meant they were
less able to engage in training to develop information technology skills; while adequacy of
the destination marketing organisation’s resources to provide information technology skill
training also became an issue. In expert F’s destination, tourism operators were run
mostly by older people and semi-retirees, which were thought to have less experience and
skill in using information technology.
4.3.1.2 Understanding of Internet Marketing
The factor ‘Understanding of Internet Marketing’ referred to tourism operators’ lack of
understanding of how internet marketing worked. Ten of the 13 experts interviewed
agreed that an ‘Understanding of Internet Marketing’ was a relevant factor, while three
experts did not raise or comment on it as a factor. Some experts went as far as saying that
understanding of internet marketing was one of the major factors influencing destination
marketing system participation by tourism operators, while some of experts from
destination marketing organisations ran educational and marketing campaigns to develop
operators understanding of internet marketing.
Operators were thought to have a lack of understanding of internet marketing, not
understanding internet marketing aspects such as online strategies, where website traffic
came from, how people found their website, how to utilise search engines, track website
traffic, what the marketing lead times were for internet marketing, or how to best utilise
internet marketing. This lack of understanding was regardless of whether or not they
operated their own websites, or their information technology skill level.
‘Understanding of Internet Marketing’ was linked by experts F, I, J and K to the operators
perceptions of value or benefits of destination marketing system participation. As a result
of not knowing how internet marketing worked, operators did not accurately perceive the
benefits and value of participating in a destination marketing system. Operators perhaps
thought that having their own website online was all that they needed, and did not
consider how to drive visitors to their website, and therefore did not participate in other
internet marketing such as the destination marketing system. Thus, a lack of
understanding of internet marketing resulted in less likelihood of participation. Expert G
also mentioned that small businesses in particular had a lack of knowledge about internet
marketing.
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4.3.1.3 Culture of Information Technology Use
A factor that most experts agreed on was ‘Culture of IT Use’. The general understanding
of ‘Culture of IT use’ between experts was that the general behaviour and attitudes of the
tourism operator community had adopted use of computers and information technology.
Tourism operators’ ‘Culture of IT Use’ influenced participation in the destination
marketing system as it indicated the operators’ general attitude towards technology, and
thus the likelihood of them using any new technology, such as a destination marketing
system. The findings suggest that operators needed to feel comfortable with information
technology before they would participate in a destination marketing system.
A major influence on ‘Culture of IT Use’ was the factor of time. Experts A, C, J and K all
related ‘Culture of IT Use’ to time, with operators adjusting to using and adopting
information technology slowly over time. Experts considered that a culture of information
technology use had developed very slowly, and that it had developed a lot over the last
two years. However, a variation in adoption of technology by operators existed, with some
operators wholly engaging in the technology, with others having little to do with the
technology. In expert K’s destination for example, 39% of operators did not use email
technology, and as expert K mentioned:
“we still have some businesses that don’t even have a fax machine, never mind

email”.
The only disagreement that ‘Culture of IT Use’ was a significant factor was from expert
M, but they did not offer any explanation as to why they disagreed.
As well as time, the external business environment also influenced the ‘Culture of IT Use’
factor. Expert A had begun communicating with operators using email newsletters, as a
way to encourage general adoption of technology. Expert D commented that the
implementation of a Goods and Services Tax (GST) by the Australian Government had
developed more of a culture of information technology use in tourism businesses, since
they had to adopt new technology in order to implement new accounting systems. Experts
C and L also thought tourism operators influenced each other. As some operators
adopted IT, others also began to adopt information technology. Competitive forces may
have driven this, with businesses not wanting to be left behind their competitors.
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4.3.1.4 Individual Preference for Information Technology Use
Nine of the 13 experts agreed that ‘Individual Preference for IT Use’ was a factor
contributing to tourism operators’ participation in destination marketing systems. This
factor considered the preferences or characteristics of individuals within the tourism
operator organisations to use information technology. This is differentiated from ‘Skill in
Using IT’, which can be countered through training in information technology skills.
‘Individual Preference for IT Use’ relates to the personality of individuals within the
organisation, and the aptitude of that individual to adopt and engage information
technology innovations. The findings suggested that this was a factor affecting
participation in a destination marketing system, as operators needed to engaging in
information technology to be able to participate in a destination marketing system.
It was considered that some individuals had personal attributes that perceived the merit of
engaging in trial and error, building confidence in using information technology, while
others did not and gave up trying to use it. As Expert K commented:
“some people like it and, you know, and thrive on learning new technology and

other people just really wish it would all go away”.
If a tourism operator had someone in their organisation that was capable and interested in
information technology, it was thought that this one person had a dramatic difference to
the likelihood of them participating in the destination marketing system. Experts B and H
both thought ‘Individual Preference for IT Use’ was a major factor contributing to
destination marketing system participation.
While Expert H considered ‘Individual Preference for IT Use’ a major factor, they also
commented that it also depended on the support networks of the tourism operator
manager – for example, if the manager had a son or brother-in-law that was capable and
interested in information technology. Expert J did not think ‘Individual Preference for IT
Use’ was a major factor, though considered that it would be more of a factor for small
businesses.
4.3.1.5 Effectiveness of Internet Marketing
Six experts thought that the tourism operators’ perception of the ‘Effectiveness of Internet
Marketing’ influenced their participation in a destination marketing system. In the
Australian tourism context, a destination marketing website and website marketing were
the main marketing outputs from a destination marketing system. Operators were thought
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to not have an accurate perception of the effectiveness of internet marketing, or did not
perceive internet marketing as valuable for their business. This resulted in the operators
not considering participation in the destination marketing system as valuable, and
inhibited participation. Destination marketing organisations found themselves having to
educate the operators on the benefits of the internet marketing in order to get operators
participating in their destination marketing system.
Expert E made an interesting comment that most tourism operators that participated in
the destination marketing system also had their own websites, from which they speculated
that operators who understood the value of internet marketing then understood the value
of the destination marketing system internet marketing. Both experts I and M linked
‘Effectiveness of Internet Marketing’ to the factor ‘Understanding of Internet Marketing’,
suggesting that it was due to ignorance or misunderstanding that the operators did not
have an accurate understanding of the real value of internet marketing.
Experts G, H and J did not agree that operators’ perception of the ‘Effectiveness of
Internet Marketing’ was an influence on their participation in a destination marketing
system, as they considered all operators to recognise the effectiveness of internet
marketing and continue to not participate in destination marketing systems. There was
consensus among these experts that tourism operators did recognise that the internet was
an important tool for travel consumers, and therefore had a high perception of the value
of the internet marketing. However, this was not evident in the impact on participation in
a destination marketing system, as operators still did not participate even though they had
a high perception of the value of internet marketing. Thus, even though the operators had
a high perception of the value of internet marketing, this did not necessarily increase their
perception of the value or benefits of the destination marketing system. It is plausible that
operators did not consider destination marketing systems effective due to factors such as
the credibility of the destination marketing organisation, or the competing marketing
channels, regardless of their perception of effectiveness of the internet.
From Expert K’s perspective, there was only a small percentage of tourism operators that
believed internet marketing worked for their business, hence having low perception of the
effectiveness of internet marketing. This was also linked to industry sector, with
predominantly accommodation establishments perceiving internet marketing to be of
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value. However, expert K believed that increasingly more operators were realising the
effectiveness of internet marketing, even though few were considered to understand it.
4.3.1.6 Trust in Technology
‘Trust in Technology’ arose as a factor, though there was little agreement by experts that it
was a significant factor in influencing operators’ participation in a destination marketing
system. The factor ‘Trust in Technology’ is considered as trust in technology in general,
not trust in the destination marketing system, although a lack trust in technology would
impede any technology use by a tourism operator, including the destination marketing
system.
The experts that considered ‘Trust in Technology’ was a factor (experts C, H, K, L and
M), thought that operators were wary of destination marketing system because of the risks
associated with internet technologies, and the associated loss of control that resulted from
participating in a destination marketing system. Expert K associated ‘Trust in Technology’
with ‘Individuals Preference for IT Use’, while expert C and M both associated a lack of
‘Trust in Technology’ to the operators lack of ‘Understanding of Internet Marketing’.
Experts that thought ‘Trust in Technology’ was not a relevant factor (experts B, I and J),
considered that ‘Trust in Technology’ may have been an issue in the past, however from
their perspective, scepticism and mistrust of technology had passed, and the issue no
longer had any influence. Thus, though possibly an issue, it was not considered an issue
by these experts in the current environment.
4.3.1.7 Availability of Technology Infrastructure
Another technology related factor was ‘Availability of Technological Infrastructure’. This
factor was only commented on by three experts (experts F, G and K), with each of these
experts all saying that the ‘Availability of Technological Infrastructure’ was a significant
issue influencing participation in the destination marketing system by tourism operators.
These experts had experienced operators that did not adopt internet technology either
because it was not available, or because the infrastructure was insufficient to provide
sufficient benefits from using the internet. This tended to occur in the more rural and
remote areas of a tourism destination.
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The ‘Availability of Technological Infrastructure’ such as internet service providers and
telecommunication services would logically be a determinant of adoption of internet
technology. An interesting point was made by expert K that the speed of internet service
was important, as slow internet speeds reduced the capabilities of the internet for the
regional tourism operators, which resulted in much less use of the internet. The
‘Availability of Technological Infrastructure’ is likely to vary depending on facilities
provided in a given destination region, with remote areas having less technological
infrastructure available. A possible explanation for there being only 3 of the 13 experts
mentioning this factor in their responses could be that the standard of facilities varies
from region to region.
4.3.1.8 Summary of Information Technology Factors
‘Information Technology Factors’ raised were: ‘IT skill’, ‘Culture of IT Use’, ‘Individual
Characteristics/Preferences for IT Use’, ‘Trust in Technology’, ‘Understanding of
Internet Marketing’, ‘Effectiveness of Internet Marketing’, and ‘Availability of
Technological Infrastructure’. All experts that commented on the factors ‘Understanding
of Internet Marketing’ and ‘Individual Preference for IT Use’ agreed that these were
significant factors influencing tourism operators’ participation in a destination marketing
systems. Other factors had more divergence however, such as ‘Effectiveness of Internet
Marketing’, with some experts considering operators to have an accurate perception of
the effectiveness of internet marketing; however this did not influence their decision to
participate in a destination marketing system.
4.3.2

Destination Marketing System Related Factors

‘DMS Related Factors’ emerged from analysis of the expert interviews and were
concerned with the operators’ interactions with the destination marketing system itself. In
this category there were a number of factors that did not apply to general information
technology use, but were specific to the use of the destination marketing system. Factors
raised were ‘Effectiveness of the DMS’; ‘Price of DMS membership’; ‘Ability to Monitor
the Effectiveness of the DMS’; ‘Competing Marketing Channels’; ‘Quality of the DMS
Website’; ‘Dependence on the DMS Marketing’; ‘Awareness of the DMS’; and ‘Sign-up
Forms are Long and Complicated’. Table 4-5 presents interviewee agreement and
disagreement on the relevance of each factor.
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DMS related factors

Interviewees
A

B

Price of DMS Membership

Y

Effectiveness of the DMS

Y

Ability to Monitor the Effectiveness of the DMS

Y

Quality of the DMS Website

Awareness of the DMS

Y

Y

Competing Marketing Channels
Dependence on the DMS Marketing

C

Y
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D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

Yes’s

No’s

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

11

0

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

11

1

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

10

0

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

8

0

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

8

0

N

Y

Y

Y

N

8

3

Y

Y

6

0

Y

Y

6

0

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Sign-up Forms are Long and Complicated
Table 4-5: Agreement and disagreement on DMS related factors

Key:
Y – Yes, agreement
N – No, disagreement

Synopsis

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

The ‘DMS Related Factors’ tended to present a picture that tourism operators considered
destination marketing systems as a business decision related to benefits for their business
when considering the cost for their business. The factors ‘Effectiveness of the DMS’ and
‘Ability to Monitor the Effectiveness of the DMS’ represented operators’ desire for
effectiveness of marketing activities, while ‘Price of DMS Membership’ reflected how
effectiveness was rated in comparison to expenditure. Other factors such as ‘Quality of
the DMS Website’ were connected to the operators assessment of the destination
marketing system, as operated by the destination marketing organisation; which was in
comparison to the alternative marketing options, that is ‘Competing Marketing Channels’.
4.3.2.1 Price of Destination Marketing System Membership
The ‘Price of DMS Membership’ was considered a major factor influencing participation,
with high prices being a barrier to participation. Due to the affect of price, some
destination marketing organisations included the destination marketing system
membership as part of the overall membership price or reduced or removed for price for
participating. In some cases, destination marketing system membership prices were
reduced for members of the destination marketing organisation – thus identifying its
importance in encouraging destination marketing organisation membership. 11 experts
commented that ‘Price of DMS Membership’ was a considerable influence on destination
marketing system, with various experts (B, D, E, F and G) considering price to be the
most important factor; while no experts disagreeing that price was factor.
Other factors linked to ‘Price of DMS Membership’ were ‘Business Size’ (in section
4.3.4), ‘Effectiveness of the DMS’, and ‘Competing Marketing Channels’. Experts D, G,
K and M all linked ‘Price of DMS Membership’ as a factor to ‘Business Size’, suggesting
that small businesses had less funds for marketing, and so were adversely affected by high
prices for destination marketing system membership. Experts D and M both related this
also to the factor ‘competing marketing channels’, as operators participated in various
channels, which put further pressure on the small amount of funds that operators had for
marketing.
Experts J and L both related ‘Price of DMS Membership’ to the factor ‘Effectiveness of
the DMS’ believing that operators considered price in relation to the benefits and value
that they received from the destination marketing system. However, expert J commented
that ‘Effectiveness of the DMS’ was influenced by the operators ‘Ability to Monitor the
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Effectiveness of the DMS’. This was in turn influenced by the operators ‘Understanding
of Internet Marketing’; since operators with better ‘Understanding of Internet Marketing’
knew how to better monitor the effectiveness of the destination marketing system.
4.3.2.2 Effectiveness of the Destination Marketing System
A major factor that 11 of 13 experts agreed on was the ‘Effectiveness of the DMS’
affected destination marketing system participation. The ‘Effectiveness of the DMS’ for
tourism operators refers to the perceived benefits or value that the operator could derive
from participating in the destination marketing system, or as expert B put it:
“see how much business we get from it”
Any perceived effectiveness of the internet did not directly translate to the perceived
effectiveness of the destination marketing system, with experts B, E, F, H, I, L all
commented that they found that tourism operators needed convincing of the specific
benefits of the destination marketing system. Expert C commented that many operators
perhaps did not understand the benefits of the destination marketing system due to the
convoluted nature of marketing in the tourism industry.
Experts commented that operators judged the effectiveness of the destination marketing
system based on the business that they would receive in return, often wanting outcomes of
the marketing delivered in the short term. Expert’s D, H and L all linked ‘Effectiveness of
the DMS’ to ‘Ability to Monitor the Effectiveness of the DMS’, as this was how operators
developed their perception of the effectiveness of the destination marketing system.
Expert D also mentioned that operators discussed the effectiveness of different channels
with each other, through their social networks; while expert H thought that perceived
effectiveness of the destination marketing system was linked to the credibility of the
destination marketing organisation, as the destination marketing organisation needed to
be able to deliver the benefits of the destination marketing system.
Experts E, J and L commented that operators tended to judge the effectiveness of the
destination marketing system in relation to its effectiveness when compared to other
forms of marketing, thus linking ‘Effectiveness of the DMS’ to the factor ‘Competing
Marketing Channels’. Expert I linked ‘Effectiveness of the DMS’ to the ‘Price of DMS
Membership’, as operators expected to see more outcomes and value when they paid
higher prices for marketing activities.
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The only expert that disagreed that ‘Effectiveness of the DMS’ was a significant factor was
expert M. Expert M thought that operators did not utilise the various destination
marketing organisation marketing functions (including the destination marketing system)
to the full extent, and this was why they did not perceived the destination marketing
system as effective for their organisations; even though they did perceive internet
marketing as important.
4.3.2.3 Ability to Monitor the Effectiveness of the Destination Marketing System
Experts agreed that the tourism operators ‘Ability to Monitor the Effectiveness of the
DMS’ was a significant factor, with 10 agreements and zero disagreements. The tourism
operators ‘Ability to Monitor the Effectiveness of the DMS’ informed their perceptions of
the effectiveness of the destination marketing system, which in turn then influenced
participation. It was generally thought that if the tourism operators could get feedback on
usefulness of the destination marketing system in generating business, they would be
more likely to participate, as they could see if the destination marketing system was
working for them. It would also allow the operators to compare effectiveness of the
destination marketing system to the price of the destination marketing system, and judge if
they were willing to pay that price.
‘Ability to Monitor the Effectiveness of the DMS’ was significant due to monitoring the
effectiveness of the destination marketing system being neither an easy or straight forward
task. Operators generally judged effectiveness of marketing activities solely on their ability
to deliver ‘bookings’ in the short term. However, unless the destination marketing system
had booking capabilities (which the most of the destination marketing system5 did not),
this feedback was difficult to deliver. Some destination marketing organisations attempted
to provide feedback on the performance of the destination marketing system website by
reporting on website hits, however there was ambiguity about what this meant in terms of
‘bookings’, or as expert E put it, what the “look-to-book” ratio was. Internet marketing
was also thought to have a long-lead time, which operators did not consider in their
evaluation of the destination marketing system.

5

Although a DMS may incorporate a booking system, only 1 of the DMSs operated by the DMOs that

experts were from had a booking system.
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The experts also perceived that many operators did not monitor, or had difficulty
monitoring, the effectiveness of their marketing activities. Expert D’s destination
marketing organisation for example had to encourage operators to measure and monitor
their marketing ventures; while the operators often used their social networks to gather
information and judge the effectiveness of the marketing. Experts also commented that
often the destination marketing system would be the source of information for
consumers, however because the destination marketing system did not have booking
capabilities, the consumer would then telephone the tourism operator. If the operator did
not have any mechanisms in place to identify where the customer found their
information, they would not attribute the destination marketing system in capturing that
business.
Some of the destination marketing organisations that the experts were from indicated that
the website hits were reported for the destination marketing system website in general,
though few reported the number of people who had actually been exposed to or visited
the particular operator’s information. Thus operators may have been unconvinced of the
effectiveness of the destination marketing system from this information. However,
operators did not necessarily know how the destination marketing system performance
could be monitored, due to their lack of understanding of internet marketing, and did not
request such detailed information from the destination marketing organisations.
On the other hand, some operators did monitor visits to their own websites, and
evaluated the destination marketing system on how many website visitors came from the
destination marketing system website. However, the destination marketing system had to
be specifically designed to allow for this linking. In Expert K’s destination, the destination
marketing system had limited information about the operators, but gave links to the
operators own websites. Many of the operators were able to monitor the source of their
website traffic, and could see how effective the destination marketing system was in getting
traffic for their own website. However, the destination marketing organisation upgraded
the destination marketing system to have vast amount of information about the operators
– which resulted in the consumers not visiting the operators own website. The destination
marketing system was not able to monitor visits to each operator’s information, and so the
operators could no longer monitor the effectiveness of the destination marketing system,
and became dissatisfied with the destination marketing system. The findings suggest that
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operators’ acceptance of destination marketing system increased when they perceived it
was accountable to the business it captured.
4.3.2.4 Quality of the Destination Marketing System Website
Eight experts agreed that ‘Quality of the DMS Website’ was a factor influencing tourism
operators’ participation in a destination marketing system. Tourism operators were
concerned about the quality of the destination marketing system website, that is, the
quality of the destination marketing system marketing, and how their product would be
represented on the destination marketing system website. Comments from experts
proposed that this factor could act as an attractor as well as a deterrent to participation in
a destination marketing system, relative to the tourism operators’ perceptions as to the
quality of the destination marketing system services.
Tourism operators’ interest in the quality of the destination marketing system website was
to help them evaluate if the destination marketing system was going to be an effective
marketing channel, which in turn influenced their likelihood of participation. Tourism
operators were generally wary of marketing ventures, and were not trustful of sales
people, and therefore wanted to make their own judgements on the quality of the
destination marketing system website. Operators were specifically concerned with the way
in which their product would be displayed in the destination marketing system marketing,
and were concerned with losing control over the presentation of their product.
4.3.2.5 Competing Marketing Channels
In theme with other factors ‘Effectiveness of the DMS’ and ‘Price of DMS Membership’,
operators evaluated the destination marketing system in comparison with the various
competing marketing channels. Eight of the 13 experts agreed that ‘competing marketing
channels’ was a factor influencing participation in a destination marketing system. Experts
generally depicted operators as participating in various marketing activities and channels,
both electronic and non-electronic, and destination and product-oriented channels.
However, with only limited funds, the channels chosen were those that were perceived as
the most effective.
Funds for participating in the destination marketing system were in competition with the
various other marketing activities and memberships that operators could join. For
example, tourism operators could participate in marketing activities such as membership
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with the local destination marketing organisation, the regional destination marketing
organisation, the local visitor centres, and the peak industry body. Electronic marketing
channels that operators could participate in included destination marketing systems at the
local, regional and state levels, as well as product-oriented electronic channels such as
third-party travel websites and even centralised reservation systems for the larger
accommodation properties. Non-electronic marketing activities that they could participate
in included local and regional brochures, travel publications, and travel features in
newspapers. Some experts commented that operators were more likely to participate in
the non-electronic channels because they were more familiar with them, and they were
more tangible and better understood by the tourism operators.
While there were many different marketing channels operators could participate in, much
of their business still came from repeat business, word-of-mouth advertising and walk-in
type situations, for which they did not need to participate in marketing activities. Business
size was also linked to the factor of ‘competing marketing channels’, with small businesses
having less funds to spend on marketing, so baulked at extra expenditure, while larger
organisations had greater access to more product-based electronic marketing channels
such as third-party travel websites and centralised reservation systems.
4.3.2.6 Dependence on the Destination Marketing System
Tourism operators having ‘Dependence on the DMS’ also emerged as a factor
contributing to operators’ participation in destination marketing systems. ‘Dependence on
the DMS’ considered the degree that an operator needed to participate in the destination
marketing system, as they were reliant on the business that the destination marketing
system generated for them. Eight experts agreed that it was a factor, and three disagreed it
was a factor. Disagreement about this factor was most probably because of different
expert’s interpretations of the factor, rather than any real difference, as all experts that
made comment had similar perceptions that there was little dependence on the
destination marketing system by the tourism operators.
If operators were more dependent on the destination marketing system, they would be
more likely to participating in the destination marketing system. However, it was only if
the destination marketing system had booking functionality that operators could see any
dependence on the destination marketing system, as this served as a good mechanism for
the operators to assess (i.e. through monitoring) the effectiveness of the destination
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marketing system. Experts linked dependence to ‘Effectiveness of the DMS’ and
‘Effectiveness of Internet Marketing’, commenting that operators did not perceive the
destination marketing system or other internet marketing as effective, and regarded any
businesses generated from these activities as a bonus.
Although the operators were not thought to be dependent on the destination marketing
system, the operators were dependent on the destination marketing organisation to
increase business for the destination (see section 4.3.3), and the destination marketing
system was part of the services that the destination marketing organisation provided to do
this. As mentioned with the factor ‘Competing Marketing Channels’, tourism operators
tended to use multiple marketing channels, which reduced their dependence on any
particular channel. Expert D also commented that some operators did not necessarily
want to increase business, as they were content with levels of business due to their lifestyle
motivations (see section 4.3.4). This suggests that they were not dependent on any
marketing activities to achieve their goals.
4.3.2.7 Awareness of the Destination Marketing System
Findings suggested that the awareness of tourism operators of destination marketing
system opportunities was an issue. Six experts expressed that the level of ‘Awareness of
the DMS’ influenced participation in the destination marketing system, and that the level
of awareness did in fact vary. In the case of Expert J’s destination marketing organisation,
there was no cost for participating in the destination marketing system for destination
marketing organisation members which eliminated any price barrier – however, Expert J
commented that some operators who were members of the destination marketing
organisation did not participate in the destination marketing system because they were not
aware of the opportunities.
Experts commented that building awareness of the destination marketing system took
time and resources, as not every operator was aware of the opportunities that existed.
Experts B and E commented on programs designed to develop or enhance the operators’
awareness of the destination marketing system, using marketing and sales campaigns,
while in expert F’s destination, operators were made aware of the destination marketing
system when they went through licensing procedures to become a tourism operator.
Expert E also commented that awareness of the destination marketing system was
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spreading via communications between operators, linking awareness to the social
networks of operators.
Experts I and L also linked ‘Awareness of the DMS’ to the turnover rate of tourism
operator owners and managers. Experts I and L’s destination marketing organisations
allocated resources to establish an awareness of their destination marketing system with
the operators in their destination, however, the tourism operators managers or owners
frequently changed, and therefore awareness of the destination marketing system was lost.
This reduced awareness, which ultimately reduced participation in the destination
marketing system.
4.3.2.8 Sign-up Forms are Long and Complicated
Another factor influencing tourism operators’ participation in a destination marketing
system that was identified by experts was the issue of long sign-up forms. For operators to
participate in a destination marketing system, the destination marketing organisation
gathered information about the operators by when operators completed forms giving
details of their business. It was the experts’ experience that when these forms were long
and complicated, operators were significant deterrent from participating in the destination
marketing system.
Six experts raised or agreed that this was a factor, with the other experts not mentioning
this factor. Experts commented that the forms to collect operator information tended to
be lengthy, pedantic, difficult, and a burden for operators to complete. Most experts also
linked this factor to operators’ being short on time (see section 4.3.4); with operators
being busy with business operations and short on time, therefore choosing not to
complete the forms. Expert H found that the more of the sign-up process that was done
for the operators the more that they were likely to participate – however, this put more a
resources burden on the destination marketing organisation.
4.3.2.9 Summary of Destination Marketing System Related Factors
‘Destination Marketing System Related Factors’ were specific factors about tourism
operators’ inclinations towards destination marketing systems, towards interactions with
destination marketing systems or the destination marketing organisations operation of a
destination marketing systems. The issues raised were: ‘Awareness of the DMS’, ‘Price of
DMS Membership’, ‘Effectiveness of the DMS’, ‘Dependence on the DMS Marketing’,
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‘Quality of the DMS Website’, ‘Ability to Monitor the Effectiveness of the DMS’,
‘Credibility of the DMO’, ‘Competing Marketing Channels’, and ‘Sign-up Forms Long
and Complicated’.
A major issue that emerged from the experts was that operators are primarily concerned
with how effective the destination marketing system marketing is. This was reflected in a
near consensus agreement on the factor ‘Effectiveness of the DMS’, while experts also
agreed on the relevance of factors ‘Ability to Monitor the Effectiveness of the DMS’,
‘Price of DMS Membership’ and ‘Competing Marketing Channels’. Hence, operators
viewed participation in a destination marketing system in terms of its effectiveness in
relation to other channels, and in relation to its cost. This finding would suggest that if
tourism operators could monitor the effectiveness of a destination marketing system, this
would allow them to better evaluate the destination marketing system as a marketing
activity.
With effectiveness a major issue, the lack of being able to effectively monitor the
effectiveness of the destination marketing system also became a concern. When making
decisions to participate in the destination marketing system, operators also considered the
credibility of the destination marketing organisation to operate the destination marketing
system, and the quality of the destination marketing system website. These were both
mechanisms to predict the effectiveness of the destination marketing system. When
operators had a perception that the destination marketing system was not very effective,
and were short on time, they were a reluctant to complete lengthy and difficult forms in
order to participate in the destination marketing system.
4.3.3

Destination Marketing Organisation Related Factors

A definite cluster of factors emerged regarding the relationship of the tourism operator
with the destination marketing organisation. A destination marketing system is operated
by the destination marketing organisation, and thus the tourism operators’ engagement
and interactions with the destination marketing system involves interactions with the
destination marketing organisation. Thus, while the last section (4.3.2 Destination
Marketing System Related Factors), was about the interactions directly concerning the
destination marketing system, this section is about the tourism operator – destination
marketing organisation relationship, within which the destination marketing system
interactions are embedded. These results indicate the factors concerned with how
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elements of the tourism operator – destination marketing organisation relationship impact
on destination marketing system participation by the tourism operators. Table 4-6 details
the expert agreement and disagreement with the factors that emerged.
Operators having trust in the destination marketing organisation was identified as a
prominent factor in the tourism operators - destination marketing organisation
relationship, either enhancing or detracting participation in the destination marketing
system. Other factors emerged which contributed to developing trust in the relationship.
In particular communication, more specifically personal communications from the
destination marketing organisation, and the operators having an existing relationship with
the destination marketing organisation. When operators had a degree of dependence on
the destination marketing organisation, this facilitated more engagement with the
destination marketing organisation and this in turn ensured more participation in the
destination marketing system.
On the other hand, conflict in the relationship between the operators and destination
marketing organisation deterred operators from participating in the destination marketing
system. This was primarily caused by operators targeting different markets than the
destination marketing organisation, and therefore having preferring different goals and
strategies than the destination marketing organisation used. Also, experts thought that
often operators did not understand their roles and the destination marketing organisations
roles within the destination.
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DMO related factors

Interviewees
A

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

Yes’s

No’s

Operators having Trust in the DMO

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

11

0

Communication between Operators and the
DMO

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

UJ

Y

10

0

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

9

1

Operators
Marketing

Dependence

on

the

DMOs

Credibility of the DMO

B

Synopsis

Y
Y
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Operators Not Understanding the Roles of the
DMO in the Destination

Y
Y

Operators having an Existing Relationship with
DMO
Target Market Fit

N

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

9

1

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

8

1

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

8

0

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

6

3

Y

Table 4-6: Agreement and disagreement on DMO related factors

Key:
Y – Yes, agreement
N – No, disagreement

Y

N

UJ

UJ

4.3.3.1 Operators having Trust in the Destination Marketing Organisation
Operators were more likely to participate in the destination marketing system if they had
a trusting relationship with the destination marketing organisation. 11 experts agreed that
‘Operators having Trust in the DMO’ was a factor, with only two not mentioning trust. If
an operator had trust in the destination marketing organisation, this meant that they were
not concerned with opportunistic behaviour from the destination marketing organisation,
and considered that the destination marketing organisation could deliver the destination
marketing system services that they indicated to the operators. Trust was believed to
counter the factors ‘Credibility of the DMO’ and ‘Quality of the DMS Website’. Various
experts also linked ‘Operators having Trust in the DMO’ to ‘Communications between
Operators and the DMO’.
It was thought that communication was the mechanism that developed trust in the
relationship; particularly face-to-face or personal communications. While various experts
(E, G, I and K) commented on the importance of communications in developing trusting
relationships, Expert G commented that their destination marketing organisation ensured
activities were conducted to engage in personal communications. Expert F also had
interesting comments, finding trusting relationships were built by ensuring good
relationships were maintained over time, with expert F’s destination marketing
organisation having developed trusting relationships with operators by ensuring they did
not ‘sour’ their relationship during past encounters.
4.3.3.2 Communications

between

Operators

and

the

Destination

Marketing

Organisation
‘Communications between Operators and the DMO’ was recognized as a factor, with 10
experts agreeing it was a factor, and none disagreeing. Communication between tourism
operators and the destination marketing organisation was important to the tourism
operators – destination marketing organisation relationship, as it was a mechanism that
strongly influenced a number of other factors of ‘Effectiveness of the DMS’, ‘Credibility
of the DMO’, and ‘Trust of the DMO’. The form of communications was also important,
with some operators being perceived as not receptive to advertising and general
communications, while some destination marketing organisations used a variety of
mechanisms to ensure communications reached the operators.
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Communications from the destination marketing organisation about the performance of
the destination marketing system and the destination marketing organisation was
identified as important for informing the operators of what marketing activities the
destination marketing organisation had undertaken, and the performance of these
activities. This allowed the destination marketing organisation to establish credibility, since
the operators were informed of efforts carried out by the destination marketing
organisation on their behalf, for which they had paid membership fees. This was relevant
for all activities of the destination marketing organisation, including the operation of the
destination marketing system. Expert J summed this up with the comment:
“we try to give them as much as possible and sort of make them realise – we are

working for you, this is information, this is what’s happening”.
Experts identified that communication was more effective when it was personalised and
face-to-face communication. This effectively built credibility and trust in the destination
marketing organisation. Personal and face-to-face communications allowed the operators
to evaluate the credibility of the destination marketing organisation, or as expert D put it:
“anything one-on-one, you evaluate if the person knows what they are talking

about”.
Thus personal communications allowed the destination marketing organisation to
explain how the destination marketing system worked, and this was valuable to the
operator, because it allowed that to overcome the ‘Effectiveness of the DMS’ factor.
Expert I commented that operators built trust in people rather than organisations – and
therefore personal communications were needed to establish this trust.
Some experts directly linked personal communications to participation rates. Expert E
commented:
“when we go out and talk to people one-on-one we get an uptake rate of

something like 90%… if you don’t do it one-on-one, they don’t jump on board”.
Expert F concurred, although finding personalised telephone calls worked to achieve
about 100% participation rate, compared with 65% when generic communications were
used.
Experts J and K also linked personal communications to the business size factor. It was
thought that the small operators’ business practices were centred on personal
communications, and this was why they preferred communications about the destination
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marketing organisation marketing activities and the destination marketing system using
personal communication. On the other hand, larger operators however were used to
doing business via email or newsletters, and were also busy, so they had little time for
face-to-face interactions and were accepting of non-personalised communications.
4.3.3.3 Operators Dependence on the Destination Marketing Organisations Marketing
Experts agreed that tourism operators had a dependency on the destination marketing
organisations marketing efforts, though some doubted if the operators had an accurate
perception of just how dependent they were. Nine experts agreed that ‘Operators
Dependence on the DMOs Marketing’ was an influence on operators’ participation in the
destination marketing system, while one disagreed. If operators did not have dependency
on the destination marketing organisations marketing, they would be less likely to engage
in a relationship with the destination marketing organisation. If they did not engage in a
relationship with the destination marketing organisation, they could not participate in the
destination marketing system.
Any dependence on the destination marketing organisation was related to the resources
required for marketing. Operators engaged the destination marketing organisation to
leverage marketing brand, expenditure, resources, cooperative opportunities and
marketing expertise of the destination marketing organisation. Although the destination
marketing system was a part of the opportunities and resources the destination marketing
organisation afforded the operators, the other marketing activities were the main focus of
the operators rather than the destination marketing system. This was because there was
little dependence on the destination marketing system (as discussed in section 4.3.2).
Expert D linked the issue of dependence to the lifestyle motivations of operators,
especially in reference to small tourism operators. Small businesses were thought to often
not be concerned with generating new business, and therefore did not want to engage the
destination marketing organisation to participate in marketing. Many of these businesses
had repeat customers, which kept them busy to capacity, and they did not want to expand
their business operations.
4.3.3.4 Credibility of the Destination Marketing Organisation
Nine experts agreed that ‘Credibility of the DMO’ was a factor influencing tourism
operators’ participation in a destination marketing system. Tourism operators assessed
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the credibility of destination marketing organisations in general, and in internet marketing,
that is, whether or not the destination marketing organisation was able to effectively
deliver internet marketing outcomes from their destination marketing system. Over time,
operators trialled different marketing options, and while some had bad experiences; the
result was that they continued to market only through credible options. Only expert H
disagreed that ‘Credibility of the DMO’ was a factor, though did not state any reasons why
they thought this.
The destination marketing organisations of expert E and F both took steps to ensure the
abilities and expertise of the destination marketing organisation was known to the
operators, so that a lack of credibility would not be a factor that would deter operators
from participating in their destination marketing system. Expert E ensured that the staff
responsible for destination marketing system memberships were well trained, while expert
F linked the destination marketing system membership recruitment with official operator
licensing activities. Expert I (from a regional destination marketing organisation) also
ensured that they were associated with the state destination marketing organisation, so to
help establish their credibility.
With most destination marketing organisations being government organisations, this gave
an interesting aspect to the credibility of the destination marketing organisations. Expert B
believed operators did not trust that government destination marketing organisations
could deliver on marketing outcomes, while both experts I and K found that being a
government destination marketing organisation gave them good credibility in the eyes of
the operators. Expert B’s comments related to the ability and expertise of the destination
marketing organisation, with operators doubtful of these qualities in the destination
marketing organisations due to internet marketing being a relatively new activity for the
destination marketing organisation. Expert I and K’s comments related to the
trustworthiness of the organisation to actually deliver the destination marketing system
service. Hence, ‘Credibility of the DMO’ was a factor that could either attract or deter
tourism operators to participate in a destination marketing system.
Linked with ‘Credibility of the DMO’ was the impact of personal communication
mechanisms. Expert E stated that it was through personal communications that operators
made their assessment of the destination marketing organisations abilities and expertise in
internet marketing. Expert D (a peak industry body) and experts I and L (regional
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destination marketing organisations) commented that operators’ contacted them, wanted
information to verify the credibility of non-government destination marketing system
initiatives, and other internet marketing providers.
4.3.3.5 Operators Not Understanding the Roles of the Destination Marketing
Organisation in the Destination
‘Operators Not Understanding the Roles of the DMO in the Destination’ emerged as a
factor, particularly in relation to causing conflict between the destination marketing
organisation and operators. If there was conflict between the destination marketing
organisation and operators, operators were less likely to participate in the destination
marketing organisations marketing activities, such as the destination marketing system.
Eight experts agreed this was a factor, while only expert F disagreeing that it was a factor
for their destination.
Operators were thought to misconceive the roles of the destination marketing
organisation, considering that the destination marketing organisation should be driving
customers for their tourism operation, and even making bookings for them. This was an
area of conflict, because destination marketing organisations did perceive that their roles
was to drive customers to individual organisations, instead they perceived their role as
bringing customers into the destination region in general. Moreover, the destination
marketing organisations believed it was each organisations own responsibility to bring
customers into their own business. Expert D considered that small businesses tended to
have this viewpoint more so than others; while expert K found it occurred more in event
and cooperative organisations.
Expert F disagreed that ‘Operators Not Understanding the Roles of the DMO in the
Destination’ was a factor, at least for their destination. However, expert F did concede
that it could be factor in other destinations, although it didn’t occur in their destination
perhaps because it was a very mature destination, after many years of tourism and tourism
marketing. Expert H also thought that this factor would vary depending on the
destination. Expert J thought that the misunderstandings could be remedied by education
– however a high turnover of tourism operators often negated the effect of any education
program.
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4.3.3.6 Operators having Existing Relationships with the Destination Marketing
Organisation
Eight experts agreed ‘Operators having Existing Relationships with the DMO’ was a factor
that influenced operators’ participation in the destination marketing system. It was
generally thought that those operators that had existing long-term relationships with the
destination marketing organisation would be more likely to engage in the destination
marketing system. This was because trust was major influence on destination marketing
system participation, and trust was developed in the operator – destination marketing
organisation relationship over time. When an existing relationship was present, the
operators had established communication with the destination marketing organisation,
while the destination marketing organisation had already established credibility.
However, existing relationships could also have a negative impact on destination
marketing system participation. Trust and credibility was only positively developed in the
relationship between the operators and the destination marketing organisation if the
destination marketing organisation had been able to deliver on its stated undertakings,
and had maintained credibility. Both experts F and K commented that existing
relationships between an operator and the destination marketing organisation was not
conducive to participation if there had been bad relations in the past. Expert L also
commented that new owners and managers were more likely to participate, because they
were more open to suggestions and advice from the destination marketing organisation
about how to carry out their marketing.
4.3.3.7 Target Market Fit
Target market fit emerged as an interesting factor, with divergence of experts as to its
relevance, having six experts agreeing that it was a factor, and three disagreeing that it was
a factor. These differences in opinion seemed to stem from different ideas about how
destination brands were associated to destination marketing systems. From those experts
who agreed it was a factor, it was thought that the destination brand and marketing
strategies that the destination marketing organisation used were focussed on attractions or
icons that not suitable for some operators markets, who focussed on a different market
than the destination marketing organisations strategies. The operator’s market was not
included within the brand image, which were often associated with the key attractions or
icon in the destination. This was the source of conflict between the operator and
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destination marketing organisation, because it resulted in the operator not engaging with
the destination marketing organisation and in turn the destination marketing system.
In contrast, the three experts who did not agree that it was a factor instead suggesting that
a destination marketing system was not driven by the branding and marketing strategies of
the destination marketing organisation. Expert B thought that the destination marketing
system was independent of the destination marketing organisation brand, and that
consumers could search the destination marketing system. This allowed them to access
information on products regardless of any destination branding. Expert E also had ideas
about the consumer’s use of a destination marketing system, suggesting that when
consumers used a destination marketing system they had already decided on what they
were looking for – and therefore the brand or marketing strategy of the destination
marketing organisation did not influence operators’ participation of the destination
marketing system. However, expert E did acknowledge that destination marketing brands
were focussed on tourism icons, and that tourism operators’ that were not associated with
these icons would not gain as much benefit from the destination marketing organisations
marketing as those operators’ that were. Expert H was the other expert that disagreed that
‘target market fit’ was a factor, however gave no explanation.
Although the destination marketing organisations destination brand caused some conflict
between the operators and the destination marketing organisation, experts F and G both
commented that the destination brand also attracted operators to participate in the
destination marketing system, because they wished to leverage the brand resource. Other
comments were made suggesting that this conflict could be overcome. Expert F, for
instance, deliberately did not brand the destination marketing system, while expert K
advocated the destination marketing organisation using the destination marketing system
to target a range of different markets.
4.3.3.8 Summary of Destination Marketing Organisation Related Factors
‘Destination Marketing Organisation Relationship Factors’ consisted of seven factors that
depicted issues to do with the relationship between the tourism operators and the
destination marketing organisation. Factors raised were: ‘Operators Dependence on the
DMO’s Marketing’, ‘Operators having Trust in the DMO’, ‘Communication Between the
Operators and the DMO’, ‘Target Market Fit’, ‘Operators Not Understanding the Roles
of the DMO in the Destination’, and ‘Operators having an Existing Relationship with the
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DMO’. Two factors that had the most agreement in this grouping were ‘Operators having
Trust in the DMO’ and ‘Communication Between the Operators and the DMO’ (with 11
and 10 experts agreeing on relevance respectively). These factors also seemed to be
interrelated, with operators developing trust in the destination marketing organisation
from personal interactions. Existing relationships between the destination marketing
organisation and operators was also a factor, while trusting relationships between the
destination marketing organisation and operators built from personal communications,
and over time emerged as the ideal relationship for having high participation in the
destination marketing system.
Dependency on marketing resources and expertise of the destination marketing
organisation attracted tourism operators to engage in a relationship with the destination
marketing organisation, while conflict over the role of the destination marketing
organisation and the destination marketing organisations marketing strategies and brand
deterred operators from engaging in a relationship with the destination marketing
organisation. There was disagreement between experts over whether conflict due to the
destination marketing organisations marketing strategies and brand to influenced
destination marketing system participation.
4.3.4

Characteristics of Tourism Operators

A logical grouping of factors that influenced tourism operators’ participation in a
destination marketing system that emerged was ‘Characteristics of Tourism Operators’.
This group encompassed aspects of the nature tourism operators that influenced the
likelihood of the operators participating in a destination marketing system. Table 4-7
details expert agreement and disagreement with the factors that emerged.
Factors such as ‘Tourism Operator Sector’, ‘Regional Operators Less Likely Participants’,
‘Business Size’, ‘Operators using Word-of-Mouth to Evaluate’ emerged as strong as
factors influencing participation in a destination marketing system. The findings suggested
that large accommodation providers in a metropolitan region, that had good social
networks with other tourism operators, would be the most likely type of operator to
participate in a destination marketing system. Other factors that emerged were ‘Shortterm Mindset of Operators’, ‘Shortage of Time’, ‘Operators Not Identifying Themselves
as Tourism Businesses’, ‘Operators having Lifestyle Motivations’, and ‘High-turn over of
Tourism Operators’.
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4.3.4.1 Tourism Operator Sector
Tourism operators within different sectors tended to participate in destination marketing
systems at different levels. Twelve experts agreed that accommodation operators
participated in destination marketing systems the most. Tour operators and car hire
businesses were also thought to have a high uptake after accommodation; while
restaurants and retail businesses participated the least.
The reason for high participation by accommodation operators was associated to product
type and consumer behaviour. It was thought that consumers were more likely to
purchase products online that had a more commoditized nature, such as accommodation,
because these had less purchase risk for the consumer. If the consumers were likely to
use the internet as a medium for making these purchases, there was more benefit for
these operators to participate in a destination marketing system. There was less benefit for
operators whose customer base did little internet booking - such as restaurants whose
customer base did little planning ahead, or for tour operators who had complex products
to sell. Benefits of the destination marketing system also depended on the internet use by
the operators target market demographics, with those targeting the lower-end consumers
perceiving the destination marketing system as having little benefit for them.
4.3.4.2 Regional Operators Less Likely Participants
Ten experts agreed that regional businesses were thought less likely to participate in a
destination marketing system. There was a perception that regional operators generally
had more issues with technology. Operators in regional areas had less exposure to
technology and information about destination marketing system opportunities, while they
sometimes suffered from inadequate infrastructure. This meant that a culture of IT use
was not developed. Tourism operators in the regional areas also tended to perceive that
internet marketing had fewer benefits for them because they sold a less commoditized
product. In addition they were also cautious of participating in a destination marketing
system unless they could see tangible benefits.
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Tourism operator characteristics

Interviewees

Synopsis

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Regional operators less likely participants

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Operators using word-of-mouth to evaluate

Y

Tourism sector

Business size

Y

Y
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N – No, disagreement

12

0

Y

Y

10

0

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

10

1

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

N

9

3

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

8

0

Y

Y

Y

Y

8

0

Y

Y

Y

6

1

Y

Y

Y

Y

5

0

Y

Y

Y

Y

4

2

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
N

Table 4-7: Agreement and disagreement on tourism operator characteristics

Y – Yes, agreement

Y

Y

Y

Key:

No’s

Y

Shortage of time

High turnover of tourism operators

Yes’s

Y

Y

UJ

M

Y

Short-term mindset of operators

Operators not identifying themselves as tourism
business
Operators having lifestyle motivations

Y

L

N

Y

N

Regional operators were also more likely to be small businesses, and were perceived to be
less interested in marketing activities. In regional areas lifestyle motivations were more
common, while tourism was only a secondary source of income for some businesses. For
example, some regional tourism operators also operated as a farm. This had the effect of
operators being less interested in engaging in marketing activities, such as a destination
marketing system.
4.3.4.3 Operators using Word-of-Mouth to Evaluate
Operators were thought to gather information using word-of-mouth to find out “what

works”. Ten experts agreed that word-of-mouth was the most prevalent information
source for operators when they evaluated marketing activities, including a destination
marketing system. One expert disagreed, suggesting instead that in their region the
operators used a local tourism officer, who was considering the most credible source of
information.
Word-of-mouth was considered a very strong form of advertising, distributing information
about the destination marketing system, because it affected operators’ perception of
credibility of the destination marketing organisation operating the destination marketing
system, and the quality of the destination marketing system website. Information was also
passed from previous owners to new owners during the transition stages when businesses
changed ownership. Expert K considered the use of word-of-mouth had a negative affect
on regional and small businesses, because distance and time restrictions impacted
negatively on their ability to attend network functions, and thus received less information
to evaluate a destination marketing system. Other experts commented that the word-ofmouth mechanism was useful in promoting awareness of the destination marketing system
after promotional activities had stopped, particularly if the destination marketing system
was beneficial to the operators. In the case where this was a positive experience, this
would further entice more operators to participate in the destination marketing system.
4.3.4.4 Business Size
Nine experts agreed that business size was a factor affecting participation in a destination
marketing system. It was generally thought that small businesses were less likely to
participate, due to less knowledge of internet marketing, a greater lack of time and funds,
and a greater inclination toward lifestyle motivations. However, three experts disagreed
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that business size was a factor affecting participation in a destination marketing system, as
they had observed similar patterns of participation regardless of size.
Some experts considered that small businesses had less knowledge of internet marketing,
and this meant they had a lower perception of the effectiveness of internet marketing and
destination marketing system participation. However, some experts found this meant
operators’ were more likely to participate, particularly if they had enough knowledge to
recognise the potential possible from leveraging the resources of the destination
marketing organisation in participating the destination marketing system. Small businesses
were also thought more likely to have lifestyle motivations, resulting in them being less
likely to want to participate in marketing activities.
A lack of time and funds were factors that resulted in small businesses being less likely to
participate in a destination marketing system. The lack of funds meant that small
businesses had an inability to hire people with technology expertise, as well as being more
sensitive to the price of the destination marketing system membership. It also meant they
had less resources to trial and evaluate different marketing activities, and so marketing
activities had to provide immediate benefits, rather than in the long-term. A shortage of
time meant that long and complicated sign-up forms and processes had a greater negative
impact on the operators’ likelihood of participating in the destination marketing system.
In contrast larger businesses were more likely to have specialised staff to deal with such
procedures.
Experts H, I and M disagreed that business size was a factor affecting participation in a
destination marketing system. Experts H and I both observed similar uptake rates
between large and small businesses. Expert M commented that some small businesses
realised that they needed to engage in more marketing efforts to be successful, so were
more enthusiastic that larger operators. However, expert M did agree that small operators
had funding restrictions, which resulted in them being less likely to participate.
4.3.4.5 Short-Term Mindset of Operators
Eight experts agreed that the short-term mindset of the tourism operators had an
influence on participation in a destination marketing system. Operators were thought to
consider and evaluate marketing activities only in the short-term, and not consider longterm benefits of marketing activities. Experts indicated that by short-term they meant
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around 12 to 18 months, while long-term consideration was thought to be up to five years
ahead.
This impacted on participation in a destination marketing system, as operators’ trialled
marketing activities for one year only. Unless benefits were noticeably evident from that
marketing activity within one year, the operators no longer participated in that marketing
activity, and tried alternatives. Consideration was not normally given to the potentially
long-lead times or leisure travellers, or to the possibilities of generating demand in the
long term. Three of the eight experts indicated that this was mainly a problem for the
small businesses.
4.3.4.6 Shortage of Time
‘Short of Time’ emerged as a factor influencing participation in a destination marketing
system, with eight experts agreeing that it was an influence. Comments indicated that it
was mainly small businesses that experienced a ‘Shortage of Time’ which influenced their
decision to participate in a destination marketing system, with only a limited number of
staff that were busy with operational concerns. The findings suggested that when operators
were time poor and were faced with long and complicated destination marketing system
sign-up forms, this impeded operators’ to participation.
Expert J found that even with the price barrier removed, some operators did still not
participate due to being too time poor. Expert K commented that the shortage of time
impacted on the general technology use of operators, as they had less time to keep up-todate with technology developments or spend time engaging with new technologies.
4.3.4.7 Operators Not Identifying Themselves as Tourism Business
It was thought by some experts that some operators did not consider themselves as being
in the business of tourism. If the operator did not recognise the importance of tourism to
their business, they did not recognise the need to engage with the destination marketing
organisation, or to engage in tourism marketing, such as the destination marketing system.
Six experts agreed that this was a factor, with one disagreeing that it was a factor.
The problem of ‘Operators Not Identifying Themselves as Tourism Business’ was not
evident for the mainstream tourism operators such as accommodation providers and tour
operators, rather for businesses such as restaurants, retail outlets and secondary services
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such as petrol stations. The experts agreed that these businesses did not recognise the
importance of tourism consumers as a source of income to their business. Destination
marketing organisations aimed to attract these types of businesses to participate in the
destination marketing system, because it provided an image of the destination as more
balanced and able to meet the needs of the consumers. This is where expert H differed;
preferring only mainstream tourism businesses participate in the destination marketing
system, and therefore disagreeing that ‘operators not identifying themselves as tourism
business’ was a relevant factor.
4.3.4.8 Operators having Lifestyle Motivations
‘Operators having Lifestyle Motivations’ emerged, with five experts agreeing that this
factor influenced tourism operators’ participation in a destination marketing system.
Experts commented that operators often had motivations other than business expansion,
in particular expressed strong lifestyle motivations rather than commerce-oriented
motivations. If the operators did not want to get more customers and grow their business,
they were reluctant to engage in any form of marketing, and were less likely to participate
in marketing activities such as a destination marketing system.
Some operators engaged in tourism businesses for lifestyle motivation rather than for
entrepreneurial aspirations. The people owning or managing these operations desired a
holiday or semi-retirement lifestyles, which in turn motivated them to enter into tourism
businesses in regional areas. Family businesses were also reluctant to grow, perhaps
because they did not want to have to expand beyond the capacity of the family unit. There
were also farmers who enter into tourism businesses as a secondary source of income and
had little dependency on the tourism income, and were also time poor because of
competing demands on their time from farm operations. In some cases, it was believed
that a tourism business may even be used as a “tax write-off” by the owner, and so
business success was not necessarily sought.
4.3.4.9 High Turn-Over of Tourism Operators
‘High Turn-Over of Tourism Operators’ was raised as a factor influencing tourism
operators’ participation in a destination marketing system. Four experts agreed that this
was a factor, while two disagreed. It was thought by those that agreed that the tourism
industry had a very high owner/manager turn-over rate and that when tourism businesses
changed ownership or management, the education and training that the destination
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marketing organisation had invested in the previous ownership and management was lost.
Some experts considered that operators within their destination changed ownership as
often as every 12 months.
Time and resources that the destination marketing organisation had invested in the
education and training was important for destination marketing system participation, as
this raised the operators’ awareness of the destination marketing system, and educated the
operators about the value of the destination marketing system and internet marketing.
When this was lost, either the destination marketing organisation had to invest more time
and resources, or the operators’ were left with little awareness of the destination
marketing system and knowledge of the value of the destination marketing system and
internet marketing – which meant they were less likely to participate in the destination
marketing system. Also, in their last six months of operations, operators were reluctant to
engage in any marketing activities, because they would not be there to reap the rewards.
This factor may have varied in importance depending on the destination, with expert M
commenting that most operators in their destination had very low turn-over. Moreover,
some other experts comments disagreeing that high-turnover was a problem, including
expert F who commented that existing owners and managers passed on their knowledge
of marketing to new owners and managers. Expert L also mentioned that sometimes new
owners and managers were more open to suggestions from the destination marketing
organisation about how to do their marketing, which resulted in them being more likely to
participate in a destination marketing system.
4.3.4.10 Summary of Characteristics of Tourism Operators
The ‘Characteristics of Tourism Operators’ group consisted of various factors relating to
the demographics and common behaviours’ of the tourism operators. Factors raised
were: ‘Tourism Operator Sector’, ‘Regional Operators Less Likely Participants’,
‘Business Size’, ‘Short-term Mindset of Operators’, ‘Operators using Word-of-Mouth to
Evaluate’, ‘Operators Not Identifying Themselves as Tourism Businesses’, ‘HighTurnover of Tourism Operators’, ‘Shortage of Time’ and ‘Operators having Lifestyle
Motivations’.
The findings suggest that the characteristics of an operator most likely to participate in a
destination marketing system are: a large accommodation provider, located in a
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metropolitan area, which has long-term commitment to the business, and long term
planning in place for their marketing. This operator also has dedicated marketing staff,
and interacts with other operators to receive information using word-of-mouth. They do
not experience time poverty and their primary entrepreneurial motive is profit making.
These firms are more likely to recognise the importance of marketing activities, with their
main focus on growing their business. On the other hand, the characteristics of an
operator least likely to participate in a destination marketing system are: a small restaurant
located in a regional area, which has little contact with other operators, and therefore does
not receive information via word-of-mouth. This operator is time poor, and do not wish
to expand their business, perhaps because they are motivated by lifestyle goals. These
businesses may experience high owner or manager turn-over rates, and do not have any
long-term marketing plans.

4.4 Prominent Factors from Expert Interviews
In consideration of factors that emerged from the expert interviews, more emphasis can
be given to those factors that many of experts agreed on as factors. In Table 4-8:
Prominent factors emerging from the expert interviews, the factors for which at least 9 of
the 13 experts raised or agreed on are presented. This reduces the number of factors
from 31 to 14. While this dramatically reduces the number of factors, factors still remain
in each of the four categories in which factors were originally grouped. The major
difference is in the two categories of ‘DMS Related Factors’, which was reduced by five
factors, and ‘Characteristics of Tourism Operators’, which was reduced by six factors.
Regardless of the reduction of factors, major concern remains in the area of information
technology factors, with four prominent factors remaining. These were ‘Skill in using IT’
(12 experts agreed), ‘Understanding of Internet Marketing’ (10 experts agreed), ‘Culture
of IT Use’ (10 experts agreed, 1 disagreed) and ‘Individual Preference for IT use’ (9
experts agreed). Notably, while many of the experts agreed on these factors, only ‘Culture
of IT Use’ had one expert disagree with the relevance of the factor to destination
marketing system participation. The number of ‘Destination Marketing System Related
Factors’ was reduced from eight to three; however still reflect operators concerns for
effectiveness of the destination marketing system. Prominent factors were ‘Price of DMS
Membership’ (11 experts agreed), ‘Effectiveness of the DMS’ (11 experts agreed, 1
disagreed), ‘Ability to Monitor the Effectiveness of the DMS’ (10 experts agreed).
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Factors
A

B

Y

Y

C

D

E

Interviewees
F
G
H

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Synopsis
Yes’s No’s

I

J

K

L

M

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
N
Y

12
10
10
9

0
0
1
0

Information Technology Factors
Skill in Using IT
Understanding of Internet Marketing
Culture of IT Use
Individual Preference for IT Use

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
N
Y

11
11
10

0
1
0

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
N

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
UJ
Y
Y

Y
Y
N
Y

11
10
9
9

0
0
1
1

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
N

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

12
10
10

0
0
1

DMS Related Factors
Price of DMS Membership
Effectiveness of the DMS
Ability to Monitor the Effectiveness of the DMS

Y
Y
Y

DMO relationship factors
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Operators having Trust in the DMO
Communication Between Operators and the DMO
Operators Dependence on the DMOs Marketing
Credibility of the DMO

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Tourism operator characteristics
Tourism Sector
Regional Operators Less Likely Participants
Operators using Word-of-Mouth to Evaluate

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Table 4-8: Prominent factors emerging from the expert interviews

Key:
Y – Yes, agreement
N – No, disagreement

Y
Y

Y

4.5 Emergent Themes from Expert Interviews
This section reports on the analysis of the prominent factors presented in table 4-8, to
find emergent themes. Themes were idenfied by identifying common threads between
the prominent factors, regardless of which of the previous groupings they were part of.
This was a data reduction technique to move to further levels of abstraction (Miles &
Huberman, 1994) by reducing 15 factors down to 3 themes. Three themes were
identified: ‘Effectiveness of the DMS’, ‘Barriers to DMS Participation’, and ‘Tourism
Operator-DMO Relationship’. The association of prominent factors to these themes, and
potential links to literature and key authors is identified in table 4-9. Below an explanation
of how the factors fit into the theme is given.
4.5.1

Theme 1: Effectiveness of the Destination Marketing System

Many of the prominent factors can be thought to be concerned with the effectiveness of
the destination marketing system. Experts thought that many operators considered them
not very effective in driving their business. Surrounding this were factors such as ‘Price of
DMS Membership’, which operators considered in relation to the business they could
gain from participating. They considered the credibility of the destination marketing
organisation in delivering internet marketing, while sought the ability to monitor the
effectiveness of the destination marketing system. Mechanisms for monitoring the
effectiveness of the destination marketing system arose as factors, with communication
between operators and the destination marketing organisation, and operators using wordof-mouth to evaluate the destination marketing system.
The tourism sector of which the operator was part also influenced their perception of the
effectiveness of the destination marketing system. Operators considered the use of
different mediums by their target market consumers, and for this reason some sectors had
higher perceptions of the effectiveness of destination marketing systems and the internet
than others. For example, accommodation providers perceived the destination marketing
system and the internet as very effective for their business, while operators in the
restaurant sector did not.
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Theme
Effectiveness
Destination
System

Barriers to
Marketing
Participation

Prominent Factors Associated
of
the - Effectiveness of the DMS
Marketing - Price of DMS Membership

Relevant Literature
Key References
2.3.3 Destination Marketing System Morrison, 2001; Morrison & King,
Participation by Tourism Operators 2002; Tourism Training Victoria,
2002;
- Ability to Monitor the Effectiveness of the 2.5.3 Agency Theory
Bergen, Dutta & Walker Jr, 1992;
DMS
Eissenhardt,
1989a;
Spake,
- Credibility of the DMO
D’Souza, Crutchfield, Morgan, 1999
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- Operators using Word-of-Mouth to evaluate
- Tourism Sector
Destination - Skill in Using IT
System - Understanding of Internet Marketing
- Culture of IT Use
- Individual Preference for IT Use

2.2.1 Definition and Characteristics
of the Tourism Industry
2.4.2.1 Small Business Adoption of
Technology

Storey, 1994; Dewhurst & Horobin,
1998; Morrison, 1996, 2001
Cragg & King, 1993; Thong, 1999;
Mirchandani & Motwani, 2001
Buhalis (Buhalis, 1999; Buhalis,
2.4.2.2 Small Business Adoption in Keeling, Lacorte, & Reynolds, 1997;
the Tourism Industry
Buhalis & Main, 1998)
Chambers & Parker (2000)

- Price of DMS Membership

2.3.3 Destination Marketing System Morrison, 2001; Morrison & King,
Participation by Tourism Operators 2002; Tourism Training Victoria,
2002;
- Regional Operators Less Likely Participants 2.2.1 Definition and Characteristics Storey, 1994; Dewhurst & Horobin,
of the Tourism Industry
1998; Morrison, 1996, 2001
Tourism
Operator- - Operators having Trust in the DMO
2.5.4 Trust
Das & Teng,1998; Morgan & Hunt,
Destination
Marketing
1994
Organisation Relationship - Operators Dependence on the DMOs 2.5.2 Dependency
Rutashobya & Jaensson, 2001;
Marketing
Coughlan, Anderson, Stern & ElAnsary, 2001

Table 4-9: Association of Prominent Factors to Theme, links to Literature and Key Authors

4.5.2

Theme 2: Barriers to Destination Marketing System Participation

A second theme identified from the expert interviews was that a number of factors acted
as barriers to the operators participating in the destination marketing system. These were
concentrated in the information technology factors, with ‘Skill in Using IT’,
‘Understanding of Internet Marketing’, ‘Culture of IT Use’, and ‘Individual Preferences
for IT Use’ all prominent factors. These were factors relevant to the decision maker
within the tourism operator organisation that if low would inhibit the ease with which the
destination marketing system could be participated in. ‘Understanding of Internet
Marketing’ was the exception to this, and took a role in the decision maker’s information
about the need that their business had for destination marketing system participation, and
perception of the effectiveness of internet marketing and the destination marketing
system. Also, as mentioned in the analysis of prominent factors, price of destination
marketing system membership also presents a barrier.
The factor ‘Regional Operators Less Likely Participants’ was also relevant to this theme.
Regional operators faced more barriers to any information technology adoption or
participation, such as lack of information technology infrastructure, or ability to engage in
word-of-mouth evaluations of a destination marketing system. They also had less of an
information technology culture, and as a result of these factors, were more likely to have
less information technology skills. They were also more likely to have lifestyle
motivations, and therefore had less desire for marketing, thus less dependency on the
destination marketing organisations marketing and less likelihood of participating in a
destination marketing system.
4.5.3

Theme 3: Tourism Operator-Destination Marketing Organisation Relationship

Expert opinion indicated that the operators trust in the destination marketing
organisation, and the operators dependence on the destination marketing organisations
marketing both playing a role in the operators participation in a destination marketing
system. If operators did not perceive that they needed to engage with the destination
marketing organisation to maintain their business (that is, they were not dependent), then
they did not engage, and hence did not participate in the destination marketing system.
Tourism operators’ consideration that the desination marketing organisation was credible
was also important. Related factors to this (though not prominent factors in the expert
interviews), were the lifestyle motivations of operators, which detracted from the need for
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the operator to do any marketing; also the target market fit, which indicated the relevance
of the destination marketing organisations marketing to the individual operator.
The operators having trust in the destination marketing organisation was also a factor,
with trust between the operator and destination marketing organisation playing a role in
the operators’ willingness to engage with the destination marketing organisation. With the
operator passing marketing tasks to the destination marketing organisation, trust was
important in that they could assume the destination marketing organisation would not act
opportunistically. A lack of trust would mean the operator would not engage with the
destination marketing organisation, and thus would not be able to participate in the
destination marketing system. Related to the trust factor, though not prominent factors in
the expert interviews, was the personal communications between the destination
marketing organisation and tourism operators; and the destination marketing organisation
having an existing relationship with the destination marketing organisation. Both of these
factors worked to develop trust in the relationship.

4.6 Conclusion of Chapter Four
This research sought to investigate how inter-organisational relationship factors influence
tourism operators’ participation in destination marketing systems. This chapter reported
on the factors that influence tourism operators’ participation in destination marketing
systems as perceived by experts. Thirteen expert interviews were conducted, analysing the
statements from 15 informed people from within industry representation bodies and
different levels of destination marketing organisations within Australia. The results of
these interviews produced a total of 31 factors, which were clustered into four groups: (1)
Technology related factors (2) DMS related factors (3) DMO relationship factors and (4)
Characteristics of tourism operators.
The findings suggest that information technology factors influenced operators’
participation in a destination marketing system, even though a destination marketing
system did not necessarily required technology activities to be carried out by the operators
themselves. In additional to these factors, a number of factors emerged that related to the
operators’ interactions with the destination marketing system, and their relationships with
the destination marketing organisations that operate the destination marketing system.
Moreover the findings suggest that particular characteristics of tourism operators’ made
them more or less likely to participate in a destination marketing system.
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This chapter has presented the results from the expert interviews. Chapter five will now
present results of the 15 case studies that were carried out, and then chapter six will
discuss the results of both these chapters in relation the research issues and previous
research.
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Chapter 5:

Case Study Results

5.1 Introduction
This chapter details the results of the multiple case studies, examining factors that
influence tourism operators’ participation in destination marketing systems. It begins
discussing the destination context, creating a portrait of the context in which tourism
operators’ make participation decisions. The particular focus of this section is destination
and internet marketing agents. The next section gives an account for each case, including
the background of the organisation, information technology use and the major factors that
influence the operators’ participation in destination marketing systems.
A cross-case analysis is then given which examines similarities and differences across cases
and identifies the various factors that emerged from the case study data. The emerging
categories of factors have been grouped into the four groups of: (1) ‘Information
Technology (IT) Factors’, (2) ‘Destination Marketing System (DMS) Specific Factors’, (3)
‘Destination Marketing Organisation (DMO) Factors’, and (4) ‘Other Factors’. Following
this, the major factors that influence tourism operator participation in destination
marketing systems are highlighted, reducing the number of factors from 17 to 14. This is
then followed by an examination of two major themes of the tourism operatorsdestination marketing organisation relationship and effectiveness of the destination
marketing system that emerged from the case study data.

5.2 The Destination Context
Qualitative explanations are sensitive to context (Neuman, 2000), and for this reason it is
necessary to discuss the environment in which the case studies took place. As mentioned
above, the case studies were all drawn from a single tourism destination region in
Australia. Since only one official or government funded destination marketing
organisation exists for any region, details are given describing features of the destination,
though the name of the destination is not disclosed due to protect anonymity and
confidentiality of participants and the destination marketing organisation to which they
refer. Information is presented about the destination context in which the tourism
operators conducted their business, which was gathered from industry reports, websites,
and interviews with managers at two local tourism organisations within the tourism
destination region. Reports were gathered from the national and state tourism
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organisations, whom regular conduct industry research about their destinations.
Information from documents is not referenced, as this would indicate the destination
region.
5.2.1

The Destination Region

Australia has a national destination marketing organisation that is responsible for enticing
international visitation of Australia. Within Australia’s six states and two territories is a
destination marketing organisation to entice visitation into that state or territory by
interstate and international visitors. Each state or territory is further divided into a number
of official tourism regions, defined by the political coverage of a regional tourism
organisation/association6. These organisations are responsible for marketing and
development of that region, including domestic travel between regions.
The destination region selected for this research was in the state of Queensland. This
state has 14 defined tourism regions (five developed and nine emerging). In 2007, visitor
numbers to the state included 17.8 million domestic overnight visitors and 2.2 million
international visitors. Total visitor expenditure was at $18.7 billion, contributing 8.4
billion to the states economy and employed 7.3% of all persons employed in the state.
19% of international visitors to the region were from New Zealand, 17% from Japan, 13%
from the United Kingdom, 8% from the United States of America, and 7% from China
(Tourism Queensland, 2007).
The regional tourism organisation for the selected region had key responsibilities to:
“market and promote the region domestically and internationally; to provide

representation for the tourism industry and to provide leadership on key tourism
issues” [source protected].
Their function also includes regional development, and coordinating industry, local
government and community destination marketing activities. For the specific region,
tourism was a significant contributor to the economy. In 2003 it was one of five tourism
destinations in the top 10 regions visited in Australia. Visitors to the region are
predominantly from intrastate, while also attracting international visitors. The region was
visited by 16% of domestic travellers to Queensland, and 11% of all international visitors
to Queensland. For visitors overall, 93% were domestic and 7% international. Of the
6

Some states and territories have regional tourism associations rather than regional tourism organisations.

Queensland has regional tourism organisations.
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domestic visitors, 66% were from Queensland, and 27% from interstate. Domestic visitors
tended to be particularly from nearby regions, as well as the metropolitan centres of
Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane. Of international visitors, 56% were from New Zealand
and the United Kingdom. The next most significant markets were Europe, Germany and
the United States. Future projections for the regions visitors were that domestic visitation
would be maintained, while the number of international visitors would grow.
Tourism attractions were both natural and artificial (man-made); while travel
infrastructure was in place for both day and overnight trips to the region. Within the
region there were two distinct marketing regions – coastal and non-coastal. The regional
tourism organisation used different brands to represent these areas. The coastal region
primarily targeted ‘couples and preschool households’ from the Sydney and Melbourne
markets; while the non-coastal targeted Brisbane, ‘short-break, drive, families and couples
35+ years’.
Each tourism region is normally made up of multiple local government areas, and this
particular destination was comprised of four local government areas. These four areas
were comprised of both rural settlements and urban areas, and thus provided the
opportunity to select cases from both rural and urban locations. These four local areas
encompassed sixteen different statistical local areas; and had five different local tourism
organisations. The function of the local tourism organisations was to enhance visitor
experiences, conducting marketing activities and liaising with community, local
government and the regional tourism organisation.
5.2.2

Destination Marketing Systems in the Region

Analysis of industry reports ascertained that the internet was a prominent information
source for international tourists going to this region, with over one third of international
visitors to the region used the internet to obtain information about their holiday. Though
it was not discussed why, this was more prominent for visitors from Canada and Thailand.
There was no information available about domestic visitors’ use of the internet for finding
information about this region.
Destination marketing systems that presented a destination website were documented
using a popular internet search engine. The name of the region was searched for using the
word “tourism”, and the first 40 websites found were examined to see if they were
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conducting destination marketing. This procedure was repeated for a search of the local
government area names, and the names of the larger towns within the region. The
template for this procedure can be found in appendix D.
At the national level, a major actor in the provision of destination marketing systems was
the Australian Tourism Data Warehouse (ATDW). The ATDW integrated the product
databases of state, territory and national destination marketing organisations, which
allowed the tourism operators to complete participation processes only once.
Participation meant that the tourism operator was then represented on the national
destination marketing system website, and the state or territory destination marketing
system website. The ATDW content was also distributed to commercial websites, of both
product and destination (at the national level) focus. Some regional and local destination
marketing systems also presented content from the ATDW. For the destination region
examined in this research, the regional destination marketing system did not present
content from the ATDW.
At the regional level, six destination marketing system websites were found, one of which
was the destination marketing system website for the official regional tourism organisation
for the destination region. The other five were commercial operated destination
marketing systems. A destination marketing system website also existed for each of the
five local tourism organisations. One of the more popular tourism local areas had six
destination marketing system websites in additional to the official local tourism
organisations. Another had one, and another had two sites in addition to the official local
tourism organisations. Eight other townships were found to have destination focussed
websites, and in some cases had multiple commercial sites in operation. This is shown
diagrammatically in figure 5-1:
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ATDW /own sites

National

State
- Official site
- 5 commercial sites
Operators’
Options

5
local
tourism
organisation sites
.. 1 with 5 additional sites
.. 1 with 2 additional sites
.. 1 with 1 additional site

Region

Local

- 8 other townships with
destination sites
.. 2 with 2 sites

Figure 5-1: Options available for Tourism Operator Participation
Thus to summarise the destination context as relevant to ‘participation in a destination
marketing system by tourism operators’, operators within the destination region were
faced with various organisations with which to cooperate with, including one official
regional tourism organisations, and five local tourism organisations which all carried out
marketing activities. In choices of destination marketing system to participate in, operators
could choose from the ATDW, their official regional destination marketing system, five
non-official regional destination marketing system, their official local destination
marketing system, and possibly other commercial destination marketing system websites
for their local area. If they were situated within the popular tourism local area, they also
had an additional six local destination marketing system they could participate in. This
presents an environment for tourism operators where there were many different
destination marketing systems they could participate in, and thus there was very little
dependency on any particular destination marketing system.
In the situation of the region and the popular local area, the tourism destination branding
mostly centred on the name of the place, which resulted in the official destination
marketing organisations not being able to have exclusivity over the brand/place name.
This resulted in commercial operations being able to conduct destination marketing in
competition, using the same name. Both the regional brand and popular local area were
well established names at national and international markets, while the other local areas
however only had representation from the local tourism association.
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An interesting point emerged that the regional tourism organisation had two separate
brands, one focussing on non-coastal and one focussing coastal attractions. This may have
been an attempt to mitigate any conflict due to target market fit between the destination
brand and different operators, so as to encourage tourism operators to participate with
their organisation. Interestingly though, only a single destination brand was presented on
the official regions destination marketing system website. It could therefore be anticipated
that target market fit could be an issue for some operators in the region.

5.3 Individual Case Analysis
This section presents analysis of each individual case study. Each case utilises data mainly
from interviews, but also from online documentation of the businesses online marketing,
destination marketing system and website participation. Only a brief account is given of
each individual case, with the major focus of analysis on cross-case analysis. Individual
case descriptions are restricted to “less than about half a page per case” (Perry, 2001) pp.
316, but allow the reader to see how the various factors applied in each individual case.
Table 5-1 introduces and reports on the demographics of the case study organisations.
Some information is withheld to protect the anonymity of the participating organisations.
This table outlines the various combinations of destination marketing system
participation, which was established by observation using popular search engine websites
and regional destination marketing organisation brochures. A range of different industry
sectors are represented, while the organisations are located in urban and rural locations.
Note the deviation of case study X, which was a medium sized organisation rather than
small.
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Case

Industry Sector

Location

Employees

Local DMS

Regional DMS

A
B

Urban
Urban

12
5 Full-time
2 Part-time
4 (Family)
2 Full-time

Y
N

N
N

Y
N

N
N

N
N

E
F
G

Accommodation
Accommodation
+ Tour Operator
Accommodation
Accommodation
+ Tour Operator
Accommodation
Accommodation
Accommodation

State & National
DMS
N
N

Urban
Urban
Rural

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
N

N
N
Y

H
I

Activity/Retail
Tour Operator

Rural
Rural

Y
Y

Y
Y

N
Y

J

Accommodation

Rural

Y

N

Y

K

Tour Operator

Regional/Urban

Y

Y

Y

L

Attraction

Regional

Y

Y

N

M

Attraction

Rural

Y

N

N

N

Attraction,
Retailer & Event

Rural

Y

Y

N

X

Activity

Regional

Y

N

Y

C
D

Urban
Urban
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Table 5-1: Demographics of the Case Studies

1 Owner/manager
2 Owner/managers
1 Full-time
10 Casual
2 Owners
2 Owners
1 Owner
2 Family part-time
1 Owner)
5 Part-time
2 Partners
1 casual
1 Owner/manager
13 Employees
1 Owner/manager
2 Full-time trainees
1 part-time trainee
2 husband and wife
owners
1 Casual
45

5.3.1

Case A

Case A was an operator in the accommodation sector that targeted the budget and
backpacker market. The firm was owned and managed by a husband and wife
partnership for the past eight years and on average employed 12 people. They used a
computer for everyday operations of the business, and had their own website, participated
in the local tourism organisations website, a franchise website, and another website which
was operated by the industry organisation. In particular they focussed on their target
market demographics, rather than the destination. They did participate in a local
destination marketing system, but not in the regional or state/national tourism
organisations destination marketing systems.
Destination marketing system participation was viewed as part of internet marketing in
general, which had been perceived from past experience as not very effective. It was this
perceived lack of effectiveness of internet marketing in general that deterred them for
doing more internet marketing and participating in more than just their local destination
marketing system:

“…if we felt it was more worthwhile, and it was effective, maybe we would have
taken some more interest, but it just hasn’t been effective”
Associated with the lack of effectiveness of internet marketing was the operator’s target
market demographic, who were perceived to use other channels such as word-of-mouth
and hard copy travel literature. Lack of participation in destination marketing systems was
due to a lack of target market fit of the regional and state/national destination marketing
systems, with destination brands not addressing their target market’s demographic. This
target market conflict also existed with the local destination marketing system; however
the owners considered the regional destination brand had a strong recognition and was
marketed well. To quote:
“The local tourism body hadn’t particularly focussed on our end of the market, so

it wasn’t really the upmost thing, we really went into X [the local DMS] just
because of the recognition that Y [the local region] has as a destination.”
Therefore, they wanted to take advantage of this branding, and participated in the local
destination marketing system. They also worked to influence the local destination
marketing organisation to incorporate marketing for their demographic more.
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5.3.2

Case B

Case B was in the accommodation sector and targeted the budget and backpacker
market, while also operating a tour service. For this case the general manager was the key
informant. This firm had been established for 18 years, and employed five full-time staff,
and two part-time staff. A computer was used for operations such as recording
reservations, and the firm had their own website which promoted both the
accommodation and tour services. Their website was linked to a number of other tourism
operators in the same locality that provided activities suitable for their target market. Base
B did not participate in the local, regional or state/national tourism organisation, for
general marketing or destination marketing system participation.
Lack of target market fit was a major determinant of Case B’s lack of participation in
destination marketing systems. For any promotional activities, the firm only sought to
participate in marketing channels that their target market was perceived to use. The target
market was international backpackers, and it was perceived that this market mainly used
information from travel guide books, and once in Australia used the backpacker specific
publications and word-of-mouth:

“…they generally have certain channels of information, and a backpacker in
England or Europe somewhere is probably not going to look up Z [the destination
marketing organisation]… it just seems more targeted to the local tourists, and the

hotels and the resort and that kind of thing”
It was perceived that only a small portion of their target market used the internet to gather
information and make reservations. As a result they serviced the small market with their
own website and participation in a product-oriented website (as a member of an industry
membership association).
5.3.3

Case C

Case C was in the accommodation sector, an apartment hotel that targeted the family
tourism market, and had a large portion of return visitors each year. The firm was owned
by a proprietor board, for which a property manager was employed to manage the
property. The property manager and his family carried out the majority of work at the
property, with some tasks outsourced to external contractors. The key informant was the
property manager. Case C used computers for operations and also email, and had its own
website. As well as this they participated in many different tourism marketing websites,
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including their local tourism organisation’s website. The firm did not participate in the
regional or state/national destination marketing systems.
A major determinate of case C’s participation in destination marketing systems was the
manager’s personal interest in the internet, and a perception that internet marketing
generally worked well for their business. As an outcome of this interest, the manager
reviewed website marketing proposals, primarily considering effectiveness:

“everybody claims they can do it better than the next person. But until the thing is
up and running, and you’ve got some stats, how do you know that your going to
do it better?”
Periodically case C reviewed the various websites which they participated in, and used
target market fit as a key determinant of which websites to continue to participate in.
There was also some mistrust of website marketers, and the manager preferred to deal
face-to-face or with formal written communication. This was an issue in establishing trust
and credibility:

“I wont do any business over the telephone. Show me a face or show me
something on a letter head…”
Preference was also given to those paid for on a subscription basis rather than
commissions, because it was perceived that this cost would be less overall.
5.3.4

Case D

Case D was in the accommodation sector, while also having a tour operation. The target
market was the budget and backpacker market, focussing on consumers wanting
adventure experiences. Case D used a computer for business operations such as
reservations, email, and internet searching, while the business was part of a franchise. The
key informant was the owner/manager, who had recently taken over the business. In
marketing, the firm had their own website, participated in the franchise website, and also
participation in other websites that focussed on budget accommodation. They did not
participate in any of the local, regional, or state/national destination marketing systems.
The local destination marketing organisation was not considered to deliver any marketing
outcomes for the firm, so they did not desire to have any relationship with the destination
marketing organisation at all:
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“…because the bottom line is…what I’ve found from previous owners, it doesn’t
eventuate so well”
In considering electronic marketing, the target market fit was the first criteria used when
deciding on whether or not to participate, which was another reason that explained why
they did not participate in the local destination marketing system. As well as this, when
making decisions about participation in any website marketing, a judgement of the quality
of the destination marketing system website was made by the owner. The owner however
was sceptical of any destination marketing organisations ability to attract more consumers
to the destination by promoting the destination brand. For reservations that came through
the franchise and other websites in which the firm participated, commission were paid.
This was preferred as it meant there were only costs when the marketing was successful in
delivering a reservation.
5.3.5

Case E

Case E was in the accommodation sector and targeted backpacker and budget travellers.
The firm was owned and operated by a sole trader, who was the key informant. A
computer was used for business operations such as reservations, while the firm also had
their own website. Case E were members of their local tourism organisation and
participated in the local destination marketing system, but did not participate in the
regional, state/national destination marketing systems. As well as this, the owner had
trialled other local destination marketing systems in close vicinity to their organisation,
and participated in two non-government regional destination marketing systems.
Case E used a trial and error approach in selecting marketing activities, including
destination marketing system participation. Participation in the local destination
marketing system was part of the overall relationship with the local destination marketing
organisation, which was considered effective, based on monitoring the number of
reservations received from their referrals. In participating in any website marketing a
primary concern was the effectiveness of website in getting business:

“Well what makes a difference is who comes and stays, that’s what makes a
difference.”
Not a lot of information was provided by any agents they participated with on the
effectiveness of the marketing, so the organisation did its monitoring of email inquiries:
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“I don’t know how many hits the organisation receive regarding accommodation…
I always monitor our own when people make inquiries, so if someone emails…”
Having trialled using local destination marketing systems other than his local area, the
second criteria for evaluation was examining if the destination marketing system was for a
geographical area that was inclusive for his location; as it was found using destination
marketing system of even nearby local areas was not effective due to consumers being
focussed on information for a particular area.
5.3.6

Case F

Case F was an accommodation provider, offering self-contained apartments, and was
managed by a husband and wife partnership, with the husband the key informant for this
research. Case F used computers for business operations such as accounting and
reservations, as well as having their own website. The firm participated in various local
and regional destination marketing systems, both government and non-government. As
well as this Case F participated in various other tourism marketing websites.
For the local destination marketing organisation, participation in the destination
marketing system was part of an overall relationship, which allowed access to business
networking and visitor information centre representation. Reservations through the local
destination marketing organisation attracted a commission which was viewed as
undesirable, but traded off for the other benefits membership entailed; and maintained as
it generated many inquiries. In considering the regional destination marketing system,
they found the package attractive, with an annual fee charged but no commissions. In
general, a trial and error approach was taken when deciding on marketing activities,
including destination marketing system participation. Case F had their own website as a
basis of internet marketing, and then engaged in more marketing activities and advertising
during low occupancy periods. They were happy to be listed on various websites that had
no cost, but were attempting to reduce the number of websites they participated in that
took a commission from bookings. This was because high occupancy could be achieved
without having to pay commissions, and commission structures reduced overall profits.
5.3.7

Case G

Case G was an accommodation provider, offering a farm stay experience in a rural area.
The property was owned and managed by a husband and wife partnership, who had been
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at the property for 18 months, having taken over the business. The wife was the key
informant. In addition to the owner-managers, they had one permanent full-time
employee and 10 casual employees. Though not having a lot of information technology
skills or knowledge, the firm used a computer for everyday operations such as
reservations. They had their own website, though outsourced the maintenance due to not
having the information technology skills themselves. They participated in two local and
the state/national destination marketing system, but not in the regional destination
marketing system. Along with this their marketing utilised other travel websites as well as
international wholesalers; while also relying heavily on word-of-mouth advertising.
The main criterion used in decisions about destination marketing system participation
was credibility of the destination marketing organisation. The key informant had 7 years
experience in the travel industry, and used her knowledge of the industry to ascertain the
key destination marketing organisations that were legitimate and reliable. They were
approached on a regular basis by internet marketing companies wanting participation;
however few could establish their credibility both in standing in the marketing place, or in
behaving in a trustworthy manner:

“We get requests daily to go on people’s websites and we don’t know who they are
or what they are…Because we’ve been in the travel industry we know the names
that people use and we just don’t…you know you get requests from places all the
time, requests ‘come on to our webpage only $100 a year’ and stuff like that, well,
your not going to go on something you’ve never heard of…I’m not going to give
my money to someone I don’t know.”
The regional destination marketing system was not participated in because it was
considered an incapable organisation:

“No their branding is not really great. And the X [destination name] branding is
very weak too, like people overseas don’t even know the X [destination name]…”
The firm was unsatisfied with one of the local destination marketing systems they
participated in because of inappropriate target marketing fit:

“we work with them but their generally just Y [local tourism organisation name],
they don’t do a lot for the hinterland. They see themselves more as the beach
does more…”
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5.3.8

Case H

Case H was an art gallery that was owned and operated in a partnership arrangement, with
one partner being the key informant. The business had been established in its current
form for three years, being a merger of two galleries that had existed eight years prior to
that. At the time of the interview, the business had more sales from clients other than
tourism, however had focussed on the tourism market for different periods in the past.
Tourism marketing was still considered important to the business; however they also
considered themselves as a complimentary product to the accommodation and other
tourism products in the region. Information technology skill and knowledge in the
business was quite high, with the firm doing a lot of communications with clients using
email and their own website. As well as their own website, the firm participated in local
and regional destination marketing systems, though not the state/national destination
marketing system. They were also linked on some local accommodation providers’
websites. Credibility was an issue here, with prior experience played a role in informing
the operator:

“…like the regional tourist, or our local tourism authority. So that connects up to a
lot of the people that we do business with all the time, like our local B&Bs, and
other galleries and so on… its more just a case of, nup, just stick with what we
know”
Target market fit was a major issue for case H, mainly because their target market was
very niche. This resulted in them working with bed and breakfast operators in the area
who also sought a similar niche market, rather engaging more with the destination
marketing organisations and destination marketing systems. The firm was however
involved with the local and regional destination marketing organisations, considering that
by participating they could have opportunity to influence the destination organisation:

“if your not in it, you know, you cant complain about it afterwards”
With credibility of the destination marketing organisation was large factor in deciding
participation in a destination marketing system, and as a result the firm only participated
in destination marketing systems that were part of destination marketing organisations that
it was already involved in. They key informant had general scepticism of the motivations
of the various website marketing agents that approached them on a regular basis, and
considered them untrustworthy. Annual fees were paid for the destination marketing
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system participation they had, and considered that commission structures were not
workable with the retail nature of their business.
5.3.9

Case I

Case I was a tour operator, servicing the local and ecotourism markets. The firm was
operated by a sole proprietor, while on a casual basis they had two part-time family
employees. The sole proprietor was the key informant. The sole proprietor had very little
information technology skill or knowledge, though used the internet for information
gathering and other operations such as online banking. The business did have their own
website, which was developed by consultants due to the lack of information technology
skill internally. As well as this, the firm participated in the local, regional and
state/national destination marketing systems. Various other marketing mechanisms were
used as well, such as networking, email marketing, and marketing to local accommodation
providers.
The main motivation for participating in destination marketing systems was to be part of
the marketing for the geographical area. The firm was approached on a regular basis to go
on travel websites, but elected to only go on those operated by the official destination
marketing organisation because the credibility of these organisations was established
through their reputation:

“the only ones that I do know like the Queensland, the major ones, and they’ve
usually got the reputation, so…”
There was also consideration of the quality of the destination marketing system website,
however the manager/owner considered themselves to not know how to evaluate this
because of their lack of information technology skill and knowledge. Also due to the lack
of information technology and marketing knowledge, they did not monitor the
effectiveness of the destination marketing system websites. They were interested in being
able to do this, but due to the lack of knowledge, the credibility of the organisation took
more of a role:

“…the fact that I don’t monitor it, hoping on good faith that, yeah, that’s a good
one to go to”
A lack of availability of funds sometimes inhibited the firm’s ability to conduct marketing
activities, such as participating in a destination marketing system.
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5.3.10 Case J
Case J was an accommodation provider offering self-contained chalet accommodating in a
rural setting. The owner/manager was the key informant, while the firm employed five
part-time employees, mainly in maintenance and one office worker. The owner/manager
had a very good information technology skill level and knowledge, having used computers
for 15 years. The owner/manager was very proactive in internet marketing, while also had
a desire to help and engage cooperatively with other tourism operators. This led to him
operating his own product-oriented website for the local area, while also being a cofounder of a small tourism cooperative organisation. As well as the product-oriented
website, the accommodation business had its own website, participated in a website for
the tourism co-operative, a local destination marketing system, and the state/national
destination marketing system.
The main criteria when deciding on participation in a destination marketing system was
the effectiveness of the destination marketing system:

“The tourism industry runs off the web, a lot. You don’t need much motivation
once you understand what’s happening.”
The owner/manager closely monitored which websites referred traffic to the firm’s
website, while also keeping records of where customers got their information from for
each reservation they had. This informed considerations of the effectiveness of
destination marketing systems. Also considered was the credibility of the destination
marketing organisation, which was why he did not participate in the regional destination
marketing system. Other factors that were raised were the quality of the site. He
considered that many destination marketing systems presented too many options for
consumers, and for that reason were ineffective. Target market conflict was also an issue
with some destination marketing systems, as they were a hinterland operation, while the
regional destination marketing organisation was considered to focus on the coastal
attractions and large operators:

“its pretty much a waste of time. They [the destination marketing organisation]… is
a beach…nah, they’ve go their head in the clouds. They’re only interested in the
big operators…”
This was a contributing factor to not joining the regional destination marketing system,
although did not influence participation in local destination marketing system.
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5.3.11 Case K
Case K was a tour operator, which owned and operated by a husband and wife
partnership. The husband was the key informant for this case, though with some input
from the wife also. The firm had one employee that was used occasionally on a casual
basis, depending on the level of business. The husband considered himself to have a low
level of information technology skill and knowledge, while the wife’s information
technology skill and knowledge was moderate. Knowledge of internet marketing however
was slightly more developed, having dealt the internet marketing issues in their four years
of business operation. The main use of computers within the business was email,
accounting and online banking, while the computer was also used for brochure
development. The firm had a website, as well as participating in local, regional and
state/national destination marketing systems. The website was also linked on a number of
resort websites, while they also participated in other websites that acted as agents for them,
making bookings for a commission.
Case K participated with local and regional destination marketing organisations so that
they could enhancing their learning and network with other operators, and found their
association with these organisations consequently meant they could participate in their
destination marketing systems. Thus, main reason the firm participated in local, regional
and state/national destination marketing systems was that it was cheap advertising. These
destination marketing systems were viewed as useful, since it allowed the firm to take
advantage of the destination marketing organisations expertise and finances, which they
did not have themselves:

“we, personally, would not have the skills, and certainly not the finances to go out
and just, sort of go, okay, we’re gonna put ourselves on the, whatever you like to
call it, the web, and just put ourselves there and be part of that so that we’re seen
all over the web… it just wouldn’t happen for us, we couldn’t do it”
The firm generally checked with the target market fit of websites that approached them
for participation, as well as the performance of the website. Case K preferred to join
websites that were based on commission structures, as this way they did not have to be
concerned with the performance of the website, as they only paid if the website
performed well and completed bookings for them.
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5.3.12 Case L
Case L was an attraction operation. The owner managed the business, and was the key
informant. The business employed 13 people, one of which was employed for their
information technology skill and knowledge. With an information technology specialist in
the business, the organisation considered themselves to have high information technology
skill and knowledge, and above average knowledge of internet marketing. Computers
were mainly used within the business for marketing – a database was kept of details of
members, businesses, schools and sporting clubs, which was used to send newsletters and
specials to via email. Even with a staff member with information technology skills, the
business had little use for internal applications of information technology, as paperwork
was only minimal. However, having an information technology specialist in the business
assisted in dealing with technical issues, it also allowed the owner to participate in more
electronic marketing because technical issues did not become a barrier to participation.
They had been operating their own website for three years, however despite having an
information technology specialist, this was outsourced. They participated in local and
regional destination marketing systems, but not the state/national destination marketing
system.
Participation in the local and regional destination marketing systems was mainly a side
benefit of being members of the destination marketing organisation. They were a member
of the local destination marketing organisation so that they could be represented in tourist
information centres with their brochures. This was important to the business as they
targeted their marketing at people once they were already in the region, rather than trying
to attract them into the region. Thus they did not participate in the state/national
destination marketing system. It was a business practice to survey their customers, which
included questions on the advertising that the customers had seen, and which advertising
had influenced their decision to come to the attraction. On this basis, the owner formed
the opinion that their own website and other website marketing they did (such as the
destination marketing system) was not effective, as it did not account for many of their
customers:

“In the surveying we do, it doesn’t account for a lot of customers making a
decision to come here… and not a lot of our customers that do come here have
seen it”
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The local destination marketing organisation did provide information about the
performance of the destination marketing system, which made them more satisfied with
the extra fee it cost to participate.
Decisions about destination marketing system participation were made similar to any
other marketing activity, with a major focus on price. Spending on advertising was
generally kept to already proven areas, unless it was thought to have a lot of potential:

“Cost would be a major priority… every time we decide to spend money, we
decide is this the most cost effective way that we can spend these dollars…”
The web marketing was not a highly productive area, with the main generator of
customers being television advertising, drive-by, word-of-mouth, and brochure
distribution. To justify marketing costs, the business would need to be presented with
evidence that the destination marketing system could produce results, such as testimonials
from satisfied existing members. As well as this, judgements were made on ‘how
productive’ the organisation was, which was a difficult task, but determined by observing
the activities of the organisation and impact they had on tourist flow. Working on a
commission basis would have been preferred to paying fees; however they had not been
given this option by any website marketing agents.
5.3.13 Case M
Case M was an attraction operation, which was owned and operated by a husband and
wife partnership, though with the wife handling most of the management. They also had
two full-time and one part-time trainees. They had been using computers since they
begun running the business, about three years for activities such as word processing,
email, and accounting. While they considered themselves to have some knowledge of
computing, they considered themselves to have a very poor knowledge of internet
marketing. Regardless of this, the business had its own website that was set up by previous
owners of the business. Information about the business was listed on a number of local
destination marketing systems, and the regional destination marketing system, without
actively choosing to participate in any. They were a member of one local destination
marketing organisation, which meant they were also included in the local destination
marketing system. As well as this, other destination marketing systems included them so
that they could show more attractions when promoting their destination region.
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The primary reason they had participate with the local destination marketing organisation
is so that they could have their brochures distributed in that region, which was not
possible without membership. This was important to them as their market research
showed a high impact of brochure advertising. Although they were approached to join
other destination marketing organisations and destination marketing systems, they
considered that it was not beneficial to them as other destination marketing organisations
did not restrict brochure distribution to members only. They were also approached for
destination marketing system participation, however, considered internet marketing to
have very little value for their business, as customers did not use the internet find
information for visiting to the type of attraction that they were:

“we get about 1% from our website, I’ve researched it with our customers, along
with other marketing that we do, and its one of the lowest forms of bringing
people to our business”
It was thought that extra destination marketing system marketing would yield very few new
customers, which would not cover the costs of the marketing; while generally they desired
their return on marketing investments to double their expenditure.
A shortage of time and knowledge also encumbered destination marketing system
participation. A lack of knowledge about internet marketing meant that they did not have
a good basis to assess destination marketing systems and internet marketing schemes that
they were asked to join, while they had queries about the marketing, such as price, quality,
and target market:

“it scares me to think, well why are they…is that going to cost me money, and what
are these websites they are talking about, who are they going to pitch me to, I
suppose I’m feeling like I haven’t got the control…”
They also feared a loss of control if they engaged an external party, and feared getting
computer viruses and hoaxes. This was coupled with a shortage of time due to being busy
with the business operations. This meant they had little time for learning about internet
marketing, or investigating the different marketing options; while it was a kept a low
priority due to the perceived lack of effectiveness.
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5.3.14 Case N
Case N was an attraction and retailer, who also hosted an annual event. The business was
operated by a husband and wife team, while they employed one person on a casual basis.
The wife was the key decision maker for marketing decisions, and served as the key
informant. They had only a basic knowledge of computers, using basic functions such as
word processing and spreadsheets, but had little knowledge skill of websites and internet
marketing. Computer use was mainly driven by the desire to use the internet for
information searching, while used word processors to type documents, and spreadsheets
for accounting and record keeping. They also did some email marketing, and sent and
received orders via email. They had been operating their own website for around a year
and a half, for which they used a consultant to do updates, do to their lack of information
technology skill.
They had their own website, and participated in local and regional destination marketing
systems, which occurred primarily because the event which they managed was a not-forprofit event. A person from the not-for-profit organisation (who the event was held on
behalf of) created their website primarily to promote the event, while various destination
marketing systems listed them for free to also contribute to promoting the not-for-profit
event, while also assisting in attracting more people to the region. The regional destination
marketing organisation and a nearby local destination marketing organisation also wanted
to include them in marketing initiative for free as their attraction and retail product was
well suited to the target market of both the destination marketing organisations, who
wanted more attractions advertised for their region. They were also paying members of
the local destination marketing organisation in their area, primarily because it allowed for
brochure distribution in tourist information centres. This also meant they participated in
the local destination marketing system. The business monitored where their
customers/guest got their information from and found the local destination marketing
system not to be at all effective.
When considering destination marketing system participation, the immediate concern
was for what advantage the business could have from participating, which would depend
on the effectiveness of it:

“I ask everyone [visitors] where they found out about us…and it’s very rarely they say
the [DMS] website”
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In selecting destination marketing systems, those with the same target market would be
chosen. However, there was concern for the trustworthiness of the website marketing
agencies, and they preferred to have personal contact so that they could judge honesty
and sincerity, while also asking for more information about the destination marketing
system:

“From my point of view, you get an email from whoever, and you really don’t
know who they are, and, they’re probably quite genuine, but I prefer to know
people and talk to people first”
Following this, they also considered the quality of the destination marketing system
website, and desired information on the performance of the destination marketing system
to assist in making judgements about how effective it was, and future participation.
5.3.15 Case X
Note that case X was a medium sized organisation, with around 45 employees. Initially
when selected it was thought that it was a small business. Rather than exclude the case
study from the reporting of results, it has been included here so that it can be contrasted
for points of difference and commonality between this case and the other cases of small
businesses. For this reason it has been designation the label ‘Case X’ so that it is
differentiated from the other cases by not being in alphanumerical order.
The key informant for case X was the marketing manager and website specialist within the
business. With a website specialist, the firm had a good knowledge and skills of
information technology and internet marketing, and used computers for various functions
within the business. These included doing marketing research, front desk operations and
digital production, as well as updating their own website. They participated in the
state/national destination marketing system, while also marketed through a number of
online agents who sold their product for them.
In comparison to the smaller businesses, the firm had a structured process for deciding
and selecting website agents and destination marketing systems to participate with.
Although they were usually approached by destination marketing organisations or other
agent organisations, they examined the website to judge the potential sales ability,
visibility, target market, and geographic coverage of the proposed marketing:
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“…we check out their website, check out what they are doing, check out how good
they are, and then see whether we want to decide if we want to marketing with
them or not… I do, you know, Google searchers on the web just to see how well
they come up, things like that””
If the firm already had coverage in the geographic area, similar channels, or already were
addressing that target market, they would decline. The destination marketing system
participation with the state destination marketing organisation was part of larger
relationship that the firm had, while the state destination marketing organisation was
considered a ‘quality organisation’ and their destination marketing system website was
thought to receive a lot of website hits nationally and internationally. However, they did
not participate in the regional destination marketing system, with them considering
participation in the state/national destination marketing system enough marketing to
address consumers that used destination marketing system websites. Other channels such
as using backpacking organisations as agents were engaged to address the market at the
local level.
With the exception of participating in the state/national destination marketing system, the
firm generally preferred to engage with agents on a commission basis, where agents were
paid a set percentage on each sale they made. This meant that they did not have to be
concerned with the behaviour or expertise of the agent, as they only paid money when the
agent managed to make sales for them. They also found this was provided more incentive
for the agent to promote their product:

“…I don’t really have to worry about how they are going or how they are
promoting, ‘cause they’re only getting paid for people they send me”
With few destination marketing systems offering a commission structure option, the firm
implemented a strategy to gauge the success of the local destination marketing system
advertising by offering a ‘special deal’ for quoting the destination marketing organisations
name when booking, and found this a useful way to gauge effectiveness of destination
marketing organisation participation.
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5.4 Cross-Case Analysis
Cross-case analysis involves determining similarities and differences between cases, so that
analysis goes beyond initial impressions and adds more depth and structure to the analysis
(Chetty, 1996). As discussed in section 3.6.4, analysis of the 15 case studies involved
qualitative content analysis (Jennings, 2001), following on from the individual case analysis
(Perry, 2001). The cross-case analysis uses quantitative content analysis to assign weighting
to factors, determining direction and frequencies (Jennings, 2001).
Firstly weighting of factors was carried out. The importance of that factor in influencing
destination marketing systems was classified as either major (Ma) or minor (Mi). The
process for determining this involve firstly identifying if that factor was relevant for the
particular operator. The factor was then considered major if the operator had raised the
issue to the open-ended questioning about what factors influenced their participation (as
indicated in interview protocols: Appendix A, first section; Appendix B, question 9).
Other factors that were considered major were any which the operators indicated as
major (or with words of similar meaning). Any other factors were considered minor;
primarily those mentioned through the researcher probing, or through the operator’s own
indication.
For identification of direction, it was coded whether a factor was a positive influence
(increased likelihood of participation), or negative influence (decreased likelihood of
participation). This was interpreted from latent content analysis, as operators generally
indicated during interviews whether a factor was a positive or negative influence. Any
factor could be a positive or negative influence on participation.
Tables were utilised as a means of comparing and contrasting the pertinent issues
influencing participation in destination marketing systems. To aid in the readers
interpretation and understanding of the tables, the final row in the table indicates the
destination marketing system participation by the case study organisation. Frequencies are
also given to aid the reader in interpreting the tables.
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Key of Abbreviations used in cross-case analysis tables
Ma = Major Issue

Mi = Minor Issue

Æ Factor consideration for destination marketing system participation
+ = positively influence - = negatively influence
Æ Type of influence factor had on current destination marketing system participation,
blank left if a general consideration but had not affected current participation
Y = Yes
L = local destination marketing system participation
R = regional destination marketing system participation
S/N = state and national destination marketing system participation

The results are presented in a structured form as they emerged from the data. Four areas
that emerged were: information technology use and factors, destination marketing system
specific factors, destination marketing organisation factors, and other factors. As with the
results of the expert interviews, factors were clustered into groupings to assist with
conclusion drawing (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Groups identified were ‘Information
Technology Use and Factors’; ‘Destination Marketing System Specific Factors’;
‘Destination Marketing Organisation Factors’; and ‘Other Factors’.
These groupings allowed categorization of factors in which no factors overlapped between
groups, so that the groupings were mutually exclusive and exhaustive. That is, any factor
that could be applied to any technology was considered within the “information
technology use and factors” grouping, and not in the “destination marketing system
specific factors” grouping. For example, the factor ‘Knowledge of Internet Marketing’
could apply to use of any internet technology, from email to search engine optimisation.
The factor ‘Information on Performance of the DMS’ on the other hand could only
apply to destination marketing system; and thus was included only in the “destination
marketing system specific factors” grouping.
While this chapter focuses on presenting the results, chapter six relates the findings to the
research issues and the literature. However, as a preliminary association of the research
issues to the findings presented here, the ‘Information Technology Use and Factors’ can
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be associated to the ‘Information Technology Factors’ research issue, the ‘Destination
Marketing System Specific Factors’ grouping may relate to the research issues of
‘Dependency’, ‘Hidden Characteristics’ and ‘Hidden Action’, and ‘Destination Marketing
Organisation Factors’ may relate to the research issues of ‘Dependency’ and ‘Trust’. The
‘Other Factors’ are relevant to characteristics of tourism operators rather than any
particular research issue.
5.4.1

Information Technology Use and Factors

An integral idea posed in the literature was that destination marketing system participation
was influenced by information technology adoption of tourism operators. On this basis
data was collected from the case study participants on their level of information
technology skill and knowledge, and organisational applications and use of information
technology.
The use of different websites to market their product was also documented by online
observation. A typology was created so that the range of different web marketing activities
could be detailed. An obvious category was franchise organisations, as some cases were
part of a franchise which had a ‘franchise website’. There were numerous websites that
were dedicated to travel information along with tourism product information, and thus
formed the category of ‘travel websites’. Other categories were created for ‘marketoriented’ websites, which were those websites which focussed on marketing to one
particular market segment, for example, the backpacker market. Another was ‘productoriented websites’, where the websites were concentrated on a particular type of product,
such as accommodation, or tours. A final catch-all category was ‘other website portal’,
which covered websites such as community portals and general information websites that
listed business information. Linking between tourism operators was also recorded as a
web marketing activity.
The procedures for this can be found in section 3.6.3.2, while the details of the data
recorded can be found in appendix E. From this process, it was recorded if the operators
participated in franchise, travel, market oriented, product oriented, linking with other
tourism operators, and other website portals (recorded under ‘Other Web Marketing’). A
focus of the online observation was to record operators participation in local (L), regional
(R), or state and national (S/N) destination marketing systems, and this is shown in the
final row of table 5-2.
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Cases
IT Use

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

X

Count

IT for Internal Functions

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

15

Email

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

15

Own Website

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

15

Low

Mod

High

Mod

Mod

Mod

Low

High

Low

High

Mod

High

Low

Low

High

Y

Y

Level of IT Skill & Knowledge
Monitor Electronic Marketing

Y

Y

4

Other Web Marketing
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Franchise Website
Travel Website

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Market Oriented Website

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Product Oriented Website
Linked on Other Operators
Websites

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Other Website Portal

Y

Y

2
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

14

Y

6

Y

Y

10

Y

Y

10

Y

Y

Y

10

IT Factors
Effectiveness
Marketing
Knowledge
Marketing

of
of

Participation in DMSs?

Internet

-Mi

Internet

-Mi
L

-Ma

+Ma

-Ma
-Mi

L

L, R

L, R

L,
S/N

L, R

L, R,
S/N

L,
S/N

L, R,
S/N

Table 5-2: Information technology use, web marketing, and information technology related factors

Key (see page 183 for a more detailed key)
Ma = Major Issue Mi = Minor Issue + = positively influence
Y = Yes L = local DMS participation

- = negatively influence

R = regional DMS participation

S/N = state and national DMS participation

L, R

-Ma

5

-Mi

3

L

L, R

S/N

Other information in table 5-2 came from the interview data. This includes information
technology use in the organisation and considerations of information technology factors of
‘Effectiveness of Internet Marketing’ and ‘Knowledge of Internet Marketing’ (see
interview protocols in appendix A, section 1 and in appendix B, questions 1-8).
Notably, all 15 cases were using computers for internal business functions. These
included functions such as word processing, accounting, and reservations. All 15 also used
email for business communications, and had their own website. While it would appear
these results would indicate that the tourism operators were already well established users
of information technology and the internet, the level of information technology skill and
knowledge of the operators varied, regardless of information technology use.
Cases did vary in their level of information technology skill and knowledge, though there
was not clear direct link of level of information technology skill and destination marketing
system participation. Of the two operators who were not participating in destination
marketing systems at all (cases B and D), both rated themselves as having a moderate
level of information technology skill and knowledge. At the same time, case I considered
that they had a low level of information technology skill and knowledge yet participated in
many destination marketing systems, participating in local, regional, and state/national
destination marketing systems. Other cases that considered themselves to have a low level
of information technology skill and knowledge (cases A, G, M and N) had a mixture of
destination marketing system participation, with all participating in the local destination
marketing system, but only case G participating in the state and national destination
marketing system, and only case N participating in the regional destination marketing
system.
Case I was taking advantage of destination marketing organisation resources by
participating in destination marketing system, since they had little information technology
skill themselves. The business had little skill or knowledge in information technology,
which was also reflected in the use of other web marketing, being listed only on a travel
website, and no other form of web marketing. However, they participated in all available
destination marketing systems, thus leveraging the destination marketing organisation
resources in this area. This picture also appears when considering the other factors
mentioned by case I, with the major factor they considered was the credibility of the
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destination marketing organisation. An important point that distinguished case I from
other cases with low levels of information technology skill and knowledge was that case I
recognised the potential of internet marketing, desired to participate in internet
marketing, and realised that they could take advantage of the destination marketing
organisations resources. This evidence suggests that a lack of information technology skill
did not inhibit participation in destination marketing systems.
The use of computers for internal use, email and having their own website may be
misleading indicators as to the readiness to participate in destination marketing system, or
even the technical prowess of operators. Many of the operators had outsourced their
website development, not having specialist skills to develop them in house (only cases C, J
and X had developed their websites in-house). Only cases J and X had information
technology specialists, with case X being a medium sized organisation. In cases C and J
however the business owners were found to be highly involved in technology, were early
adopters of internet technology, and had high levels of information technology skill and
knowledge. In these cases, it might have been expected that the reverse of case I’s
situation would be found – that is, the businesses were not participating in a destination
marketing system because they had their own expertise and could market themselves on
the internet. Instead, they tended to participate in many destination marketing system, as
well as many other web marketing initiatives. This was because of their higher propensity
to use technology, and also a realisation that different consumers used different channels
to gather information. This meant they used a variety of channels, as well as a variety of
different website marketing.
The use of web marketing other than destination marketing systems was extremely
prevalent in the 15 cases. Most cases participated in a variety of web marketing initiatives,
with the exception of case I, who only used travel website as well as the various destination
marketing systems. In addition to their own websites and destination marketing system
participation, most cases were participating in travel websites (except case C), while many
were also on product oriented websites. Comments by some operators indicated that they
were using multiple channels to cater for the different ways in which consumers used the
internet and searched for information.
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5.4.1.1 Information Technology Factors
Not many factors emerged from the case studies specifically concerning the use or
adoption of technology. The major information technology factor that emerged was
‘Effectiveness of Internet Marketing’. Cases B, L and M had a negative opinion of the
effectiveness of internet marketing, though this had mixed implications for their internet
marketing. Case B did not participate in any destination marketing system, though they
did participate in various other website marketing activities (travel website, market
oriented website, product oriented website, linked to other operators websites). Cases L
and M though both still participated in the local destination marketing system; while case
L did not participate in market or product oriented websites, case M participated in all
but ‘other’ website portals. Regardless of the lack of similarity here, the consideration of
the lack of effectiveness of internet marketing was raised as a factor that influenced
destination marketing system participation for these cases (shown in Table 5-2). However,
the factors ‘Effectiveness of Internet Marketing’ and ‘Effectiveness of the DMS’ could not
be considered the same. While cases B, L and M considered effectiveness of internet
marketing and the destination marketing system as negatives, as cases A, E and N
considered the effectiveness of the destination marketing system a major negative, while
not considering the effectiveness of internet marketing a major negative.
While seemingly a contradiction between stated opinion and actual use of internet
marketing, it is likely that their opinion of the effectiveness of internet marketing was
informed by their current use of the website marketing. Also, the operators may have
been participating in internet marketing due to its low cost, with expectations that it
become a more important media in the future. In many of the local destination marketing
systems, participation in the destination marketing system was free for members of the
destination marketing organisation; while participation on travel websites was often free as
well. Various case studies also commented that membership for website portals and
destination marketing systems was often done on an annual basis, and therefore there
would be a significant time lag between the use of website marketing and opinion of
operators.
Only 3 of the 15 cases (A, I and M) indicated that a lack of ‘Knowledge of Internet
Marketing’ had inhibited them from participation in website marketing and participation
in destination marketing systems. This was because they found that their lack of
knowledge about internet marketing meant that they could not readily and quickly make
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decisions about participation. When this was combined with time pressures, it often
meant that they did not participate because they could not spare the time to investigate
and research the website marketing activity. Comments by other cases (K and N)
indicated that ‘Knowledge of Internet Marketing’ was developed though experiencing the
process of participating and making decisions about participating in website marketing
and destination marketing systems.
5.4.2

Destination Marketing System Specific Factors

Factors were considered ‘Destination Marketing System Specific Factors’ if they were
within the control of, or related directly to the destination marketing system operations.
Factors that involved the interactions between the operators and the destination marketing
organisation, involving other aspects of the destination marketing organisation’s behaviour
or operations were classified as destination marketing organisation factors; rather than
destination marketing system specific factors. The destination marketing system specific
factors defined were: ‘Target Market Fit’, ‘Effectiveness of the DMS’, ‘Take Advantage of
DMS Resources’, ‘Quality of the DMS Website’, ‘Commission Preference’, ‘Information
on Performance of DMS’, ‘Price of DMS Membership’, ‘Personal Communication about
DMS’ and ‘Subscription Preference’.
The impact of these factors in influencing destination marketing system participation by
the 15 case studies is detailed in Table 5-3: DMS specific factors influencing DMS
participation. Information on relevance of these factors, their major or minor influence
and positive or negative influence was from the interviews (see appendices A and B for
interview protocols), with coding applied as explained at the beginning of section 5.4.
For one factor, ‘Quality of the Destination Marketing System Website’, the positive (+)
and negative (-) coding was not suitable. Operators did consider the quality of the
destination marketing system website, which could be considered was good or bad. This
would have a positive or negative impact respectively. Applying the positive (+) or negative
(-) coding methods here would inappropriately indicate the outcome of the operators
judgement. Hence, no positive (+) and negative (-) coding is given for this factor.
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Cases
DMS Specific Factors

A

B

C

D

E

Target Market Fit

-Ma

-Ma

+Ma

-Ma

-Ma

Effectiveness of the DMS

-Ma

Take Advantage of DMS
Resources

+Mi

Quality of
Website

the

F

G

H

-Mi

-Mi

-Ma
-Ma

-Mi

DMS

-Mi

-Mi

Mi

+Mi

-Mi

J

K

L

M

N

X

Count

-Ma

+Mi

-Mi

Mi

+Ma

+Ma

13

+Ma

+Mi

-Ma

-Ma

-Ma

+Ma

8

+Ma

Mi

Commission Preference

+Mi
Mi
+Ma

+Mi
+Ma
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Personal Communication

+Mi

Subscription Preference

+Mi
2

1

L

3

Ma

6

+Ma

6

+Mi

3

-Mi

2
+Ma

2

+Ma
1

L

2

2

1

3

2

3

1

1

3

5

3

1

L, R

L, R

L,
S/N

L, R

L, R,
S/N

L,
S/N

L, R,
S/N

L, R

L

L, R

S/N

Table 5-3: DMS specific factors influencing DMS participation

Key (see page 183 for a more detailed key)
Ma = Major Issue Mi = Minor Issue + = positively influence
Y = Yes L = local DMS participation

Mi

+Mi
+Mi

DMS

Number of other factors
found for case
Participation in DMSs?

7

Mi

-Mi

Information
on
Performance of DMS
Cost
of
Participation

I

- = negatively influence

R = regional DMS participation

S/N = state and national DMS participation

5.4.2.1 Target Market Fit
A major issue emerging from the case study data was the focus of operators on addressing
their specific target market on their online marketing practises. ‘Target Market Fit’ refers
to the fit of the destination marketing system target market with the target market of the
tourism operator, and was a major negative influence on destination marketing system
participation for 5 of the 15 case studies (Cases A, B, D, E and J), and a major positive
influence on participation for 3 of the 15 case studies (Cases C, N and X). It was not
raised as an issue for two cases (F and I).
‘Target Market Fit’ influenced participation in a number of ways. Firstly, some operators
considered the brand use by the destination marketing organisation, which was also used
in the marketing of the destination marketing system. Brand normally targeted a
particular demographic of tourist, which may or may not have been the same targeted
demographic as the tourism operators. This was the case for four of the five cases for
whom the target market fit was a major negative influence because they targeted young
adventure travellers, whereas their regional and local destination marketing organisations
brand target higher income families and couples. This was similar for case J who also
considered the target market fit a major negative influence, due to destination marketing
organisations targeting tourists for beach holidays, whereas their product was not focussed
on beach tourism.
Case E was different again, trialling local destination marketing systems from nearby local
regions. This was perceived as ineffective as the information on case E’s product was of
little interest to consumers who had sought information from the destination marketing
system websites after already planning to visit that particular local region. Thus the
branding of a destination and destination marketing system influenced the consumers’ use
of the destination marketing system website.
5.4.2.2 Effectiveness of the Destination Marketing System
There was major concern for ‘Effectiveness of the Destination Marketing System (DMS)’
marketing. ‘Effectiveness of the DMS’ was a major negative influence on destination
marketing system participation for 5 of the 15 case studies (Cases A, E, L, M, N). On the
other hand it was a major positive influence on participation for 2 of the 15 case studies
(Cases J and X). Note that this factor was different from the effectiveness of internet
marketing, as it refers to the effectiveness of the destination marketing system as a
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marketing mechanism, which can be compared to other marketing mechanisms such as
brochures, or used product oriented websites. Effectiveness of internet marketing on the
other hand would be compared to other mediums, such as television or print. This can be
further substantiated by the evidence showing that some cases had different opinions of
the two. Case B for example considered the effectiveness of internet marketing a major
negative, but did not have any issued with regards to the effectives of the destination
marketing system. However, with the major output of destination marketing systems in
the destination region being destination websites, the effectiveness of internet marketing
and the effectiveness of the destination marketing system were intrinsically linked.
‘Effectiveness of the DMS’ was strongly linked with target market fit, as if the destination
marketing system did not target the same market as the operator, this would reduce the
effectiveness of it - as the consumers that the destination marketing system appealed to
would not be appropriate for the operators product. An example of how these major
factors worked in conjunction is case B, whom had major concern over the effectiveness
of internet marketing, effectiveness of the destination marketing system, and the target
market fit of the destination marketing system. Case B considering the channels that their
target market demographic sought information and was exposed to advertising. They
considered that the internet was not of high use by their target market, while the
destination marketing system was not a likely source of information for their target market
if consumers in their target market were to use the internet. Thus, the lack of target
market fit affected both use of media as well as marketing agents.
5.4.2.3 Taking Advantage of Destination Marketing System Resources
Another ‘Destination Marketing System Specific Factor’ was in relation to taking
advantage of destination marketing system resources. This refers to the ability of the
tourism operators to leverage the expertise and other resources within the destination
marketing organisation to their advantage by participating in the destination marketing
system. The benefits could relate to the provision of expertise and marketing assistance,
in alleviating the need to have such expertise or money themselves for marketing and
advertise their website, both online and off, to get people going to their website. This was
only a major factor for two case studies, cases B and I, though a major negative for case B,
and a major positive for I. For case B, this was linked to the target market fit – since the
destination marketing system and destination marketing organisation targeted a different
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market to them, the resources that the destination marketing organisation input into the
destination marketing system was of little use, as it targeted the wrong people.
The situation for case I was quite different. As depicted back in Table 5-2, ‘Knowledge of
Internet Marketing’ was a minor issue for Case I. However, as shown in Table 5-3,
‘Taking Advantage of Destination Marketing System Resources’ was a major plus for case
I. This is an example of the organisation being able to take advantage of the expertise
resource in electronic marketing within the destination marketing organisation, which
allowed them to overcome the barrier of not having a good knowledge of internet
marketing. Hence, this was a major reason case I participated in local, regional and state
and national destination marketing systems; however they only participated in travel
websites and not other website marketing.
5.4.2.4 Quality of the Destination Marketing System Website
Also emerging as a factor was ‘Quality of the Destination Marketing System Website’.
Quality was a concern for six cases (D, I, J, M, N and X). This factor was not given
positive or negative indicator, as the quality of the destination marketing system website
could influence the likelihood of participation both positively or negatively, depending on
tourism operators’ perceptions. ‘Quality of the Destination Marketing System Website’
depended on the individual destination marketing system. As a factor, it was more of a
criterion that the destination marketing system website having to be of a suitable quality.
Some organisations were more concerned with quality than others. Case X for example
set high standards for quality, as they wanted to control how their product was presented
and marketed.
5.4.2.5 Fee Structures of the Destination Marketing System
Tourism operators were asked about issues regarding how they preferred to pay for the
destination marketing system participation. This was asked to explore the hidden action
problem in agency theory, investigating if preferences for commission or subscription
based payments was an issue. The findings suggest that commission fee structure was a
factor for 6 of the 15 case studies, (cases D, F, H, K, L and X), though in different ways.
Cases D, K, L and X considered being able to pay commissions a positive, since they only
had to pay commissions when customers made a booking or reservation, which meant
that they only compensated the website agent or destination marketing system if the
advertising was effective in providing them with business (which was a major issue as
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previously mentioned). Cases F and H on the other hand were averse to paying
commissions, though for different reasons. Case H was a retail business, and was not in
favour of commissions because they found that due to the nature of retail, it was too
difficult to track the source of business.
Case F on the other hand was an accommodation establishment, who found that
commissions took a too large percentage of their profits – and would rather pay
subscription, because then the amount payable was limited. This was also the reason that
cases C and F considered subscription fees for destination marketing system membership
desirable. A factor influencing the accommodation establishments in this preference was
that they had limited inventories, and needed to maximise the rates they got for their
rooms on a nightly basis. This was opposed to the operators that had ‘activities’, and
could more easily put on extra services, and thus focussed more on getting more sales
than on the profit from each reservation.
5.4.2.6 Performance of the Destination Marketing System
Operators were also asked about issues regarding how they judge the performance of the
destination marketing system. Information about the performance of the destination
marketing system was also an issue for three of the case studies (I, L and N), though only
a minor issue. Operators were asked about whether they received information about the
performance of the destination marketing system from the destination marketing
organisation, and if they did not, would they like to. Most operators that currently
participated in destination marketing systems did not receive such information from the
destination marketing organisation, while in general they were not overly concerned with
getting this information. Comments indicated that they were not concerned with how
many people were exposed to their information, just how much business they got from it.
For the cases I, L and N, information being provided about the performance of the
destination marketing system was viewed positively, as it allowed operators to better judge
effectiveness of the destination marketing system, which a major factor. Those operators
that participated in marketing systems on a commission basis found that the bookings
made through these systems provided the best feedback, telling them exactly how much
business they got from it. Also, some operators (cases K, L and M) had their own systems
for monitoring where their customers gathered information from, such as customer
surveys, from which they made evaluations of their various marketing activities.
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5.4.2.7 Cost of Destination Marketing System Participation
Cost of destination marketing system participation was also raised as a factor for cases K
and M. Case K was considered the price of destination marketing system membership a
major positive for destination marketing systems, considering that the price of destination
marketing system membership good for the market coverage it achieved; and
consequently participated in various destination marketing systems. Case M on the other
hand, for who price of destination marketing system membership was a minor negative,
found the price prohibitive, especially considered in conjunction with the negative
opinion of the effectiveness of the destination marketing system. A related factor to this
one was the ‘Availability of Funds’, which is discussed later, but refers to the access to
money rather than the cost of actually participating.
5.4.2.8 Personal Communications about the Destination Marketing System
Personal communications about the destination marketing system was a factor that
influenced destination marketing system participation for cases C and N. Personal
communications refers to the communication protocols taken by the destination
marketing organisation in contacting the tourism operators about participating in the
destination marketing system.

While this factor is has to do with the destination

marketing organisation more than the destination marketing system, it relates specifically
to the communications used by the destination marketing organisation to communicate to
the tourism operators about the destination marketing system. Both case C and N
considered personal communications a factor, as it allowed them to better evaluate the
trust and credibility of the destination marketing organisation or website provider. The
extra efforts made in order to communicate personally, either by visit or telephone
indicated to the operators that the destination marketing organisation or destination
marketing system provider was more serious about the website marketing venture, and
were less likely to accept subscription fee payments for participation and then not
promote the website. It also allowed the operators to ask questions about different aspects
of participation, and make better judgements from body language and verbal cues.
5.4.3

Destination Marketing Organisation Factors

Destination marketing organisation factors were those factors that related to more than
just the destination marketing system – the behaviours, capabilities and characteristics of
the destination marketing organisation outside of the destination marketing system
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operations. Although these factors were to do with the overall relationship between the
operator and the destination marketing organisation, they were found to have an influence
on participation in the destination marketing system by the operators. Four destination
marketing organisation factors were found, including ‘Part of DMO Relationship’, ‘Trust
of the DMO’, ‘Credibility of the DMO’, and ‘Effectiveness of the DMO’. The
contribution of these factors to influencing destination marketing system participation by
the 15 case studies is detailed in Table 5-4: DMO factors influencing DMS participation.
Data from the interviews (see appendices A and B for interview protocols) was used to
develop these findings, with major or minor influence, positive or negative coding applied
as explained at the beginning of section 5.4.
5.4.3.1 Overall Destination Marketing Organisation Relationship
A major ‘Destination Marketing Organisation Factor’ that influenced destination
marketing system participation was when destination marketing system participation was
part of the overall destination marketing organisation relationship. The overall destination
marketing organisation relationship generally worked positively for destination marketing
system participation, with cases E, F, K, L, M, N, and X all cited this as a major factor in
their destination marketing system participation. A commonly mentioned reason for
participating in the destination marketing system was because it was part of the overall
destination marketing organisation membership package, with operators joining the
destination marketing organisation for benefits other than the destination marketing
system. Cases M and N for example were a member of their local destination marketing
organisation so that they could have brochure representation in the local visitor centre.
Case K on the other hand had joined the destination marketing organisation to take
advantage of the destination marketing organisations business networking functions. Since
destination marketing system participation cost nothing extra, operators happily
participated in the destination marketing system to gain whatever benefits might come
from the extra marketing. While this did increase destination marketing system
participation, what was apparent however was that participation in the destination
marketing system was merely a side benefit of destination marketing organisation
membership, and not a core reason for engaging with the destination marketing
organisation.
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5.4.3.2 Trust of the Destination Marketing Organisation
‘Trust of the DMO’ was a major issue for cases G, H, M and N in participating in a
destination marketing system; and a minor issue for case C. Often trust would be raised in
the context of communications with website marketers, where the operator would be
contacted via email from an agent wanting to get the operator to participate on their
website, be it a destination marketing system website, travel website, product oriented or
market oriented website. As the operators did not have any past dealings with these
people, they were unsure of how trustworthy they were, and if the proposed benefits of
the website marketing would eventuate. A number of operators indicated that such
approaches were quite common and numerous; while they also preferred contact via
telephone or in person, so that they could better judge the trustworthiness of the person
and ask questions about the website marketing scheme.
Case G however was different from the others in that trust was a major positive, rather
than a negative. While credibility was also a major factor for Case G, they had a well
informed opinion of the government funded destination marketing organisations from
having worked in the travel industry for seven years. Over this long period trust had been
built through continued interactions and observations of the government funded
destination marketing organisations. For the non-government destination marketing
systems, there was still a lack of trust, though non participation in these was mainly due to
perception of what destination marketing system websites consumers used.
5.4.3.3 Credibility of the Destination Marketing Organisation
‘Credibility of the DMO’ was an issue in participating in a destination marketing system
for cases G, H, I, and J. Credibility referred to the competence of the destination
marketing organisation to be able to carry out its general business activities including
destination marketing and operating the destination marketing system. Credibility was a
major positive for cases G, H and I, who considered that the publicly funded destination
marketing organisations were quite credible, having been well established in the
destination regions. Case J on the other hand was sceptical of their regional destination
marketing organisation, having had observed their behaviour and performance in the past,
and doubted their credentials as successful website marketers. This was a major reason
why case J did not participate in their regional destination marketing system while still
participating in local and state/national destination marketing systems.
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Cases
DMO Specific Factors

A

B

C

D

Part of DMO relationship

E

F

+Ma

+Ma

-Mi

Trust of DMO
Credibility of the DMO
Effectiveness of DMO
Participation in DMSs?

-Ma
L

L

+Mi
L, R

L, R

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

X

Count

+Ma

+Ma

+Ma

+Ma

+Ma

8

-Ma

-Ma

+Ma

-Ma

5

+Ma

+Ma

+Ma

-Ma

-Ma
L,
S/N

L, R

L, R,
S/N

L,
S/N

L, R,
S/N

L, R

L

L, R

S/N

I

J

K

L

M

N

X

4
3

Table 5-4: DMO factors influencing DMS participation
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Cases
Other Factors (external to

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

Count

DMS & DMO)
-Mi

Availability of funds
Shortage of time
Participation in DMSs?

L

L

L, R

L, R

L,
S/N

L, R

L, R,
S/N

-Ma
L,
S/N

L, R,
S/N

Table 5-5: Other factors influencing DMS participation

Key (see page 183 for a more detailed key)
Ma = Major Issue Mi = Minor Issue + = positively influence
Y = Yes L = local DMS participation

- = negatively influence

R = regional DMS participation

S/N = state and national DMS participation

L, R

2
-Mi
L

1
L, R

S/N

5.4.3.4 Effectiveness of the Destination Marketing Organisation
Closely related to the ‘Credibility of the DMO’, was ‘Effectiveness of the DMO’. While
credibility referred to the ability of the destination marketing organisation to be
competent in their role, effectiveness of the destination marketing organisation, from the
viewpoint of the tourism operators referred to the ability of the destination marketing
organisation to bring tourists into the destination. Effectiveness of the destination
marketing organisation was an issue for cases D, E, and G. Both cases D and G
considered that the destination marketing organisation did not perform effectively. For
this reason, they did not want to engage with the destination marketing organisation, as
they saw it as a waste of their resources. For the destination marketing system, this meant
that they did not participate, while the destination marketing system was considered part
of the lack of effectiveness of the destination marketing organisation. Case E on the other
hand found their local destination marketing organisation quite effective, and this had
enticed them to engage with the destination marketing organisation and subsequently
participate in the local destination marketing system.
With the exception of cases A and B, all other cases had some destination marketing
organisation factors that influenced their destination marketing system participation.
Notably cases G three major factors, while cases H, M and N had two major factors. Case
C only had two minor factors.
5.4.4

Other factors

As well as the ‘Information Technology Factors’, the ‘DMS Specific Factors’ and the
‘DMO Factors’, there were two factors that did not fit into any of these three categories.
The two factors were ‘Availability of Funds’ and ‘Shortage of Time’. The contribution of
these factors to influencing destination marketing system participation by the 15 case
studies is detailed in Table 5-5: Other factors influencing DMS participation. Coding of
the factors as major or minor influence and positive or negative influence was applied to
interview data (see appendices A and B for interview protocols) as explained at the
beginning of section 5.4.
‘Availability of Funds’ was an issue for cases I and L. In both cases, a lack of monetary
funds prohibited them from participating in more destination marketing systems. This
was distinct from the price of destination marketing system membership, which was
evaluated by operators in terms of value for the money paid. Availability of funds referred
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to instead the availability of funds within the business that could be spent on paying the
price of destination marketing system membership – it was not that the operator was not
willing to participate and pay the price of destination marketing system membership, they
just did not have the funds available to do so. However, given this was a mentioned as a
factor, case I still participated in local, regional and state/national destination marketing
systems; it was just that participation did depend on the availability of funds when the
subscription fees were due for these destination marketing systems. This was a similar
situation with case L.
The other factor that emerged was ‘Shortage of Time’. Cases A and M both cited
shortage of time as a reason they did not participate in destination marketing systems.
Even though both business had a number of employees (A had 12, M had 3), in both
cases the business owners said they were constantly busy with operational concerns.
Regardless of having employees, the owners maintained control as the key decision
makers, rather than delegating decision making.

Since the owners were busy with

operational matters, this meant they had little time to investigate different website and
destination marketing system marketing options, and thus were not confident in making
decisions to participating in a destination marketing system, and therefore did not
participate.

5.5 Major Factors from Case Studies
Presented here are the factors that emerged as major factors in the case studies, and
where these factors were present across a number of cases. Table 5-6 shows the factors
which were major factors for the case studies, listed in order of the number of cases that
they were relevant for. This table was produced by eliminating those factors that were
only considered to be minor for the cases, which reduced the number of factors from 17
to 14.
Examination of Table 5-6 reveals that the two most evident major factors influencing
destination marketing system participation were target market fit, and being part of
destination marketing system relationship. Being part of destination marketing
organisation relationship only worked in a positive way, encouraging destination
marketing system participation, while target market fit worked as a positive or a negative
fit, depending on the congruence between the tourism operators target market and the
destination marketing systems target market.
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Following this, concern was for the effectiveness of the destination marketing system and
the effectiveness of internet marketing; which were both positives and negatives
depending on the tourism operators’ experiences and expectation of the effectiveness,
though more so found in these case studies as negatives. Trust and credibility of the
destination marketing organisation were also major issues. Interestingly though, trust was a
major negative for 3 out of 4 cases that said it was a major issue, while credibility was a
major positive for 3 out of 4 case that said it was a major issue. That is, trust was mainly an
issue when there was a lack of trust; while the destination marketing organisation
establishing credibility in internet marketing encouraged operators to participate in the
destination marketing system.
Effectiveness of the destination marketing organisation was also a factor, being major
negative for two cases. Where the operator considered that the destination marketing
organisation was not an effective organisation, that is, was not able to effectively market
the destination and bring more consumers to the region, the operator did not want to
engage with the destination marketing organisation.
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Case
Factors

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

X

Positive

Negativ

Major

s

es

factor
Count
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Target market fit
Part of DMO relationship
Effectiveness of the DMS
Effectiveness of Internet
Marketing
Operators having Trust in
the DMO
Credibility of the DMO
Effectiveness of the DMO
Take Advantage of DMS
Resources
Personal Communication
Subscription Preference
Quality of the DMS
Website
Commission Preference
Cost of DMS Membership
Availability of Funds

-Ma

Participation in DMSs?

L

-Ma

+Ma

-Ma

-Ma
-Ma

-Ma
+Ma
-Ma

-Ma
+Ma

+Ma

+Ma

+Ma

-Ma

-Ma

+Ma

+Ma

-Ma

+Ma

-Ma

+Ma
-Ma

+Ma

-Ma

-Ma
+Ma

+Ma
+Ma
-Ma

+Ma
+Ma
+Ma

-Ma

-Ma

+Ma
+Ma
+Ma
+Ma
+Ma
+Ma
L

L, R

L, R

L,
S/N

L, R

L,
R,
S/N

L,
S/N

L,
R,
S/N

-Ma
L, R

L

Table 5-6: Major factors from case studies that influenced participation in DMSs
Key (see page 183 for a more detailed key)
Ma = Major Issue Mi = Minor Issue + = positively influence
Y = Yes L = local DMS participation

- = negatively influence

R = regional DMS participation

S/N = state and national DMS participation

L, R

S/N

3
7
2
1

5
0
3
3

8
7
5
4

1

3

4

3
0
1

1
2
1

4
2
2

1
1
1

0
0
0

1
1
1

1
1
0

0
0
1

1
1
1

5.6 Emergent Themes from Case Studies
From examining the major factors influencing destination marketing system participation,
two major themes emerged. These were the impact of the destination marketing
organisation relationship, and concern for the effectiveness of destination marketing
system for the tourism operator’s own business. Firstly, the impact of the destination
marketing organisation-tourism operator relationship was considerable, with various cases
reporting that destination marketing system participation was an extension of the
operator’s engagement with the destination marketing organisation. Secondly, there was a
focus by tourism operators on how effective the destination marketing system marketing
was for their own business. The case study organisations had a major concern for how
effective participating in a destination marketing system would be in increasing their level
of business.
5.6.1

Theme 1: Tourism Operator-DMO Relationship

A prominent theme that emerged was that destination marketing system participation
occurred as part of the overall destination marketing organisation-tourism operator
relationship. A strongly influential factor was that tourism operators participated in the
destination marketing system as part of an overall arrangement with the destination
marketing organisation. For example, they joined the destination marketing organisation
to take advantage of benefits such as visitor information centre representation or to be
able to attend network nights. As part of the membership arrangement with the
destination marketing organisation, the operator automatically was given listing on the
destination marketing system.
As well as this, the destination marketing organisation-tourism operator relationship also
contained various other factors, as a consequence of the destination marketing
organisation being the organisation operating the destination marketing system and
performing marketing on behalf of the tourism operator. Tourism operators were
concerned with ‘Trust of the DMO’, ‘Effectiveness of the DMO’, and to ‘Take Advantage
of DMS Resources’.
Figure 5-2 presents the inter-organisational relationship between the destination marketing
organisation and tourism operator. A destination marketing organisation exists for a given
region; and with in that region are many different tourism operators. The destination
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marketing organisation has general marketing activities, as well as specific destination
marketing systems functions. Most destination marketing organisations collect funds in
exchange for membership in their organisation and representation in various marketing
activities. Subsequently, destination marketing organisations have various interactions and
communications with tourism operators.
The destination marketing organisation’s operation of a destination marketing system is
only one of their marketing activities; hence the destination marketing system interaction
are embedded within the overall relationship between the destination marketing
organisation and tourism operators. However, within this overall relationship, there are
interactions and a relationship specific to the operation and participation in the
destination marketing system.
Also shown in figure 5-2 is that information technology factors are internal to the tourism
operator, while tourism operator’s have their own particular characteristics. These can
present barriers to technology adoption, which then inhibit destination marketing system
participation.
Overall Relationship

DMO:

Tourism

•

Operator:
•
•

Particular
Characteristics
IT factors

DMS specific relationship

•

General
Marketing
functions
DMS
functions

Figure 5-2: How the DMS fits into the context for DMO-TO interactions
5.6.2

Theme 2: Effectiveness of the Destination Marketing System Marketing for their
Business

A prominent theme that emerged from the case study data was the concern for the
effectiveness of the destination marketing system in marketing for the operators’ own
businesses. If operators’ thought it would be effective for their businesses, they would be
much more likely to participate in a destination marketing system. However, establishing
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the effectiveness of a destination marketing system was not straight forward. A lack of
target market fit reduced the effectiveness of a destination marketing organisation and
destination marketing system. If this was overcome, tourism operators’ perceptions of
internet marketing, the destination marketing organisation, and the quality of the
destination marketing system website would all contribute to assessing effectiveness of the
destination marketing system.
The factor ‘Target Market Fit’ was concerned with a tourism operator’s target marketing
matching the target market of the destination marketing organisation. As well a general
marketing activities, this influenced the brands and logos used in the destination
marketing system. If the destination marketing organisations target market was different
from that of the tourism operator, effectiveness of destination marketing system for the
operator was greatly reduced, as tourists attracted by the brand or logos would be unlikely
to be interested in purchasing the tourism operators information or product.
This was also applicable to the information seeking behaviour of target markets, with
different target markets utilising different information gathering channels. Entwined with
the effectiveness of the destination marketing system was the tourism operators’
perception of the ‘Effectiveness of Internet Marketing’. This was based on operators’
perception of their target markets use of the internet to gather information, as well as
previous experiences in using the internet, and word-of-mouth communications about
effectiveness by other tourism operators. Negative perception of the effectiveness would
have a negative influence on destination marketing system participation and visa versa.
The destination marketing organisation’s effectiveness was also questioned. As discussed
in theme 1: tourism operator-destination marketing organisation relationship, operators’
participation in a destination marketing system meant engagement with a destination
marketing organisation. When an operator considered that the destination marketing
organisation was not effective in marketing the destination, they did not want to engage
with them, and therefore did not participate in the destination marketing system. Note
that this was a separate factor from the ‘Target Market Fit’, as in this factor the perception
that the destination marketing organisation was not effective was from perceiving that the
destination marketing organisation was incapable or ineffective in marketing, rather than
due to goal conflict.
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Operators’ had various opinions of the ‘Effectiveness of the Destination Marketing
System’. Effectiveness of the destination marketing system was a major factor for 5 of the
15

case

studies,

and

was

also

linked

with

the

communications

and

commission/subscription issues of destination marketing system participation. These were
the mechanisms for how operators judged the effectiveness of the destination marketing
system, which took place more in the ongoing evaluation of the destination marketing
system since information could only be obtained after the operator initially participated in
the destination marketing system. The availability of this information may have been
considered before participating, with various factors entering into this initial consideration.
Operators preferred personal communication, so that they could judge the
trustworthiness of the destination marketing organisation, while they also relied on wordof-mouth information from other operators. Along with this, they also made judgements
on the quality of the destination marketing system website.

5.7 Conclusion of Chapter Five
This chapter has presented the 15 case studies that served to illuminate the factors that
influenced destination marketing system participation by tourism operators. After an
introduction to the destination context and case study sample, the chapter went on to
present the individual case descriptions of the 15 case studies. The case descriptions
clarified for the reader the different combinations of factors influencing participation
within each case. Following that section, cross-case analysis compared cases and discussed
similarities and differences in how factors influenced participation in destination
marketing systems. To focus the results, the major factors were highlighted, and then two
major themes that emerged from the case study results discussed.
Factors emanating from the case studies related to the effectiveness of destination
marketing systems as a marketing mechanism, particularly in relation to the effectiveness
of internet marketing, and effectiveness of destination marketing systems. The target
market fit between the destination marketing system and the tourism operator was pivotal
to this, as it affected how effective the destination marketing system would be for an
operator, and if leveraging the destination marketing organisation resources would work
to the operators’ advantage. Destination marketing system participation was sometimes
only a by-product of participation with the destination marketing organisation for other
reasons, with operators’ considering the destination marketing organisations effectiveness,
credibility and trustworthiness.
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Chapter 6:

Discussion

6.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the results of the expert interviews and multiple case studies, and
examines these results in terms of the five research issues that emerged from the
literature. First an overall discussion of findings is presented, giving an overarching look at
themes that emerged from the data. Following this, the factors identified in the results are
associated to the five research issues. Of the factors identified in either the expert
interviews or case studies, 31 are associated to a research issue, while 10 are found to not
readily fit any of the research issues. Within each research issue the association of each
factor to the research issue is discussed, and in particular the findings are discussed in
terms of previous literature.
A theoretical framework is then presented, illustrating how the five research issues of
‘Information Technology Factors’, ‘Dependency’, ‘Hidden Characteristics’, ‘Hidden
Action’, and ‘Trust’ influence tourism operators’ participation in destination marketing
systems; showing how inter-organisational relationships influence participation. In
summary, tourism operators’ dependence and trust of the destination marketing
organisation influence the overall relationship, which influences the destination marketing
system relationship as it is embedded in this overall relationship. Tourism operators’
dependence on destination marketing systems increases likelihood of participation, while
existence of the hidden characteristics and hidden action problem detracts from their
likelihood of participation.

6.2 Overall Discussion
Overall, the findings of this research suggest more than information technology factors
influence destination marketing system participation by tourism operators, with the
relationship between tourism operators and the destination marketing organisation having
a major influence on destination marketing system participation. Both expert interviews
and case studies revealed that trust was important to the relationship. Operators that
already engaged with the destination marketing organisation were more likely to
participate in the destination marketing system, as operators took on destination
marketing system participation as an extra marketing benefit of engaging with the
destination marketing organisation. However, because of the low perception of the
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effectiveness of destination marketing systems, there was little or no dependence, and thus
destination marketing system participation was not a reason to explain why operators
engaged with destination marketing organisations.
While there was a lack of dependency on destination marketing systems, operators were
dependent on the destination marketing organisation for services other than the
destination marketing system, and therefore did engage with the destination marketing
organisation. It was important that the destination marketing organisation establish
credibility in delivering marketing outcomes such as a destination marketing system, and
that destination marketing system website was of adequate quality. They then participated
in the destination marketing system as part of their benefits of being a member of the
destination marketing organisation.
Operators had concerns about the effectiveness of the destination marketing organisation,
the destination marketing system, and the internet for marketing their product. In both
expert interviews and case studies, a major issue was the effectiveness of the destination
marketing system as a marketing mechanism. This governed the mindset of tourism
operators, with most factors identified being of influence to the effectiveness of the
destination marketing system for the operator. In direct relation to this was the price of
destination marketing system membership, which operators compared to the expected
benefits. Furthermore, various factors contributed to the consideration of effectiveness for
any particular tourism operator. For instance, target market fit determined the relevance
of the destination marketing system marketing for the individual operator, depending on
the target markets of the destination marketing organisation or destination marketing
system and the tourism operator.
To contrast the results of the two studies, the relevance of information technology factors
mainly emerged through the expert interviews, and not through the case studies. Each of
the case studies were utilising information technology in different facets of within their
business, for activities such as word processing, email, bookings records, and all had their
own website. This is not to say that all operators had a lot of skill or knowledge about
information technology, because each of the operators used technology to a different
extent, and when asked about their information technology skills and knowledge, and
knowledge of internet marketing, very few claimed to have high levels. The major
information technology factors reported were ‘Skill in Using IT’, ‘Culture of IT Use’, and
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‘Individual Preference for IT Use’. These stood as barriers to participation in destination
marketing systems.
Two major information technology factors were ‘Effectiveness of Internet Marketing’, and
‘Understanding of Internet Marketing’. While ‘Understanding of Internet Marketing’ was
only a major factor in the expert interviews, it did appear as a minor factor for three cases.
At the same time, only four cases demonstrated a high level of knowledge of online
marketing by monitoring their electronic marketing. The factor ‘Effectiveness of Internet
Marketing’, on the other hand, was a major factor in the case studies, but not in the expert
interviews. This was a major factor for four cases, and a minor factor for one. However,
only one case considered ‘Effectiveness of Internet Marketing’ a positive – that is, they
regarded the internet as a highly effective medium to advertise on. The other four cases
considered the ‘Effectiveness of Internet Marketing’ negatively, and thus did not want to
engage in internet marketing, and had a low perception of the value of the destination
marketing system, which was mainly used to produce the destination marketing system
website.
With concern for the ‘Effectiveness of the DMS’, operators appear to be primarily
concerned with improving their level of business. The factors ‘Effectiveness of Internet
Marketing’ and the various methods of attaining information about this effectiveness all
play a role here. This premise is the basis of agency relationships, where parties look to
maximise utility and minimise risk (Whitener, Brodt, Korsgaard, & Werner, 1998).
6.2.1

Comparison of Themes between Studies

The emergent themes from the expert interviews were ‘Effectiveness of the DMS’,
‘Barriers to DMS Participation’, and ‘Tourism Operators-DMO Relationship’. The
themes that emerged from the case studies were similar to this, having the themes
‘Tourism Operators-DMO Relationship’ and ‘Effectiveness of the DMS’. The theme
‘Barriers to DMS Participation’ did not emerge in the case studies.
That the theme ‘Barriers to DMS Participation’ did not emerge in the case studies was
the major difference between the two studies. However, on close inspection of the factors
that emerged from the case studies, factors that could be associated with this theme were
present. ‘Knowledge of Internet Marketing’ appeared as a minor information technology
factor in the case study results, while a prominent factor on the expert interview results
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was ‘Understanding of Internet Marketing’. Other factors such as ‘Availability of Funds’
and ‘Shortage of Time’ were also present as ‘Barriers to DMS Participation’. While not
coming through strongly as a theme in the case studies, the theme ‘Barriers to DMS
Participation’ remains important in the consideration of factors that influence destination
marketing system participation by tourism operators.

6.3 Association of Factors to the Five Research Issues
Discussion thus far has centred on the themes arising from the expert interviews and case
studies, and comparison of the themes that emerged from these two studies. However,
the extent to which the results can be associated to the literature has had little attention. In
chapter three, five research issues were proposed which broadly represented the
literature, of ‘Information Technology Factors’, ‘Dependency’, ‘Hidden Characteristics’,
‘Hidden Action’, and ‘Trust’. These five research issues were used to focus the
investigation into the inter-organisational relationship issues involved in destination
marketing system participation.
Discussion in this section centres on the five research issues, and associates the factors
that emerged from expert interview and multiple case study results to the different
research issues. Discussion firstly explains why each factor has been associated with the
research issue, and how that factor influences tourism operators standing in relation to the
research issue. By doing this, the relevance of each research issue is demonstrated, as is
ability of the research issues to encapsulate the factors that influence destination
marketing system participation by tourism operators. Thus this section establishes the
confirmation of the relevance of each research issue, which indicated how interorganisational relationship factors influence destination marketing system participation by
tourism operators. The association of factors to research issues also highlights which
factors can not be readily associated with research issues. Only 10 the factors were found
not to be related. This demonstrates how well the five research issues accounted for the
majority of the factors found in the two studies used in this research.
Table 6-1: Factors associated to the different research issues shows the association of each
factor to the research issues. Included in this table are factors from expert interviews and
factors from case studies. It should be noted that some factors appear in the table more
than once, where they are relevant to more than one of the research issues. In this
chapter, discussion has focussed on the prominent factors in the expert interviews, and on
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the major factors in the case studies. The table contains columns showing just the
prominent and major factors, and columns showing all factors. This allows the fit of the
prominent and major factors to be compared to the fit of all factors, and demonstrates the
suitability of this data reduction in capturing the primary influencing factors. The table
also facilitates the contrast of factors from the expert interviews to the factors from the
case studies. It shows which factors were present in both studies, and where factors were
major or prominent in both studies, or major or prominent in one study and not the
other. Thus as well as demonstrating association of factors to the research issues, it shows
the levels of support for each factor.
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Expert Interview Factor (Major only)

Expert Interview Factor (All)

Case Study Factor (Major only)

Case Study Factor (All)

Effectiveness of Internet Marketing
Skill in Using IT
Understanding of Internet Marketing
Culture of IT Use
Individual Preference for IT Use
Availability of Technology Infrastructure
Trust in the Technology

Effectiveness of Internet Marketing

Effectiveness of Internet Marketing

Target Market Fit
Effectiveness of the DMS

Target Market Fit
Effectiveness of the DMS
Take Advantage of DMS Resources
Part of DMO Relationship

Target Market Fit
Effectiveness of the DMS
Take Advantage of DMS Resources
Part of DMO Relationship

Price of DMS Membership

Price of DMS Membership

Credibility of the DMO
Quality of the DMS Website

Credibility of the DMO
Quality of the DMS Website

Effectiveness of the DMO

Effectiveness of the DMO

Effectiveness of the DMS
Target Market Fit
Commission Preference
Subscription Preference

Effectiveness of the DMS
Target Market Fit
Commission Preference
Subscription Preference

IT factors
Skill in Using IT
Understanding of Internet Marketing
Culture of IT Use
Individual Preference for IT Use

Understanding of Internet Marketing

Dependency
Effectiveness of the DMS

Price of DMS Membership
Operators’
Marketing

Dependence

on

the

DMOs
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Competing Marketing Channels
Price of DMS Membership
Dependence on the DMS Marketing
Operators Dependence on the DMOs
Marketing
Operators Not Identifying Themselves as
Tourism Business
Operators having Lifestyle Motivations

Hidden
Characteristics
Credibility of the DMO
Operators Using Word-Of-Mouth to Evaluate
Communication between Operators and the
DMO

Credibility of the DMO
Quality of the DMS Website
Operators using Word-Of-Mouth to Evaluate
Communication between Operators and the
DMO

Hidden Action
Effectiveness of the DMS

Effectiveness of the DMS
Target Market Fit

Communication between Operators and the
DMO
Ability to Monitor the Effectiveness of the
DMS

Communication between Operators and the
DMO
Ability to Monitor the Effectiveness of the
DMS
Information on Performance of DMS

Trust
Operators having Trust in the DMO

Operators having Trust in the DMO

Communication between Operators and the
DMO

Communication between Operators and the
DMO
Operators having an Existing Relationship with
DMO

Table 6-1: Factors associated to the different research issues

Operators having Trust in the DMO
Personal Communication

Operators having Trust in the DMO
Personal Communication

6.3.1

Research Issue One: Information Technology Factors

Research issue one asks how information technology adoption factors influence
participation in destination marketing system by tourism operators. Given the body of
research into information technology factors influencing adoption in general (Kwon &
Zmud, 1987; Moore & Benbasat, 1991), information technology adoption by small
business (Thong, 1999), information technology adoption by small tourism businesses
(Buhalis, 1999; Buhalis, Keeling, Lacorte, & Reynolds, 1997; Buhalis & Main, 1998), and
destination marketing system participation (Buhalis & Spada, 2000b; Tourism Training
Victoria, 2002), such factors were expected to emerge.
Expert Interview
(Prominent only)

Factor

Skill in Using IT
Understanding of Internet
Marketing
Culture of IT Use
Individual Preference for
IT Use

Expert Interview Factor
(All)
Effectiveness of Internet
Marketing
Skill in Using IT
Understanding of Internet
Marketing
Culture of IT Use
Individual Preference for
IT Use
Trust in the Technology
Availability of Technology
Infrastructure

Case Study
Factor
(Major only)
Effectiveness of Internet
Marketing

Case Study Factor (All)
Effectiveness of Internet
Marketing
Understanding of Internet
Marketing

Table 6-2: Factors relevant to the research issue of IT factors
A number of information technology factors that influence operators’ participation in
destination marketing system were found. Table 6-2 gives a summary of information
technology factors, and from which study they emerged. This was mostly in the expert
interviews study, from which seven different information technology factors emerged. In
highlighting the factors which were prominent, only four of these factors remained, being
‘Skill in Using IT’, ‘Understanding of Internet Marketing’, ‘Culture of IT Use’, and
‘Individual Preference for IT Use’. The factors ‘Skill in Using IT’, ‘Culture of IT Use’,
and ‘Individual Preference for IT Use’ all related to the general use of information
technology by tourism operators. Of these, only ‘Understanding of Internet Marketing’
emerged from the case studies, and only as a minor factor. However the factor
‘Effectiveness of Internet Marketing’ was a major factor in the case studies, but was only a
minor factor in the expert interviews. Similar factors to those that emerged from the data
can be found in the literature.
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6.3.1.1 Effectiveness of Internet Marketing
The factor ‘Effectiveness of Internet Marketing’ is supported in the information
technology adoption literature, with various theories and studies finding similar factors as
influences on technology adoption. Moore and Benbasat’s (1991) inclusive study
supported the factor of relative advantage from Rogers’ theory of innovation adoption
(1995) as an important influence on important influences of adoption or non-adoption.
Both ‘Relative Advantage’ and ‘Effectiveness of Internet Marketing’ embody the
consideration of benefits of the technology.
For small business, advantages that technology holds for the business (Cragg & King,
1993; Mirchandani & Motwani, 2001; Thong, 1999) and business implications of nonadoption (Fillis, Johannson, & Wagner, 2004) have been found to be important
influences on adoption. ‘Relative Advantage’ was a factor for inter-organisational systems
(Chau & Hui, 2001; Chwelos, Benbasat, & Dexter, 2001; Iacovou, Benbasat, & Dexter,
1995; Kuan & Chau, 2001; Premkumar, Ramamurthy, & Nilakanta, 1994), while in the
psychological based models, perceived usefulness has been a major variable in the
technology acceptance model (Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw, 1989), and outcome
evaluations was a variable in the theory of planned behaviour. Venkatesh, Morris, Davis
and Davis’s (2003) unified theory used the term ‘Performance Expectancy’ to capture the
user’s beliefs about the effectiveness of the technology.
6.3.1.2 Skill in Using IT
The influence of information technology skills has been well recognised in the literature,
supporting the factor ‘Skill in Using IT’ found in this research. The need for training to
address information technology skill needs has been recognised in the tourism literature
(Braun, 2002; Laubenheimer, Carlsson, & Makinen, 1999; Martini, Jacucci, Cattani, &
Claza, 2000; Williams & Palmer, 1999); while in small business, training and knowledge
of computers in the organisation have been recognised as significant (Cragg & King, 1993;
Mirchandani & Motwani, 2001; Thong, 1999).
6.3.1.3 Individual Preference for IT Use
The factor ‘Individual Preference for IT Use’ can be likened to factors from the
literature. Rogers’ Model of Organisational Innovativeness considered the individual
leader characteristics attitude toward change (Yaman, 2000), which if positive increases
the organisational innovativeness. Kwon and Zmud (1987) had an ‘Individual’ factor
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category; while in small business the attitudes of managers and CEOs has been linked to
the perception of benefits (Fillis, Johannson, & Wagner, 2004), enthusiasm (Cragg &
King, 1993; Mirchandani & Motwani, 2001), innovativeness (Thong, 1999), and
knowledge of information systems (Mirchandani & Motwani, 2001; Thong, 1999).
Furthermore, the extension to the technology acceptance model considered individual
differences (Burton-Jones & Hubona, 2005).
6.3.1.4 Understanding of Internet Marketing
Factors from the literature could also be likened to ‘Understanding of Internet
Marketing’. This can be likened to knowledge of information systems factor found for
small business (Mirchandani & Motwani, 2001; Thong, 1999), while for small businesses
in the tourism industry ‘Experience with the Web’ (Chambers & Parker 2000) and ‘Lack
of Expertise’ (Buhalis, Keeling, Lacorte, & Reynolds, 1997; Buhalis & Main, 1998) have
been considered to present a barrier to information technology adoption. In the interorganisational system literature considered knowledge, experience and technical abilities
within the business important factors influencing adoption (Chau & Hui, 2001; Chwelos,
Benbasat, & Dexter, 2001; Iacovou, Benbasat, & Dexter, 1995; Kuan & Chau, 2001).
While well supported in the information technology literature, the findings of this
research suggested that the factor ‘Understanding of Internet Marketing’ had varying
effects on destination marketing system participation. For some operators, a lack of
‘Understanding of Internet Marketing’ meant they were unlikely to participate in a
destination marketing system. For some operators, lack of ‘Understanding of Internet
Marketing’ perhaps meant they did not realise the benefits of a destination marketing
system, and therefore did not participate, or perhaps falsely believed that their own
website was enough to cater for online consumers. This is similar to Tetteh and Burns
(2001) suggestion that small businesses lack the knowledge to appreciate the dynamics of
the internet. However, for others a lack of ‘Understanding of Internet Marketing’
motivated them to participate, as they realised they could take advantage of the
destination marketing organisations expertise and knowledge in the area.
Some operators had a lack of ‘Understanding of Internet Marketing’, and this formed a
motivation to participate. Perhaps these operators had grasped that internet marketing
required more than a business homepage, but indeed required activities such as branding
and linking, as has been found in the literature (Williams & Palmer, 1999). Thus
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participation in a destination marketing system allowed operators to take advantage of the
destination branding and marketing efforts of the destination marketing organisation, as a
tool for driving consumers to their own website. However, this depended on the
operators having the knowledge to recognise their need for this.
This would suggest that operators’ ‘Understanding of Internet Marketing’ influenced
destination marketing system participation by influencing their perception of their
dependency on the destination marketing system, as it influenced their perceptions of
their businesses need to utilise destination marketing organisation resources. Thus,
though likened to factors in the information technology adoption literature, this research
highlights the influence of inter-organisational relationships on ‘Understanding of Internet
Marketing’.
6.3.1.5 Culture of IT Use
The factor of ‘Culture of IT Use’ could also be associated to factors from the literature,
though had no direct factors it could be likened to. ‘Culture of IT Use’ represented the
generally behaviours and attitudes of people, which when present, incorporated using
information technology. These attitudes would be influenced by external factors, and thus
factors such as the power exerted by trading partners (Chwelos, Benbasat, & Dexter,
2001; Premkumar & Ramamurthy, 1995), competitive pressures (Chwelos, Benbasat, &
Dexter, 2001; Premkumar & Ramamurthy, 1995; Premkumar, Ramamurthy, & Crum,
1997), pressures from customers (Banerjee & Golhar, 1994; Premkumar, Ramamurthy,
& Crum, 1997), and pressure from government (Kuan & Chau, 2001) may all be
applicable in influencing a ‘Culture of IT Use’. Social influences have also been
considered to be relevant to information technology adoption (Venkatesh, Morris, Davis,
& Davis, 2003).
In this research, ‘Culture of IT Use’ was a prominent factor in the expert interviews. In
the case studies, tourism operators perhaps already had a ‘Culture of IT Use’, with all
using computers internally and having their own websites. However, given that while some
factors from the literature supported the relevance of ‘Culture of IT Use’, to date no
factor from the literature can be directly likened to ‘Culture of IT Use’. Hence this factor
is a contribution to the information technology adoption literature, and is worthy of
further investigation into what ‘Culture of IT Use’ entails, how this relates to the factors
mentioned above, and how this influences information technology adoption in general.
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6.3.1.6 Trust in Technology and Availability of Technological Infrastructure
Two other factors found in this research were ‘Trust in Technology’ and ‘Availability of
Technological Infrastructure’. Both of these factors had limited supported in the expert
interviews. ‘Trust in Technology’ had five experts agree and three experts disagree that it
was a factor, with some experts commenting that it was a factor that had been overcome
by time. Thus with little support, it is unlikely that ‘Trust in Technology’ has had much
influence on destination marketing system participation, and hence it has had little
representation in the literature. In the literature this may be likened to Morrison and
King’s (2002) account that a series of failures of the Victorian system resulted in
operators’ having a lack of confidence in the system.
Likewise, ‘Availability of Technological Infrastructure’ had only three experts agree that it
was a factor, though no experts expressed disagreement. This is a pragmatic factor, and
for this reason would have little representation in the literature which mainly addresses
conceptual factors. However, Morrison and King (2002) did note that infrastructure
across the state of Victoria was inconsistent across regions, and this inhibited destination
marketing system participation. It is also likely that this factor is specific to particular
regions, with technological infrastructure varying from region to region.
It should be mentioned that there were few information technology factors that emerged
from the case studies, in contrast to the numerous factors emerged from the expert
interviews. All case study organisations used computers for internal purposes, and all had
their own websites, many of which were outsourced. This would indicate that operators
were able to adopt technologies and take measures to adopt the technologies regardless of
the barriers if it was seen as important to their business. However, respect should be paid
to the implications of the methodologies used to find these results. Experts were drawing
on knowledge of many different operators, while the case studies only represented a small
sample of operators.
What can be deduced from these results is that information technology factors certainly
do play a role in the participation of tourism operators in the destination marketing
system. The factors ‘Effectiveness of Internet Marketing’, ‘Skill in Using IT’ and
‘Individual Preference for IT Use’ were represented in the literature. However, the factor
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‘Culture of IT Use’ had no direct representation in the literature, while ‘Understanding of
Internet Marketing’ had a varying effect.
6.3.2

Research Issue Two: Dependency

Research issue two was concerned with the influence of dependency on tourism
operators’ participation in destination marketing systems. Dependency addresses the
resources needs of the individual firm and the way it handles individual relationships to
gain access to these resources (Rutashobya & Jaensson, 2001). Dependency is the degree
to which one party is dependent on the other, and is closely linked to power. A more
powerful organisation may influence a dependent organisation to accept a contract on
terms they would otherwise not accept (Lusch & Brown, 1996). In examining the issue of
dependence, it was found relevant in two ways – firstly the issue of dependence on the
destination marketing organisation, and secondly the issue of dependence on the
destination marketing system.
Expert Interview Factor
(Prominent only)
Effectiveness of the DMS

Price
of
Membership

DMS

Operators Dependence
on the DMOs Marketing

Expert Interview Factor
(All)
Target Market Fit
Effectiveness of the DMS

Competing
Marketing
Channels
Price
of
DMS
Membership
Dependence on the
DMS Marketing
Operators Dependence
on the DMOs Marketing
Operators
Not
Identifying Themselves
as Tourism Business
Operators
having
Lifestyle Motivations

Case Study
Factor
(Major only)
Target Market Fit
Effectiveness of the DMS
Take Advantage of DMS
Resources
Part
of
DMO
Relationship

Case Study Factor (All)

Price
of
Membership

Price
of
Membership

DMS

Target Market Fit
Effectiveness of the DMS
Take Advantage of DMS
Resources
Part
of
DMO
Relationship

DMS

Table 6-3: Factors relevant to the research issue of dependency
Table 6-3 gives a summary of factors associated to dependency, and the study from which
they emerged. Dependence appeared in the results as the factors ‘Operators Dependence
on the DMOs Marketing’ and ‘Dependence on the DMS Marketing’. Various factors
were associated to the issue of dependency, with some factors working to reduce
dependency, and some increasing dependency. As stated in chapter two, dependency is a
product of utility and alternative (Coughlan, Anderson, Stern, & El-Ansary, 2001;
Emerson, 1962; Hart & Saunders, 1997), and the factors of ‘Effectiveness of the DMS’
and ‘Take Advantage of DMS Resources’ established the utility of destination marketing
system, while ‘Competing Marketing Channels’ with ‘Price of DMS Membership’ related
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to alternatives to a destination marketing system. As well as this, ‘Target Market Fit’,
‘Operators Having Lifestyle Motivations’ and ‘Operators Not Identifying Themselves as
Tourism Businesses’ could all reduce the level of dependency by reducing the utility of
the destination marketing system.
Establishing the relevance of dependency also impacted on the relevance of the agency
problems (research issues three and four: hidden characteristics and hidden action
respectively). In an agency relationship, agency problems occur due to differences in selfinterest and risk aversion leadings to parties preferring difference courses of action
(Spake, D'Souza, Crutchfield, & Morgan, 1999). However, this assumes that the agency
and principal need to be in that relationship – that is, a level of dependency makes them
engage in that relationship. Thus where there are competing marketing channels as
alternatives to that relationship, the principal can avoid the agency problems.
6.3.2.1 Operators Dependence on the DMOs Marketing
Dependency was not only confined to the operators’ decision about participation with the
destination marketing system, but also had an influence on the operators’ engagement
with the destination marketing organisation. This ultimately had an influence on
participation in the destination marketing system, as operators engaged with the
destination marketing organisation for different marketing activities, and then participated
in the destination marketing system as a benefit of destination marketing organisation
membership. Hence if operators had dependence on the destination marketing
organisations they were also more likely to engage with the destination marketing
organisation, and therefore were more likely to participate in the destination marketing
system. This factor was intrinsically linked to the factor ‘Part of DMO Relationship’, and
reaffirms suggestions by Martini et al (2000) that the creation of a destination marketing
system does not modify the structure of relationships, but rather are influenced by existing
relationships.
6.3.2.2 Dependence on the DMS Marketing
The factor ‘Dependence on the DMS Marketing’ reflected the influence of dependence
on the destination marketing system, with dependence directly linked to participation. If
tourism operators depended on the business derived from participating in the destination
marketing system, they were very likely to participate. However, the results generally
indicated that operators’ had a lack of dependency on destination marketing systems.
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This was due to the presence of many alternatives, as well as low utility. This is supported
in the literature, with destination marketing systems not providing large portions of
business to operators participating in them (O'Connor, 1999).
6.3.2.3 Effectiveness of the DMS
Operators concern for ‘Effectiveness of the DMS’ contributed to operators’ perception of
dependency, because this was part of the utility of the destination marketing system. This
was a prominent factor in the expert interviews and a major factor in the case studies.
This is well supported in the information technology literature, with the advantage that the
technology holds for the business being a major factor influencing adoption (Cragg &
King, 1993; Mirchandani & Motwani, 2001; Moore & Benbasat, 1991; Rogers, 1995;
Thong, 1999).
Unlike in the information technology literature, the findings of this research related
‘Effectiveness of the DMS’ to ‘Competing Marketing Channels’. The effectiveness of the
destination marketing system was compared to the effectiveness of other available
marketing channels, engaging both elements of dependency, utility and alternative
(Coughlan, Anderson, Stern, & El-Ansary, 2001). Thus, the findings of this research add
to the understanding of how operators would consider the advantage to be gained from
adoption the technology, by introducing the inter-organisational relationship context.
6.3.2.4 Take Advantage of DMS Resources
Also relating to the utility part of dependency was the factor ‘Take Advantage of DMS
Resources’. This was a major factor in the case studies, describing the operators’
participation in the destination marketing system to leverage the expertise, brand, and
resources of the destination marketing organisation in operating the destination marketing
system. The case studies that this emerged from realised the need for the destination
marketing organisation to market the destination, of which the destination marketing
system activities were part. By participating in the destination marketing system, operators’
could take advantage of the destination marketing organisation’s expertise, brand and
resources, which they did not have within their businesses. While ‘Take Advantage of
DMS Resources’ might be considered as encapsulated in consideration of the advantage
the technology holds for the business (as in the information technology adoption
literature), consideration in the inter-organisational relationship context gives a better
understanding of what advantages are to be gained in the adoption of the technology.
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The factor ‘Take Advantage of DMS Resources’ is represented in the inter-organisational
relationship literature, with resource dependency considering that organisations engage in
relationships with other organisations to gain access to resources (Rutashobya & Jaensson,
2001), while expertise is considered an informal basis of power (George & Jones, 1999;
Mole, 2002). The destination marketing system resources added to the utility of the
destination marketing system. However, to recognise the utility of the destination
marketing system resources depended on the operators’ ‘Understanding of Internet
Marketing’ (as discussed in section 6.3.1). Tourism operators needed to understand how
internet marketing worked before they could recognise that they had a deficiency in
knowledge and resources to drive consumers to their own website, and that participating
in the destination marketing system was a way to gain access to these resources.
6.3.2.5 Competing Marketing Channels
‘Competing Marketing Channels’ was a factor that represented the consideration of
alternatives to participating in a destination marketing system. This emerged only as a
non-prominent factor in the expert interviews; however examination of the online
destination marketing context revealed many different alternatives to marketing through a
destination marketing system. For the destination region in which the case studies were
conducted, various alternatives existed for participation in destination marketing systems,
with six different destination marketing systems available, while various local destination
marketing systems were also available.
Examination of the use of the internet by the case study organisations revealed a high-use
of different websites channels, such as franchise, travel, market-oriented, product-oriented
websites; while all operators’ had their own websites. Destination marketing systems were
contrasted to print and television advertising mediums. Many of the case study businesses
seemed to gather a lot of business from repeat customers, and also ‘walk-in’ (nonsolicited) business. Hence, there were a multitude of alternatives to destination marketing
system participation, which reduces dependency, and reduces the need for an operator to
participate in a destination marketing system to access resources.
It would have been expected that ‘Competing Marketing Channels’ would emerge from
the case studies as well as the expert interviews. However, the tourism literature has
established that consumers utilise a wide range of channels (Jung, Louvieris, & Oppewal,
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2002; Pearce & Schott, 2005), and therefore so did tourism operators (Pearce, Tan, &
Schott, 2004). Thus, if operators engage in multiple channel strategies, this would explains
the findings of this research, as well as Blank and Sussmann’s (2000) finding that
participation in a destination marketing system did not reduce the need for promotional
expenditure or participation in other co-operative marketing.
6.3.2.6 Price of Destination Marketing Membership
Related to the factor ‘Competing Marketing Channels’ is the factor ‘Price of DMS
Membership’. This factor was prominent in the expert interviews, as well as a major factor
in the case study data, and as discussed previously this factor was separate from the factor
of ‘Availability of Funds’. ‘Price of DMS Membership’ has previously been identified in
the destination marketing system literature (Buhalis & Spada, 2000b; Tourism Training
Victoria, 2002). However, in the dependency framework, the factor ‘Price of DMS
Membership’ was concerned with the operators’ willingness to pay the price required for
destination marketing system membership in association with the benefits that operators
could get from it, that is, the utility of the destination marketing system. This was done in
comparison to the price of participating in the alternative marketing channels, compared
with how effective each channel was. The dependency framework used in this research
provides more understanding of how operators assess the price of destination marketing
system participation.
6.3.2.7 Target Market Fit
The factor ‘Target Market Fit’ had an effect on the level of dependency, by influencing
the utility of the destination marketing system to operators. If the target market of the
operator did not match the target market of the destination marketing organisation, the
operator would have very little dependence on the destination marketing organisations
efforts, because they would be perceived to be attracting consumers to the destination
which would not increase the sales for the operator. Thus, the destination marketing
system or any other marketing carried out by the destination marketing organisation had
little utility for the operator. This was perhaps emphasised in the results of this research
due to four of the fifteen case studies being backpacker hostels, which commonly targeted
a different market to the typical visitor to the region (discussed in section 5.2.1).
In the process of destination branding and destination marketing, a destination marketing
organisation selects key themes around which to base its brand and its marketing which is
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likely to be sustainable and attractive to consumers. However, due to the range of
products within a destination, brands and marketing are not always inclusive of all product
offerings in the destination. While it has been recognised in the literature that destination
brands can only match certain types of demand with their brand (Buhalis, 2000), these
findings extend knowledge of the effect of this approach to destination branding on small
businesses, of which little has previously been understood (Morgan, Pritchard, & Pride,
2004). Examined in the inter-organisational relationship element of dependency, ‘Target
Market Fit’ reduces on dependency by reducing utility. These findings extend the
understanding of what contributes to utility of destination marketing and destination
marketing systems. Hence, this extends the understanding of problems of cooperation
between tourism operators and destination marketing organisations (Buhalis, 2000).
Though authors such as Pollock (1998) have suggested similar issues, there has previously
been no evidence to confirm this or any explanations linking of this phenomenon to
theory.
6.3.2.8 Operators having Lifestyle Motivations and Operators Not Identifying
Themselves as Tourism Businesses
As with ‘Target Market Fit’, it was a similar case for ‘Operators having Lifestyle
Motivations’. This meant that the operator did not necessarily want to increase their level
of business, and likewise for the factor ‘Operators Not Identifying Themselves as
Tourism Businesses’. Both of these factors decreased dependency on the destination
marketing organisation and destination marketing system by reducing utility of the
destination marketing, and thus meant operators were less likely to participate in the
destination marketing system. These characteristics of tourism operators have been
recognised in the literature (Cooper, Fletcher, Gilbert, Wanhill, & Shepherd, 1998;
Morrison, 2001; Nodder, Mason, Ateljevic, & Milne, 2003), however the findings of this
research establish effects of these characteristics in the destination marketing context.
6.3.3

Research Issue Three: Hidden Characteristics

Research issue three asks if and how the hidden characteristics problem, from agency
theory, influences participation in destination marketing system by tourism operators.
The hidden characteristics problem is caused by information asymmetry where the
principal does not have enough information to evaluate if the agent has the ability to
perform the allocated task (Bergen, Dutta, & Walker Jr, 1992), and also encompasses the
mechanisms available for discovering these characteristics (Spake, D'Souza, Crutchfield,
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& Morgan, 1999). In this context it is proposed that the tourism operator does not have
information about the destination marketing organisations ability to perform the task of
internet marketing on their behalf. The operator desires information to assess if the
destination marketing organisation has suitable characteristics before entering into a
contract with them.
Expert Interview Factor
(Major only)
Credibility of the DMO

Operators using Word-OfMouth to Evaluate
Communication between
Operators and the DMO

Expert Interview Factor
(All)
Credibility of the DMO
Quality of the DMS
Website
Operators using Word-OfMouth to Evaluate
Communication between
Operators and the DMO

Case Study
Factor
(Major only)
Credibility of the DMO
Quality of the DMS
Website

Case Study Factor (All)

Effectiveness
DMO

Effectiveness
DMO

of

the

Credibility of the DMO
Quality of the DMS
Website

of

the

Table 6-4: Factors relevant to the research issue of hidden characteristics
Table 6-4 presents the five factors that were associated with the hidden characteristics
problem. The factors ‘Credibility of the DMO’ and ‘Effectiveness of the DMO’ were
related the tourism operators’ assessment of the destination marketing organisations
ability to perform the task of internet marketing on their behalf. ‘Credibility of the DMO’
was a major factor in both expert interviews and case studies, although ‘Effectiveness of
the DMO’ did not emerge from the expert interviews, it was a major factor in the case
studies. The factors ‘Quality of the DMS Website’, ‘Operators using Word-Of-Mouth to
Evaluate’ and ‘Communication between Operators and the DMO’ were also associated to
the hidden characteristics problem as they represented mechanisms for discovering the
characteristics of the destination marketing organisation. ‘Quality of the DMS Website’
emerged from both expert interviews and case studies, albeit not as a prominent factor in
the expert interviews. Both ‘Operators using Word-Of-Mouth to Evaluate’ and
‘Communication between Operators and the DMO’ emerged as prominent factors in the
expert interviews, despite not appearing in the case studies.
The findings suggest that the hidden characteristics problem was less of an issue for
government destination marketing organisations, who were established as credible
organisations in their respective destinations. The main concern was for the credibility of
the non-government destination marketing organisations. However, some operators still
doubted the credibility of the government destination marketing organisations. The basis
of doubts about credibility was associated with the negative experiences or observed
behaviour in the past.
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6.3.3.1 Assessment of the Destination Marketing Organisations Characteristics
The factor most directly related to the hidden characteristics problem was ‘Credibility of
the DMO’, which directly related to the operators want to establish the ability of the
destination marketing organisation to effectively perform the internet marketing task. As
the hidden characteristics problem indicates, operators acknowledged that certain effort
and expertise is needed to achieve the outcome (Spake, D'Souza, Crutchfield, & Morgan,
1999). Thus, the emergence of the factor ‘Credibility of the DMO’ supported the
relevance of the hidden characteristics problem to the relationship between tourism
operators and the destination marketing organisation in operating the destination
marketing system.
The factor ‘Effectiveness of the DMO’ emerged as a major factor in the case studies,
reflecting operators’ concern for the destination marketing organisations ability to be
effective in marketing activities, particularly in relation to internet marketing. Unless the
operators’ considered that the destination marketing organisation was effective, they did
not want to engage with them, and thus, in turn would not participate in the destination
marketing system. While this again supports the relevance of the hidden characteristics
problem with consideration of the agent’s ability to perform the task at hand (Bergen,
Dutta, & Walker Jr, 1992), it reflects tourism operators focus on performance. Rather
than just the ability to perform the tasks at hand, the factor ‘Effectiveness of the DMO’
considers how well the destination marketing organisation actually performs the task.
6.3.3.2 Mechanisms for Assessing the Characteristics of the Destination Marketing
Organisation
While the hidden characteristics problem is primarily concerned with the principal’s
information about the agent’s characteristics, important to this problem is the mechanisms
available for discovering these characteristics (Bergen, Dutta, & Walker Jr, 1992; Spake,
D'Souza, Crutchfield, & Morgan, 1999). Bergen et al. (1992) suggested that principals
undertake processes of screening, examining signals and opportunities for self-selection
between a principal and agent in attempting to overcome the information asymmetry in
the hidden characteristics problem. Thus the factors of ‘Quality of the DMS Website’,
‘Operators using Word-Of-Mouth to Evaluate’ and ‘Communication between Operators
and the DMO’ were all associated with the hidden characteristics problem as they
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represented mechanisms being used to discover the characteristics of the destination
marketing organisation.
The factor ‘Quality of the DMS Website’ emerged from both expert interviews and case
studies, being only a major factor in the case studies. The factor entailed operators’
assessing the quality of the destination marketing system website when considering
participation in the destination marketing system. This was done in order to discover the
internet marketing abilities of the destination marketing organisation. This supported
findings of Tourism Training Victoria (2002) of operators being concerned with the
quality of the destination marketing systems websites, however the hidden characteristics
framework explains why they have these concerns. Examining the quality of the
destination marketing system website can be viewed as an information gathering strategy
used by the operators’ to determine the destination marketing organisation’s
characteristics.
The factor ‘Operators using Word-Of-Mouth to Evaluate’ was considered as part of a
screening process (Bergen, Dutta, & Walker Jr, 1992), with operators communicating to
each other the effectiveness of the different marketing channels, and of the destination
marketing organisations operating a destination marketing system. This is similar to the
findings by Morrison and King (2002), who found word-of-mouth communications about
negative experiences with destination marketing systems inhibited tourism operators’
participation. However, Morrison and King (2002) did not readily associate the word-ofmouth communications with operators process to address the hidden characteristics
problem.
The importance of communications has been previously established in the literature.
Shaw and Conway (2000) found that social networks influenced small firm learning; and
hence can be associated with increasing operators’ understanding of internet marketing
(already discussed as an information technology factor). While Deroian (2001)
established that social networks had a positive influence on adoption of technologies, this
research suggests that the hidden characteristics problem is a motivator of the social
network communications, while also indicating the content of the communications. This
confirms Dahlstrom and Ingram’s (2003) findings that social networks are used by
principals to reduce costs of gathering information to evaluate the agent.
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The factor ‘Communication between Operators and the DMO’ also represented a means
of the principal discovering the characteristics of the agent. Mechanisms for
communication between operators and the destination marketing organisation allowed
operators to examine signals from the destination marketing organisation. Operators
could then gather information about the destination marketing organisations ability to
attract tourists to the destination, and their capabilities and expertise in internet
marketing. This reaffirmed Pollock’s (1998) suggestion that operators’ need more
information about destination marketing systems before they participate. However in the
hidden characteristics framework used in this research, it indicates that communications
should be used to indicate to operators the abilities of the destination marketing
organisation in carrying out internet marketing, and thus gives more understanding of
what information needs to be communicated.
6.3.4

Research Issue Four: Hidden Action

Research issue four is concerned with the influence that the hidden action problem had
on tourism operators’ participation in destination marketing systems. The hidden action
problem arises due to the principal not having information about the behaviours that the
agent in performing the delegated task. Though primarily dealing with issues once a
contract is established (Bergen, Dutta, & Walker Jr, 1992), it is also relevant in
considering the different parties preference in the contract. The hidden action problem
exists in the destination marketing system context as the tourism operator is concerned
with the performance of the destination marketing system, however does not have
information about the performance of the destination marketing system. Hence factors
associated to this research issue relate to the operators’ concern for the performance of
the destination marketing system, and also the mechanisms for assessing the performance
of the destination marketing system.
Expert Interview Factor
(Prominent only)
Effectiveness of the DMS

Expert Interview Factor
(All)
Effectiveness of the DMS
Target Market Fit

Communication between
Operators and the DMO
Ability to Monitor the
Effectiveness of the DMS

Communication between
Operators and the DMO
Ability to Monitor the
Effectiveness of the DMS

Case Study Factor (Major
only)
Effectiveness of the DMS
Target Market Fit
Commission Preference
Subscription Preference

Case Study Factor (All)
Effectiveness of the DMS
Target Market Fit
Commission Preference
Subscription Preference

Information
performance of DMS

Table 6-5: Factors relevant to the research issue of hidden action
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Table 6-5 presents the seven factors that were associated to the hidden action problem.
Factors associated to the operators’ concern for the performance of the destination
marketing system were ‘Effectiveness of the DMS’ and ‘Target Market Fit’. Factors
associated with mechanisms for assessing the performance of the destination marketing
system were ‘Commission Preference’, ‘Subscription Preference’, ‘Communication
between Operators and the DMO’, ‘Ability to Monitor the Effectiveness of the DMS’ and
‘Information on performance of DMS’.
6.3.4.1 Performance of Destination Marketing Systems
The factors ‘Effectiveness of the DMS’ and ‘Target Market Fit’ were associated to the
hidden action problem as they expressed operators’ concerns about the performance of
the destination marketing system. ‘Effectiveness of the DMS’ was a major factor for both
expert interviews and case studies; while ‘Target Market Fit’ was only a major factor in the
case studies. The factor ‘Effectiveness of the DMS’ was associated to the hidden action
problem due to doubts about the effectiveness of the destination marketing system being
implicit in the hidden action problem, while the goal conflict resulting from ‘Target
Market Fit’ is also at the source of the hidden action problem.
The hidden action problem only exists if the principal has doubts about effectiveness of
the agent in performing the task. That is, if the principal has complete confidence in the
effectiveness of the marketing mechanism the agent is performing, then they have no
need to monitor the agent’s behaviour or performance. Hence the factor ‘Effectiveness of
the DMS’ was associated to the hidden action problem. This factor also had an influence
on dependency (discussed in section 6.3.2), and is well supported in the technology
literature (Cragg & King, 1993; Mirchandani & Motwani, 2001; Moore & Benbasat, 1991;
Rogers, 1995; Thong, 1999). The destination marketing system literature has also found
operator’s concerns about the effectiveness of a DMS a major factor (Buhalis & Spada,
2000b; Palmer & McCole, 2000; Tourism Training Victoria, 2002). However, viewed in
the hidden action framework, the impact of a lack of effectiveness can be understood.
When operators perceive a lack of effectiveness of a destination marketing system, the
hidden action problem indicates that mechanisms need to be put in place to demonstrate
the effectiveness, and allow ongoing evaluation of the effectiveness of the system.
At the root of the hidden action problem is the assumption of opportunistic behaviour by
the agent, who commits minimal effort for maximum gain (Coughlan & Sen, 1989;
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Eisenhardt, 1989a; Farley, 1964; Spake, D'Souza, Crutchfield, & Morgan, 1999; Wright,
Mukherji, & Kroll, 2001). This is often referred to as goal conflict, as each party has
different goals. The factor ‘Target Market Fit’ was associated to the hidden action
problem as it can be a source of goal conflict. This factor was also associated with
dependency (section 6.3.2), as ‘Target Market Fit’ also reduced the dependency of
operators on the destination marketing organisation and destination marketing system
where there was a major difference between the target markets of the operators and the
destination marketing organisation.
The factor ‘Target Market Fit’ applied to the hidden action problem rather than
dependency where there were less substantial differences in the target market of the
operator and the destination marketing organisation. Here a lack of target market fit
became a source of goal conflict between the operator and the destination marketing
organisation, with each party preferring marketing strategies (including that are used in the
destination marketing system) to address different consumer segments. While both
parties are aligned wanting more tourists to visit the region, operators are more concerned
with attracting tourists to the destination which would visit their establishment.
While ‘Target Market Fit’ represented goal conflict between the operators’ and the
destination marketing system, no factors emerged that indicated concern for the
destination marketing organisation acting opportunistically, as indicated in the agency
theory literature (Coughlan & Sen, 1989; Eisenhardt, 1989a; Farley, 1964; Spake,
D'Souza, Crutchfield, & Morgan, 1999; Wright, Mukherji, & Kroll, 2001). This may have
been due to the publicly-funded nature of destination marketing organisations, with public
funding resulting in operators considering destination marketing organisations would not
be driven to act opportunistically to enhance their own profits. Instead, the factor
‘Effectiveness of the DMS’ suggested they were concerned with the lack of effectiveness
of the destination marketing system, perhaps suspecting destination marketing
organisation’s of being less efficient or effective due to the public funding model. This is
a key difference between these findings and the representations of goal conflict in the
literature (Bergen, Dutta, & Walker Jr, 1992; Eisenhardt, 1989a).
6.3.4.2 Mechanisms to Monitor the Performance of Destination Marketing Systems
The hidden action problem is concerned with how the principal evaluates and rewards
the agent’s performance, and the how information is used in this process (Bergen, Dutta,
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& Walker Jr, 1992). The factors ‘Commission Preference’, ‘Subscription Preference’ and
‘Information on performance of DMS’ emerged from only the case studies (which were
in a single destination), with ‘Information on performance of DMS’ not being a major
factor. In contrast, the factors ‘Communication between Operators and the DMO’ and
‘Ability to Monitor the Effectiveness of the DMS’ emerged only from the expert
interviews, though both as prominent factors. Each of these was associated to the
mechanisms available for operators to monitor the performance of destination marketing
systems.
The factor ‘Communications between Operators and the DMO’ was relevant to the
hidden action problem, as these communications could be used as a mechanism for the
destination marketing system to provide information about the performance of the
destination marketing system to the operators’. This is supported in the literature, with
communication negating risk in relationships (Whitener, Brodt, Korsgaard, & Werner,
1998). The findings of this research suggest that communications can be used as a
mechanism to ease the hidden action problem engaged in destination marketing system
participation. Communications can inform the operators of the destination marketing
organisation’s behaviour with regard to the destination marketing system, and
performance of the destination marketing system. For example, communications may
inform operators of the marketing expenditure of the destination marketing organisation
on the destination marketing system, or the demographics of visitors to the destination
marketing system website. This information eases the operator’s concern that the
destination marketing organisation is not effective.
More specific to the destination marketing system was the operators desiring the ‘Ability
to Monitor the Effectiveness of the DMS’. A close representation of this was the
‘Information on performance of DMS’ that emerged from the case studies. These factors
represented mechanisms specific to operators’ concern about the actions of the
destination marketing organisation, hence supporting the presence of the hidden action
problem. They are also strongly linked to ‘Communications between Operators and the
DMO’, indicating the type of information that operators wanted from communications
with the destination marketing organisation.
Embedded in the hidden action problem is the consideration of the conditions and
preferences of the principal for behaviour-based or outcome-based contracts (Eisenhardt,
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1989a). The presence of the hidden action problem initiates the principal’s concern for
the actions of the agent, while conditions indicate whether the principal prefers to
behaviour-based or outcome-based contracts. In the destination marketing system
context, this referred to the payment of subscription or commission as compensation to
the destination marketing organisation for performing the internet marketing on the
tourism operator’s behalf. In paying subscription fees, the operators would pay a flat fee,
for example, on an annual basis, for representation in the destination marketing system. A
commission basis would see the operator pay a percentage of the outcomes of the
destination marketing system marketing, most commonly bookings or sales.
The results of the case studies reflected that operators in the selected destination would
prefer to pay for destination marketing system participation on a commission basis. This
is contrary to the destination marketing systems literature that suggested operators were
reluctant to pay commissions (Archdale, 1993; Buhalis & Spada, 2000b; Sussmann &
Baker, 1996), often due to low levels of profitability in small businesses (O'Connor,
1999). The hidden action problem indicates commission preferences would be the
preference of operators’ when there is high levels of risk aversion, goal conflict, outcome
measurability and cost of monitoring behaviour, with low task programmability and short
length of relationship (Bergen, Dutta, & Walker Jr, 1992; Eisenhardt, 1989a). With
perceptions of a lack of effectiveness of the internet marketing and the destination
marketing system, together with a lack of availability of funds, this would represent
conditions of high risk aversion by operators. Goal conflict was also present, due to
‘Target Market Fit’. Hence, operators had to pay when the marketing was successful for
them, and did not have to be concerned with the behaviour of the destination marketing
organisation.
Outcome measurability was a condition that varied for different cases in the destination.
With tourism operators belonging to various industries, the nature of their product
differed and therefore so too did the outcome measurability. Accommodation operators
had a high level of outcome measurability, and therefore it was easy to measure the
outcomes of destination marketing system marketing. However, operators such as those
in the retail sector found the tracking of commissions too difficult to be practical. This has
been a cause for concern for privatised destination marketing systems, where many
different types of tourism products (e.g. retailers, restaurants, museums, art galleries, local
transport) are not suitable for commission structures (Sussmann & Baker, 1996). Thus,
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these findings suggest different payment structures may be needed for different types of
operators in a destination.
Length of relationship has been considered in the literature to lead to preferences for
subscription based compensation rather than outcome based (Bergen, Dutta, & Walker
Jr, 1992; Eisenhardt, 1989a). The length of relationship was evident in the expert
interview results, with ‘Operators having Existing Relationship with DMO’ a factor.
One of the cases, an accommodation provider, preferred subscription based
compensation. They considered that commissions eroded the profits of the business –
that is, if they paid commissions, the destination marketing system participation would
cost more than paying a subscription fee. Operators’ concern about paying commission
fees has also arisen in the literature (Buhalis & Spada, 2000b). This operator exhibited
low risk aversion, due to being confident of future business. This operator also had a long
existing relationship with the destination marketing organisation, which would have added
to the preference for subscription based compensation.
While these findings do not extend the understanding of the hidden action problem, it
does demonstrate that the policies that govern participation in destination marketing
systems may play an important influence on tourism operators’ participation. It is these
policies that govern the inter-organisational relationship between tourism operators and
the destination marketing organisation, and subsequently this relationship plays an
important role in determining participation. The findings of this research show that the
hidden action problem applies to destination marketing system participation.
Furthermore, the findings develop an understanding of how the relationship between
tourism operators and the destination marketing organisation influence participation in
the destination marketing system. Implicit in this finding is the proposal that it is more
than technological factors that influence tourism operators’ participation in destination
marketing systems.
6.3.5

Research Issue Five: Trust

Research issue five is concerned with the influence of trust between the tourism operators
and destination marketing organisations on the participation in destination marketing
systems by tourism operators. In the literature, trust is defined as one’s belief and
expectation about the likelihood of having a desirable action performed by the trustee
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(Deutsch, 1973), when taking a risk and leaving oneself vulnerable to the actions of the
trusted other (Boon & Holmes, 1991). Thus trust would reduce tourism operators’
uncertainty and suspicions that the destination marketing organisation would act
opportunistically. Rather than be concerned with monitoring costs, each party believes
that the other is interested in their welfare (Kumar, 1996).
Expert Interview Factor
(Major only)
Operators having Trust in
the DMO

Expert Interview Factor
(All)
Operators having Trust in
the DMO

Communication between
Operators and the DMO

Communication between
Operators and the DMO
Operators
having
an
Existing Relationship with
DMO

Case Study Factor (Major
only)
Operators having Trust in
the DMO
Personal Communication

Case Study Factor (All)
Operators having Trust in
the DMO
Personal Communication

Table 6-6: Factors relevant to the research issue of trust
Table 6-6 presents the four factors associated with the research issue of trust. Firstly, trust
in its own right emerged as the factor ‘Operators having Trust in the DMO’, as a major
factor in both expert interviews and case studies. The three other factors associated with
this factor were contributors to the development of trust: ‘Communication between
Operators and the DMO’, ‘Personal communication’ and ‘Operators having an Existing
Relationship with DMO’. Of these both ‘Communication between Operators and the
DMO’ and ‘Operators having an Existing Relationship with DMO’ emerged only from
the expert interviews, with only the former as a prominent factor. The factor ‘Personal
communication’ emerged as a major factor only in the case studies. Each of these could
be observed to play a role in developing the trust between the operators and the
destination marketing organisation.
6.3.5.1 Operators having Trust in the DMO
The factor ‘Operators having Trust in the DMO’ emerged as a major factor in the expert
interviews and in the case studies. Similar to previous findings, it was found that a lack of
trust resulted in a reluctance of stakeholders to participate in marketing alliances (Palmer
& Bejou, 1995), which includes destination marketing systems. The results suggest trust is
needed for operators’ to establish any level of business dealings with another organisation.
This research confirms previous findings that trust in the destination marketing
organisation is important in achieving destination marketing system participation
(Tourism Training Victoria, 2002).
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Participation in a destination marketing system entails a degree of risk for tourism
operators, as they leave themselves vulnerable to the actions of the destination marketing
organisation that may act opportunistically, or as discussed earlier, act ineffectively or
inefficiently. The development of trust between tourism operators and a destination
marketing organisation means the tourism operator has formed an expectation about the
likelihood of having a desirable action performed by the trustee (Deutsch, 1973), the
destination marketing organisation.
An interesting issue within the factor ‘Operators having Trust in the DMO’ was how the
government or non-government status of the destination marketing organisation influence
the operators trust. The issue of trust in destination marketing organisations has arisen in
the literature in the past, though with Palmer and Bejou (1995) finding tourism operators
in the United States of America having less trust of governments than operators in the
United Kingdom. Likewise, Tourism Training Victoria (2002) found operators trust in
Tourism Victoria (the Victorian state tourism organisation) was an issue influencing
operators’ participation in their destination marketing system. The findings of this
research suggest a lack of trust was mainly an issue for operators when dealing with the
non-government website agents. The case study results reflected that trust was established
with government destination marketing organisations over a long period of time, and this
strongly influenced their destination marketing system participation.
6.3.5.2 Operators having an Existing Relationship with DMO
The factor ‘Operators having an Existing Relationship with DMO’ was not a prominent
factor in expert interviews, although did reflect findings in previous research.
Laubenheimer et al’s (1999) suggested that in the destination marketing context trust
between organisations was built over time, which was inline with the trust literature that
suggests the length of relationship between organisations influences attitudes (Blank &
Sussman, 2000; Kumar, 1996). In evaluating whether they would trust a party to carry to
out internet marketing for them, operators used their past experience with the
organisation in making their judgement. Organisations that they had not previously had
dealings with in the past were dealt with sceptically, and thus it was important for a
destination marketing organisation to develop a relationship over time and maintain a
good relationship with operators.
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Social exchange theory suggests that trust is built by having positive economic and social
outcomes over time (Lambe, Wittmann, & Spekman, 2001), while longer-term
relationships are more trusting (Anderson & Weitz, 1989; Ganesan, 1994), which is
supported by the factor ‘Operators having an Existing Relationship with DMO’. A
positive long-term relationship enhanced trust, and operators that already had an existing
relationship with destination marketing organisation established trust, which was then
transferred to trusting the destination marketing organisation and its destination marketing
system operations.
6.3.5.3 Communication between Operators and the DMO
Although also associated with the hidden characteristics and hidden action research
issues, the factor ‘Communication between Operators and the DMO’ was also associated
with the research issue of trust. Communication was relevant to agency theory since
communication involved the flow of information, and hence addressed information
asymmetries that are at the root of the agency problems. However, communication also
played an important role in the development of trust between tourism operators and
destination marketing organisations. The concepts of communication and trust have been
closely linked in the literature, with trust causing communication (Dwyer, Schurr, & Oh,
1987), and communication leading to trust (Anderson, Lodish, & Wietz, 1987; Anderson
& Narus, 1990). The findings of this research support this, with communications between
tourism operators and destination marketing organisations being important to the
development of trust.
6.3.5.4 Personal Communications
A factor related to ‘Communications between Operators and DMO’ was ‘Personal
Communications’, which indicated the form of communication. This was thought to help
develop the trust between operators and the destination marketing organisation, with such
communications allowing the operators to associate a person with the organisation. This is
congruent with social exchange theory, where exchanges are thought to have both
economic and social elements, which over time build trust (Lambe, Wittmann, &
Spekman, 2001). Personal communications also allowed operators to make personal
judgements on the motivations and credibility of the person, and associate these
judgements with the organisation. This was also congruent with findings in the literature,
with communication addressing problems of establishing credibility and trustworthiness of
the partners (Das & Teng, 1998).
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The findings of this research suggest that personal communications are preferred to
generic marketing communications, with operators trusting organisations more when they
dealt with organisations through face-to-face or telephone interactions. This is supported
in the literature by Mohr and Fisher (1996) and Mohr and Nevin’s (1990) research, which
considered the modality of the method used transmit information important, while also
arose in research by Tourism Training Victoria (2002). Kumar (1996) also suggested that
trusting relationships needed to embody communications that were bilateral rather than
primarily unilateral.
The findings of this research confirm that trust between tourism operators and destination
marketing organisations is an important influence on tourism operators’ participation in
destination marketing systems. This generally supports findings in the inter-organisational
relationship literature, and confirming the research specific to destination marketing
systems. Although tourism operators do not engage in relationship with the destination
marketing system itself, this research confirms that relationships between tourism
operators and the destination marketing organisations do influence tourism operators’
participation in destination marketing systems.

6.4 Factors Not Associated with Research Issues
In total, 39 factors emerged from the expert interviews and case studies. Of these, 10
could not be readily associated with one of the five research issues. However, they did still
emerge from the data due to the strategy of introducing discovery in the research process
by using qualitative data collection methods. Thus these remain as factors that influence
participation in destination marketing systems by tourism operators. These are shown in
table 6-7.
It should be noted that many of these factors emerged from the expert interviews, with
only ‘Shortage of Time’ and ‘Availability of Funds’ emerging from the case study data.
Only two factors from the expert interviews were prominent factors, that of ‘Tourism
Sector’, and ‘Regional Operators Less Likely Participants’. ‘Availability of Funds’ was also
a major factor in the case studies.
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Expert Interview Factor
(Prominent only)

Expert
(All)

Interview

Factor

Tourism Sector
Regional Operators Less
Likely Participants

Tourism Sector
Regional Operators Less
Likely Participants
Shortage of Time
Awareness of the DMS
Sign-up Forms are Long
and Complicated
Business Size
Operators
Not
Understanding the Roles of
the
DMO
in
the
Destination
Short-Term Mindset of
Operators
High Turnover of Tourism
Operators

Case Study
Factor
(Major only)
Availability of Funds

Case Study Factor (All)
Availability of Funds

Shortage of Time

Table 6-7: Factors not associated with the five research issues
Some of these factors may have not been prominent factors due to the factors occurring
in some of the expert’s destinations regions and not others. For instance, the factor ‘Signup Forms are Long and Complicated’, would vary depending on the policies and
procedures of a given destination marketing organisation or destination marketing system.
However, research into participation in the Victorian state destination marketing system
also found the sign-up process was a significant barrier to participation (Tourism Training
Victoria, 2002). The factors ‘Operators Not Understanding the Roles of the DMO in the
Destination’, ‘Short-term Mindset of Operators’, and ‘High Turnover of Tourism
Operators’ are also likely to be destination specific, with the maturity of the destination
influencing tourism operator behaviour and attitudes (Cooper, Fletcher, Gilbert, Wanhill,
& Shepherd, 1998).
Some of these factors could also be related to each other. The factor ‘Awareness of the
DMS’ would be more of an issue in a region where the factor ‘High Turnover of Tourism
Operators’ was an issue, as new owners and managers of tourism businesses would not
immediately be aware of the destination marketing system. This is supported in previous
research, which found individual tourism operators have little awareness of the benefits of
co-operative marketing (Palmer & McCole, 2000; Pollock, 1998). A lack of awareness of
the destination marketing system also relates to a lack of awareness of the benefits of the
destination marketing system, which would engage the ‘Effectiveness of the DMS’ factor
(associated to dependency and hidden action research issues).
‘Business Size’ also emerged as a factor, though had diversity of expert opinions.
However, little insight can be given into its relevance by the case studies, as small
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businesses were concentrated on too isolate variables not of primary interest. A factor that
could be linked to ‘Business Size’ however is ‘Availability of Funds’. That small
businesses have a problem getting access to funds has been well documented in other
research (Thong, Yap, & Raman, 1996). It could be suggested that the factor ‘Availability
of Funds’, was a finding in the case studies is a result of the case studies focussing on small
businesses, for which a lack of funds reduces ability to absorb shocks of unsuccessful
investments in information systems (Thong, 1999).
Two prominent factors from the expert interviews were ‘Tourism Sector’ and ‘Regional
Operators Less Likely Participants’. Neither of these factors emerged in the case studies;
however this is due to the factors being relevant to the trends across a large number of
operators. The case study method was not intended to examine such trends; however this
should be an area for future research. On the issue of tourism sector, findings of the
expert interviews confirm trends found in other research that accommodation providers
are the most prominent participants in destination marketing systems, with an irregular
representation of other types of products (Tourism Training Victoria, 2002).
For the factor ‘Regional Operators Less Likely Participants’, comments by some experts
indicated that, combined with a ‘Shortage of Time’, regional operators had extra
difficulties in networking, due to the impact of geographical distances. This would then
result in a lack of awareness or word-of-mouth evaluation of destination marketing
systems, previously associated with the hidden characteristics research issue. This is inline
with Blank and Sussmann’s (2000) speculations about differences between urban and
rural operators attitudes towards the benefits of destination marketing systems.
Of the factors not associated to research issues, only the factor ‘Shortage of Time’
appeared in both expert interviews and case study results. However, it was not a
prominent factor in the expert interviews or a major factor in the case studies. It had
arisen in the literature, where it was linked to the factor ‘Sign-up forms are long and
complicated’ (Tourism Training Victoria, 2002). Long sign-up process increased the time
needed to participate, and thus the burden on operators. It could also be linked back to
the information technology factors of ‘Skill in using IT’ and ‘Knowledge of Internet
Marketing’, as a lack of knowledge or skills would results in it taking longer to understand
the destination marketing system policies and complete the sign-up procedures. Time
available to implement the technology has been found as a significant factor influencing
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small business adoption of technology (Chambers & Parker, 2000; Cragg & King, 1993;
Mirchandani & Motwani, 2001; Thong, 1999). It can also be associated with the
organisational slack in Rogers’ (1995) model of organisational innovativeness, which
informs us that the more organisational slack that exists in an organisation, the more
organisational innovativeness they have. A shortage of time in a business would mean
there is very little organisational slack, hence reducing the organisational innovativeness.

6.5 Theoretical

Framework

of

Factors

Influencing

Destination

Marketing System Participation
To summarise the findings of this research, the influence of inter-organisational
relationships can be demonstrated in a theoretical framework. As discussed in chapter
three, the critical realism paradigm aims to understand the world in terms of its
underlying mechanisms (Robson, 2002). It does not aim to develop theory to make
predictions (Danermark, Ekstrom, Jakobsen, & Karlsson, 2003). Thus, this research does
not present a ‘model’ on which predictions about participation or non-participation can
be made, but instead a theoretical framework that forms as a basis of the explanation
(Veal, 2006) of the influence of inter-organisational relationships on tourism operators’
participation in destination marketing systems.
The theoretical framework summarises the findings of the two methods of data collection,
subsequently encapsulating how information technology factors, dependency, hidden
characteristics, hidden action, and trust influence tourism operators’ participation in
destination marketing systems. To summarise the conceptual framework, participation in
destination marketing systems is more likely when the overall relationship between
tourism operators and the destination marketing organisation is characterised by a high
level of dependence and trust, and the destination marketing system specific relationship
is characterised by a high level of dependence, and low levels of the hidden characteristic
and hidden action problems. In the theoretical framework, information technology
factors are internal to the tourism operators, as they represent barriers to participation,
and interact with the characteristics of the tourism operator. The destination marketing
organisation is shown to have general marketing functions as well as destination marketing
system functions. Also highlighted in the framework is how the destination marketing
system specific relationship is embedded within the overall tourism operator-destination
marketing organisation, and factors influencing this overall relationship contribute to
destination marketing system participation.
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Figure 6-1 focuses on the overall relationship between tourism operators and the
destination marketing organisation, expanding to show the factors that influence
dependence and trust. Dependency on the destination marketing organisation is
influenced positively by utility and negatively by alternative. In turn, utility is influenced
positively by effectiveness of DMO, resources of DMO, target market fit, and negatively
by lifestyle motivations and the operators not identifying themselves as tourism
businesses; while alternative is influence positively by competing marketing channels.
Trust is influenced positively by communications, particularly personal communications,
and the existence of an existing relationship.
Note that the theoretical framework does not make connections between the dependency
and trust concepts, just that dependency and trust are important in the overall relationship
between tourism operators and the destination marketing organisation. Also depicted in
the theoretical framework is the destination marketing system specific relationship. This is
influenced by dependency (DMS), hidden characteristics and hidden action. Although
these are shown next to each other in Figure 6-1, this is not intended to denote any link
between them.
Figure 6-2 focuses on the destination marketing system specific relationship, expanding to
show the factors that influence dependence on the destination marketing system, the
hidden characteristics problem, and the hidden actions problem. Dependence on the
destination marketing system is influenced negatively by alternative, but positively by
utility. In turn, alternative is influences negatively by competing online channels, and
utility is influenced positively by effectiveness of destination marketing system and
resources of the destination marketing system.
While the hidden characteristics problem impacts negatively on participation, factors of
effectiveness of destination marketing organisation, credibility of destination marketing
organisation, quality of destination marketing system website, communications, and wordof-mouth communications reduce the hidden characteristics problem. The hidden action
problem also impacts negatively on participation, while the factors of effectiveness of the
destination

marketing

system,

target

market

fit,

communications,

commission/subscription preference, ability to monitor destination marketing system
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performance and information on performance of the destination marketing system all
reduce the hidden action problem.

Key to Figure 6-1 and Figure 6.2:
Red – negative

Blue - positive

For example, ‘Hidden Characteristics’ and ‘Hidden Actions’ have a negative impact on
DMS participation. ‘Alternative’ has a negative impact on ‘Dependency’, and ‘Lifestyle
Motivations’ has a negative impact on ‘Utility’.
This also applies to arrows, for example, the red arrow from ‘Target Market Fit’ (blue) to
‘Hidden Actions’ (red) signifies that that an increase in ‘Target Market Fit’ reduces
‘Hidden Actions’. Likewise the blue arrow from ‘Utility’ to ‘Dependency’ signifies that an
increase in ‘Utility’ increases ‘Dependency’.
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Trust

Figure 6-1: Theoretical framework, focus on factors in the overall relationship
Key (see page 231 for a more detailed explanation):
Red – negative

influence

Blue – positive influence
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Effectiveness of DMO
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Figure 6-2: Theoretical framework, focus on factors in the DMS specific relationship
Key (see page 231 for a more detailed explanation):
Red – negative
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6.6 Conclusion of Chapter Six
This chapter has discussed the results presented in chapters four and five, the expert
interviews and multiple case studies respectively. The first part of discussion addressed
themes that emerged from the data, with three themes emerging from the expert
interviews and two themes emerging from the multiple case studies. Two themes that
emerged from both studies were the tourism operator-destination marketing organisation
relationship, and concern for the effectiveness of the destination marketing system. The
theme of ‘Barriers to DMS Participation’ only arose from the expert interviews.
This chapter focussed on the five research issues of information technology factors,
dependency, hidden characteristics, hidden action and trust. Factors from the expert
interviews and case studies were associated to relevant research issues, with 31 factors
associated to these five issues, and only 10 not readily associated to research issues. The
relevance of each factors association to the particular issue was then discussed, including
how this compared to the existing literature. As expected, a number of information
technology factors were found, similar to those present in the literature. However, many
factors were related to the inter-organisational relationship issues of dependency, hidden
characteristics, hidden action and trust; which had not previously been established in the
literature.
A theoretical framework was then presented to assist explanation of how interorganisational relationships influenced tourism operators’ participation in destination
marketing systems. Two figures were presented, with one focussing on the overall
relationship between tourism operators and the destination marketing organisation, and
the other focussing on the destination marketing system specific relationship. This
encapsulated the influence of information technology factors and characteristics of
tourism operators as barriers to participation; the influence of dependency and trust on
the overall relationship between tourism operators and the destination marketing
organisation; and the influence of dependency, the hidden characteristic problem, and the
hidden action problem on the destination marketing system specific relationship.
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Chapter 7:

Conclusions

7.1 Introduction
This chapter summarises findings of the thesis. In particular it details the contribution of
this research to theory, of how dependency, trust, and the hidden characteristics and
hidden action problems of agency theory influence tourism operators’ participation in
destination marketing systems. The next section discusses implications for management
and policy, highlighting how this research contributes to industry practices. Limitations of
research are also considered, reflecting on limits of the research design and application.
These are important in order to qualify the results of the research, while also suggest areas
for future research about destination marketing systems.

7.2 Contribution of this Research
The results of this research have several important implications for theory. In chapter six
these implications were discussed based on the research issues which emerged from the
review of extant literature, which summarised the relevant theories. As suggested by
Whetten (1989), research that makes a contribution to knowledge should do more than
confirm the application of theory to a new context, but should enhance our understanding
of that theory. While this research validates the application of inter-organisational
relationship theories in the destination marketing system context, it also enhances
understanding of destination marketing system participation by tourism operators. In
addition, this research found that information technology adoption theories and interorganisational theories apply in different ways to destination marketing systems.
A doctoral thesis is required to make an original contribution to knowledge (Phillips &
Pugh, 2000). The specific contribution of this research is in explaining how destination
marketing system participation by tourism operators’ is influenced by inter-organisational
relationships. While information technology factors play a role in influencing destination
marketing system participation, this research found that the inter-organisational
relationship elements of dependency, hidden characteristics, hidden action and trust
influence tourism operators’ participation in destination marketing systems.
The research question in this research asked how inter-organisational relationships
influenced destination marketing system participation by tourism operators. In answer to
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this question, it can be argued that dependency and trust both influence tourism
operators’ overall relationship with a destination marketing organisation. High levels of
dependency and trust increase the likelihood of engagement and increases the likelihood
of destination marketing system participation. Dependency also influences the specific
destination marketing system relationship. Again a high level of dependency increases the
likelihood of participation. High levels of the hidden characteristics and hidden action
problems associated with the tourism operator–destination marketing system specific
relationship also decrease the likelihood of participation. Finally, the presence of
information technology factors present barriers to adoption of technology, and
subsequently decreases likelihood of participation.
Figure 7-1 presents the theoretical framework that has been developed in this research,
showing how inter-organisational relationships influenced destination marketing system
participation by tourism operators in a visual form. The framework shows how the
destination marketing system specific relationship is embedded in the overall relationship
between tourism operators’ and destination marketing organisations. The destination
marketing organisation performs the general marketing functions as well as destination
marketing system functions, while tourism operators have particular characteristics, and
various internal information technology factors. Tourism operators may engage in an
overall relationship with the destination marketing organisation, which may be for
purposes other than the destination marketing system.
The level of trust and dependency determines operators’ engagement with the destination
marketing organisation, which is a prerequisite for destination marketing system
participation. If the tourism operator can then overcome information technology barriers
and considers destination marketing system participation, the level of dependency,
hidden characteristics and hidden action then influences their decision to participate.
How factors contribute to the level of dependency, the hidden characteristics problem,
the hidden action problem and trust is detailed in figures 6-1 and 6-2. Figure 7.1
summarises these previous figures.
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Figure 7-1: Theoretical Framework of the influence of inter-organisational relationships on DMS participation
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7.2.1

Implications for Destination Marketing Systems Theory

This research has implications for theories explaining destination marketing systems. In
establishing the influence of the hidden actions problem on destination marketing system
participation, this research established the importance of providing feedback about
destination marketing system performance to tourism operators. Feedback informs
operators of the effectiveness of the destination marketing system, and this creates positive
word-of-mouth which encourages other operators to participate. This finding contributes
to the debate about including booking functions in a destination marketing system
(O'Connor, 1999).
Using commission schemes within the booking system also allows the hidden action
problem to be overcome by facilitating performance based compensation. It also serves as
an accurate method of providing feedback about the effectiveness of the destination
marketing to operators. Furthermore, the findings of this research reflected that some
operators’ preferred to pay for destination marketing system participation on a
commission basis, which is contrary suggestions that operators are reluctant to pay
commissions (Archdale, 1993; Buhalis & Spada, 2000b; Sussmann & Baker, 1996).
It was found that some operator types are not suitable for commission structures, and
different payment structures for different sectors is needed. Tourism operators should
not be treated as a homogenous group, and policies should not assume homogenous
needs. This research found that some tourism operators sectors have low outcome
measurability, and therefore booking systems or commission based compensation is not
suitable. Different participation schemes and policies should allow for the different
sectors if different tourism operator sectors are to be encouraged to participate in
destination marketing systems.
This research has found that problems exist in destination marketing systems representing
products from a comprehensive range of tourism sectors. There has been an assumption
that destination marketing systems need product representation from a comprehensive
range of tourism sectors (Buhalis, 2003). This research suggests that different
participation rates exist amongst different sectors, and hence destination marketing system
policies need to be designed to target a range of non-participating sectors.
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Destination marketing systems are supposedly designed to cater for small leisure suppliers
who had a less commodified product (O'Connor, 1999). However, the findings of this
research suggest that small businesses with less commodified products are still less likely
to participate than larger business with commodified products. This is due to operators’
perceptions of the effectiveness of the internet, and the presence of a number of barriers
to participation for small businesses. This suggests that the justification for destination
marketing systems of providing facilities for information distribution of products that are
not suitable for GDS or CRS distribution (O'Connor, 1999) needs reconsideration.
This research also found that word-of-mouth communications between tourism
operators’ influenced participation in destination marketing systems. While Morrison and
King (2002) also suggested word-of-mouth communications influenced operators’
participation, this research has associated these communications with operators’ need to
address the hidden characteristics problem. This indicates what information is
communicated, being the ability of the destination marketing organisation to effectively
operate the destination marketing system.
Table 7-1 presents a synopsis of the above discourse, summarising theoretical
contributions to destination marketing systems theory:

Summary of theoretical contributions to destination marketing systems theory:
a. Importance of providing feedback about destination marketing system
performance to tourism operators
b. Use of commission schemes can address the hidden action problem
c. Tourism operators should not be treated as a homogenous group, and policies
should not assume homogenous needs
d. Different destination marketing system participation rates exist amongst different
sectors
e. The justification for destination marketing systems to cater for small leisureoriented tourism operators needs reconsideration
f. Word-of-mouth communications are important in addressing the hidden
characteristics problem
Table 7-1: Summary of theoretical contributions to destination marketing systems theory
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7.2.2

Implications for Information Technology Adoption Theory

Firstly, this research confirmed the importance of information technology factors, namely
‘Skill in Using IT’, ‘Culture of IT Use’, ‘Individual Preference for IT Use’, which were all
relevant in explaining tourism operators’ participation in destination marketing systems.
This supports much of the previous research which has suggested technology skills and
training are needed to facilitate technology adoption (Braun, 2002; Cragg & King, 1993;
Laubenheimer, Carlsson, & Makinen, 1999; Martini, Jacucci, Cattani, & Claza, 2000;
Mirchandani & Motwani, 2001; Thong, 1999; Williams & Palmer, 1999). Factors similar
to ‘Culture of IT Use’ were found in the inter-organisational system literature (Banerjee &
Golhar, 1994; Chwelos, Benbasat, & Dexter, 2001; Kuan & Chau, 2001; Premkumar &
Ramamurthy, 1995; Premkumar, Ramamurthy, & Crum, 1997), while factors similar to
‘Individual Preference for IT Use’ were found in technology adoption models (Cragg &
King, 1993; Fillis, Johannson, & Wagner, 2004; Mirchandani & Motwani, 2001; Thong,
1999; Yaman, 2000).
This research also confirmed the factor ‘Understanding of Internet Marketing’ was
applicable to tourism operators’ participation in destination marketing systems. While this
factor had been previously identified in the information technology adoption literature
(Mirchandani & Motwani, 2001; Thong, 1999), this research found that the
understanding that operators had of internet marketing influenced their participation in
different ways. This was because the level of understanding of internet marketing
influenced tourism operators’ perception of their need to participate in a destination
marketing system. When tourism operators had very little understanding of the
technology, they did not recognise their need to participate in the technology, and
therefore did not participate. As knowledge of the technology increased, they recognised
their need to engage with the destination marketing organisation in order to utilise the
technology; though when knowledge of the technology became advanced, they did not
have as much dependence on the expertise of the destination marketing organisation to
access the technology.
Tourism operators’ concern for the effectiveness of the internet and the destination
marketing system confirms previous research that advantages or benefits of the technology
are a major factor (Cragg & King, 1993; Mirchandani & Motwani, 2001; Moore &
Benbasat, 1991; Rogers, 1995; Thong, 1999). However, considering the concepts of
‘effectiveness’ in an inter-organisational relationship framework gives more insight into
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how tourism operators evaluate effectiveness. In the dependency framework, effectiveness
of the destination marketing system is considered in comparison to the effectiveness of
other available marketing channels, considering the utility of each and the alternatives. In
technologies that engage an agency relationship, doubts about the effectiveness of the
technology engage the hidden action problem. Recognising the hidden action problem
establishes that adopters of the technology require information about the performance of
the technology, or the behaviour of the agent operating the technology.
Furthermore, confirmation of the applicability of the inter-organisational relationship
theories contributes to the understanding of ‘External Factors’ (Banerjee & Golhar, 1994;
Chwelos, Benbasat, & Dexter, 2001; Kuan & Chau, 2001; Premkumar & Ramamurthy,
1995; Premkumar, Ramamurthy, & Crum, 1997) or ‘External Characteristics’ (Cragg &
King, 1993; Mirchandani & Motwani, 2001), as used in the information technology
adoption literature. This research suggests that technologies involving cooperation engage
inter-organisational relationships elements such as dependency, trust, and hidden
characteristic and hidden action problems from agency theory, and these relationships
elements are influences on participation.
Also relevant to the information technology literature is the factor of ‘Culture of IT Use’.
This factor could not be directly linked to any factors identified in the literature review.
Hence this is a contribution to the information technology adoption literature, and needs
further research to investigation what ‘Culture of IT Use’ entails, how this relates to the
factors mentioned above, and how this influences information technology adoption in
general.
Table 7-2 presents a synopsis of the theoretical contributions to information technology
adoption theory:
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Summary of theoretical contributions to information technology adoption theory:
a. Confirmation of relevance of factors ‘Skill in Using IT’, ‘Culture of IT Use’,
‘Individual Preference for IT Use’
b. A understanding of how the factor ‘Understanding of Internet Marketing’ applies
to adoption of technology that involves an agency relationship
c. Insight into how effectiveness, advantages, and benefits influence adoption of
technology involving inter-organisational relationships, by viewing in terms of
dependency and the hidden action problem
d. A further understanding of ‘External Factors’ or ‘External Characteristics’
e. The influence of the factor of ‘Culture of IT Use’
Table 7-2: Summary of theoretical contributions to information technology adoption
theory
7.2.3

Implications for Inter-Organisational Relationship Theory

As well as establishing how inter-organisational relationships influence destination
marketing system participation by tourism operators, this research has also made
contributions to the understanding of inter-organisational relationships in the destination
marketing context. While inter-organisational relationship theories on dependency, trust,
and agency have been used to explain participation with intermediaries, destination
marketing systems are considered as an ‘infomediary’, and as such they are not
transactional, instead they may distribute information only. This research confirms that
these inter-organisation relationship theories still apply for ‘infomedaries’.
A contribution of this research to inter-organisational theory is a better understanding of
goal conflict in a destination marketing organisation- tourism operator relationship.
Agency theory is based on an assumption of goal conflict between the agency and
principal, which is driven by the different parties being driven by profit motives (Coughlan
& Sen, 1989; Farley, 1964; Spake, D'Souza, Crutchfield, & Morgan, 1999). A
contribution of this research is the understanding that goal conflict in the destination
marketing organisation- tourism operator relationship is based on a preference for
different target markets, rather than profit motives. This begins to address the gap
identified by Morgan et al (2004) of how brand management impacts on small tourism
operators business. Also, lifestyle motivations of tourism operators’ serve as another
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source of goal conflict. These sources of goal conflict are different from the profit
motives, as they can also reduce the level of dependency the principal has on the agent.
This research also found that tourism operators have less suspicions of opportunism in
public funded destination marketing organisations, and are instead concerned with the
effectiveness of these organisations.

In this situation the hidden action problem is

engaged due to the concerns about effectiveness, rather than opportunism. This research
suggests that even if the agent is not suspected of acting opportunistically, the hidden
action problem still exists when the principal suspects the effectiveness of the agent’s
efforts. This understanding differs from that depicted in the literature, where
opportunism is always assumed, and thus is a contribution of this research.
Table 7-3 presents a summary of how this research has contributions to interorganisational relationship theory:

Summary of theoretical contributions to inter-organisational relationship theory:
a. Confirmation of the relevance of dependency, trust, and agency theories to
‘infomedaries’
b. A better understanding of goal conflict in a destination marketing organisationtourism operator relationship
c. Tourism operators are concerned less with opportunism in public funded
destination marketing organisations, and are instead concerned with the
effectiveness of these organisations
Table 7-3: Summary of theoretical contributions to inter-organisational relationship
theory

7.3 Implications for Management
While this research made a contribution to theory, the findings also have implications for
practice, in the way in which destination marketing systems are managed, and the policies
that govern them. This section details these implications. Table 7-4 summarises the
implications of this research for management:
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Summary of implications for management:
a. Destination marketing organisations need to ensure that there are many benefits
for tourism operators to engage with them, and these benefits are effectively
communicated to operators
b. Destination marketing organisations need to establish brands and marketing that is
inclusive of as many operators in their region as possible
c. Providing feedback on destination marketing system performance a continuing
basis is needed to establish credibility of the destination marketing organisation as
well as ensuring the evaluations via word-of-mouth are accurate
d. Destination marketing organisations need to offer differential destination
marketing system participation policies to encourage a balance of operators’
participating
e. Destination marketing organisations need to develop strategies to assist regional
operators to overcome the hidden characteristics problem
f. In promoting the destination marketing system to tourism operators, destination
marketing organisations need to communicate information to help address the
hidden characteristics and hidden action problems
Table 7-4: Summary of implications for management
7.3.1

Relationship Management

The relationship between the destination marketing organisation and tourism operators’
has a major impact on decisions by tourism operators to participate in destination
marketing systems. A major influencing factor was that destination marketing system
membership was part of overall destination marketing organisation relationship – with
operators joining the destination marketing organisation for other benefits and
participating in the destination marketing system as an extra benefit. Since it is in the
destination marketing organisations interests to have a comprehensive product offering in
their destination marketing system they need to ensure that there are many benefits for
tourism operators to join the destination marketing organisation, and these benefits are
effectively communicated to operators.
7.3.2

Destination Brand Management

Highlighted in the results was the issue of ‘Target Market Fit’. When operators target
market did not have a close alignment with the destination marketing organisations target
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market, this resulted in a lack of dependency on the destination marketing organisation,
and engaged the hidden action problem. This problem occurs within a destination
because destinations are made up of many different products, and in branding the
destination, often destination marketing organisations focus only on the major attractions
in the destination region.
Operators who are not in concert with the major attractions in the destination are then
not incorporated in destination marketing, even though they are part of the destination
region. This finding has important management implications, highlighting the need for
destination marketing organisations to establish brands and marketing that are inclusive of
as many operators in their region as possible. This is also important for the success of
destination branding, because a lack of cooperation from tourism operators can
potentially undermine the destination branding efforts (Williams & Palmer, 1999).
A potential way to address this problem is for destinations to develop brands that
incorporate a diversity of product offerings in their destination, or to utilise sub-brands.
The problem of a lack of target market fit stems from a singular focus of brands which do
not encapsulate the variety of tourism product available in the destination. Using wide
scoping umbrella brands together with sub-branding is becoming more popular (Gilmore,
2004), and may be a way of overcoming this. Some destinations, for example Tourism
Victoria, have adopted brand metaphors that encompass diversity of products with their
“Jigsaw Brand” (Tourism Victoria, 2007). While this may seem a major change to the
destination marketing organisations strategy on behalf of the destination marketing
system, the target market fit problem applies to general destination marketing organisation
participation as well as destination marketing system participation.
7.3.3

Destination Marketing System Performance, Feedback and Fee Structures

An important issue that can be addressed in destination marketing system policy and
management is providing feedback to the operators on the performance of the destination
marketing system. With perceived effectiveness a major factor determining participation
in a destination marketing system, destination marketing organisations can monitor the
performance of the destination marketing system and distribute this information to
operators. This will allow operators to judge the effectiveness of the destination marketing
system on a more informed basis, and reduce concerns about the actions of the
destination marketing organisation in performing the task.
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Providing feedback on a continuing basis will also help establish credibility of the
destination marketing organisation over time, as well as ensuring the evaluations via wordof-mouth are more accurate. This will also encourage operators who take a trial and error
approach to evaluate marketing activities will be more accurately informed about the
effectiveness of the destination marketing system. Without this feedback, operators have
little information to form opinions on the effectiveness of the destination marketing
system unless they have implemented their own practices to monitor the effectiveness of
their marketing activities.
7.3.4

Managing Policies to Address Tourism Operator Demographics

Results of this research suggested that even though destination marketing systems are
supposed to have a comprehensive range of tourism suppliers (Buhalis, 2003) and cater
for small leisure-oriented suppliers (O'Connor, 1999), there are differences in
participation rates. Differences were found across the tourism sectors, with
accommodation operators most likely to participate. These imbalances need to be
addressed by the destination marketing system policies. Destination marketing
organisations need to create differential policies by sector and business size to encourage
a balance of operators participating in the destination marketing system. The price of
destination marketing system membership was an important factor, and with small
businesses considered to have a lack of funds, one recommendation is that destination
marketing system policies offer differential prices for different sectors to encourage
sectors with low participation in destination marketing systems to participate.
The finding that regional operators are less likely to participate in a destination marketing
system than their metropolitan counterparts has significant implications for management
of destination marketing systems. Destination marketing organisations in regional areas
need to commit more resources to gaining participation from operators in their regions by
convincing operators of the benefits of destination marketing systems for their business.
The use of word-of-mouth communications to evaluate destination marketing systems
highlights the importance of social networks for operators in overcoming the hidden
characteristics problem; however this may be difficult for small regional operators
experiencing a shortage of time. Regional operators may have difficulty in developing
social networks due to the extra challenges that geographical distances bring. Destination
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marketing organisations need to develop alternative strategies to assist regional operators
to overcome the hidden characteristics problem.
7.3.5

Management Policies to Overcome Barriers to Participation

A number of barriers faced by tourism operators were identified in this research. Firstly, a
number of information technology factors present barriers, such as ‘Skill in Using IT’,
‘Understanding of Internet Marketing’, ‘Culture of IT Use’, and ‘Individual Preference
for IT Use’. With the exception of ‘Individual Preference for IT Use’, destination
marketing organisations can counter these barriers by providing education and training
programs for tourism operators. However, such programs need to cover more than just
information technology skills; instead they need to teach operators about the process of
internet marketing and potential benefits so to establish an understanding of internet
marketing. However, destination marketing organisations should be aware that operators’
shortage of time may inhibit operators from participating in such training and education,
and thus it is recommended that destination marketing organisations investigate flexible
delivery options.
When examined in context with other factors, information technology factors identified in
this research may be difficult to address. For instance, training would normally overcome
the barrier of a lack of skill – however for a tourism operator, this means overcoming a
shortage of time and a lack of funds in order to engaging in training, moreover the
destination marketing organisation does not have the authority of a manager to enforce
that training is undertaken. The other two factors are potentially even harder to
overcome, with the individual’s preference for information technology use or culture of
information technology use not likely to be changed by any training initiative, but rather
need to wait for changes in patterns of management and ownership where the critical
mass of managers and owners are technology literate on entry into the industry.
7.3.6

Destination Marketing System Promotion to Tourism Operators

The factor ‘Awareness of DMS’ indicated that a lack of awareness of destination
marketing systems is inhibiting participation. The factor ‘High-Turnover of Tourism
Operators’ would contribute to this, with new tourism operator managers and owners
needing to be made aware of destination marketing systems. This has implications for
destination marketing organisations, because they need to allocate resources to ensure
that operators are aware of the opportunities to participate in the destination marketing
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system. It should be realised however that if there is a high-turnover of tourism operators
in the region, this will have to be ongoing.
This research found that the hidden characteristics and hidden action problem also
inhibit tourism operators’ participation in destination marketing systems. With these
problems acknowledged, information communicated when promoting destination
marketing systems to operators should contain information to help address these
problems. For example, the destination marketing organisation should aim to
communicate their credentials in internet marketing to operators, while also
communicating what their behaviours and outcomes in operating the destination
marketing system in the past have been.

7.4 Limitations and Directions for Further Research
While this thesis has outlined justifications for various decisions made during this
research, the research also has a number of limitations. These limitations highlight
directions for further research, which can address these limitations and build on this
research.
7.4.1

Assumptions about Consumer Use of Destination Marketing Systems

This research essentially addresses the problem of tourism operators’ participation in
destination marketing systems. This problem is formulated on the assumption that
destination marketing systems need comprehensive information about tourism products.
This assumption is based on the concept that destination marketing systems provide a
single source of information for consumers, from the development of efficient electronic
marketplaces (Bakos, 1991). However, the need for destination marketing systems to
create ‘efficient electronic marketplaces’ may need revisiting, internet and website
technology change how information is gathered and used by consumers.
Some authors have suggested that the internet reduces information search costs (Peterson
& Merino, 2003), allowing them to be more efficient and effective in their information
search (Kennedy, 1996; McGaughey & Mason, 1998). If this is true, then consumers may
use the internet to collate information themselves, and remove the need for destination
marketing organisations as in ‘information collator’. Also, internet and website technology
have hyperlinking functions that allow consumers to link to other sources of information.
This suggests that the need for detailed information in a destination marketing system is
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questionable. Further research is needed about how consumers behave online and in
particular how they use destination marketing system websites in their decision making.
7.4.2

Context Embeddedness of Findings

In the critical realism paradigm, universal claims to truth are rejected (Denzin & Lincoln,
2005) and the importance of context acknowledged (Robson, 2002). Thus development
of the theoretical framework (sections 6.5 and 7.2) has been developed in the context of
the Australian tourism industry, which is characterised by a high number of small to
medium sized businesses, with government funded destination marketing organisations at
the local, regional, state and national level. A limitation of this research is that the findings
are limited to this context.
Further research could apply the theoretical framework within different contexts, such as
different countries with differing tourism industry characteristics and cultures. For
example, the structured of the European tourism industry may be thought of as similar to
Australia, with many small businesses and high government involvement; however the
tourism industry in the United States of America contrasts more because it is more
dominated by larger establishments (Sheldon, 1997). Also, the majority of literature and
theory presented in this thesis has been developed in highly developed western countries.
Other cultures may have different views of relationships, moreover the tourism industries
and marketing may differ significantly in less developed countries.
Furthermore the development of the theoretical framework may allow for some
quantitative research to be conducted. Note that positivist paradigm research is not being
advocated, as the phenomenon remains embedded within complex social contexts.
However, critical realism researchers have advocated the use of quantitative methods with
analysis techniques such as structural equation modelling when looking to confirm theory
(Rao, 2003). Use of quantitative methods need to be carefully applied to ensure
contextual and terminology differences between operators and destinations are
incorporated. For example, different industry sectors may need different questionnaires.
A key benefit of this further research will be the ability to statistically test any differences
between business sizes, tier one and tier two tourism operators, sector, or regional and
metropolitan operators.
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7.4.3

Inter-Organisational Relationships in Destination Marketing

In the literature review, very little research was found that examined the relationships
between tourism operators and destination marketing organisations. Results of this
research suggested that issues such as target market fit and lifestyle motivations of tourism
operators influence relationship elements such as dependency. While this research has
examined how these factors influence destination marketing system participation, there
prominence and impact on the overall relationship is an area in need of further research.
The inter-organisational relationship theories of dependency, agency theory and trust all
have potential to be investigated further, and further validated for appropriateness and fit.
Also, this research has concentrated on the inter-organisational relationship elements
relevant to the information dissemination functions of destination marketing systems.
While the issue of commissions in transactional destination marketing systems has been
addressed, other relationship theories such as transaction cost economic theory may be
able to provide further insights into transactional destination marketing systems. A focus
of further research should be on differences between transactional and non-transactional
destination marketing systems.

7.5 Final Conclusions
This thesis presented a review of literature to justify an investigation into how interorganisational relationships influence destination marketing system participation by
tourism operators. While literature into the influence of technology related factors in
tourism operators’ participation in destination marketing systems was established, little
was known about the influence of inter-organisational relationships on destination
marketing system participation. Thus, this is the gap addressed in this research. To guide
the investigation, five research issues were developed from the literature of: Information
Technology Factors, Dependency, Hidden Characteristics, Hidden Action and Trust.
This research was informed by a critical realism paradigm, and used the methods of
expert interviews and multiple case studies. Data was collected qualitatively, and a mix of
qualitative and quantitative data analysis was conducted. Factors that emerged from the
data were then associated to the five research issues and a theoretical framework
developed of how inter-organisational relationships influenced tourism operators’
participation in destination marketing systems. This chapter has summarised the
contribution of this research to theory, while also discussing implications for management,
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implications for research methodology, limitations of the research and directions for
future research.
Prior to this research, the influence of inter-organisational relationships on destination
marketing system participation by tourism operators was not known. This research found
that in the overall ‘tourism operator-destination marketing organisation’ relationship was
an important influence on destination marketing system participation, which inturn was
influenced by dependency and trust. Inter-organisational relationship factors of
dependency, hidden characteristics and hidden action influenced the destination
marketing system specific relationship, and were important influences on destination
marketing system participation. In conclusion, findings from this research were that interorganisational relationship elements of dependency, hidden characteristics, hidden action
and trust influence tourism operators’ participation in destination marketing systems.
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Appendices
A. Interview Protocol – Visit to Tourism Operators Approach
B. Interview Protocol – For Email to Tourism Operator Approach
C. Factor List used in Expert Interviews – (developed through convergent interview
process)
D. Template for Online Documentation of Destination Marketing System Websites for
the Region
E. Documentation of Destination Marketing System and other Web Marketing by
Tourism Operators
F. Example of Transcript (with Open Coding) for Expert Interviews – Interview E, with
identifying and confidential information removed
G. Initial Factors Identified from Interview E Open Coding
H. Expert Interviews Table Assessing Convergence on Factors from Mid-Process (Only
Interviews from A-H Carried Out)
I. Expert Interview - Example of Responses to Email Protocol (Interview M)
J. Example of Notes from a Case Study Interview, with selected quotes (Case L)
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A. Interview Protocol – Visit to Tourism Operators Approach
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Interview Protocol - Field Procedures


Conduct Interviews at participants place of business, if possible, or at the location preferred by
the participant



If convenient and appropriate, purchase refreshments for the participants (i.e. have discussion
over coffee)



Produce consent form at beginning of meeting/introduction



First item is to describe what research project is about, and what will be done with the results



Assure anonymity and confidentiality of participants



Explain the consent form, and request the participant to sign it
- If the participant refuses to sign the consent form, terminate the interview, thanking them for
their time



The participant will be asked for permission to tape record the interview, which if the reply is in
the positive, to be placed somewhere between the interviewee and the interviewer, so that both
are recorded



Directly after the interview, take notes on the most relevant parts of the discussion to the main
propositions, using the designated form
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Interview Protocol - Question Guide for Interview
Opening Questions and Demographics
- How long have you been in business?
- What is your target market?
- What Internet Marketing do you do?
- Is there any Internet portals you are part of?
- How long have you been working with them? (had you dealt with them previously?)
- What made you choose them?
- How do you decided who to go with?
Use local info centre? Newspapers, travel agents, others?
Local DMS? Regional DMS? State DMS? National DMS? Other websites?

Dependency
- How valuable is the Internet marketing to your business?
- How valuable would you say your business is to the destination marketing organisation?
- How much of your business would you credit to them for generating? Or help generating?
- What alternatives do you have to having them do your internet marketing?
- How easily would it be for you to replace or find the alternative?

Hidden Characteristics
- Did you think it was important to consider the abilities of the DMO to carry out Internet marketing?
- Was the amount of (or Adequacy) of Information about their ability to do Internet marketing sufficient?
- On what information did you base the choice to use the DMO to do your Internet marketing?
- How did you get this information? (social networks/they provided it/knew from previous experience)
- Why was it important to have this information?

Hidden Action
- What sort of deal/arrangement/contract did you have for joining the website?
- Would have you prefer to pay the DMO on the outcomes or to just perform the activity?
- Do you have any concern that the organisation might target different markets than what you prefer?
- Do you perceive this sort of marketing as risky?
- Do you have any mechanisms for judging how successful the Internet marketing was?
- Do you have any mechanisms for monitoring what marketing activities they’ve done on your behalf?
- Would these influence your contract choice?

Trust
- How would you rate your trust of the organisation that runs the website?
- Is it important to you to have the arrangement made in a formal contract, or can you trust them to do things
that you want them to?
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Consent Forms
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CONSENT FORM – Participant Copy
Information Sheet
Project Title: Adoption of Tourism Internet Portals
Chief Investigator:

Glen Hornby
School of Management
Griffith University, Nathan, QLD 4111
Contact: G.Hornby@griffith.edu.au
Ph: (07) 3875 7998
Mob: 041 8838 295

This research aims to investigate the inter-organisational relationship factors that influence the
adoption of Tourism Internet Portals. In particular smaller tourism business are of interest. This
research will contribute to knowledge about the adoption of Tourism Internet Portals, so that
Australian businesses and the Australian tourism industry can realise the full potential of online
technologies.
Your participation is appreciated and will be kept anonymous and confidential. Demographic
details provided will not be used to identify you individually and only researchers directly
associated with the project will have access to the data. You are free to contact me at the university
afterwards if you have any questions about the research, and to discuss it with me after the study
today. Generally, the research should begin to identify how inter-organisational relationships
influence the decision made by small tourism business to adopt Tourism Internet Portals.
Participation is voluntary and you may stop at any time. I do wish to record the interview so that
data is not lost or misinterpreted, however if you do not wish to be recorded, your wishes will be
respected. You will also be sent a summary of your interview, and given a chance to correct or
adjust any information you have put forward. I have designed the questions to be interesting and
undemanding as far as possible, but if you are unhappy with any aspect of this research please feel
free to contract me, or my supervisor(s):

Professor John Gammack
Director of Research, School of Management
Griffith University, Nathan
PH: (07) 3875 7577
Email: J.Gammack@griffith.edu.au

Dr. Yvonne Brunetto
Lecturer, School of Management
Griffith University, Logan
PH: (07) 3872 1341
Email:Y.Brunetto@griffith.edu.au

If you would like to participate, please read and sign the attached page, which repeats this
information. Thankyou very much for your assistance with this research project, and I hope you
enjoy taking part!

Glen Hornby

Griffith University
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CONSENT FORM – Researcher Copy
Project Title: Adoption of Tourism Internet Portals
This research aims to investigate the inter-organisational relationship factors that influence the
adoption of Tourism Internet Portals. In particular smaller tourism business are of interest. This
research will contribute to knowledge about the adoption of Tourism Internet Portals, so that
Australian businesses and the Australian tourism industry can realise the full potential of online
technologies.
Your participation is appreciated and will be kept anonymous and confidential. Demographic
details provided will not be used to identify you individually and only researchers directly
associated with the project will have access to the data. You are free to contact me at the university
afterwards if you have any questions about the research, and to discuss it with me after the study
today. Generally, the research should begin to identify how inter-organisational relationships
influence the decision made by small tourism business to adopt Tourism Internet Portals.
Participation is voluntary and you may stop at any time. I do wish to record the interview so that
data is not lost or misinterpreted, however if you do not wish to be recorded, your wishes will be
respected. You will also be sent a summary of your interview, and given a chance to correct or
adjust any information you have put forward. I have designed the questions to be interesting and
undemanding as far as possible, but if you are unhappy with any aspect of this research please feel
free to contract me, or my supervisor(s):

Professor John Gammack
Director of Research, School of Management
Griffith University, Nathan
PH: (07) 3875 7577
Email: J.Gammack@griffith.edu.au

Dr. Yvonne Brunetto
Lecturer, School of Management
Griffith University, Logan
PH: (07) 3872 1341
Email:Y.Brunetto@griffith.edu.au

If you would like to participate, please read and sign below. Thankyou very much for your
assistance with this research project, and I hope you enjoy taking part!
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I have read the information sheet and the consent form. I agree to participate in the Adoption of
Tourism Internet Portals project and give my consent freely. I understand that the study will be
carried out as described in the information statement, a copy of which I have retained. I realise
that whether or not I decide to participate is my decision. I also realise that I can withdraw from
the study at any time and do not have to give any reasons for withdrawing. I have had all questions
answered to my satisfaction.
Signatures:
…………………………………………
Participant

………………….
Date

…………………………………………
Investigator

………………….
Date
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B. Interview Protocol – For Email to Tourism Operator
Approach
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Email Content
Dear <Business Name>

My name is Glen Hornby. I am an Associate Lecturer at Griffith University's
Department of Tourism, Leisure, Hotel and Sport Management, and I am currently
doing my PhD into Tourism Operators' participation in destination marketing websites.
In Australia, destination marketing organisations have invested considerably in
destination marketing websites, though many have experienced problems with
participation by the tourism operators, the very organisations they were attempting to
help. My PhD research investigates this scenario, trying to develop a theoretical
understanding of the factors that influence tourism operators’ participation in
destination marketing websites.
I am currently conducting interviews on with tourism operators on the <Destination
Region Name>. If possible, I would like to interview someone in your organisation.
Participation is voluntary, and I will contact you by phone in the near future to ask if
you would like to participate. If you choose to participate, confidentiality will be kept,
with any information that identifies your organisation or any other organisation
discussed is removed from the reporting of this research.
I have attached a list of the main questions I would like to discuss in this interview, for
your perusal prior to my contact.

Also, if you are unhappy with any aspect of this research, you can contract myself, or my
supervisor:
Dr. Yvonne Brunetto
Senior Lecturer, Department of Management
Griffith Business School
Griffith University, Logan
PH: (07) 5552 8302
Email:Y.Brunetto@griffith.edu.au

kind regards,
Glen Hornby
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Interview Questions – Emailed to Participants before
Interview
Thankyou for taking time to participate in this research. The purpose of this research is to
develop a theoretical understanding of the factors that influence tourism operators’ participation

in destination marketing websites. The identity of your business and any other organisation
mentioned will not be disclosed in any reporting of this data or information.

Demographic Questions and Background
1) How many employees do you have (approximate if not exactly known)?
2) Is your business:

regional

or

metropolitan?

3) How would you rate your businesses level of IT skill? (1 – very little, 5 – excellent)
4) How would you rate your businesses knowledge of IT? (1 – very little, 5 – excellent)
5) How would you rate your businesses knowledge of Internet marketing? (1 – very little, 5 – excellent)
6) Does your business use computers? If yes, how did your business begin using computers, and what
do you use them for?
7) Does your business use the Internet? If yes, how did your business begin using the Internet, and what
do you use it for?

Discussion Questions
8) Does your business use website marketing? If yes, how did your business begin using website
marketing, and how do you use today?
9) Does your business participate in any destination marketing organisations (eg Tourism Queensland, Tourism
Noosa)?
a. What were the things that motivated or inhibited you to participate with the destination
marketing organisation/s?
10) Do you also participate in their websites?
a. What motivated or inhibited you to participate with the destination marketing organisation/s
websites?
11) Apart from Destination Marketing Organisation websites, does you business participate in or have its
details listed on websites (other than your own website)? How did this come about?
12) Imagine you are approached by a destination marketing organisation who asks you to participate in
their website. How would you decide whether or not to participate?
13) What would you consider the biggest reason why you WOULD participate in a destination
marketing organisation’s website?
14) What would you consider the biggest reason NOT TO participate in a destination marketing
organisation’s website?
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C. Factor List used in Expert Interviews
– (developed through convergent interview process)
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Factor list sent to Experts (Final List)
This research examines the factors that influence tourism operators’ adoption of destination marketing
system membership (i.e. destination website, such as Australian.com or <destination region website>).
Please indicate if you think the factors listed in the left column are relevant to the adoption of DMS
membership, and give a comment or reason why you think this.
Do you have any general comments about the factors that influence tourism operator’s adoption of
destination marketing system membership?

Factor that may influence tourism operators adoption of DMS membership:

Skill in using IT
Culture of IT usage
Individual characteristics/preference for IT Use
Understanding of Online Marketing
Trust in the Technology
Mindset of realising the value of internet marketing in general
Price of destination marketing system membership
Perceived effectiveness/benefits of the DMS marketing
Quality of destination marketing system / Internet marketing
Dependence on the destination marketing system marketing
Competing mediums/marketing channels
Credibility of destination marketing organisation in internet marketing
Being able to monitor the effectiveness of the DMS/Internet marketing
Operators dependence on the DMOs marketing
Operators having trust in the DMO
Communication between operators and the DMO
Operators preferring different goals and strategies than the DMO uses
Operators not understanding their role in the destination – conflicting with over
there business domain
Sign-up process/forms are long and complicated
Operators receiving personal communications from the DMO
Operators having an existing relationship with DMO
Sector of Tourism (eg Accommodation more likely adopters)
Regional / Metropolitan (eg regional business less likely adopters)
Short-term mindset of operators
Business Size (Small business adopt less)
Operators using social networks to gather information about the utility of the DMS
Operators not identifying themselves as tourism business
High-turnover of TOs negate training and development
Others…
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Yes/No

Comments/ Reasons

D. Template for Online Documentation of Destination
Marketing System Websites for the Region
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Method:
Searched for each name in Google.com. Only those for the specific destination region or
town was is listed here – that is, not those generic websites that list information for the
whole of Australia or all over the world; or those centred around a product category (eg
bedandbreakfast.stays.com.au or www.accomodationguide.com.au)
37 towns within the [name] region (according to the official [region] tourism website)
name was searched on. The search entered was “[Name of Town] Tourism”. Up to the
4th page of search results examined for relevant results (10 results one each page).
When a name was common with destinations outside the [name] region, for example, a
town by the same name in the USA, the search was restricted to Australian websites.
When a new region/sub-region or town name appeared in a search, a search was then
conduct for that name.
Australia
The ATDW – listed on Australia.com as well as the state DMS.
[insert URL and description]
[Regional Level]
6 sites
[insert URL and description]
[Town 1]
1 site
[insert URL and description]
[Town 2]
2 sites
[insert URL and description]
[Town 3]
1 site
[insert URL and description]
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[Town 4]
1 site
[insert URL and description]
[Town 5]
1 site
[insert URL and description]
[Town 6]
1 site
[insert URL and description]
[Town 7]
1 site
[insert URL and description]
[Town 8]
2 sites
[insert URL and description]
[Town 9]
7 sites
[insert URL and description]
[Town 10]
3 sites
[insert URL and description]
[Town 11]
2 sites
[insert URL and description]
Other known websites with [region] Product:
4 sites
[insert URL and description]
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E. Documentation of Destination Marketing System and other
Web Marketing by Tourism Operators
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Case Details
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A
Name:
Location: [Town 9]
Sector: Accommodation
Size: Small
B
Name:
Location: [Town 9]
Sector: Accommodation
Size: Small
C
Name:
Location: [Town 9]
Sector: Accommodation
Size: Small
D
Name:
Location: [Town 6]
Sector: Accommodation
Size: Small
E
Name:
Location: [Town 1]
Sector: Accommodation
Size: Small
F
Name:
Location: [Town 9]
Sector: Accommodation
Size: Small
G
Name:
Location: [Town 7]
Sector: Accommodation
Size: Small

Own
website

Y

Local
DMS

Y

Y

Y

Non-govt
local
DMS

Regional
DMS

State
&
National
DMS
(ATDW)

Y

Y

Y

Non-govt
Regional
DMS

Franchise/
Members
hip Org.
website

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Market
Oriented
Website

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Travel
website

Y

Product
Oriented
website

Linked to
other
operator
websites

Other
Website
members

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
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H
Name:
Location: [Town 7]
Sector: Activity/Retail
Size: Small
I
Name:
Location: [Town 8]
Sector: Activity
Size: Small
J
Name:
Location: [Town 7]
Sector: Accommodation
Size: Small
K
Name:
Location: [Town 1]
Sector: Activity
Size: Small
L
Name:
Location: [Town 6]
Sector: Activity
Size: Small
M
Name:
Location: [Town 8]
Sector: Attraction
Size: Small
N
Name:
Location: [Town 4]
Sector: Attraction/Event
Size: Small
X
Name:
Location: [Town 1]
Sector: Activity
Size: Medium

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
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F. Example of Transcript (with Open Coding) for Expert
Interviews – Interview E, with identifying and confidential
information removed
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Information from Interview with [name]
Organisation:
Position:
Location:
Time/Date: 10:00am on Thursday the 5th of December
Notes:
- held in his office
- was generally very helpful
- also provided a document, though not for direct inclusion in the research
- side two of the tape seems to be the beginning!
Transcription:
[START OF SIDE 1]
INTERVIEWEE: One of the issues that your probably aware of is that for the ATDW, it
only represents about 25% of the saleable product. You’ve probably got that information
have you?
RESEARCHER: I haven’t seen that actually, I‘ve seen some stats from one of the papers
[another STO]
INTERVIEWEE: Yeah well, ATDW has got nearly something like 10,000 product of
which I cant know the percentages, but it made up of things like attractions, and
accommodation and saleable product, and total saleable product probably is about 5000.
This is very rough figures, you can get more accurate figures from ATDW. But one of the
challenges has been, and most of the states are around about the same, you can look at
each of the states, except for [state name], that represent about 25% of saleable product,
[state name]’s up, the reason being is that there collecting the information and its free
RESEARCHER: ok
INTERVIEWEE: So the content is really depended on two things. One is what price you
sell it at, but the major one is resources used, get, talk to people about you know,
becoming, having their product in the database
RESEARCHER: ah, ok
INTERVIEWEE: and then paying for that to be distributed. So in [state name] we’ve got
about a bit over 25% of content, but, and we sell it for $990, the premium membership,
and then the standard membership is $190. And that really depends on the benefits you
get, the big difference being on the premium level your getting photographs, and your
getting positioning on our website [2.1], [RESTART at 0.0] you come up first, and then
the standard go through like that….its not quite the same on the [national DMO] but they
certain plan at the premium levels as we call them, um, gets a far bigger display,
photographs, greater amount of text, paragraphs, that sort of stuff. The single entry on the
[national website] is basically a single line entry, just name and address and that sort of
stuff. But, and I’ve just done a paper this, the biggest barrier for people joining the system
is understanding the value of it [0.5]. What we’ve found, and we’re the most expensive
state, is that when we go out and talk to people one on one, with a sales person from here,
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you know who’s familiar and trained, we get an uptake rate of something like 90% [0.8].
Once your sitting in front of people, and you explain to them the value of how the system
works, and the second thing is to fill in the form. One of the barriers to people getting
stuff into computers and databases is they’ve got to fill in a lot of forms, and a tick a lot of
boxes. So our application form for accommodation is like, 11 pages
RESEARCHER: oh, right
INTERVIEWEE: So if we leave them with somebody, you know, the application form
will sit in their in basket until they get around to it, and they never get around to it. So
you’ve got two barriers – one is filling in the forms, and the second one is writing the
check out. But what we found is that if we go there, and we do the presentation, a
professional presentation for them, and then, we then ask them for the money, and we
then fill out for them if they are prepared to pay, if there not prepared to pay they’re just
left with the forms, but we must fill in the form and then, ah, on the spot. That way we
can get 90% take –up. But if you don’t do it one on one, they don’t jump aboard [2.0].
RESEARCHER: Have you got any ideas why?
INTERVIEWEE: Well, I think, I think a lot of people, people are busy, and secondly, it
means getting money from them, and people are not going to pay unless they can see the
value for the money. A third one I think is that it’s a new concept. People don’t
understand how online marketing and distribution works, um, and they also, the measure
for them is difficult, in that the ratio of look-to-book is pretty low. And world is standard
of the book-to-look ration is 15%. Their predicting that will go up to 25% by, in 2005, the
majority of those people who book-and-look are airlines. So if you take airlines out of it, I
think Tourism New South Wales have the, they believe its something like 2% of people
are, will book accommodation online. So it’s a very very low figure, cause what people are
doing is using the internet generally to find out the information and then they’ll book by
making a phone call. I think [other state name] experienced that 67% of people look at
the internet, and then will ring the operator, the property director and make the booking.
What happens is that operator, the majority of them, don’t ask where the person got the
phone number from.
RESEARCHER: Ok
INTERVIEWEE: So they’re saying well we’re not getting any business off the internet,
people are ringing us. Well der! You know, where do you get the phone number from, so
people go oh…. To sort of put things in perspective, the participation rate in brochures,
I’m talking about regional brochures, holidays brochures, is low as well. So well some
people say it’s a low participation rate, there’s also low participation rates in holiday
planners, low participation rate in cooperative marketing thing, but that’s never brought
out. So online marketing gets exposed. Now we’ve done some exercises and we’ve looked
at our holiday planners, we’ve got ten regions in the state and each produces a holiday
planner, and they’ve been going for several years. Our content of our website is about
70% of the content in the holiday planners. Now holiday planners have been around for
years, our network only rolled out 12 months ago. So, we’re not doing too badly. Next
year we’ll pass them. So that’s an interesting point, where people tend to say things like
we’re not getting the participation online, but there not getting participation in other areas
as well. There’s also an argument that big operators can get on there, but we’ve currently
got the Bed & Breakfast association [2.0], they’ve got something like 102 members. 72 of
those members are on the [DMS name], on our database, online. So again, there’s a 102
to represent, and again we’ve got 70% them. So 70% seems to be the factor, which we
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believe as we market, because what has also happened is six months ago, or 12 months
ago when we rolled out, we had to ring people, do telemarketing, had to post stuff out, we
had to make appointments, we had to do presentations – and we had to ring them. Now,
were getting something like 50 leads per month, people ringing us. And that’s partly
because of the awareness, talking with other people – so its like anything, you know I
believe, ‘cause I’ve been involved with a bit of online marketing before, is that its very
difficult, it’s a very slow process, and then once the momentum starts to pick up, it starts
to picks up quite rapidly. But you need to keep educating people. What we also found
was that, when we started rolling this out in October we had something like roughly 400
people that subscribed. Then they were up for renewal on the 1st of July, with, our
membership period goes from the 1st of July through to the 30th of June. Um, by the end
of July, or mid-August we had roughly 90% of people re-subscribed. So even though,
there might be some barriers to class, those people resubscribed so that it indicates a
reasonable acceptance level. In the end of July we had 400 people in total who are
members of the [DMS name]. Now, we have at the end of November we’ve got, we’ve got
700. So we’ve got a 75% increase in 4 or 5 months, um, with the increase is very rapid
when we’re out there selling, but we haven’t been selling it in the last 3 months, we’ve
been just, in the 2 and a half or three months, so we’ve been concentrating on training
because we haven’t had the resources. What’s happened is our membership uptake has
taken right off, continually and steadily. Clearly, the way to sell it is to sit with people oneon-one, and then, I think on each the xxxx rate is 90%. And more than 9 of 10 people we
see sign on.
RESEARCHER: They all need that personal contact?
INTERVIEWEE: Correct. I mean, like with superannuation, you know, my
superannuation guy rings up, makes an appointment with me, fills in the form, goes
through it, and gets me to sign it. He knows full well if he leaves it with me it will sit in my
in basket.
RESEARCHER: Ok, so what happens with, so after they fill out the forms and sign up
and so on, is there any other transactions and stuff, do you give them reports on the
website and that sort of thing? On how its going sort of thing?
INTERVIEWEE: Yes, ah, what we do is we give them a monthly report, which shows
them the traffic that goes to our website, the [name] website. We also tell them the
number of visits to their page on our website.
RESEARCHER: Ok
INTERVIEWEE: we also tell them the number of visits, the average number of visits to
their category. Like for instance, it will be premium level accommodation in their region.
We do it per region. So they can determine wether there above or below the average, we
also tell them the number of visits to the page this time last year, we also tell them the
number of clicks from their webpage to email.
RESEARCHER: Ok
INTERVIEWEE: and the number of clicks to their webpage per log on. We’ve also got
another facility, there’s a booking button on their page, we also measure, or will be
measuring the number clicks on their booking button.
RESEARCHER Ok, so you do there booking
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INTERVIEWEE: No, booking goes to where they tell us to go to. It may go to the visitor
centre that they’ve nominated, it may go to a third party booking agency, or it may go to
their website. We don’t do bookings, we provide a booking gateway.
RESEARCHER: and is that standard for the whole ATDW, or is that just xxxxxxx
INTERVIEWEE: That’s the way we’ve implemented it. We will be able to give them
reports on the number of people that visit their page on the [national DMO] website.
We’re getting those figures now, we’re just not sure just how accurate they are.
RESEARCHER: Ok
INTERVIEWEE: um, but we’ll also being showing people that as well. What ATDW is
doing, the way which they’ll be distributing information will be by people accessing the
ATDW database. So in other words, instead of the data going down into individual
operators <note using a different meaning of operators here!>, like globenet for instance,
the database, they’ll be accessing the ATDW database. So we’ll be able to record the
number of hits or visits that go to individual operators pages. So again, people will be able
to get how many visits get to the state, in our case our [destination name] website, the
number they get though the [national] website, and the number of visits to there page on
the ATDW database.
RESEARCHER: So they’re getting quite a bit of feedback then
INTERVIEWEE: yeah, at the moment they’re only getting the state stuff cause, because,
you know measuring online can be inaccurate, so we need to make sure that’s happening
properly
RESEARCHER: Do you think that has been a bit of factor in being able to keep the
members
INTERVIEWEE: I think so, because prior to that they just got the number of hits that
went to their page. Ah, so now we tell them a lot more information. Because, the number
of visits they get to their page is dependent upon quite a few factors. It depends on where
they come up on our search engine, it also, when they come up their listed, you know
from 1, I think there’s 10 on a page, and they’ve got 10 words in which to entice people to
make another click
RESEARCHER: Ok
INTERVIEWEE: so what we found is that somebody who is below average, comes and
says ‘how come we’re below average’ and we look at there site and we see they’ve got a
poor name, or the description is ….so we fiddle with that and quite often, or in most cases
the number of visits jumps the next month. Cause its like if you have 10 on a page, its
which one, your not going to click on all 10, which one do you click on? You might click
on 3, so you’ll go down the… I like that one. If you only got 10 words describing it your
going to switch to the ones that turn you on.
RESEARCHER: So that sort of quality assurance…they’re just free to put whatever
information they want in there
INTERVIEWEE: yeah. We quality control before it goes up. But a lot of people don’t
understand how the internet works and they come back with things like um, not quite so
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bad now but “I’m on there but you cant find me”. You know, cause what they’ve put in,
they’ll have a name which might be ah, cant think of a good one… the timbertops for
instance, don’t know if there’s such a thing, but nobody know what that is. Is it a bed and
breakfast, is it a motel, whatever. And they’re in bed & breakfast and say, well nobody
finds me, and so maybe you should call yourself the timbertops bed and breadfast, in
your name. The other thing, in your descriptive text, instead of using B and B or B
ampersand B, or B space ampersand space B, you know you should have in bed and
breakfast, cause someone might search just on ‘bed’ for instance, and if you’ve got B&B,
its not going to pick it up, you know some of those things. And also people tend to think
that people search on categories, so what they do, they’re a bed and breakfast, selfcontained, so they think that people will search by category, but they don’t necessarily.
They’ll search by, um, maybe by location, or by price, or by experience, without getting
too… <missed from phone ring in background>, and everybody is different. So they’ll put
in… we’re friends of the farmstay, guy from a farmstay said that should be a category, we
didn’t have it as a sub-category of accommodation, we has self-contained and bed &
breakfast and that sort of stuff, we had it as a, ahh, as an experience, so if I put farm in
the, so when he tried to find himself in the self-contained or what ever, he couldn’t find
himself, he phoned and said ‘I cant find me’, but someone looking for a farmstay, so put
in farm become number one, put in farmstay come in number 3. So he was coming from
where he was categorised in the form, rather than think how people may find it. So what
we find when we tweak up some of those things it certainly improves their present
position.
RESEARCHER: Ok. So you do find a lot of them have their own websites, or are they
just trying to use the network as there main internet marketing?
INTERVIEWEE: Well I think, I don’t know the stats, but I think most that become
members do have their own websites. I think that the reason is, but they don’t need to
have their own websites, you know, cause, however, now, but if they do have their own
websites, they have an understanding of how the internet works, so their more likely to
understand what we’re selling in terms of value. If they don’t have a website, you know
they don’t know, and you continue to explain to how search engines work, and how
business gets to their sites. You know all of that sort of stuff, through different hows, have
it on their business cards. I would say that most of the people that have listings would
have their own website, or be getting them.
RESEARCHER: So its sort of um, its almost education about the value of it rather than
about how to use… its not the technology training as such its getting the value of using it
INTERVIEWEE: yeah, cause, what we’ve done here in [state name] is operators don’t
enter their own information, they’ve got to take that to a visitor centre. But ultimately,
because we haven’t converted to STDW yet, are you familiar with what STDW is?
RESEARCHER: un, I’ve heard a bit about it
INTERVIEWEE: Yeah, what STDW is, it’s just a state version of ATDW. So
information can be fed into STDW and it feeds up to ATDW, where at the moment we
have a system called [system name], which is an old, cant remember the name, but its an
old style database, whereas ATDW is SQL.
RESEARCHER: OK
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INTERVIEWEE: So STDW will be SQL. We don’t have it in place yet, but ah,
information will go in there and map up. SO that will be the um, what’s planned there,
and New South Wales is sort of ah, leading the way, its testing the user-friendliness for the
operators to load their own information in.
RESEARCHER: Ok, right
INTERVIEWEE: So at the moment its loaded through the visitor centre, but once we get
the operator’s then well have to train them or make it easy enough so that they can just, so
anybody can do it, and again it comes back to the education and familiarly and so no, and
getting use to putting stuff in, but the whole principle is if you put it in once, it can fed to
the local website, the state website, the national website, like [website name], and
international agency and other channels, you know Globenet and those..
RESEARCHER: oh yeah. So do you think it will be a problem with the IT skills and that
sort of thing when it comes to loading their own information?
INTERVIEWEE: No I don’t think so. I mean it will, there is some problems associated
with it, one is, is getting people to do it, and that’s a factor in making it as user friendly as
possible and simple. The other one is getting them to actually sit there for an hour and do
it. You know, and the third one is quality control. Because to map stuff up, you need to
go through and use certain style guides, so that its accepted in places. So, what you find is
that some people put in a bit of rubbish, you know not good English, use colloquialisms,
you know, put in capital letters and stuff. So you really need some sort of quality control
process along the line to fix that up. Um, I think there the main challenges.
RESEARCHER: Ok, I guess, I mean the way you might type in a description might be
different if you want to sell overseas then if you want to sell to a more local audience…
INTERVIEWEE: yep, yep, that’s it. But I mean, you look at the same thing applies for
brochures. You know this is where you have to look at what happens elsewhere. You see
people, operators, that design their own brochures and they are pretty poor, if they go to
somewhere professional, you know they may go to a printer, for instance that may you
know tidy it up a bit and put it in the right format, or they go to an advertising agency that
put it in a better format, you know more advertising – now the same thing should apply to
the internet. If there going to be professional they have to have a good text, good
motivational text, and good images. We found that people putting up their own images,
some of the images were bloody dreadful. So we’ve had to phone people and say ‘look
your image is pretty poor, go and have a look at it’ – ‘um yeah its pretty bad’, get it done
properly, you know don’t just take some sort of daggy photograph out of the bottom
draw, scan it and put it in. You know you need to get it done properly and maybe what
you need is to get somebody professional to take the photograph in the first place. So the
same things apply to online as they do to brochures. But people don’t quite think that
way.
RESEARCHER: Do you find anything, because I know that [state name] for a long time
has had the beach image and that sort of thing, did you find any of the operators like
inland people not, not taking part due to those sort of factors, like they think people
would come looking for a beach holiday at the website, not looking for them anyway…
INTERVIEWEE: Um, the um, the thing a large proportion of people that come into the
website would be you know local people, but um, we know from our phone number, we
have a 1300 phone number, that just cant remember the percentage, but a huge
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percentage, its probably around 70% are from [state name]. So if we take the same
analogy, that maybe the people that come to our website are [state name], you know
they’ll have a different, they’ll know what they are looking for. You know they know towns
and they’ll know suburbs, and they may be looking for some sort of country retreat. If
you’ve got people coming from overseas, they’re probably going to focus on some of the
bigger icons. And you know um, if we look at it from our virtual call centre, that’s our 1300 number, its only Australia, they ask for the big icons, you know [local destination
names], those sorts of things. So its probably similar on the website, although local people
if they’re going to [local destination name] may put in [local destination name], but an
international person may put in [state name] if they want to come to [state name], and
then they’ll do there searching from there. So, the difference is with places on the coast,
they get more traffic, because we all head for the coast, so that will seem more value,
because they’re probably going to get more hits than people inland. But I don’t think
we’ve done an analysis on that, but if you’ve got small operators, small bed and breakfasts,
they are always tight for money, and there also less educated in the tourism business. On
the coast you’ve got tourism towns like [local destination name], is a tourism town, you
know, we as you get other places in, inland farming community, with a bit of tourism, so
and the amount of business they are going to get is a lot less than somebody on the coast,
so and a lot of people invest in tourism without any of knowledge about how they need to
market or whatever, so some of them are a little bit naive in understanding the marketing
of it. So um, I don’t think they are disadvantaged because they’re on the website, but they
certainly are in terms of the general popularity of the destination.
RESEARCHER: Ok, but do you think they think of that when they are decided to join
the website and that sort of thing?
INTERVIEWEE: I don’t so, no
RESEARCHER: are there any patterns?
INTERVIEWEE: No
RESEARCHER: What about the size of the operators, do you find the big ones or the
small ones are more reluctant?
INTERVIEWEE: the smaller ones are more reluctant than the bigger ones. The bigger
ones generally know. The bigger one have got their own websites and they know, the
small ones don’t really know. A lot of smaller ones don’t know how the tourism industry
works, let alone how they should market. And you get people, here we go through 40,000
brochures a month, and so you get someone sending up 100 brochures and they come in
complaining because they are not getting displayed. Well what we do with those
brochures, is we’ll keep those brochures off the shelf. So if somebodies saying, look I
want to go to Pemberton for instance, and I’ve got these brochures, so what are you
looking for, are you looking for you know, bed and breakfast or a farmstay or something,
then we’ve got some more information here, here it is… cause they don’t understand that
a hundred brochures is going to go no-where. And they also may print a couple of
thousand brochures, but they need to distribute them, a couple of thousand is not
enough, by the time you distribute them to visitor centres around the place or post them
to the east or what ever. Most that they post go in the bin anyway because a travel agency
can’t put everybody’s brochure up, there just going to put the big catalogues you know. So
I think overall it’s a general lack of understanding, but with the website of course, you
don’t have that problem, once its up its looked at as many times as you like, its something
that’s not used up. So there is a lot of smaller operators that do extremely well out of the
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website, and many of them don’t have brochures any more. They might have some
brochures that they have locally, with local businesses.
RESEARCHER: And they don’t have their own websites, they just connect to the ….
INTERVIEWEE: Well most of them do have their own website. So they’re looking at
getting through the channels, you know through the [website name], the state tourism
portal, and also for themselves, and they also probably participate in the regional portal as
well. So if they’re in [local region name], or one I know is in [local region name]for
instance, um, they’ll, [local region name] don’t have a website, but if they did they would
be listed on that website as well, so they’ve got stuff channelling into their website, or you
know ringing, people looking up and ringing them up.
RESEARCHER: So they’re just using lots of different channels.
INTERVIEWEE: Yep.
RESEARCHER: I think that’s just about covered all the questions I had [25.3] [END OF
SIDE A]
[START OF SIDE 2]
RESEARCHER: Have you done a few surveys and a bit of research into this problem
already have you?
INTERVIEWEE: Yeah, probably more than the other states, because I’ve just done this
paper. Got stuff everywhere, going to Sydney next week. You know in terms of data
collection and so on, at the moment our information is coming at the state level, where as
we want the data to be collected at the regional level. So visitor centres are doing their
own websites, and they are collection the information for nothing. But we’re saying that
when they develop their website it must be a database driven website. In, so that its
compatible with the Australian Tourism Data Warehouse, technical architecture, plus
also inline with the fields that we use, so that the whole idea that if you put it in at the local
level, it can map up into STDW and so on. So that’s what why we encourage them to do.
So all we have to do then, is pay the money and then tag the listing in the database and it
goes up
RESEARCHER: Ok, right [1.6], so is why do you decide to have the region centres
collect the information, rather than the state?
INTERVIEWEE: [0.0 on Sun the 5th Oct] Well, um, well, the principal of the way that
it’s been implemented is that information is fed in at the lowest level, and then map up.
You can also feed it in at the state level and map down, but we are not set up for that until
STDW
RESEARCHER: Ok
INTERVIEWEE: but it’s based on a just a single entry. For business centres for instance,
collecting information to go on their websites, to satisfy the needs of their members, then
if their taking it, then we’re3 collecting at the state level it would just be collecting it twice.
So if you do it in a standardised fashion and map it up, so the obvious thing is to really
collect it at the local level. As ATDW, the principal of that, while rather than the [national
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DMO] having to chase people to subscribe to their database for their website, they just
feed of the state website, the state databases.
RESEARCHER: So are you hoping that by having more local data collection, perhaps gat
more than …<question hard to understand>
INTERVIEWEE: The amount of cost. See it use to cost $800 odd dollars to get on the
[national DMO] website, now it costs nothing if you feeding the state system.
RESEARCHER: Ok
INTERVIEWEE: So in our case, to get that benefits that we provide at the premium
level, would of cost individuals round about $2000, costs less than a thousand. So there is
a significant saving.
RESEARCHER: Ok
INTERVIEWEE: We use to have 103 sellable products on the [national DMO] website
back in March this year. Now we’ve close to 700. So a great improvement from the state
point of view. We’re marketing and selling it, and feeding up to the [national DMO] who
don’t have to worry about it then.
RESEARCHER: Ok
INTERVIEWEE: So its not a double dip, for the operators. Yesterday we were
discussing <not understandable>
RESEARCHER: OK great. And the ATDW is especially the target <topic?>
INTERVIEWEE: what’s happening is we’ve got the ATDW screening committee, and
ATDW is a company that is owned by each of the states, and the [national DMO] on the
board. Another thing called the [organisation name], which is all the international
marketing representatives from all of the states. Get together and figure out how they are
going to market.
RESEARCHER: Ok, I didn’t know that.
INTERVIEWEE: and so, because ATDW is sort of maturing now [4.1], the distribution
is the big key. And so what we’re trying to decide on is several issues, of who takes what
responsibility, cause ATDW is really evolved on the technical side with the database build
up, so I’ll give you a copy of this, just keep it to yourself though, its only my view, but
some of the interesting things are…um, as I said, sum of the …is 25% of potential product,
and that should be, what the different states charge, and mainly the [state name]
experience, perception of the value is dependent upon two things, promotion, the
perception of value and sales is one-to-one,
RESEARCHER: Do you think there is trust there? You know, perhaps the social contact
with them, rather then hearing just a sales pitch?
INTERVIEWEE: ah yah I think so, yep, yep. I mean well that’s the same with anything
one-on-one, you evaluate if the person knows what they are talking about, and ask
questions. For them, they don’t really know, and ahh, it is complex because, the strategy
we originally had was whether to get rid of centres, we’ve got 40 of them, ah, that are sort
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of qualifying to sell. But they can’t sell because you know I’m trying to sell something in,
and say ‘what about this?’ ‘I dunno’. If you’ve got a centralised person whose gone
through a training program and knows how to enter the data or anything like that, that’s
what they’ve done, with the majority of them, so that, that confidence and trust as well,
how can you feel confident in what your talking about, you know. So um, <actually have
about 70% of our clam….> ahh, what it costs us per person, so this is probably
exaggerated, it probably reckons’ to cost about, should be 150 to 300 dollars for the
listing, that’s the costs.
RESEARCHER: Ok, yep
INTERVIEWEE: Going into the interview, after that the sales person will cost somebody
else, but there is a cost. So there definitely is something <not understood word here>
RESEARCHER: So you have to get that from somewhere, recoup it, or something don’t
you
INTERVIEWEE: yes we do, either the tax payer pays for it, or the operators pays for it.
We’re choosing the operator pays for it at the moment. And then there has been a
change in attitude, so what we’re saying is that we want to increase the content, and we
have issues where by people like [another organisation name] probably have more
content that what we’ve got. You know [another organisation name]?
RESEARCHER: Ah, Yeah
INTERVIEWEE: um, but again, one of the issues they have here is they go out, you
know, individually assessing properties, and they actually have a sales person on the road,
so its resources driven as well, and where having some sort of discussions with them
because they sort of say that um, they’ve got the data and you, know, its costless, but its
wrong, because it does cost a lot of money to collect data. So again if we can do a deal
with [another organisation name], say well we’ll collect the data, you can contribute to
that, it will save us all a lot of money, but its getting those negotiations driven. Cause it
doesn’t matter who you are, it does cost money to collect the information, and tho update
it. Somebody is paying somebody. So if you can cut, if we’re getting information, the
[another organisation name]’s getting information, the bed& breakfasts and other people
are getting information, it’s a multiple costs, if you can say well why don’t you just use one
source of information, and state mandatory fields, and other people can add to it, that’s
cool, but so cooperation is a very important thing in data distribution, and that’s what’s in
there. I don’t think there is anything confidential, but um, if you want it…
RESEARCHER: Yeah, that would be great
INTERVIEWEE: Can you keep it confidential?
[discussion of document removed]
INTERVIEWEE : yeah, thankyou
RESEARCHER: Yes, and thankyou
[END OF INTERVIEW]
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G. Initial Factors Identified from Interview E Open Coding
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Factors from [name] Interview
Price
Resources used to marketing the DMS
Understanding the value of it
Time need to fill in the form
Measuring the effectiveness of DMS
General awareness of the DMS availability
Smaller ones are more reluctant than the bigger ones
Viewed as another marketing channels
Trust and credibility
Accommodation is the biggest
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H. Expert Interviews Table Assessing Convergence on Factors
from Mid-Process (Only Interviews from A-H Carried Out)
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Analysis in Terms of New List/Arrangement of Barriers

Skill in using IT
Culture of IT usage
Individual characteristics/preference
for IT Use
Understanding of Online Marketing
Trust in the Technology
Price of destination marketing system
membership
Perceived effectiveness/benefits of the
DMS marketing
Quality of destination marketing
system / Internet marketing
Dependence on the destination
marketing system marketing
Credibility of destination marketing
organisation in internet marketing
General Awareness of the DMS
Being able to monitor the effectiveness
of the DMS/Internet marketing
Operators dependence on the DMOs
marketing
Operators having trust in the DMO
Communication between operators
and the DMO
Operators preferring different goals
and strategies than the DMO uses
Operators not understanding their role
in the destination – conflicting with
over there business domain
Operators
receiving
personal
communications from the DMO
Operators
having
an
existing
relationship with DMO
Sector
of
Tourism
(eg
Accommodation more likely adopters)
Regional / Metropolitan (eg regional
business less likely adopters)
Short-term mindset of operators
Operators generally short on time
Operators having lifestyle motivations
Business Size
(Small business adopt less)
Operators using social networks to
gather information about the utility of
the DMS
Operators not identifying themselves
as tourism business
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I. Expert Interview - Example of Responses to Email Protocol
(Interview M)
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This research examines the factors that influence tourism operator’s adoption of
destination marketing system membership (ie destination website, such as [national
DMO website] or [destination name website]). Please indicate if you think the factors
listed in the left column are relevant to the adoption of DMS membership, and give a
comment or reason why you think this.
Do you have any general comments about the factors that influence tourism operator’s
adoption of destination marketing system membership?
Price of being included, the time it takes to fill in forms, fax them back etc, and also the
strict requirements of some destination marketing system’s such ATDW – there is not
much room to move within their strict guidelines.
Factor that may influence tourism operators
Yes/No

adoption of DMS membership:
Skill in using IT

Yes

Culture of IT usage
Individual characteristics/preference for IT Use
Understanding of Online Marketing

No
Yes
Yes

Trust in the Technology

Yes

Mindset of realising the value of internet marketing
in general

Yes

Price of destination marketing system membership

No

Perceived
marketing

No

effectiveness/benefits

of

the

DMS

Quality of destination marketing system / Internet
marketing
Dependence on the destination marketing system
marketing
Competing mediums/marketing channels

Credibility of destination marketing organisation in
internet marketing

Yes

Comments/ Reasons
Especially for web based marketing, a
lot of our members only just know how
to use e-mail services.

As many do not surf the web regularly
they do not understand the results web
based marketing can achieve.
As many don’t use the internet on a
regular basis, they are cautious about
spending money on advertising in
something they don’t understand.
As mentioned previously not a lot of
our members realise how big the web
actually is, and little their products get
displayed.
Most advertising within RTO’s are all
kept similar and at minimum cost
through [state DMO name] being able
to subsidise various advertising
campaigns, co-op advertising is also
big within RTO’s and also a cheaper
way for smaller business to get
together and still make and impact.
I think most of our members realise
how important their product on the
web is, I just don’t use it to their full
benefit at times, and this may be why
they don’t see marketing as a benefit to
their organisation.
At present the way ATDW is set out on
the web is poor.

No
Yes

Yes
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A lot of other publications, Endless
Summer, our regional guide etc always
seem to coincide with the renewal year
for ATDW. Which makes finances
tight for smaller companies, and they
see more of a benefit in a hard tangible
advertising campaign such as the
regional compared to the web
We are not a large enough organisation
to be consistently marketing our web
site address, and therefore I don’t think

Being able to monitor the effectiveness of the
DMS/Internet marketing

Yes

Operators dependence on the DMOs marketing
Operators having trust in the DMO

No
Yes

Communication between operators and the DMO

Yes

Operators preferring different goals and strategies
than the DMO uses

Yes

Operators not understanding their role in the
destination – conflicting with over there business
domain
Sign-up process/forms are long and complicated

Yes

Operators receiving personal communications from
the DMO
Operators having an existing relationship with DMO

No

Yes

Yes

Sector of Tourism (eg Accommodation more likely
adopters)

Yes

Regional / Metropolitan (eg regional business less
likely adopters)
Short-term mindset of operators

Yes
Yes

Business Size (Small business adopt less)

No

Operators using social networks to gather
information about the utility of the DMS
Operators not identifying themselves as tourism
business
High-turnover of TOs negate training and
development

Yes

our members see us as making a big
enough
splash
within
internet
marketing.
They can receive a click through rate
for web advertising but if they have no
lead or anything for customers to ask
about, they don’t really know how
many people got on their tour or into
their hotel from that ad.
We have a few members who think we
are only after their money, and want
bookings equal to what they have spent
in membership.
A lot of advertising and general
communication between us the RTO
and our members is never read,
constant phone calls and e-mails are
the only way we can get through the
important message at tiems.
Some of members just want benefit
their own organisations, they don’t that
if they help the region in general in
will eventually help every business in
town.
Many local operators do not see how
expansive tourism can be.
The forms themselves have been
drastically reduced, but the process to
get the product on the site is long and
pedantic.

Our operators who have been involved
in previous campaigns and advertising
are usually the first to jump at the next
chance
They want their product everywhere,
and their price is usually the only thing
that changes each year
They don’t seem themselves in the big
picture
Some operators are just in to make as
much money as possible within a time
span and aren’t concerned about the
long gevity of the product or region.
Our smaller operators are sometime
more enthusiastic because they know
their product is not as big and needs
more effort to make it work.

Yes
No

Others…
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Many of operators have been here for
years, turnover of owner managers
would be only every 4-5 years at the
most.
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J. Example of Notes from a Case Study Interview, with
selected quotes (Case L)
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Notes from interview with [name] ([name of transcript tape/data file])
13 employees. Has specialist IT person.
Regional
IT skill and knowledge: 4 (fairly high)
Knowledge of internet marketing: average or above (3+)
A members database, send newsletters and specials to
Business and schools database, sport clubs
- email to these
Æ very little use of computers internally in the business (because they don’t have a lot of
paperwork)

Website
-

got designer to design it for them, 3 years ago
regularly put specials on website – this is not done by them, but contact the host –
they ‘mock’ it up, and send it to them (alterations paid for in monthly fee)
don’t know how much to expect from it…

“In the surveying we do, it doesn’t account for a lot of customers making a decision to
come here… and not a lot of our customers that do come here have seen it”
- very low compared with television
Do regular surveys
- what advertising have they seen
- what advertising most influenced decision

[local DMO] Website
- joined through [local DMO name] (a member, about 5 years (total business life)
- [regional DMO name] also
(DMS use is as a result of these memberships – included with membership)
- sometimes an extra fee, usually not
- by comparison to others, not a high impact medium
Æ get info about growth, how many hits per month, where hits are coming from to
their site (DMO product these figures)
Æ good to demonstrate it is growing
Æ more satisfied with being on site after getting this information

Other websites
Yes – but cant think of names, [name of EG] program
- Voucher booklets that also have websites
Motivation – to expand customer base, generate some more customers, a sales move
But, get little sales or feedback from these (though hard to know, unless they told
them)
- “If we though it wasn’t going to generate customers, we wouldn’t do any of it”
[11.15]
(generally hard to measure though)
Voucher booklets
- happy with response that they give
- don’t mind given discounts for these, as generates new customers for them… also hope
they spend more while their
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Not on any websites that sell tickets
(not consider business big enough or popular enough to do this ‘to bother’)
- would be interested in more business ‘but cant see that happening for a while’
“Most of them we aren’t paying just to be on a website, most of them we’re paying to be
on something else, and the website is a side benefit”
- cant remember any they pay just to be on website
… pay to be a member of [local DMO name] Tourism, which gets brochures in rack and
link on website
(a package) “a combination of benefits”
“the effectiveness of some of them at times, in fact I don’t think at the very minute we are
a financial member of [regional DMO name], they went through some fairly turbulent
times, and seemed to be unproductive there a year or two ago”

Q: how do you gauge how productive an organisation your dealing with is?
-

really hard
see how many event their organising, how many visitors you think they are
attracting to the coast
- [regional DMO name] attracts interstate people to coast – where as [operator
name] spends money on getting people once they are at the coast (spend on
advertising on the coast more so than interstate and tourism marketing)
… main market is South East Queensland and locals, rather than interstate people
“its not much use us spending dollars with companies that are marketing in Melbourne
and Sydney and Adelaide and New Zealand, things like that, when most of our customers
come from Brisbane and Toowoomba and Hervey Bay and Bundaberg”

Q: so you haven’t found any organisations that target those? Eg [local DMO name]
They are good at handling the customers once they get here [17.42]
“information centres and that sort of thing, and that’s what we are keen to be involved in”
…put events on for their staff to make sure they are familiar with [operator’s name] (so
can recommend)
…also have networking nights (with [local DMO name])
…they send visitors to them (but only know if they survey them)
Q: website marketing approach scenario…
“Cost would be a major priority… every time we decide to spend money, we decide is this
the most cost effective way that we can spend these dollars, if we had the pool that is the
size of X, if its X minus a few hundred dollars from spending on something else, does it
justify it? and I suppose it would… them convincing us I suppose that they are getting
results from their existing website [20.49], you know, testimonials or something like that
from happy website participators, something like that”

Q: how would you ‘justify’ it?
-

-

its very hard in marketing
“some things you try because its unknown and you think its got potential, some
work and some don’t, so you, we try to not spread our resources to thin, we try to
put them into defined areas, and keep those defined areas relatively strong as far
as spending goes, and then not get onto the fringe of things”
“from the research we’ve done, it’s also hard to get an answer from, and I’d love
some answers from you or somebody else, when you survey and you find most
people come in because television influences them, but you find that your
spending the most advertising money on television anyway, um, the really hard,
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it’s an extremely hard one to decide where to spend your advertising dollar… that
decision is the one that is almost, it always gets the most debate, how to spend
your advertising dollar, and the way you do it is by going along to seminars
conducted by marketing people and listening to what they recommend”

Q: you mentioned cost effectiveness?
“how many customers you get back for the effort your putting in, on your survey forms”
(effort in terms of dollars)

Q: specialist IT person?
-

no technical issues. If it was upto owner, it would be more difficult, but much
easier having an employee Æ young staff also more competent

Q: would you consider options for commissions?
Yes, happy to do that, if could prove that people came from a certain form of marketing
“A commission is on results, fees are usually upfront whether they work or not, I’d much
rather pay a commission, on results”
Structured fee through DMO (little choice), which helps DMO control costs

Q: what if you had feedback on how well their website was going?
Still prefer commissions – rather than pay fees
“rather that than pay fees to lots of different people, and your not sure who they are
coming from, but we haven’t got that option at the moment, we don’t have anybody that
says to us, we’ll generate clients for you…I haven’t been given that proposition”

Q: do customers come from your direct marketing, or other marketing?
A combination, some direct, some via information centres, some via tourism authority
websites I’d hope

Q: are you dependent on any business the agents generate for you? Where is the
mainstay of your business from?
Most from TV, also drive by, Word-of-mouth, brochure distribution (major ways)

Q: so websites aren’t generating a lot for you then?
No
Do target business groups sometimes
+ do networking and bonding events
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